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Elementa





1
Prologue

"Hear ye, hear ye! Welcome to the wonders of quantummechanics!"
shouted the director of the new circus which had just arrived in town.
Having awaited for several semesters, we were all eager to see the freaks it
had to offer; from strange particle-wave duality to quantum teleportation.
From probability amplitudes to the collapse of the wave function. In anxi-
ety we counted our shillings and lined up for tickets. Maybe there was even
a midget or a bearded lady...

Figure 1.1: There is no easy way out; you
need to work harder than this...

Sure, there will be a lot to see on this course, and it will be rewarding to
see and become familiar with the tools of quantummechanics. Yet all this
comes with the price: hard work is required, there is no easy way out; see
figure 1.1. But it will be an extremely rewarding experience. So, welcome,
the beginning of the evening show draws closer. "Here ye, hear ye..."





2
Introduction

Quantummechanics started to manifest itself in various experimental
results obtained in late nineteenth century. It started to become clear that
the laws of classical physics were insufficient for understanding the struc-
ture of matter. The experimental results defied classical intuition and
the way towards a better understanding of the laws of Nature involved
a rather radical refinement of this intuition. We will first review how the
need for new laws to describe quantummechanics are imposed upon us
solely by the experiments.

Figure 2.1: Graphical representation of a
devise measuring a binary property C of
an electron.2.1 Basic experimental facts on quantum particles

Let us consider some quantum particle, which we for concreteness call
an electron. To drop all connotations that we might have on its physi-
cal properties, let us conjure two properties of electrons and call these
properties color and hardness. The properties “color” and “hardnessness”

are completely ambiguous regarding real
electrons. But what we will infer here, will
turn out extremely useful in developing
our thinking.

Experimental fact I:

• The electrons are either black (B) or orange (O).

• The electrons are either smooth (S) or rough (R).

Since these are experimental facts, they can be measured. This means,
that we can build a colorbox (C) which operates on an electron incident
on the box and puts the electron in a separate pile depending on whether
it is black or orange. Similarly, we can build a hardness box (H) which
separates smooth and rough electrons. See the adjacent figures 2.1 and
2.2

Figure 2.2: Graphical representation of a
devise measuring a binary property H of
an electron.
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Experimental fact II:
The properties C and H of electrons are persistent in the following
sense:

• if the electron comes out of a C-box as orange, and we let it
pass through another C-box, then it always comes out of the
C-box into the pile of orange electrons. The situation is com-
pletely similar with the black electrons: if a black electron is
inserted into C-box, it always ends up into the pile of black
electrons and never into that of orange ones.

• The same persistence applies also to the property H. If after
one box, the property H has been established as S or R, then
subjecting the electron to another H-box will always lead to the
same result: incident S (R) electrons will end up into the S (R)
piles.

This leads to a natural question: might the properties C and H be
somehow related (or correlated)? In other words, of we know for example
that the electron is orange, C=O, does this determine what the value of H
is. To answer this, we need to experiment with how the C-box operates
if the incident electron has a definite known value of H and vice versa.
Carrying out this experiment leads to our next experimental fact

Experimental fact III: Suppose that we have completely random
collection (ensemble) of electrons at our disposal. This means,
that possible values of H and C are evenly distributed over the
ensemble. Each electron in turn is subjected to two subsequent
measurements so that both the C and H values become deter-
mined. Then either of the following cases is realized:

• If we subject the electron first to the determination of the value
of its C, selecting the output for which C=O, and then sub-
sequently determine the value of H, the possible values H=S
and H=R occur evenly distributed over the entire ensemble of
electrons subjected to the secondmeasurement.

• If we subject the electron first to the determination of the value
of its H, selecting the output for which H=S, and then sub-
sequently determine the value of C, the possible values C=B
and C=O occur evenly distributed over the entire ensemble of
electrons subjected to the secondmeasurement.

We conclude from this experimental fact that knowing C will provide
no information on H and vice versa. In other words, the properties C and
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H are completely uncorrelated.
Let us now explore some simple consequences of these experimental

facts. First, consider determining the properties of an electron according
to the following sequence:

• First, the value of C is determined selecting the electrons with C=O.

• Then, the orange electrons are subjected to determination of the value
of H. The soft electrons are selected.

• Then the color is determined again.

We again imagine that this experiment is performed on a large ensemble
of electrons incident on the C-box in the first box of the above sequence.
We wish to determine the distribution of results C=O and C=B of the
second C-box.

Hastily, and using classical intuition, one is tempted to conclude that
all the electrons will be observed to be orange in the secondmeasure-
ment and no black ones, since the property C was already measured in
the first box and only orange ones passed to the H-box in the middle. But
this tempting conclusion is maximally wrong, as it turns out that exactly
half of the electrons emerging from the second C box are orange and the
other half black. This observation is consistent with the experimental fact
III.

Remark 2.1.1. It immediately comes to
mind that maybe our picture of electron
with simply binary properties is too
simple and there is some additional
property at play here which would explain
the observations. This has been studied
and it can also be experimentally tested.
The result is that there does not exist such
property. We will return to this question in
detail in the final chapter of these notes as
we discuss Bell inequality.

However, it shows that the persistence discussed in experimental fact
II does not carry as far as in classical physics. Rather, compatibly with
experimental observation III, there appears some inherent randomness
in nature. Furthermore this is no theoretical or unjustified absurdity, but
it is forced upon us by simple experimental observations of real world
electrons. This is a huge blow for the Newtonian determinism.

Another simple question, which we can address with our thought
experiments using the boxes is the following: Can we build a box that
would determine the values of C and H in a single run. The answer is
simply no. Such a machine would need to determine the value of C and
H, but as we have seen before, neither the value of C or H persists in the
determination of the other quantity.

This is a truly profound observation, as it implies that knowing C and
H simultaneously is not possible. The main lesson quantummechan-
ics teaches us here is that it is not a matter of knowing. The value of the
property H does not exist simultaneously with the value of C and vice
versa. The formal statement of this fact is known as the uncertainty prin-
ciple.

Figure 2.3: A box which allows the electron
to traverse two distinct paths.

Now that we have gained some experimental insight into how elec-
trons behave, we proceed further. Let us build a box shown in figure 2.3
with mirrors affecting the path of the electrons inside the box. It should
be noted that the mirrors only change the electrons direction but do not
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affect any of its properties. We will now use this device to perform some
measurements.

First, suppose that the incident electrons are known to be orange
(by some preceding measurement using C-box and separating out the
electrons with C=O). Then the electrons are input to the splitter box and
from the electrons coming out, the value of H is measured. The question
is, what is the distribution of different values when the measurement
is repeated multiple times. The answer is, according to our established
experimental facts, that 50 % of the electrons will be rough and 50 %
of them will be soft. Similarly, if the incident electrons are all rough,
and after the splitter box the property C is measured, then 50 % of the
electrons are observed to be orange and 50 % of them are observed to be
black.

All this should be intuitive by now. Let us then consider the following
measurement. Orange electrons are incident on the splitter box. They
pass through, the rough electrons along the top path in the figure and
the soft ones along the bottom path in the figure. Upon exiting the split-
ter box, the electrons pass through the C-box and performing several
measurements we determine the distribution of their C-values. Now, it
is tempting to argue that since the electrons passed through the H-box
inside the splitter, they upon exiting, have either H=R or H=S and these
in turn produce either C=O or C=B with uniform distribution. We would
therefore observe black and orange electrons in equal proportion over a
large ensemble of incident orange electrons. But this is wrong! In reality it
turns out that all exiting electrons have C=O.

This seems completely unexpected and unexplainable also in light of
our so far gathered experimental facts. But the story unfolds to become
even more awesome. Let us modify the splitter box so that there is a
barrier we can move in and out at the lower path. Now, start with the
barrier away from the lower path so the situation corresponds to the one
we described above and all electron coming out of the box are observed
to have property C=O in 100 % of the cases. Then let the barrier slide into
the lower path insider the box and watch what happens to the output
electrons.

It is an experimental fact that while the overall output of the splitter
box drops by 50 % due to the barrier blocking the lower path of the elec-
trons, of the all outcoming electrons 50 % are observed to have property
C=B and only 50 % have C=O.

This experimental has been performed in a system where the size of
the splitter box is several kilometers. If the barrier on the lower path is
away, 100 % of the output electrons have C=O. If the barrier is put in the
distribution of C-values changes to even distribution of C=O and C=B
electrons. How the electron can know what happens on what happens
over distances of several kilometers away from its position? The real
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punchline here is: how the electron knows about any paths?
To tease out the ultimate conclusion let us analyze the possible inter-

pretations of the situation we have encountered here:
It can be experimentally arranged to let only one electron at a time

to pass through the splitter box. Let us suppose that this is the case and
that there are no barriers inside the box. Then we known that as the
electron exits the box it has the property C=O every time. Consider now
the question which path did the electron take.

• Did it take the upper path (H=R)? No, it could not, because that case
would be identical to the one where the lower path is blocked and
where we observed electrons to come out with the property C=O only
50 % of the time.

• Did it take the lower path (H=S)? No. We can run the above argument
for the case where the barrier is put into the upper path.

• Did it take both paths? No, since we can test this by putting detectors
on the paths to check where the electron is. The result is that always
exactly one electron is observed in the box on one of the paths.

• Did it take neither path? No, since we can test this by putting barriers
on both paths and in this case no electrons are ever observed to come
out of the box.

Hence we have arrived to a situation that there is something pro-
foundly erroneous in the way we are trying to describe the situation. We
are lacking the proper language to describe what the electron is and how
it behaves. A first step in this development is the realization of the need
to combine the possibilities for things to happen i.e. form superpositions.
We will now describe another experiment which will provide more insight
into the properties this new language should possess.

2.2 The double slit experiment

(Picture from The Feynman Lectures on Physics.)

Figure 2.4: The double slit experiment
with electrons.

A very clear illustration of the fundamental ideas of quantummechan-
ics is given by a version of the Young double-slit experiment, in which
particles are used as projectiles instead of waves. The set-up of the ex-
periment is shown in Fig. 2.4. On the left, there is a source of electrons.
In the middle there is a screen with two narrow slits, and the electrons
from the source are targeted on the slits. On the right, there is a detector,
which counts the electrons arriving at its location, and which can be used
to measure the electron intensity pattern I(x).

Now, what are the results when the experiment is made? First of all, if
only one slit, say the upper one, is kept open, the intensity pattern I1(x)
is a bump centered around the position of the upper slit. If only the lower
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slit is kept open, the intensity pattern I2(x) has a similar shape, but is
centered around the position of the lower slit. However, when both slits
are open, the intensity I12(x) exhibits an interference pattern just like
the classical Young experiment made with light – see Fig. 2.5. We clearly
have I12(x) 6= I1(x) + I2(x). Note that this is in clear contradiction with
the expectation we would have if we thought of the electrons as classical
particles, since in that case we would expect no interference effects, and
should have I12(x) = I1(x) + I2(x).

(Picture from The Feynman Lectures on Physics.)

Figure 2.5: On the left, the electron
distribution with one slit open. On the
right, the electron distribution with both
slits open.

The first explanation that probably comes to mind is that the electrons
must interfere with each other in some way. So let us let the electrons
in one at a time – surely there will be no interference pattern then. But
when we let in many electrons one at a time, writing down the positions
where they arrived on the right, and put together the results in the end,
the resulting I(x) still shows the same interference pattern. One would
perhaps like to suggest that each electron somehow splits in half as it
passes through the slits, but there is no evidence in favour of an idea like
that, because the detector always registers a whole electron and never a
fractional one.

At this point one is perhaps tempted to look at the electron and try
to see what happens as it passes through the slits. Put a light source in
the middle behind the slits. Then if we see a photon being scattered
near one of the slits, we know that the electron went through that slit.
When this experiment is performed, shooting the electrons in one at a
time, we indeed see a photon only at one slit at a time, and never two
photons simultaneously at both slits. So it seems that the electron passes
through either one slit or the other. However, when the results of this
experiment are put together, a most interesting thing is found: there is no
interference pattern any more!

So it seems that the presence of the photons somehow disturbs the
experiment and alters the result. One could try to reduce the disturbance
by using photons of lower energy, but there is a limit to how far this can
be taken. The wavelength of the photon is related to its momentum by
λ = h/p, and when the wavelength becomes longer than the separation
of the slits, it is no longer possible to use the photon to tell through which
slit the electron went. And it is indeed found that as soon as the momen-
tum of the photons becomes smaller than h/d, the interference pattern
again starts to appear.

The results of the double slit experiment with electrons can thus be
summarized in the following way.

• If the experimental apparatus does not allow us to know which slit the
electron went through, there is an interference pattern.

• However, if it is possible determine through which slit the electron
passed, there is no interference.
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It is the task of quantummechanics to explain these results in a coherent
and logically consistent way. It will turn out that we need a new way to
compute probabilities – the classical probability theory turns out to be
not enough.

Consider the set of students with properties of blondness of the hair
(B), whether the student was born in helsinki (H) and if the student is
undergraduate (U). Denote the complements of these quantities by
overlines, i.e. not blonde by O, if not fromHelsinki by H and if not an
undergraduate by (U). Then it is a simple matter to prove that the follow-
ing inequality always holds for the number (#) of students with different
properties:

#Students(U, B) + #Students(B, H) ≥ #Students(U, H). (2.2.1)

It is easy to see that what the actual properties are is inconsequential. So
in general for three properties A, B and C it generally holds that

#(A, B) + #(B, C) ≥ #(A, C). (2.2.2)

This inequality is known as Bell’s inequality and quantummechanics is
known to violate this inequality. We will have muchmore to say about
this in the last chapter of the lecture notes.

It turns out that to develop the proper language for quantumme-
chanics, the probability theory must be augmented with the concept of
probability amplitude which we now introduce within the context of the
two slit experiment.

2.2.1 Probability amplitudes

The quantum-mechanical analysis of the double slit experiment is made
in terms of probability amplitudes. The fundamental rules for probability
amplitudes – the first principles of quantummechanics, in a particular
form – are the following:

• To every outcome of an experiment, there is associated a probability
amplitude a, which is generally a complex number. When the ex-
periment is made, the probability of observing an outcome whose
amplitude is a is P = |a|2.

• The amplitude for an event that can be broken down into several
successive events is calculated by multiplying the amplitudes for the
individual events: a = a1a2 · · ·

• When a given result can come out in several alternative ways, and the
experiment cannot distinguish between the alternatives, the probabil-
ity amplitude for that result is a1 + a2 + . . . , where a1, a2, . . . are the
amplitudes for the alternatives. The probability is P = |a1 + a2 + . . . |2.
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• On the other hand, if the experiment can distinguish between the
different alternatives in which a result can come out, the amplitudes
are not added. The probability for observing the result is P = |a1|2 +
|a2|2 + . . .

These rules are almost the complete rules of quantummechanics. The
only thing that is missing is, so to say, a quantum-mechanical analogue
of Newton’s law of motion – an equation which specifies how probability
amplitudes change with time. However, the rules given above will be
sufficient for us for now. We will soon introduce the rules of quantum
mechanics, or postulates, as they are called, in a more complete way, in a
form that is closer to how people usually formulate them andmake use of
them.

Let us now apply the above rules to the double slit experiment. Con-
sider first the case where only slit 1 is open. Now the only way that the
result of finding an electron at a point x on the right is that the electron
first goes from the source to slit 1 and then from slit 1 to the detector at x.
By rule 2, the probability amplitude for this event is

a1(x) = a(S, 1)a(1, x), (2.2.3)

where a(A, B) stands for the amplitude for going from A to B. The proba-
bility of observing the electron at x then is

P1(x) = |a1(x)|2 = |a(S, 1)|2|a(1, x)|2. (2.2.4)

For the case that only slit 2 is open, we would similarly find

a2(x) = a(S, 2)a(2, x) (2.2.5)

and
P2(x) = |a2(x)|2 = |a(S, 2)|2|a(2, x)|2. (2.2.6)

Next, in the case that both holes are open it is not possible to tell which
hole the electron went through, and rule 3 says that the amplitude for the
event that an electron arrives at x is found by adding the amplitudes for
all the ways in which that result can come out. There are two such ways:
the electron can go through hole 1 or through hole 2. We therefore have

a(x) = a1(x) + a2(x). (2.2.7)

From this we find that the probability that an electron is observed at x is

P(x) = |a(x)|2 = |a1(x)|2 + |a2(x)|2 + a1(x)∗a2(x) + a2(x)∗a1(x).

(2.2.8)

Notice that there indeed is an interference term! The probability P(x)
is not simply equal to P1(x) + P2(x). On the other hand, if it is possible
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to tell which slit the electron went through, then wemust use rule 4 and
write

P(x) = |a1(x)|2 + |a2(x)|2 = P1(x) + P2(x). (2.2.9)

So we see that this formalism of probability amplitudes indeed correctly
describes the results of the double slit experiment.

It is interesting to consider in more detail the case in which we try to
use photons to detect through which slit the electron goes. Suppose an
electron passes through slit 1 and scatters a photon. Most of the time, the
photon will go to the detector at slit 1, at least if the experimental appara-
tus is well designed. But in general it is also possible that an electron near
slit 1 will scatter a photon that goes to the detector at slit 2. Let s11 and
s12 be the respective probability amplitudes for the two events; let also
s22 and s21 be the corresponding amplitudes for slit 2. If the apparatus is
built in a symmetric way, we expect that s11 = s22 and s12 = s21; let us
denote the first two by s and the second two by s′.

Consider now the event that an electron is observed at x and a photon
is observed by the detector near slit 1. This can have happened in two
ways – the electron went through slit 1 and scattered a photon into the
detector at 1, or the electron went through slit 2 and scattered a photon
into the detector at 1. The experiment cannot distinguish between these
two alternatives, and so by rules 2 and 3 we have that the amplitude for
this event is

A = a(S, 1)sa(1, x) + a(S, 2)s′a(2, x) = sa1(x) + s′a2(x). (2.2.10)

Then the probability that an electron is observed at x and a photon at 1 is

P(x; 1) = |sa1(x) + s′a2(x)|2. (2.2.11)

Similarly, the probability that an electron is observed at x and a photon at
2 is

P(x; 2) = |s′a1(x) + sa2(x)|2. (2.2.12)

Let us consider two limiting cases. First, in the ideal case that s′ =
0 and |s|2 = 1 – which means that an electron going through hole 1
certainly scatters a photon to the detector at 1 and never to the detector
at 2 – we have

P(x; 1) = |sa1(x)|2 = |a1(x)|2, P(x; 2) = |sa2(x)|2 = |a2(x)|2.
(2.2.13)

Then the total probability for observing an electron at x, in the case we
look through which slit it went, is

P(x) = P(x; 1) + P(x; 2) = |a1(x)|2 + |a2(x)|2 = P1(x) + P2(x),
(2.2.14)

with no interference pattern.
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On the other hand, if the photon detection system is completely inca-
pable of determining which hole the electron went through, for example
if the wavelength of the photons is too long, it seems very reasonable to
assume that s and s′ are equal, and s2 = (s′)2 = 1/2. Then we have

P(x; 1) = |sa1(x) + s′a2(x)|2 =
1
2
|a1(x) + a2(x)|2.

P(x; 2) = |s′a1(x) + sa2(x)|2 =
1
2
|a1(x) + a2(x)|2. (2.2.15)

The probability that we are interested in in this case is for the event an
electron arrives at x while a photon is observed anywhere at all, since no
information can be deduced from seeing which detector detected the
photon. This probability is

P(x) = P(x; 1) + P(x; 2) = |a1(x) + a2(x)|2, (2.2.16)

giving the intensity pattern that maybe by now we were able to expect.
The important message to take from this is that electrons are neither

waves nor particles. They are not waves, since on occasion they behave
like particles as we have seen in the two-slit experiment. They are not
particles, since on occasion they behave like waves as we have also seen
in the two-slit experiment. Wemust accept that quantummechanical
particles are not confined into the domains of our classical intuition,
but behave according to the quantummechanical description described
above. From this fact we can develop intuition to understand quantum
mechanical systems in wide generality.

2.3 Axioms of QuantumMechanics

To give a flavor of the things to come, we will now provide a brief glimpse
of the fundamental ideas on which the quantum theory is developed. All
these will be restated and exposed in muchmore detail in later chapters.

Axiom 2.3.1. The state of a quantum system corresponds to a (unit)
vector |ψ〉 in a complex inner product spaceH.

Remark 2.3.2. Note here the important
features which are inherent for quantum
mechanics and very different with respect
to classical physics:
1. Linearity: a linear combination of

states is again a state of the system.
2. While in classical physics only real

numbers are needed, in quantum
theory the inclusion of complex
numbers is inescapable.

Axiom 2.3.3. The physical observables of a quantum system described
by states inH correspond to self-adjoint linear operators inH.

Axiom 2.3.4. The time evolution of the quantum system described by
states inH is given by the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d
dt
|ψ(t)〉 = H|ψ(t)〉, (2.3.1)

where H is a self-adjoint linear operator called the Hamiltonian and
h̄ = h/(2π), h is the Planck constant.
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These axioms characterize the mathematical structure underlying
quantum theory. To make contact with physical measurements a further
principle is required:

Principle 2.3.5. The measurements on physical systems are character-
ized in terms of the state vectors ofH as

1. The outcome of the measurement of a physical observable is always an
eigenvalue of the corresponding self-adjoint operator.

2. After the measument the system is in the eigenstate corresponding to
the measured eigenvalue.

2.3.1 Example: two-state quantum system

As a simple example we consider a system which has only two possible
states. This has physical relevance in real systems occurring in nature,
like spin, which we will discuss in detail in later chapters. This also gives a
mathematical realization of the system we described in section 2.1. This example gives a mathematical

realization of all experimental facts
considered in the previous section! You
may try to see this yourself: First identify
σ3 with the observable “roughness” (the
measured values (i.e. the eigenvalues) are
±1 corresponding to hard and soft. Then,
take either σ1 and σ2 to be the color.
• The eigenvalues of σ1 (and σ2) are±1.

These may be identified with orange
and black.

• Using the eigenstates of these oper-
ators and applying the principle of
measurement stated above, allows
one to see how this system behaves
exactly as expected by experimental
knowledge on quantum dynamics.

You should play with this example and
relate it to the discussion in Sec. 2.1.

Step-by-step solution

• The state space isH = C
2. The observables, i.e. self-adjoint linear operators,

onC2 are in a chosen basis 2 by 2 matrices such that M = M† ≡ (MT)∗. Now
introduce four matrices given in a standard basis by

1 =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, σ1 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σ2 =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σ3 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)

(2.3.2)
which are known as the Pauli matrices. Then any self-adjoint 2 by 2 matrix M
can be written as a linear combination

M = a01+ a1σ1 + a2σ2 + a3σ3. (2.3.3)

• The principle of measurement states that have well-defined value of an observ-
able should be an eigenvectors of the corresponding operator. The first matrix
in (2.3.2) is a trivial observable: it is an identity on any state. On the other hand
σ3 has two eigenvectors,

σ3

(
1
0

)
=

(
1
0

)
, σ3

(
0
1

)
= −

(
0
1

)
. (2.3.4)

Let us denote these eigenstates by

|+〉 =
(

1
0

)
, |−〉 =

(
0
1

)
. (2.3.5)

• The crucial observation is that neither of these is and eigenstate of σ1 or σ2.
Physically this means that once we know (have measured) the value of σ3 and
consequently know that the system is in a state |+〉 or |−〉 depending on the
measured eigenvalue, we do not know with certainty what is the value of σ1 or
σ2. We will only have access to quantities like that if we were to measure, say, σ1
what would be the probability of the outcome of one of its eigenvalues.

We will have muchmore to say about this system in later chapters.
One more remark which is at the basis of quantummechanics: if we have
measured the value of σ3 and obtained, say,+1, then we know that the
system is in the state |+〉. However, in the absence of knowledge of the
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value of σ3 on the state |ψ〉 of the system also linear combinations, i.e.
superpositions, are allowed. The system can be in the state

|ψ〉 = a|+〉+ b|+〉, a, b ∈ C, |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, (2.3.6)

underlining the vector spaces as the proper mathematical framework to
formulate quantum theory.

2.4 Exercises
Remarks on orders of magnitude: On
grounds of our everyday experience, we
are used to measuring things in units of
meters, seconds and kilograms. However,
these are not convenient units in the
realm of atomic physics. The fundamental
constants which arise here are h̄, c and
me. Let us write down their approximate
numerical values:

h̄ = 1.054× 10−34 Js,

c = 3.00× 108 ms−1,

me = 9.11× 10−31 kg.

From these, we can form the following
units:
• Unit of length: h̄/mec = 3.86 ×

10−13 m;
• Unit of time: h̄/mec2 = 1.29× 10−21 s;
• Unit of energy: mec2 = 5.11× 105 eV.
Then, introduce a dimensionless

quantity, the so-called fine-structure
constant, which reflects the strength of
the electromagnetic force:

α =
e2

h̄c
=

q2
e

4πε0 h̄c
' 1

137
. (2.4.1)

Now the basic distance, the Bohr radius, is

a0 =
h̄2

mee2 =
1
α

h̄
mec
' 0.53 . (2.4.2)

The natural unit of energy, the Rydberg, is

E0 =
1
2

α2mec2 ' 13.6 eV. (2.4.3)

The speed of the electron in the ground
state of hydrogen is v = αce2/h̄, and the
period of this orbit is

T =
2πa0

v
=

2π

α2
h̄

mec2 ' 1.5× 10−16 s.

(2.4.4)

Exercise 2.4.1. Fun with probability 1. Quantummechanics, as we will
see, is intrinsically probabilistic theory. As an entertaining warm-up to
probabilities:

(a) A woman has two children, and at least one is a boy. What is the
probability that both are boys?

(b) A woman has two children, and the eldest is a boy. What is the proba-
bility that both are boys?

(c) A woman has two children, and at least one is a boy born on a Tues-
day. What is the probability that both are boys?

Exercise 2.4.2. Fun with probability 2. A biologist is in a forest search-
ing for beetles. He can correctly identify a beetle with 99% accuracy,
regardless of the species of the beetle. The biologist knows that about
0.5% of the beetles that live in this forest are a rare kind of a beetle known
as the wide-winged beetle, while the remaining 99.5% are uninteresting
common beetles. Suppose the biologist finds a beetle and identifies it as
a wide-winged beetle. What is then the probability that his beetle actually
is a wide-winged beetle?

Exercise 2.4.3. Orders of Magnitude.

(a) Suppose you want to explore distances of the order of 1 using pho-
tons, neutrons or electons. What should the order of magnitude of the
energy of these particles be in eV?

(b) Consider sound waves propagating in a crystal. When the wavelength
λ is small in comparison with the lattice spacing, the frequency ω of
the wave is linear in the wave number k = 2π/λ, i.e. ω = csk where cs

is the speed of sound. For steel cs ' 5× 103 ms−1. For a sound wave
of k = 1 nm−1, what is the energy h̄ω? The quantum of sound is called
the phonon, and phonons can be created in an inelastic collision with
a crystal. Can neutrons or photons be used to study phonons?

(c) In an interference experiment using fullerenes C60 the average speed
of the molecule is about 220 m s−1. What is the corresponding de
Broglie wavelength? Compare it with the size of the molecule.
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(d) In the absence of a quantum theory of gravity, all theories are re-
stricted to energies lower than the Planck energy EPl. Use dimensional
argument to construct EPl as a function of the gravitational constant
G, h̄ and c and find its numerical value. What is the corresponding
length scale (the Planck length) `Pl?

Exercise 2.4.4. The energy of blackbody radiation. Consider electro-
magnetic waves confined within a cavity. The total energy of the waves is
given by

E =
∫ ∞

0
dω D(ω)E(ω),

where E(ω) is the energy of a single standing wave of frequency ω, and
D(ω) dω is the number of waves having frequencies in the interval from
ω to ω + dω. It can be shown1 that 1 See e.g. The Feynman Lectures on Physics,

Vol. III, Chapter 4.

D(ω) =
Vω2

π2c3 ,

where V is the volume of the cavity.

(a) According to classical physics, each standing wave has energy kBT.
Show that the prediction of classical physics is that there is an infinite
amount of energy in the cavity, in obvious contradiction with experi-
ence.

(b) From Planck’s hypothesis that the energy is quantized in units of h̄ω

it follows that a standing wave of frequency ω has the average energy

E(ω) =
h̄ω

eh̄ω/kBT − 1
.

Show that this implies that the energy inside the cavity has a finite
value. It is not necessary to calculate the integral in detail; however, if
you want to do it, the easiest way to do it is to note that

∫ ∞

0
dx

x3

eax − 1
=
∫ ∞

0
dx

∞

∑
n=1

x3(e−ax)n.

(c) Let u(ω) dω be the distribution of energy per unit volume:

u(ω) dω =
h̄ω3 dω

π2c3
(
eh̄ω/kBT − 1

) .

Argue that the energy radiated per unit time and unit area by the
blackbody is (c/4)

∫ ∞
0 dω u(ω). Derive from this the Stefan–Boltzmann

law: the energy radiated per unit time and unit area is σT4, with
σ = π2k4

B/60c2h̄3.

Exercise 2.4.5. The Compton effect. Evidence in favour of the photon
hypothesis is provided by the so-called Compton effect. Experimentally,
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one finds that when X-rays are scattered off of electrons in matter, the
wavelength of the radiation is changed in the scattering process, and the
change in wavelength depends on the scattering angle in a particular way.

(Picture fromWikipedia.)

Figure 2.6: Compton scattering.

In order to explain this using the photon hypothesis, consider a colli-
sion between an incoming photon and a stationary electron (see Fig. 2.6).
By conservation of energy andmomentum, we have

h̄ω0 + mec2 = h̄ω +
√

m2
e c4 + p2

e c2, (2.4.5)

h̄~k0 = h̄~k + ~pe. (2.4.6)

Show that the first equation implies

p2
e c2 = h̄2(ω2

0 + ω2 − 2ω0ω cos θ
)
,

and use this together with the second equation to show that

λ− λ0 =
h

mec
(1− cos θ), (2.4.7)

which agrees with experimental observations on X-ray scattering.

Exercise 2.4.6. Double slit experiment 1. According to de Broglie,
a particle of momentum p has wave-like properties characterized by
the wavelength λ = h/p. With this picture in mind, describe how the
intensity pattern changes in the double slit experiment with electrons, if

(a) The distance between the slits is doubled;

(b) The distance between the slits and the screen is doubled;

(c) The momentum of the incoming electrons is doubled.
For the next two exercises, assume that the probability amplitude for the
event that a particle having momentum ~p goes from~r1 to~r2 is

a(~r1 →~r2) = αei~p·(~r2−~r1)/h̄,

where α is a constant complex number.
Exercise 2.4.7. Double slit experiment 2. Suppose that in Fig. 2.4, the
distance from the source to the slits is R, the distance from the slits to the
screen is L, and the distance between the slits is d. Assume that d is small
compared with R and L, and that all electrons emitted by the source have
the samemomentum ~p.

(a) Let a be the probability amplitude that an electron arriving at a slit
will pass through. Write down the probability amplitude that an elec-
tron goes from the source to a point x on the screen.

(b) At what points on the screen are electrons observed most frequently?
Are there points at which no electrons at all are observed?
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(c) Show that the electron intensity on the screen as a function of x is
given by

I(x) = I0 cos2
(

pdx
2h̄
√

L2 + x2

)
.

(d) Calculate I(x) in the case that the source is moved a distance h up-
wards.

(e) Suppose that the electrons experience a small constant force f in
the region between the slits and the screen, so that an electron at a
vertical distance x has the potential energy V(x) = − f x. Show that
the momentum of the electron depends on the vertical position x as

p(x) ' p(0) +
m f
p(0)

x.

Show that the intensity pattern gets shifted in the direction of the force
by the distance m f L2/2p2 = f t2/2m, where t = mL/p.

Exercise 2.4.8. The intensity interferometer. Consider the experiment
sketched in Fig. 2.7. A and B are sources that emit photons; 1 and 2 are
photon detectors. The detectors are connected to a device that registers
when a photon is simultaneously caught by each detector. Show that this
probability is proportional to

1 +
1
2

cos 2p(R2 − R1)/h̄.

Explain how D can be determined by this experiment, if R and d are
known. (This experiment was suggested – and performed – by Hanbury
Brown and Twiss in 1956, in order to measure the diameters of stars that
appear too small and cannot be resolved by optical telescopes.)

(Picture originally fromWikipedia.)

Figure 2.7: An intensity interferometry
experiment.





3
Mathematics of quantummechanics I: finite dimen-
sion

The language of physics is mathematics. For example, it is not possible to
master classical mechanics until one has learned how to solve differen-
tial equations. In quantummechanics, a similar role is played by linear
algebra and analysis. The purpose of this chapter is to expose the reader
to the elementary concepts of linear spaces, vectors and linear operators.
To maintain the simplicity in the presentation we consider only finite
dimensional spaces in this chapter.

One of the founding principles of quantummechanics is the superpo-
sition principle, as we have seen in the interpretation of the double slit
experiment. Thinking of possible abstractions, this suggest that linear
vector spaces might play a role. Indeed, it turns out that the physical state
of a quantum system is represented mathematically by a vector in a par-
ticular vector space whose properties we will shortly describe in detail;
this will be called the space of states. It is also apparent from the analysis
of the double slit experiments that an important role will be played by
probability amplitudes.. Mathematically these probability amplitudes
will be represented by scalar products between the elements of the space
of states. Physical properties, like position, momentum energy and so
forth will be represented by linear operators acting on the elements of the
space of states.

The central mathematical concept is the Hilbert space – that is,
roughly speaking, a vector space on which a positive-definite scalar
product is defined. In this chapter we will give a practical introduction to
the mathematics of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. However, later we
will be forced to consider the generalization to an infinite dimensionality,
since physics will require Hilbert spaces of infinite dimension. We post-
pone the discussion of infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces to Chapter 6,
partly because in the case of infinite dimensions there will be mathemat-
ical complications that are absent in the finite-dimensional case, and we
do not want to go into such complications at this point of the course.
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3.1 Hilbert spaces of finite dimension

3.1.1 Linear vector spaces

The mathematical concept of a linear vector space is a generalization and
abstraction of the familiar idea of vectors as arrows in space. With arrows
in space, it is intuitively clear what concepts like the length of a vector
or the components of a vector along a particular set of axes mean. Our
goal now is to understand how these concepts are generalized to abstract
vector spaces.

Definition 3.1.1. A linear vector space V is defined as a collection of
elements – a generic element of V is denoted by |ψ〉 – for which two
operations are defined:

1. For any two elements |ψ〉 and |χ〉 in V , the sum |ψ〉+ |χ〉 is defined.

2. For any element |ψ〉 in V , multiplication by a scalar, i.e. α|ψ〉 is de-
fined.

The operations are required to have the following properties:

1. Closure: The result of a sum or a multiplication by scalar must belong
to V .

2. Distributivity of scalar multiplication: α(|ψ〉 + |χ〉) = α|ψ〉 + α|χ〉,
and
(α + β)|ψ〉 = α|ψ〉+ β|ψ〉.

3. Associativity of scalar multiplication: α(β|ψ〉) = αβ|ψ〉.

4. Commutativity of addition: |ψ〉+ |χ〉 = |χ〉+ |ψ〉.

5. Associativity of addition: |ψ〉+ (|χ〉+ |φ〉) = (|ψ〉+ |χ〉) + |φ〉.

6. Existence of a null vector: A vector 0 exists, so that |ψ〉 + 0 = |ψ〉 for
every |ψ〉 in V .

7. Existence of inverse under addition: For every |ψ〉 in V , there exists a
|−ψ〉 in V so that |ψ〉+ |−ψ〉 = 0.

Even though the elements of V may be
arrows in space, they need not be so
– they can also be some other kind of
objects with no obvious geometrical
interpretation. For example, the set of
all 2-by-2 matrices forms a linear vector
space.

Problem 3.1.1. Convince yourself that
the set of all 2-by-2 matrices satisfies all of
the properties required of a linear vector
space.

Definition 3.1.2. The set in which the scalars α, β, . . . belong to is called
the field over which V is defined.

Most often one will have vector spaces defined over the set of real
numbers, or over the set of complex numbers; these are often called real
vector spaces and complex vector spaces, respectively.
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3.1.2 Norm and inner product

The concept of a norm generalizes the idea of the length of a vector to
abstract vector spaces.

Definition 3.1.3. A norm is a mapping from V to the set of real numbers,
i.e. a rule which associates to each |ψ〉 in V a real number, denoted by
||ψ||. The norm is required to have the following properties:

1. ||ψ|| ≥ 0, and ||ψ|| = 0 if and only if |ψ〉 = 0.

2. ||αψ|| = |α| ||ψ|| for a scalar α.

3. The triangle inequality: ||ψ + χ|| ≤ ||ψ||+ ||χ||.
Definition 3.1.4. A scalar product (often also called an inner product)
is a mapping that takes a pair of vectors in V and assigns to them a (in
general complex) number. The scalar product of |ψ〉 with |χ〉 is denoted
by 〈χ|ψ〉. The scalar product must obey the following requirements:

1. 〈χ|ψ1 + αψ2〉 = 〈χ|ψ1〉+ α〈χ|ψ2〉,

2. 〈χ|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|χ〉∗,

3. 〈ψ|ψ〉 ≥ 0, and 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 0 if and only if |ψ〉 = 0.

Remark 3.1.5. Note that even though 〈χ|αψ〉 = α〈χ|ψ〉, the first two
requirements imply that 〈αχ|ψ〉 = α∗〈χ|ψ〉. Also, the concept of a scalar
product is more refined than that of a norm. A scalar product always
induces a particular norm, which is obtained by setting ||ψ|| = 〈ψ|ψ〉1/2.

To establish that the mapping defined in Remark 3.1.5 is indeed a
norm, one has to make use of the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1.6. (Cauchy–Schwarz inequality). Let |ψ〉 and |χ〉 be ele-
ments ofH. Then

|〈χ|ψ〉|2 ≤ 〈χ|χ〉〈ψ|ψ〉 = ||χ||2||ψ||2, (3.1.1)

and the equality holds only if |χ〉 = α|ψ〉 for some number α.
Proof. Wemay assume without loss of generality that ||χ|| = 1. If we then define

|ψ||〉 = 〈χ|ψ〉|χ〉, |ψ⊥〉 = |ψ〉 − |ψ||〉, (3.1.2)
it is not difficult to see that 〈ψ⊥|ψ||〉 = 0, and that ||ψ||2 = |〈χ|ψ〉|2 + ||ψ⊥||2, from which
the theorem follows.

Problem 3.1.2. Show that the defining
properties of the inner product imply
that the conditions of Definition 3.1.3
indeed hold for the norm defined by
||ψ|| = 〈ψ|ψ〉1/2.

The mathematical setting in which quantummechanics is done is a
Hilbert space. As long as we are working with finite-dimensional spaces,
we may assume that any vector space where an inner product is de-
fined is a Hilbert space. Strictly speaking there is a further techincal re-
quirement that a vector space must satisfy before it qualifies as a Hilbert
space. However, this requirement is automatically satisfied by any finite-
dimensional real or complex vector space. Therefore a more detailed
discussion of this point is deferred to Chapter 6.
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Convention 3.1.7. We will generally denote a Hilbert space by the sym-
bolH, and from now on we will assume that the vector spaces which we
work with are Hilbert spaces.

3.1.3 Basis

We nowmove on to discuss how the ideas of ”coordinate axes” and
”components of a vector along a set of axes” generalize to general vec-
tor spaces.

Definition 3.1.8. A set of vectors |ψ1〉, . . . , |ψn〉 is called linearly indepen-
dent if

∑
i

ai|ψi〉 = 0 (3.1.3)

implies ai = 0 for any i. Otherwise the vectors are linearly dependent.

Definition 3.1.9. The dimension of a vector spaceH is defined as the
maximum number of linearly independent vectors that can be found in
H.

Theorem 3.1.10. If n is the dimension ofH, then any vector inH can be
written as a linear combination of n linearly independent vectors.

Definition 3.1.11. A collection of n linearly independent vectors in a
n-dimensional vector space is called a basis.

Theorem 3.1.12. If one has any set of n linearly independent basis vec-
tors, it is possible to use them to construct an orthonormal basis {|i〉}, in
which the basis vectors satisfy 〈i|j〉 = δij.

From now on we will always assume that this has been done, so that
our basis vectors are orthonormal.

If the vectors |i〉, i = 1 . . . n form a basis inH, then because of Theo-
rem 3.1.10 we can write any vector |ψ〉 as

|ψ〉 =
n

∑
i=1

ai|i〉. (3.1.4)

The numbers ai are called the components of |ψ〉 in the basis |i〉. By
taking the scalar product of the above equation with |j〉, we find that the
components are given by

ai = 〈i|ψ〉. (3.1.5)
Also, the scalar product of the vector |ψ〉 with another vector

|χ〉 =
n

∑
i=1

bi|i〉 (3.1.6)

can be calculated in the basis {|i〉} as

〈χ|ψ〉 =
n

∑
i,j=1

b∗j ai〈j|i〉 =
n

∑
i=1

b∗i ai. (3.1.7)
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Note that we have in particular

||ψ||2 =
n

∑
i=1
|ai|2, (3.1.8)

which is a kind of a generalization of the Pythagorean theorem.

3.1.4 The dual space

The notation in which a vector is denoted by |ψ〉, and the inner product
by 〈χ|ψ〉 was introduced by Dirac, together with the terminology that
the vector |ψ〉 is called a ket vector. The inner product is thought of as
the symbols 〈χ| and |ψ〉 written next to each other, and in Dirac’s no-
tation the symbol 〈χ| stands for a different kind of a vector called a bra
vector. The symbol 〈χ|ψ〉 represents the ”bracket” of the two vectors; this
explains why the vectors are named like that.

To define the bra vector 〈χ|more rigorously, we introduce the dual
space of the vector space V.

Definition 3.1.13. Let V be a vector space over a field K. The dual vector
space V∗ is the set

V∗ = {` : V → C s. t. `(αv + βw) = α`(v) + β`(w)}, (3.1.9)

for all α, β ∈ K and v, w ∈ V.

The elements of the dual space are also called linear functionals. The
ket vector |ψ〉 is an element ofH, and the object 〈ψ|χ〉 is a complex num-
ber for all |χ〉 ∈ H. Therefore each |ψ〉 ∈ H defines a linear functional
and, hence, an elemet of the dual spaceH∗. For Hilbert space however,
there is more structure: every element of the dual spaceH∗ arises in this
way. This result is known as the Riesz representation theorem

Theorem 3.1.14. (Riesz). Suppose ` is a bounded linear functional on a
Hilbert spaceH. Then there is a unique vector |φ〉 ∈ H such that `(ψ) =
〈φ|ψ〉 for all |ψ〉 ∈ H. In other words, a Hilbert space is equivalent to its
own dual space.

Remark 3.1.15. Note that the proof of the
Riesz theorem does not assume that the
dimension of the Hilbert space is finite.
Hence the result can be carried out to
the infinite dimensional case, which we
discuss in a later chapter, as well. It is a
profound feature that the Hilbert space is
equivalent to its dual space.

Proof. If ` ≡ 0, then we can choose |φ〉 = 0. Otherwise Ker(`) ≡ {|ψ〉 : `(ψ) = 0} is a
proper subspace and we can find a unit vector |φ̃〉 ∈ Ker(`)⊥. For every |ψ〉 ∈ H we have
`(ψ)|φ̃〉 − `(φ̃)|ψ〉 ∈ Ker(`) and hence

0 = 〈φ̃|(`(ψ)|φ̃〉 − `(φ̃)|ψ〉) = `(ψ)− `(φ̃)〈φ̃|ψ〉. (3.1.10)

In other words, we can choose |φ〉 = `(φ̃)∗|φ̃〉. To show uniqueness, let |φ1〉 and |φ2〉 be two
such vectors. Then 〈φ1 − φ2|ψ〉 = 〈φ1|ψ〉 − 〈φ2|ψ〉 = `(ψ)− `(ψ) = 0 for any |ψ〉 ∈ H,
which shows that |φ1〉 − |φ2〉 ∈ H⊥ = {0}.

Hence, the elements ofH are in a one-to-one correspondence with
those ofH∗. The inner product provides a canonical isomorphismH '
H∗ via

v ∈ V → `v ∈ V∗, `v(w) = 〈v|w〉. (3.1.11)
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Via this identification we call 〈χ| the bra vector corresponding to the ket
vector |χ〉.

To make this discussion perhaps more concrete, we remind you that
in ordinary vector algebra, where a vector is represented by a column
of numbers, it’s not possible to take the scalar product of two column
vectors; instead, the scalar product is taken by turning one of the vectors
into a row vector, and then calculating the matrix product of the two
vectors. So, one way of thinking about bra and ket vectors is to imagine
that the bra vector 〈ψ| is related to the ket vector |ψ〉 in roughly the same
way that the row vector (

v1, . . . , vn
)

(3.1.12)
is related to the column vector




v1
...

vn


 . (3.1.13)

However, it’s important to remember that in the scalar product the first
vector gets complex conjugated – see Eq. (3.1.7) – and so, if the ket vector
|ψ〉 is actually written as

|ψ〉 =




ψ1
...

ψn


 , (3.1.14)

then the corresponding bra vector is

〈ψ| =
(
ψ∗1 , . . . , ψ∗n

)
. (3.1.15)

3.2 Linear operators

3.2.1 Resolution of the identity

We will begin this section by introducing a neat trick, which is also very
useful in practice. On grounds of Eqs. (3.1.4) and (3.1.5), we can write any
vector inH as

|ψ〉 = ∑
i
|i〉〈i|ψ〉. (3.2.1)

Since this holds for any vector |ψ〉, we have an equivalence

1 = ∑
i
|i〉〈i|, (3.2.2)

Equation (3.2.2) is the so-called resolution
of the identity, or the completeness
relation, and we emphasize again that it
is very useful in practical calculations. To
give an example, let’s use it to derive Eq.
(3.1.7) for the inner product:

〈χ|ψ〉 = 〈χ|1|ψ〉 = ∑
i
〈χ|i〉〈i|ψ〉

= ∑
i
〈i|χ〉∗〈i|ψ〉 = ∑

i
b∗i ai .

(3.2.3)

where on the left-hand side, we have written the symbol 1 to empha-
size that the object on the right certainly is not the number 1 ∈ R. It is
in fact an example of a linear operator onH. It is a particularly simple
operator, because the result of its operation on any vector is to give back
just the vector itself. We now go on to consider linear operators in some
more generality.
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3.2.2 Linear operators

A linear operator A is defined as a linear mapping, which associates to
every vector inH another vector inH, either the same vector or a differ-
ent one. The vector that results from the action of A on |ψ〉 is denoted
by A|ψ〉 or |Aψ〉. It is also possible to define operators which act on the
vectors of a particular Hilbert spaceH1 and produce vectors belonging
to a different Hilbert spaceH2 – however, when we refer to an operator,
we always mean an operator which takes vectors fromH toH, unless we
explicitly state otherwise. In the special case whereH2 = C, the operator
is called a functional onH. Thus,

Definition 3.2.1. LetH be a linear space

1. A linear map A : H → H is called a (linear) operator onH.

2. A linear map ` : H → C is called a functional onH.

In order to know how a linear operator A acts on any vector, it is
enough to know the action of A on all of the basis vectors in a particu-
lar basis. More explicitly, if we have A|i〉 = |i′〉, then we can calculate

A|ψ〉 = A ∑
i

ai|i〉 = ∑
i

ai A|i〉 = ∑
i

ai|i′〉. (3.2.4)

Problem 3.2.1. Let {|x〉, |y〉, |z〉} be a
set of orthonormal unit vectors inR3.
Consider the linear operator R which acts
on the basis vectors as

R|x〉 = cos α|x〉+ sin α|y〉,
R|y〉 = − sin α|x〉+ cos α|y〉,(3.2.5)
R|z〉 = |z〉.

Write down the action of R on a general
vector |v〉 ∈ R3. What geometrical
operation does R represent?

In a given basis, linear operators are represented by matrices. Let’s
expand the vectors |ψ〉 and A|ψ〉 as

|ψ〉 = ∑
i

ai|i〉, A|ψ〉 = ∑
i

bi|i〉. (3.2.6)

Acting on the second equation from the left by |j〉, and then using the first
equation, we find

bj = 〈j|A|ψ〉 = 〈j|A ∑
i

ai|i〉 = ∑
i
〈j|A|i〉ai ≡∑

i
Ajiai. (3.2.7)

The final expression gives the j-th component of the matrix product be-
tween a matrix with elements Aji and a column vector with components
ai. And since bj is the j-th component of the vector A|ψ〉, we have that
the operator A is represented (in the basis {|i〉}) by the matrix whose
elements are

Aij = 〈i|A|j〉. (3.2.8)

We can then write Eq. (3.2.7) explicitly as a matrix equation as



b1
...

bn


 =




A11 . . . A1n
... . . . ...

An1 . . . Ann







a1
...

an


 . (3.2.9)

It is important to remember that in an expression like 〈i|A|j〉 the
operator A always acts to the vector on the right.
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The product of two operators A and B is defined in an obvious way:

AB|ψ〉 = A(B|ψ〉). (3.2.10)

The order of the operators matters, since AB|ψ〉 is not necessarily equal
to BA|ψ〉. It therefore makes sense to define the commutator

[A, B] ≡ AB− BA. (3.2.11)

If the commutator [A, B] vanishes, we say that A and B commute; other-
wise we say that they do not commute.

Problem 3.2.2. Invent two 2-by-2
matrices out of your head, and check
whether they commute.

Problem 3.2.3. Show that the commuta-
tor satisfies the identities

[A, BC] = [A, B]C + B[A, C],

[AB, C] = A[B, C] + [A, C]B,

[A, [B, C]] + [B, [C, A]] + [C, [A, B]] = 0,
[
∑

i
Ai , ∑

j
Bj

]
= ∑

i,j
[Ai , Bj].

Definition 3.2.2. The inverse of a linear operator A : H → H is an
operator A−1 such that

A−1(A|ψ〉) = |ψ〉, and A(A−1|ψ〉) = |ψ〉 (3.2.12)

for all |ψ〉 ∈ H.

Remark 3.2.3. The inverse operator
doesn’t always exist. The condition for its
existence is that the matrix representing
the operator has a nonzero determinant.
The inverse of a product is given by
(AB)−1 = B−1 A−1, of course assuming
that A−1 and B−1 exist.

3.2.3 Hermitian and unitary operators

Among all linear operators defined onH, there are two kinds of operators
– Hermitian operators and unitary operators – which are particularly
important.

Definition 3.2.4. Let A be an operator inH. The Hermitian conjugate, or
adjoint, of A is the operator A†, such that

〈χ|A†ψ〉 = 〈Aχ|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|Aχ〉∗. (3.2.13)

for all |chi〉, |ψ〉 ∈ H.

In terms of explicit matrix representations of operator the matrix for
A† is the conjugate transpose (AT)∗ of the matrix for A:

[A†]ij = ([A]ji)
∗. (3.2.14)

Definition 3.2.5. An operator satisfying A = A† is calledHermitian or
self-adjoint.

Problem 3.2.4. Show that A† is a linear
operator, and that its matrix elements in
the basis {|i〉} satisfy

(A†)ij = A∗ji . (3.2.15)

This is why the Hermitian conjugate is
sometimes called the conjugate trans-
pose.

Generally it is important to remember that if we write 〈χ|A|ψ〉, the
operator A acts on the vector on the right – that is, 〈χ|A|ψ〉 stands for the
product of A|ψ〉 with 〈χ|, and this may not be the same as the product of
〈χ|A with |ψ〉. However, in the special case that A is Hermitian, these two
products are the same, and then it makes no difference on which vector
A operates in 〈χ|A|ψ〉.

Problem 3.2.5. Show that the Hermitian
conjugate of a product is given by

(AB)† = B† A†. (3.2.16)

Definition 3.2.6. The operator A is called anti-Hermitian if A† = −A.
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Taking the Hermitian conjugate of an operator is somehow analo-
gous to taking the complex conjugate of a number. Hermitian and anti-
Hermitian operators correspond to real numbers and purely imaginary
numbers. Any operator can be decomposed into a Hermitian and an
anti-Hermitian part as

A =
1
2
(

A + A†)+ 1
2
(

A− A†), (3.2.17)

just as any complex number can be decomposed into real and imaginary
parts.

Problem 3.2.6. Show that unitary
operators preserve the inner product
between vectors. That is, if |ψ̄〉 = U|ψ〉
and |χ̄〉 = U|χ〉, show that 〈χ̄|ψ̄〉 =
〈χ|ψ〉. Deduce from this that unitary
operators leave the norms of vectors
unchanged.
Operators which preserve the norm

are called isometries, and it is in fact
possible to show that an isometry is
always a unitary operator, as long asH is
finite-dimensional.

Definition 3.2.7. An operator U is called a unitary operator if it satisfies
UU† = U†U = 1, or equivalently U† = U−1.

In the analogy between operators and numbers, unitary operators are
analogous to complex numbers of unit magnitude.

The result of problem 3.2.6 shows that unitary operators perform
changes of orthonormal bases inH – that is, the result of acting with U
on the set of orthonormal basis vectors {|i〉} is another orthonormal
basis, which consists of the vectors {|Ui〉}.

Problem 3.2.7. The trace of an operator
A is defined by

Tr A = ∑
i
〈i|A|i〉 = ∑

i
Aii . (3.2.18)

Show:
(a) Tr(ABC) = Tr(BCA) = Tr(CAB),

(b) The trace is invariant under a unitary
change of basis.

Problem 3.2.8.

(a) Under a unitary change of basis,
|i〉 → U|i〉, show that the matrix
elements of A transform according to

Aij = 〈i|A|j〉 → 〈i|U† AU|j〉.
(3.2.19)

Thus, as far as the matrix elements are
concerned, the unitary transformation
can also be interpreted as leaving
the basis vectors untouched and
transforming the operators according
to

A→ U† AU. (3.2.20)

(b) For the 2-by-2 matrices

A =

(
a b
c d

)
, B =

(
e f
g h

)
,

(3.2.21)
show that det(AB) = (det A)(det B).
This is in fact true for matrices of any
dimension.

(c) Use the results of (a) and (b) to
prove that the determinant of an
operator is invariant under the unitary
transformation (3.2.20).

Just like any operator, a unitary operator can be represented by a
n× n -matrix, where n is the dimension ofH. The columns of this matrix
define a set of n vectors, and the so defined vectors are in fact an orthono-
mal set of vectors. Let’s show this:
Proof. Denote the i-th column vector by |Ui〉; its j-th component is Uji . We then have

〈Ui |Uj〉 = ∑
k

U∗kiUkj = ∑
k

U†
ikUkj

= ∑
k
〈i|U†|k〉〈k|U|j〉 = 〈i|U†U|j〉 = 〈i|j〉 = δij, (3.2.22)

where we used 1 = ∑k |k〉〈k|.

A similar result holds for the n vectors defined by the rows of the ma-
trix that represents U.

3.2.4 Projection operators

Consider the object P = |i〉〈i|. It is a linear operator, and acting on the
vector |ψ〉 it gives the vector 〈i|ψ〉|i〉, which, in a certain sense, is the
projection of the vector |ψ〉 along the direction of the basis vector |i〉. For
this reason the operator P is called a projection operator.

Note that acting twice on |ψ〉 with P gives the same result as just a
single action of P. Therefore the projection operator satisfies P2 = P, and
the proper mathematical definition of a projection operator, which we
will now formulate, rests on this property.

Definition 3.2.8. Let M ⊂ H be a subset. Then M⊥ = {|ψ〉 : 〈φ|ψ〉 =
0, ∀φ ∈ M} is called the orthogonal complement of M.
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For example, we haveH⊥ = {0}.

Theorem 3.2.9. (Projection theorem). Let M be a closed linear subspace
of a Hilbert spaceH. Then every |φ〉 ∈ H can be uniquely written as
|φ〉 = |φ||〉+ |φ⊥〉 with |φ||〉 ∈ M and |φ⊥〉 ∈ M⊥. This is alternatively
written as

M⊕M⊥ = H. (3.2.23)

The operator PM|ψ〉 = |ψ||〉 is called the orthogonal projection corre-
sponding to M. It easily follows that PM is linear and hermitian. Further-
more, it follows that

|P2
Mφ〉 = |PMφ||〉 = |φ||〉, (3.2.24)

i.e. P2
M = PM. The general definition abstracts from this property:

Definition 3.2.10. A projection operator P : H → H1 is a Hermitian
operator, P† = P which also satisfies PP = P.

Projection operators are written in a particularly simple way in Dirac
notation. If we decompose a normalized |χ〉 into |φ〉 and |φ⊥〉, then

|χ〉 = |φ〉〈φ|χ〉+ (|χ〉 − |φ〉〈φ|χ〉) = |φ〉〈φ|χ〉+ |φ⊥〉 = Pφ|χ〉+ |φ⊥〉.
(3.2.25)

Hence, we may write
Pφ = |φ〉〈φ|. (3.2.26)

3.2.5 The adjoint operation

Before moving on, we will briefly describe a trick that will be used very
often in practical calculations. Consider an equation between ket vectors,
such as

|ψ〉 = αA|χ〉+ BC|φ〉. (3.2.27)

where α is a complex number, and A, B and C are operators. Take the
product of this equation with an arbitrary bra vector |ξ〉, giving

〈ξ|ψ〉 = α〈ξ|A|χ〉+ 〈ξ|BC|φ〉. (3.2.28)

This is an equation between complex numbers, and so we can take the
complex conjugate, which reads

〈ξ|ψ〉∗ = α∗〈ξ|A|χ〉∗ + 〈ξ|BC|φ〉∗. (3.2.29)

Using the properties of the inner product on the left, and the definition of
the Hermitian conjugate on the right, we can rewrite this as

〈ψ|ξ〉 = α∗〈χ|A†|ξ〉+ 〈φ|(BC)†|ξ〉. (3.2.30)
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Then we cancel the arbitrary vector |ξ〉, and rewrite (BC)† as C†B†. This
gives us the equation

〈ψ| = α∗〈χ|A† + 〈φ|C†B†. (3.2.31)

We have therefore shown that from an equation between ket vectors,
like Eq. (3.2.27), it follows that there is a similar equation, Eq. (3.2.31),
between bra vectors. In practice one never goes through the intermediate
steps; instead, one simply writes down Eq. (3.2.31) by looking at Eq.
(3.2.27).

3.3 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

3.3.1 The eigenvalue problem

When an operator A acts on a vector |ψ〉, the resulting vector A|ψ〉 usu-
ally won’t be related to to the original vector in any simple way. However,
for any operator A it’s possible to find such special vectors that the vector
A|ψ〉 is simply proportional to the vector |ψ〉 – i.e. A|ψ〉 = a|ψ〉 for some
complex number a. We therefore make the following definition

Definition 3.3.1. Let A be a linear operator. If there exists a vector |ψ〉
and a complex number a such that

A|ψ〉 = a|ψ〉, (3.3.1)

then |ψ〉 is called an eigenvector and a an eigenvalue of A.
As mentioned in the introductory sec-
tions, the results of measurements will
always result in eigenvalues of the op-
erators corresponding to the physical
observables we are looking at. Therefore,
solving an eigenvalue equations will
constitute a central mathematical tool in
quantum theory.

Eq. (3.3.1) can easily be rearranged into

(A− a)|ψ〉 = 0. (3.3.2)

If the operator (A − a) were invertible, we could multiply from the left
with its inverse, and we would find just the trivial solution |ψ〉 = 0. In
order to have nontrivial solutions, the operator (A − a)must not be
invertible, and the condition for it to not be invertible is that its determi-
nant vanishes.

The eigenvalues are therefore found by solving the equation

det(A− a1) = 0. (3.3.3)

The set of eigenvalues is called the spectrum of A, and there are dimH
eigenvalues (as the above equation has dimH roots). All the eigenvalues
can be distinct, and then we say that the spectrum is non-degenerate.
However, sometimes wemay also have an eigenvalue, say ak, which
appears G(k) times, i.e. ak is a root of order G(k) in Eq. (3.3.3). In this
case we say that the spectrum is degenerate, and that the degeneracy of
the k-th eigenvalue is G(k).
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3.3.2 Eigenvalues of Hermitian and unitary operators

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Hermitian and unitary operators
have some special properties that we will now look into.

Theorem 3.3.2. The eigenvalues of a Hermitian operator are real, and
eigenvectors belonging to different eigenvalues are orthogonal.

Proof. Let A be a Hermitian operator, and let |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 be two of its eigenvectors, so
that

A|ψ1〉 = a1|ψ1〉, (3.3.4)
A|ψ2〉 = a2|ψ2〉. (3.3.5)

From the second equation, we have

a∗2〈ψ2| = 〈ψ2|A† = 〈ψ2|A. (3.3.6)

Multiplying now this equation by |ψ1〉 and the first one by 〈ψ2|, we have

〈ψ2|A|ψ1〉 = a1〈ψ2|ψ1〉, (3.3.7)
〈ψ2|A|ψ1〉 = a∗2〈ψ2|ψ1〉, (3.3.8)

so
(a1 − a∗2)〈ψ2|ψ1〉 = 0. (3.3.9)

Taking |ψ1〉 = |ψ2〉, we find a1 = a∗1 , i.e. the eigenvalues are real. Then taking a1 6= a2,
so that |ψ1〉 6= |ψ2〉 we have 〈ψ2|ψ1〉 = 0, i.e. the eigenvectors belonging to different
eigenvalues are orthogonal.

Theorem 3.3.3. Given a Hermitian operator A, the set of normalized
eigenvectors of A forms an orthonormal basis inH.

Proof. See e.g. Shankar, p. 36.

Theorem 3.3.4. The eigenvalues of a unitary operator are complex
numbers of unit magnitude, and eigenvectors corresponding to different
eigenvalues are orthogonal.

Problem 3.3.1. Prove Theorem 3.3.4.
(The proof is not that different from the
proof of Theorem 3.3.2.)

3.3.3 Diagonalization of matrices

Let’s now illustrate the use of Eq. (3.3.3) to find the eigenvalues of an
operator. We consider a 3-by-3 matrix

A =




1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0


 . (3.3.10)
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Step-by-step solution

• In this case, Eq. (3.3.3) reads

A =

∣∣∣∣∣∣

1− a 0 0
0 −a −1
0 1 −a

∣∣∣∣∣∣
= (1− a)(a2 + 1) = 0. (3.3.11)

so that
a = 1, or a = ±i. (3.3.12)

• The eigenvectors are found by putting the eigenvalues into the equation

A|ψ〉 = a|ψ〉 (3.3.13)

one by one, and solving the resulting set of equations for the components of
|ψ〉. For example, when a = 1, we have




1 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0






ψ1
ψ2
ψ3


 =




ψ1
ψ2
ψ3


 , (3.3.14)

whose solution is ψ2 = ψ3 = 0, while ψ1 can be any number; in order to have a
normalized eigenvector, we choose ψ1 = 1.

• Now do problem 3.3.2.

Problem 3.3.2. Repeat the calculation
for the eigenvalues a = ±i, and show that
the normalized eigenvectors belonging to
these eigenvalues are

1√
2




0
i
1


 , and 1√

2




0
−i
1


 .

(3.3.15)

Diagonalization of a 2-by-2 Hermitian matrix. We shall often need to
diagonalize a 2-by-2 Hermitian matrix, and we will now work out the
general case for future reference.

Step-by-step solution 1

• The obvious choice for a basis is

|1〉 =
(

1
0

)
, |2〉 =

(
0
1

)
, (3.3.16)

and the most general form of a two-by-two Hermitian matrix in this basis is

A =

(
a b

b∗ a′

)
, (3.3.17)

where a and a′ are real numbers and b is generally complex. We will first show
how to solve this problem using just brute force, and then we will give a more
sophisticated analysis, which introduces some tricks that will potentially be
useful later.

• In the brute force method, we simply solve the equation
∣∣∣∣

a− λ b
b∗ a′ − λ

∣∣∣∣ = 0 (3.3.18)

for λ. The equation comes out as

(a− λ)(a′ − λ)− |b|2 = 0, (3.3.19)

or
λ2 − (a + a′)λ + aa′ − |b|2 = 0, (3.3.20)

of which the solution is

λ± =
1
2

(
a + a′ ±

√
(a− a′)2 + 4|b|2

)
. (3.3.21)
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• The eigenvectors are then found by solving the equations
(

a b
b∗ a′

)(
u
v

)
= λ

(
u
v

)
, (3.3.22)

or

au + bv = λu, (3.3.23)
b∗u + a′v = λv. (3.3.24)

for u and v. From the first equation, we find u/v = b/(λ − a), and from the
second, u/v = b∗/(λ − a′). These two solutions for u/v are the same, on
grounds of λ being a solution to (a − λ)(a′ − λ) − |b|2 = 0. In order to obtain
an unnormalized eigenvector, we may choose v = 1, so that u = b/(λ − a).
The normalized eigenvector belonging to the eigenvalue λ then is

|λ〉 = 1√
|u|2 + 1

(
u
1

)
=

1√
(λ− a)2 + |b|2

(
b

λ− a

)
. (3.3.25)

Problem 3.3.3. Assuming that λ+ 6= λ−,
check that the eigenvectors |λ+〉 and |λ−〉
are orthogonal.

This form of the eigenvector is not particularly enlightening, and the
more refined calculation that we will soon perform allows us to write
down the eigenvector in a more compact form without too much calcu-
lational trouble. Even so, sometimes in practice one is mostly interested
in the eigenvalues and not so much in the eigenvectors, and the direct
calculation allows one to find the eigenvalues most easily.

Step-by-step solution 2

Then for the more sophisticated method. We will find that in quantummechanics
it is always possible to redefine the phases of the basis vectors, say

|1〉 7→ |1′〉 = eiα|1〉, |2〉 7→ |2′〉 = eiβ|2〉, (3.3.26)

so that in the new basis the matrix element A′12 of the operator A is

A′12 = ei(α−β)b. (3.3.27)

Now, if b = |b| exp(iδ), we may take (α− β) = δ to eliminate the phase of b which
can then be chosen to be real to begin with.

• As a first case, let us consider the case a = a′, i.e. diagonalize

A =

(
a b
b a

)
. (3.3.28)

The result is that the eigenvalues are a± = a ± b and the corresponding eigen-
vectors are

|+〉 = 1√
2

(
1
1

)
, |−〉 = 1√

2

( −1
1

)
. (3.3.29)

The general case a 6= a′ is a bit more involved. We will introduce a general trick
which simplifies the analysis. Start by noting that in the previous case a = a′, the
matrix A can be written in the form

A = a1+ bU, (3.3.30)

where
U =

(
0 1
1 0

)
. (3.3.31)
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Since any vector is an eigenvector of the unit operator, the operators A and U have
same eigenvectors. The eigenvalues of U are±1, and so from above, the eigenval-
ues of A are a± b. The eigenvectors of U are

|+〉 = 1√
2

(
1
1

)
, |−〉 = 1√

2

( −1
1

)
, (3.3.32)

which are also the eigenvectors of A. Here it is almost as simple to find the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of A or U. But the lesson to take home from this is that
sometimes, if two operators have same eigenvalues and eigenvectors, it may be
easier to find these for the one than for the other.

• Now, let us turn to the case a 6= a′. Consider A of the form

A =

(
a + c b

b a− c

)
= a1+

√
b2 + c2U, (3.3.33)

where
U =

(
cos θ sin θ
sin θ − cos θ

)
, (3.3.34)

and the angle θ is defined as

b =
√

b2 + c2 sin θ

c =
√

b2 + c2 cos θ

• The eigenvalues of U are±1 and the corresponding eigenvectors satisfy

U
(

α
β

)
=

(
α cos θ + β sin θ
α sin θ − β cos θ

)
= ±

(
α
β

)
. (3.3.35)

Choosing the+ sign in the above equation one obtains

α

β
=

sin θ

1− cos θ
=

cos(θ/2)
sin(θ/2)

, (3.3.36)

i.e. α = cos(θ/2) and β = sin(θ/2) (since we want |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 to normal-
ize the eigenvector to unity). Similarly in the ”−” case we have α = − sin(θ/2)
and β = cos(θ/2).

• Having solved the eigenvalue problem for U, it is straightforward to obtain the
results for A. The eigenvalues are a± = a ±

√
b2 + c2 and the corresponding

eigenvectors are

|+〉 =
(

cos θ/2
sin θ/2

)
, |−〉 =

( − sin θ/2
cos θ/2

)
. (3.3.37)

The angle θ is defined as above, tan θ = b/c. The preceding simple case is re-
covered for c = 0 which corresponds to θ = ±π/2.

Degeneracy We will now give two examples that illustrate what may
happen when we try to find the eigenvectors of a degenerate matrix – that
is, a n× n matrix which has less than n different eigenvalues.

Problem 3.3.4. Let

A =




2 0 0
0 3 −1
0 −1 3


 . (3.3.38)

Show:

(a) The eigenvalues are a1 = a2 = 2 and a3 = 4.
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(b) The normalized eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 4 is

1√
2




0
1
−1


 . (3.3.39)

(c) Any vector of the form

1√
b2 + 2c2




b
c
c


 (3.3.40)

is a normalized eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 2.

(d) Construct two orthogonal eigenvectors by picking suitable values for
b and c.

Problem 3.3.5. Consider

A =

(
4 1
−1 2

)
. (3.3.41)

(a) Show that the only eigenvalue of A is 3.

(b) Show that
1√
2

(
1
−1

)
(3.3.42)

is an eigenvector, and convince yourself that it’s not possible to find
another linearly independent eigenvector.

To conclude this rather long discussion, we note that the business
described above is called the diagonalization of matrices. This is encom-
passed by the following theorem:

Problem 3.3.6. Let A be a Hermitian
n× n matrix, and let {ai} be the set of its
eigenvalues. Show that
(a) det A = ∏n

i=1 ai ,

(b) Tr A = ∑n
i=1 ai ,

(c) det eA = eTr A, where eA is
defined by the series expansion
eA = ∑∞

k=0 Ak/k!.

Theorem 3.3.5. For a Hermitian matrix A, it is always possible to find
a unitary matrix U, so that U−1 AU is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal
elements are the eigenvalues of A.

The matrix U is in fact the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors
of A, written as column vectors.

3.3.4 Compatible operators

Given a Hilbert spaceH and some operators defined on it. It may some-
times occur that two operators can have common eigenvectors. Such
operators are called compatible and they will play important part in the
description of any quantum system. Mathematically the the physically
relevant situation is thoroughly characterised by the following result:
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Theorem 3.3.6.

(a) Let A and B be two commuting Hermitian operators, i.e. [A, B] = 0.
Then there exists a basis of simultaneous eigenvectors in which A and
B are both diagonal.

(b) If two operators A and B have a complete basis of simultaneous
eigenvectors, then A and B commute, or [A, B] = 0.

Proof.
(a) Let’s assume that the spectrum of A is non-degenerate, so that for each eigenvalue

there is just one eigenvector. Because A is Hermitian, the set of eigenvectors {|ai〉} is a
basis. Consider any one of the basis vectors,

A|ai〉 = ai |ai〉. (3.3.43)
From this we have

BA|ai〉 = ai B|ai〉, (3.3.44)
and

AB|ai〉 = ai B|ai〉, (3.3.45)
since A and B commute. Thus B|ai〉 is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue ai . But we
assumed that there’s only one eigenvector corresponding to any eigenvalue of A, so
B|ai〉must be just somemultiple of |ai〉. Therefore

B|ai〉 = bi |ai〉, (3.3.46)
i.e. every eigenvector of A is also an eigenvector of B.
For the case where both A and B are degenerate, see e.g. Shankar, p. 44-45.

(b) Denote the basis of simultaneous eigenvectors by {|aibi〉}, where ai and bi are the
eigenvalues of A and B. That is, we have

A|aibi〉 = ai |aibi〉, B|aibi〉 = bi |aibi〉. (3.3.47)
Since {|aibi〉} is a basis, any vector |ψ〉 can be expanded in terms of it as

|ψ〉 = ∑
i

ci |aibi〉. (3.3.48)

By direct calculation, we then see that
AB|ψ〉 = ∑

i
ci AB|aibi〉 = ∑

i
ci Abi |aibi〉 = ∑

i
cibiai , (3.3.49)

and
BA|ψ〉 = ∑

i
ci BA|aibi〉 = ∑

i
ci Bai |aibi〉 = ∑

i
ciaibi . (3.3.50)

We find that we have AB|ψ〉 = BA|ψ〉 for any vector |ψ〉, and therefore the equation
AB = BA (3.3.51)

holds as an equation between the operators.

If A and B are both degenerate, the vectors |ai〉 belonging to a de-
generate eigenvalue ai of A can be distinguished from each other by the
eigenvalues of B belonging to them, as long as a different eigenvalue of B
belongs to each of the vectors |ai〉; thus, we write the vectors as |ai, bi〉. If
there are multiple vectors on which both A and B have the same eigen-
values, then to distinguish them from each other one has to introduce
a third operator C, which commutes with A and B, and the vectors will
then be labeled as |ai, bi, ci〉. If there are multiple vectors on which all of
A, B and C have the same eigenvalues, a fourth commuting operator has
to be introduced. In a finite vector space, it is always possible to find a set
of operators A, B, C, . . . that commute with each other, and determine a
basis of eigenvectors that can be uniquely labeled as |ai, bi, ci, . . .〉. Such a
set of operators is called a complete set of compatible operators.
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3.3.5 The spectral decomposition

Consider a Hermitian operator A. If all its eigenvalues are distinct (non-
degenerate), the vectors {|ak〉}n

k=1 form an orthonormal basis inH.1 1 Note that whenever we have an orthog-
onal basis, we also assume that the basis
vectors are normalized to unity, i.e. that
the basis is orthonormal.

Then we can write the unit operator

1 =
n

∑
k=1
|ak〉〈ak|, (3.3.52)

as we have already learned above. We will now use this formula to write
the operator A in a form which is sometimes very useful. Let |φ〉 be any
vector inH. We then have

A|φ〉 = A
n

∑
k=1
|ak〉〈ak|φ〉 =

n

∑
k=1

ak|ak〉〈ak|φ〉. (3.3.53)

From this equation we see that the operator A can be written as

A =
n

∑
k=1

ak|ak〉〈ak|. (3.3.54)

This relation is known as the spectral decomposition of A.
Note that the spectral decomposition simply states that the matrix

A is diagonal in the basis given by its eigenvectors, and the diagonal
elements are the eigenvalues ak. To see this from Eq. (3.3.54), either use
it to calculate the matrix element 〈ai|A|aj〉 directly, or imagine that the
each basis vector is a column vector with one component equal to 1 and
all other components are zero, and carry out the matrix product |ak〉〈ak|.
Let’s show this explicitly in the simple case of a two-dimensional vector
space:

A = a1|a1〉〈a1|+ a2|a2〉〈a2| = a1

(
1
0

)(
1 0

)
+ a2

(
0
1

)(
0 1

)
=

(
a1 0
0 a2

)
.

(3.3.55)
It remains to consider the case of degenerate eigenvalues, which is

only slightly more complicated. If the eigenvalue ak is degenerate and its
multiplicity is G(k), then there exist G(k) linearly independent eigenvec-
tors corresponding to this eigenvalue. These G(k) eigenvectors span a
vector subspace of dimension G(k) called the eigenspace corresponding
to the eigenvalue ak, and in this subspace we can find an orthonomal
basis {|ak, r〉}G(k)

r=1 such that

A|ak, r〉 = ak|ak, r〉, r = 1, . . . G(k). (3.3.56)

For G(k) = 1, corresponding to a non-degenerate eigenvalue, the index
r is redundant and there will be a single eigenvector, |ak〉 which spans a
one-dimensional eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue ak.
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The complete set of eigenvectors of A still forms a basis inH, and so
we can write the unit operator as

1 =
n

∑
k=1

G(k)

∑
r=1
|ak, r〉〈ak, r|. (3.3.57)

Defining the projection operator onto the eigenspace of ak as

Pk =
G(k)

∑
r=1
|ak, r〉〈ak, r|, (3.3.58)

the expression for the unit operator becomes

1 =
n

∑
k=1

Pk. (3.3.59)

It is easy to see that the action of A on the projection operator Pk gives
APk = akPk. For an arbitrary vector |φ〉 ofH, we then find

A|φ〉 = A
n

∑
k=1

Pk|φ〉 =
n

∑
k=1

akPk|φ〉. (3.3.60)

This equation shows that we can now write A in the form

A =
n

∑
k=1

akPk =
n

∑
k=1

G(k)

∑
r=1

ak|ak, r〉〈ak, r|. (3.3.61)

This is the generalization of the spectral decomposition to the case of
degenerate eigenvalues.

3.4 Operator-valued functions

Let us now discuss how to construct a function f (A) of an operator. The
construction is straightforward in the case that the operator A can be
diagonalized. Then A = XDX−1 where D is a diagonal matrix with
elements di. Let us assume that the function f is defined by a Taylor
series converging in a region |z| < R of the complex plane,

f (z) =
∞

∑
p=0

cpzp. (3.4.1)

The operator-valued function f (A) is now defined as

f (A) =
∞

∑
p=0

cp Ap =
∞

∑
p=0

cpXDpX−1 = X

[
∞

∑
p=0

cpDp

]
X−1. (3.4.2)

The expression inside the square brackets is simply a diagonal matrix
with elements f (dn) and is well defined if |dn| < R for all n. Even if some
eigenvalues dn lie outside the region of convergence of the Taylor series,
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it is possible to find an analytic continuation for f (A) analogously to
analytic continuation of

∞

∑
p=0

zp =
1

1− z
(3.4.3)

outside the region |z| < 1 for any value of z 6= 1.
One of the most important cases is the exponential function,

exp A =
∞

∑
p=0

Ap

p!
. (3.4.4)

Since the radius of convergence of an exponential is infinite, this is well
defined if A is diagonalizable; in fact the above series is convergent in any
case.

In general, if a Hermitian operator has the spectral decomposition
A = ∑n an|an〉〈an|, then any function of A can be defined via

f (A) = ∑
n

f (an)|an〉〈an|. (3.4.5)

Problem 3.4.1. If A is a Hermitian
operator, show that U = eiA is unitary.

The derivative of an operator A(t) with respect to the parameter t is
defined by

dA(t)
dt

= lim
δt→0

A(t + δt)− A(t)
δt

. (3.4.6)

Consider, for example,

A(t) = eBt =
∞

∑
n=0

tnBn

n!
, (3.4.7)

with B a time independent operator. Calculating to first order in δt, we
have

A(t + δt) =
∞

∑
n=0

(t + δt)nBn

n!

=
∞

∑
n=0

tn(1 + δt/t)nBn

n!
=

∞

∑
n=0

tn(1 + n δt/t)Bn

n!

=
∞

∑
n=0

tnBn

n!
+

∞

∑
n=1

ntn−1Bn

n!
δt

= A(t) + B
∞

∑
n=1

tn−1Bn−1

(n− 1)!
δt, (3.4.8)

so that
dA(t)

dt
= B

∞

∑
m=0

tmBm

m!
= BeBt. (3.4.9)

In fact, if there is only one operator in a calculation such as (d/dt)eBt,
one can always calculate as if the operator were just a complex number.
The essential difference between operators and complex numbers is
that operators don’t always commute. But if there’s only one operator in
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the calculation, this doesn’t matter, since then there won’t be anything
anywhere with which the operator could fail to commute. Only when
there are two or more operators that don’t commute with each other, one
has to be more careful. For example, eAeB is not equal to eA+B, unless
[A, B] = 0.

Problem 3.4.2. Suppose a matrix A(t)
depends on a parameter t and satisfies the
equation

dA(t)
dt

= A(t)B. (3.4.10)

Show that A(t) = A(0)eBt. What is the
solution of

dA(t)
dt

= BA(t)? (3.4.11)

3.5 Exercises

Exercise 3.5.1. Consider the norm ||φ|| =
√
〈φ|φ〉, i.e. the norm in-

duced by the scalar product. Prove the so-called parallelogram law,

||χ + φ||2 + ||χ− φ||2 = 2(||χ||2 + ||φ||2).

Interpret this geometrically in the real planeR2.

Exercise 3.5.2. Scalar product always induces a norm, but when is a
norm associated with a scalar product? Prove that this happens if and
only if the parallelogram law holds. Show that in this case the scalar
product is recovered through the polarization identity

〈χ|φ〉 = 1
4
(||χ + φ||2 − ||χ− φ||2 + i||χ− iφ||2 − i||χ + iφ||2).

Exercise 3.5.3. Diagonalize the matrix

A =




1 2 0
0 3 0
2 −4 2


 .

That is, find its eigenvalues λ1, λ2 and λ3, the normalized eigenvectors
and the diagonalizing matrix D such that

D−1 AD =




λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3


 .

Exercise 3.5.4. Consider the matrix

U =

(
cos θ sin θ

− sin θ cos θ

)
.

(a) Show that U is unitary.

(b) Show that its eigenvalues are eiθ and e−iθ .

(c) Find the eigenvectors and show that they’re orthogonal.

(d) Let D be the matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors. Show that
D†UD is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the eigenvalues.
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Exercise 3.5.5. The antisymmetric epsilon symbol. The epsilon symbol
εijk, also called the Levi–Civita symbol, the totally antisymmetric unit
tensor, etc. is defined by two conditions:

• εijk changes sign when any two indices are interchanged with each
other.

• ε123 = 1.

(a) Show that εijk = 0 if any two of the indices i, j, k have the same value.

(b) Prove the identity

∑
k

εijkεlmk = δilδjm − δimδjl .

Use this to calculate ∑jk εijkεl jk and ∑ijk εijkεijk.

(c) Show that the cross product of two vectors can be written as

~a×~b = ∑
i,j,k

εijkaibj êk.

(d) Use the results of parts (b) and (c) to prove the identity

~a×
(
~b×~c

)
=
(
~a ·~c

)
~b−

(
~a ·~b

)
~c.

(e) The curl of a vector ~A is

∇× ~A = ∑
ijk

εijk
∂Aj

∂xi
êk.

Show that
∇×

(
∇× ~A

)
= ∇

(
∇ · ~A

)
−∇2 ~A.

Exercise 3.5.6. Themoment of inertia matrix. Consider a set of parti-
cles which are rotating about an axis with angular velocity ~ω, and let ma

and~ra be the mass and the position vector of the a-th particle. The total
angular momentum of the system is

~L = ∑
a

ma~ra ×~va,

where the velocity is related to the angular velocity by~va = ω×~ra.

(a) Use the identity derived in the previous exercise to show that the i-th
component of~L can be written as

Li =
3

∑
i=1

Mijωj,

where the moment of inertia matrix is

Mij = ∑
a

ma
(
r2

aδij − (~ra)i(~ra)j
)
. (I)
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This can be written in Dirac notation as

|L〉 = M|ω〉,

where M is the linear operator whose matrix elements are given by Eq.
(I).

(b) Show that the operator M is Hermitian.

(c) Is the angular momentum vector always parallel to the angular veloc-
ity vector?

(d) Show that in general there are three directions so that ~ω pointing in
one of these directions will be parallel to~L. Explain how these direc-
tions can be found.

(e) What would you say about the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
of the moment of inertia matrix of a sphere, based on the sphere’s
complete symmetry under rotations?

Exercise 3.5.7. Recall that the exponential of an operator A is defined by
the power series expansion

eA =
∞

∑
n=0

An

n!
.

(a) Suppose |ak〉, k = 1, . . . , N, are the eigenvectors of A, and ak are the
corresponding eigenvalues. Show that an equivalent definition for eA

is
eA =

N

∑
k=1

eak |ak〉〈ak|,

provided that the vectors |ak〉 form a basis.

(b) Making use of the result of part (a), show that for two complex num-
bers a and b,

eaAebA = e(a+b)A.

Exercise 3.5.8. The point of this exercise is to prove that det eA = eTr A,
even if A is not diagonalizable. Show that

det eAt1 × det eAt2 = det eA(t1+t2).

Then derive the relation
det eA = eTr A,

or equivalently,
det B = eTr ln B.

(Hint: Find a differential equation satisfied by the function g(t) =

det(eAt).)
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Exercise 3.5.9. Let an operator F(t) be a function of parameter t such
that

F(t) = etABe−tA,

where operators A and B are represented by N × N matrices. Show that

dF
dt

= [A, F(t)],
d2F
dt2 = [A, [A, F(t)]], etc.

Derive the expression

etABe−tA = B +
t
1!
[A, B] +

t2

2!
[A, [A, B]] + · · ·

As an application consider three operators A, B, C which obey

[A, B] = iC, [B, C] = iA.

Show that in this special case

eiBt Ae−iBt = A cos t + C sin t.

Exercise 3.5.10. Assume that operators A and B both commute with
their commutator [A, B]. Write down a differential equation satisfied by
the operator

G(t) = eAteBt

and derive the expression

eA+B = eAeBe−
1
2 [A,B].

Under the same assumpitions show also that

eAeB = eBeAe[A,B].

Note that these two results are true only provided that [A, [A, B]] =

[B, [A, B]] = 0, and not in general!



4
The axioms of quantummechanics

In this chapter, we will give the rules of quantummechanics – the axioms
and principles – and discuss their meaning and some of their imme-
diate consequences, in order to get a picture of the general structure
of quantummechanics. For the rest of the course we will then be busy
with finding out how calculations are made and physical predictions are
derived by use of the axioms.

Note that the axioms of quantummechanics are something com-
pletely new – they cannot be deduced from anything that you have
learned so far. They might seem a bit intimidating at first. After you get
enough experience on working with quantummechanics, the feelings
of intimidation will go away, and the subject will begin to appear more
tolerable. The great mathematician von Neumann is reputed to have said
to a student, ”Young man, in mathematics you don’t understand things.
You just get used to them.” This advice fits well with the first exposure to
abstract quantum theory that we now proceed to.

The axioms or postulates of quantummechanics can be given in many
different forms slightly different from each other – there are probably
approximately as many ways of stating the postulates as there are authors
that have written books about quantummechanics. The different ways
of stating the postulates are of course equivalent with each other, and in
practice it does not make any difference which statements one prefers
to think of as the postulates. The question of how one wants to state
the axioms is just a matter of taste – it is perhaps more of a question of
philosophy than a question of physics.

4.1 Statement of the axioms

The axioms of non-relativistic quantummechanics are the following.

Axiom 4.1.1. The properties of a physical system are represented by
a state vector |ψ〉, which is an element of a complex Hilbert spaceH.
The vector |ψ〉 contains the most complete information available on the
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system, and as such gives a mathematical representation of the physical
state of the system.

Axiom 4.1.2. Physical quantities are represented by self-adjoint opera-
tors onH.

Axiom 4.1.3. The state vector of a system undisturbed by external influ-
ences evolves in time according to the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H(t)|ψ(t)〉. (4.1.1)

TheHamiltonian operator H represents the total energy of the system.

Principle 4.1.4. When the quantity represented by an operator A is
measured on a system, the result is always one of the eigenvalues of A.
The probability that the result a is found in the measurement is |〈a|ψ〉|2,
where |ψ〉 is the normalized state vector of the system, and |a〉 is the
eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue a. Immediately after
the measurement, the system is in a state described by the eigenvector
corresponding to the measured eigenvalue.1 1 This statement applies without mod-

ification only to the case where the
eigenvalues of A are discrete and the
measured eigenvalue is non-degenerate.
The case where these assumptions are not
met will be discussed in section 4.2.6.

4.2 Comments and explanations

4.2.1 The superposition principle

The role of the first two axioms is to specify how the physical world – or at
least the parts of it that we want to concern ourselves with in physics – is
to be represented mathematically in quantummechanics. The first axiom
has the profound consequence

Corollary 4.2.1. The superposition principle.
If |ψ〉 and |χ〉 are two state vectors representing physical states, then

the linear combination
a|ψ〉+ b|χ〉 (4.2.1)

generally also represents a possible physical state of the system.2 2 There are some restrictions on the
superposition principle, sometimes called
superselection rules, that we mostly do
not need to be concerned with. They
are usually related to superpositions
of the eigenstates of certain operators.
To give one example, if |q〉 and |−q〉
are eigenstates of the electric charge
operator, with eigenvalues q and−q
respectively, then it seems likely that the
vector |q〉 + |−q〉 does not represent a
physically possible state that could exist in
Nature.

A special case of the superposition principle is that the vector a|ψ〉,
where a is any complex number, represents a physical state of the sys-
tem whenever |ψ〉 does. In fact, it represents the same physical state as
the vector |ψ〉. For this reason we can – and in practice always should
– normalize the state vectors to unity, by dividing |ψ〉 with

√
〈ψ|ψ〉. In

the statement of the principle concerning measurement we have already
assumed that this has been done, and that the vectors |a〉 and |ψ〉, from
which the probability |〈a|ψ〉|2 is calculated, each have unit norm.

Convention 4.2.2. From now on, when we write down a state vector
like |ψ〉, we will always assume that it is normalized to unity, unless we
explicitly say otherwise.
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Remark 4.2.3. Note, that:

1. If |ψ〉 is a normalized state vector, |ψ′〉 ≡ eiα|ψ〉, with α any real
number, it is normalized and represents the same physical state as |ψ〉,
since |〈a|ψ〉|2 = |〈a|ψ′〉|2. Consequently, it is not possible to measure
the state vector itself by any experiment.

2. The factor eiα is called a phase, and there is some freedom in choosing
the phases of state vectors. If we introduce the same phase factor
to every state vector, we can be sure that nothing will be changed.
However, if we consider the superposition |ξ〉 = a|ψ〉 + b|χ〉 and
replace |ψ〉 by eiα|ψ〉 and |χ〉 by eiβ|χ〉, with α 6= β, then the new |ξ〉 is
not related to the old |ξ〉 just by a phase factor.

This formalism of state vectors that we have now introduced is ap-
propriate in the case where complete information about the system is
available to us. It is implied by the first axiom that we are able to ”pre-
pare” a system in any given state at will, but in practice there may be a
limitation to our ability to prepare a state, arising, say, from imperfections
in the preparing apparatus, or from thermal fluctuations induced on the
system by the temperature of its environment. In such cases, in which our
knowledge of the state vector of the system is limited, the system is more
appropriately described by a so-called density operator – see section 9.3.

4.2.2 Physical quantities and observables

The second axiom states that physical quantities are represented by
Hermitian operators on the Hilbert spaceH. In this context, physical
quantities are usually understood to be properties of the system that you
can measure by making experiments on the system. This is why physical
quantities are often called ”observables” in quantummechanics.

Remark 4.2.4. Note that every Hermitian operator onH needs not rep-
resent an observable physical quantity. Moreover, note that some phys-
ical quantities, like masses of particles, appear as parameters , i.e. real
numbers, in quantum theory and need not be associated with specific
Hermitian operators onH.

4.2.3 Canonical quantization

Amore complete discussion of the third axiom, which specifies how state
vectors change with time, will be given in section 4.3. But let us say a few
words about the Hamiltonian operator H. The Hamiltonian describes
the dynamics of the system in the sense that once it is specified, the time
evolution of the system’s state vector, for a given initial condition, is com-
pletely determined. It is therefore clear that a very important question is,
how can we define H for a given system in quantummechanics.
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In the axiom we related H to the operator of total energy. In other
words, we are taking the view that energy is defined in quantumme-
chanics as the operator that appears in the Schrödinger equation and
determines the time evolution of the state vector; in other words, H is the
generator of the time translations.

The Hamiltonian operator H is therefore analogous with the Hamil-
ton’s function of classical mechanics, which essentially is just the total
energy of the system, written in terms of the coordinates and the mo-
menta. Let us consider a single particle moving in one dimension for
simplicity. Then a precise statement of the analogy is that if

Hcl =
p2

2m
+ V(x) (4.2.2)

is the Hamilton’s function for the particle in classical mechanics, then in
quantummechanics the Hamiltonian operator for the particle is

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X), (4.2.3)

where P and X are the operators representing the particle’s momentum
and position, as specified by axiom 2. It is furthermore required that the
operators of position andmomentum satisfy the so-called canonical
commutation relation

[X, P] = ih̄. (4.2.4)

This procedure of obtaining a quantum-mechanical Hamiltonian op-
erator from a classical Hamilton’s function by replacing the classical
variables x and p with the quantum-mechanical operators X and P is
called a canonical quantization of the classical system. The conclusion,
that the Hamiltonian operator represents the total energy of the system,
is true in general, even though the way of deducing it through canonical
quantization is not particularly satisfactory.

Mainly, because quantummechanics is a theory applicable to a larger
class of natural phenomena than classical mechanics; quantumme-
chanics contains classical mechanics as a certain limiting case. For this
reason, formulating the first principles of quantummechanics in terms of
concepts from classical mechanics seems completely unsatisfactory.

Actually, the essential contents of the procedure of canonical quanti-
zation are now understood as being consequences of certain symmetries
of space and time. Indeed, the features of canonical quantization which
are the most frequently used in practice are that the Hamiltonian has the
form

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X), (4.2.5)

and the position andmomentum operators satisfy the canonical commu-
tator

[X, P] = ih̄. (4.2.6)
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We will later see that the canonical commutation relation follows from
the homogeneity of space, or, in other words, from the requirement that
the outcomes of physical experiments do not depend on the experi-
ment’s absolute location in space, provided everything relevant to the
experiment is moved from one place to another. Similarly, the form of
the Hamiltonian is greatly constrained by the requirement that quantum
mechanics should behave consistently under coordinate transforma-
tions that take one from a stationary coordinate system to a moving one.
The Hamiltonian (3.11) is essentially the only possible Hamiltonian for
a single particle moving in one dimension that is consistent with this
requirement of Galilean invariance.

4.2.4 Probability amplitudes

The principle about measurements is important enough that we will
devote a separate section to its discussion. However, before moving on
to there, we would like to show how to make a connection between the
postulates as stated above, and the rules for probability amplitudes given
in Chapter 2.

Proposition 4.2.5. LetH be an inner product space and consider a linear
operator Pχ = |χ〉〈χ|. Pχ is Hermitean. Vector |χ〉 is an eigenvector of Pχ

with eigenvalue+1, and any vector orthogonal to |χ〉 is an eigenvector of
Pχ with eigenvalue 0. The identity P2

χ = Pχ also implies that+1 and 0 are
the only eigenvalues of Pχ.

Since Pχ is Hermitean it can correspond to an observable. The mea-
surement principle therefore implies that if the observable corresponding
to Pχ is measured,

• The result is either 0 or+1;

• If the result is+1, the system is in the state |χ〉 after the measurement;

• If the result is 0, the system after the measurement is in a state |φ〉 that
is orthogonal to |χ〉;

• The probability of finding the result+1 is |〈χ|ψ〉|2.

On grounds of the second and the third point, we deduce that measuring
Pχ on the systemmeans finding out whether the system is in the state
|χ〉. We can imagine setting up a detector, to which we give the system,
which initially is in the state |ψ〉. The detector determines whether the
system is in the state |χ〉; if the result is positive, the detector flashes a
light, or something like that. The probability that the light will go off is
|〈χ|ψ〉|2.

We therefore conclude that if we have a system in the state |ψ〉, and we
make an experiment to find out whether the system is in the state |χ〉, the
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probability of finding the system in that state is |〈χ|ψ〉|2. We also go one
step further and say that the probability amplitude for this outcome is

a(ψ→ χ) = 〈χ|ψ〉. (4.2.7)

Note that when the probability amplitude is written as 〈χ|ψ〉, the initial
state is on the right and the final state is on the left.

The statement that 〈χ|ψ〉 is the amplitude to find a systen in the state
|χ〉, given that is in the state |ψ〉, is sometimes included among the pos-
tulates, but it is not necessary – it follows from the other postulates, as we
have seen. We can even derive the rule for combining probability ampli-
tudes from this formalism of state vectors. By using an unit operator in
the form 1 = ∑i |i〉〈i|, we find

〈χ|ψ〉 = ∑
i
〈χ|i〉〈i|ψ〉. (4.2.8)

Let us interpret the states |i〉 as a set of intermediate states through which
the system can pass from the state |ψ〉 to the state |χ〉. Then this iden-
tity is the statement that the total amplitude for the system to go from
the state |ψ〉 to the state |χ〉 is given a sum of amplitudes, one for each
possible way in which the transition can happen. We also have that the
amplitude for each such transition is obtained as a product of the am-
plitude to get from the initial state |ψ〉 to an intermediate state |i〉, and
the amplitude to get from the intermediate state to the final state |χ〉. If
it happens that the transition must be broken down into more than two
parts, we just insert more unit operators. For example, for a transition
from |ψ〉 to |χ〉 that happens in four steps, we would write

〈χ|ψ〉 = ∑
i,j,k
〈χ|i〉〈i|j〉〈j|k〉〈k|ψ〉. (4.2.9)

4.2.5 The three-slit experiment

The concept of probability amplitude is clearly finer that probability
itself. There exists an experiment, performed by Sinha and collabora-
tors3, which gives a nice illustration of probability amplitudes. Sinha et 3 U. Sinha et al. Ruling Out Multi-Order

Interference in QuantumMechanics,
Science 23, 329, 2003. http://www.
sciencemag.org/content/329/5990/

418.full.

al. made a three-slit experiment with photons, and compared the result
with what quantummechanics predicts, in order to see if there is any dis-
crepancy. The set-up of the experiment is shown in Fig. 4.1. The blocking
mask can be used to perform the experiment with no slits, any one slit,
any two slits, or all three slits being open – see also Fig. 4.2.

Before analyzing Sinha et al’s experiment, let us orient ourselves by
reviewing our discussion of the two-slit experiment and rewriting it in
the notation introduced in this chapter. Let S denote the source and x a
point on the screen at the right. By the rules for combining probability

http://www.sciencemag.org/content/329/5990/418.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/329/5990/418.full
http://www.sciencemag.org/content/329/5990/418.full
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amplitudes, we have that the amplitude for a particle to get from the
source to x

a(S→ x) = a(S→ A→ x) + a(S→ B→ x)

= a(S→ A)a(A→ x) + a(S→ B)a(B→ x).(4.2.10)

Figure 4.1: The set-up of Sinha et al’s
experiment.

In our new notation, we would write this as

〈x|ψ〉 = 〈x|A〉〈A|ψ〉+ 〈x|B〉〈B|ψ〉, (4.2.11)

assuming the particles emitted by the source are in the state |ψ〉. This is
usually written in the even shorter form

ψ(x) = ψA(x) + ψB(x), (4.2.12)

which is just a shorthand notation for the equation above it – that is,

ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉, ψA(x) = 〈x|A〉〈A|ψ〉, ψB(x) = 〈x|B〉〈B|ψ〉.
(4.2.13)

Now the probability that the particle is observed at the point x on the
screen is

PAB(x) =
∣∣ψA(x) + ψB(x)

∣∣2

= |ψA(x)|2 + |ψB(x)|2 + ψ∗A(x)ψB(x) + ψ∗B(x)ψA(x).(4.2.14)

That is,
PAB(x) = PA(x) + PB(x) + IAB(x), (4.2.15)

where PA(x) is the probability distribution corresponding to only slit A
being open, and PB(x) similarly corresponds to only slit B being open.
The interference term

IAB = PAB − PA − PB (4.2.16)

is a measure of howmuch the observed pattern deviates from the classi-
cal prediction PAB = PA + PB.

The three-slit experiment performed by Sinha et al. is not any more
difficult to treat theoretically. The probability amplitude for a particle to
get from the source to x is

ψ(x) = ψA(x) + ψB(x) + ψC(x), (4.2.17)

and the probability is

PABC(x) =
∣∣ψA(x) + ψB(x) + ψC(x)

∣∣2. (4.2.18)

When this is expanded out, the result is

PABC(x) = PA(x) + PB(x) + PC(x) + IAB(x) + IAC(x) + IBC(x),
(4.2.19)
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where the interference terms are defined by Eq. (4.2.16).
Now, Sinha et al. said that it is interesting to consider the quantity

IABC = PABC −
(

PA + PB + PC + IAB + IAC + IBC
)

= PABC − PAB − PAC − PBC + PA + PB + PC. (4.2.20)

Here the first equality is how we define IABC, and the second equality is
an algebraic identity that follows when Eq. (4.2.16) is used for the two-slit
interference terms. This IABC is a measure of howmuch the observed
intensity pattern deviates from the prediction of quantummechanics. Ac-
cording to the second line of the above equation, IABC can be expressed
entirely in terms of the probability distributions corresponding to one slit
being open or two slits being open.

Figure 4.2: The slit system used in the
experiment.

So what Sinha et al. did was to measure the intensity pattern, first
keeping only one slit open at a time, then keeping two slits open, and
finally keeping all three slits open, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. They were
then able to compare whether PABC is equal to

PAB + PAC + PBC − PA − PB − PC, (4.2.21)

as it should be, according to quantummechanics. Within experimental
uncertainties, Sinha et al. confirmed that IABC = 0. The conclusion of
Sinha et al’s paper reads as follows (Born’s rule is a name for the rule that
the probability of observing particles is given by the amplitude squared,
|ψ(x)|2):

Note that any significant nonzero observation of IABC would imply that
Born’s rule does not strictly hold. The consequences of detecting even a
small amount of three-way interference (by deviating from the quantum
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mechanical null prediction) would be tremendous. A modification to Born’s
rule that leads to multi-order interference would have repercussions on the
allowable dynamics. In particular, if probability must be conserved, then
SchrödingerâĂŹs equation would likely have to be modified as well. (. . . )
We present a dedicated test for Born’s rule and are able to confirm it within
our experimental limitations.

4.2.6 Measurements

An essential feature of the measurement principle is that it exhibits the
probabilities for obtaining various results, whenmeasurements of phys-
ical quantities are made. The implication is that quantummechanics
is a fundamentally indeterministic theory. By this we mean that when a
measurement is made, it is not possible to predict the result with absolute
certainty. The best prediction one can make is to enumerate the various
possible outcomes, and give the probabilities for obtaining each one of
them. This is a rather dramatic difference between classical mechanics
and quantummechanics.

Remark 4.2.6. It is important to note the following:

1. First, the indeterministic nature of quantummechanics is not believed
to result from any fundamental imperfection or incompleteness of
the theory. On the contrary, quantummechanics is believed to give
the most complete possible description of the natural phenomena
that can be described in terms of it. But even in this most complete
description, the only predictions one can make are of a probabilistic
nature.

2. Second, the intrinsic indeterminacy of quantummechanics has noth-
ing to do with whether the systems we are considering are simple or
complicated. The indeterminacy is present even in very simple sys-
tems, of which we are able to give a complete description in terms of
quantummechanics.

Think of the double slit experiment as an example. If we put a single
photon through the slits, we have no way to tell where it is going to end
up on the screen. The best we can do is to say that it is more likely to end
up in certain locations, and less likely to end up at certain other locations.
Only when a great number of photons are sent in from the source, are
we able to predict the intensity pattern appearing on the screen, because
then the number of photons arriving at a given point is proportional to
the probability that a single photon arrives at that point.

4.2.7 Collapse of the state vector

According to the measurement principle, measurements disturb the sys-
tems on which they are made, in the sense that the state of the system is
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in general altered as a result of the measurement. When a particular re-
sult is found, the state vector changes from whatever it was before to the
eigenvector corresponding to the result obtained. This is often referred
to as the collapse of the state vector or something else very dramatic. In
terms of an equation,

|ψ〉 → |a〉 (A measured, result a found.) (4.2.22)

The ”measurement” referred to in the measurement principle is an
ideal measurement – it is, in a sense, the best possible measurement that
can be made. In quantummechanics, it is not possible even in principle
to make measurements without affecting the state system which is the
object of the measurement.

The one exception to the above statement is when the system hap-
pens to be in an eigenstate of the measured quantity to begin with. More
specifically, suppose wemeasure a quantity represented by an operator
A, and our system initially is in an eigenstate of A, say |a〉. Then the mea-
surement principle implies that the measurement will certainly give the
result a, and the system will remain in the state |a〉 also after the measure-
ment.

Example. We would now like to give a concrete, albeit extremely arti-
ficial example. Consider a simple quantum-mechanical system, whose
states are represented by three-component vectors with complex num-
bers as components – that is, the state vectors of the system belong to
the Hilbert spaceH = C3. Suppose we have a preparing machine that
prepares the system in the state

|ψ〉 = 1√
2




1
1
0


 . (4.2.23)

After we have prepared the state |ψ〉, we perform ameasurement of a
quantity A, which is represented by the Hermitian operator

A =




α 0 0
0 0 iβ
0 −iβ 0


 . (4.2.24)

We want to find out what possible results can be obtained from the mea-
surement, and what are the probabilities for finding them.

Step-by-step solution

• According to Postulate 3, the possible outcomes are the eigenvalues of A. They
are found by solving the equation

det(A− a1) = (α− a)(a2 − β2) = 0. (4.2.25)

We see that the eigenvalues, and therefore the possible results of the experi-
ment, are

a = α, a = ±β. (4.2.26)
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• Furthermore, the probabilities for finding these results are,

P(α) = |〈α|ψ〉|2, P(β) = |〈β|ψ〉|2, P(−β) = |〈−β|ψ〉|2, (4.2.27)

where |α〉, |β〉 and |−β〉 are the eigenvectors of A corresponding to the respec-
tive eigenvalues. They are

|α〉 =



1
0
0


 , |β〉 = 1√

2




0
i
1


 , |−β〉 = 1√

2




0
−i
1


 . (4.2.28)

Calculating the inner products, we find

P(α) =
1
2

, P(β) = P(−β) =
1
4

. (4.2.29)

• If a given result is found, say a = α, then after the measurement the system will
be in the state |α〉. As a consequence, if a secondmeasurement of A is made on
the system immediately after the first, then the result will be a = α with 100 %
certainty (because the system is in the state |α〉, and no longer in the state |ψ〉).

Problem 4.2.1. Suppose the measure-
ment of A on a state |φ〉 is repeated a
lot of times, and the result a = −β is
found every time. What state do you
think |φ〉 is? How certain can you be, if N
measurements have been made?

Problem 4.2.2. Construct a Hermitian
operator B in such a way that the state
|ψ〉 given above can be prepared by
measuring B on the system, and keeping
the outcome if the measurement gives an
appropriate value for B.

4.2.8 Degenerate and continuous eigenvalues

So far we have considered, for the sake of simplicity, only quantities
whose operators have eigenvalues that are discrete and non-degenerate.
But it is important to also know how to handle the more general cases,
since they come up in practice very often. Here we will be able to give a
complete discussion of the case where the eigenvalues are discrete but
degenerate. However, the mathematical machinery we have developed so
far is strictly speaking not adequate for treating operators with continu-
ous spectra, so we will only briefly indicate how that case is handled.

In the case of degenerate eigenvalues, the measurement principle
still states that the only possible results when A is measured are the
eigenvalues of A. What changes in this case is that the probability of the
result a is

P(a) = |〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉|2, (4.2.30)

where Pa is the projection operator to the eigenspace of the eigenvalue a,

Pa =
G(a)

∑
r=1
|a, r〉〈a, r|, (4.2.31)

where G(a) is the degeneracy of the eigenvalue a. After the measurement
is made, provided that the result was a, the state vector of the system
belongs to the eigenspace of a. In other words, the state vector of the
system is some linear combination of the vectors |a, r〉. In symbols, this is
represented as

|ψ〉 → Pa|ψ〉
〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉1/2 (A measured, result a found.) (4.2.32)

We would now like to look at this from a slightly different point of view.
Go first back to the case of non-degenerate eigenvalues. Suppose A is the
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observable we are interested in; then any state |ψ〉 can be expanded in
the eigenstates of A as

|ψ〉 = ∑
n
|an〉〈an|ψ〉 ≡∑

n
cn|an〉, (4.2.33)

where cn = 〈an|ψ〉. This suggests another way of thinking about the
measurement of A. If A is measured on the state |ψ〉, then it is possible
to find the result an if |ψ〉 has a component along the direction of the
eigenvector |an〉. In this case, the probability that an is obtained is given
by the absolute square of the coefficient of |an〉 in the above expansion –
that is, by |cn|2, which is equal to |〈an|ψ〉|2.

The case of degenerate eigenvalues can now be handled with similar
reasoning. In this case, the expansion of |ψ〉 in the eigenstates of A has
the form

|ψ〉 = ∑
n

G(n)

∑
r=1
|an, r〉〈an, r|ψ〉 ≡∑

n

G(n)

∑
r=1

cn,r|an, r〉, (4.2.34)

where G(n) is the degeneracy of the eigenvalue an. If A is nowmeasured,
the result will be am whenever the system is in any of the states |am, r〉.
The probability that the system will be in one of these states is

P(am) =
G(m)

∑
r=1

P(am, r) =
G(m)

∑
r=1
|〈am, r|ψ〉|2. (4.2.35)

But observe that this can be written as

P(am) =
G(m)

∑
r=1
〈ψ|am, r〉〈am, r|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|Pam |ψ〉. (4.2.36)

So we got back the rule that the probability of finding am is 〈ψ|Pam |ψ〉.
We can also say what the state vector of the system is after the mea-

surement. It is the part of the original state vector that is consistent with
the result being am. So, in Eq. (4.2.34), we take only those terms in which
m is equal to n. The sum over r remains, and we have the (for now unnor-
malized) state vector after the measurement,

G(m)

∑
r=1
|am, r〉〈am, r|ψ〉. (4.2.37)

But ∑r |am, r〉〈am, r| is the projection operator Pam , and so the above
state vector is just Pam |ψ〉. Finally, normalizing the vector to unity, and
remembering that P2

am = Pam , we find that the measurement changes the
state vector |ψ〉 to

Pam |ψ〉
〈ψ|Pam |ψ〉1/2 . (4.2.38)

in accordance with Eq. (4.2.32).
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Let us then very briefly consider continuous (but non-degenerate)
eigenvalues. The analogue of the expansion (4.2.33) now has the form

|ψ〉 =
∫

da |a〉〈a|ψ〉 ≡
∫

da ψ(a)|a〉, (4.2.39)

where ψ(a) = 〈a|ψ〉. There is now an infinity of possible eigenvalues a,
and so the correct interpretation of 〈a|ψ〉 is that |〈a|ψ〉|2 is a probability
density – the probability that a value of a will be found within the interval
from a to a + da is |〈a|ψ〉|2 da. We can generalize this and say that the
probability that a result for a is found that is between the values a1 and a2

is
P(a ∈ [a1, a2]) =

∫ a2

a1

da |〈a|ψ〉|2 = 〈ψ|P[a1,a2]
|ψ〉, (4.2.40)

where
P[a1,a2]

=
∫ a2

a1

da |a〉〈a| (4.2.41)

is the projection operator to the subspace spanned by the vectors |a〉 with
a taking values only from a1 to a2.

In fact, it is true in complete generality that if S is some set of eigenval-
ues of an observable A – discrete or continuous, degenerate or not – that
if A is measured on a state |ψ〉, the probability that the result is one of the
values in the set S is given by

P(a ∈ S) = 〈ψ|PS |ψ〉, (4.2.42)

where PS is the projection operator projecting to the subspace of the
eigenvalues in S . Assuming the measurement is made in such a way that
the only information we get that the result is within the set S , then the
state vector after the measurement is

|ψ〉 → PS |ψ〉
〈ψ|PS |ψ〉1/2 . (4.2.43)

4.2.9 The expected-value formulation of the measurement principle

The measurement principle is sometimes given in a somewhat different
form. It reads

Measurement principle (V2):

If a measurement of A is made on a system that is in the state |ψ〉, the
expected value4 of A, denoted by 〈A〉ψ, is 4 The definition of the expected value is

that if we would repeat the measurement
a lot of times, always on the same state
|ψ〉, the average value of the results would
be 〈A〉ψ. Or, more precisely, the average
value of the result approaches 〈A〉ψ in the
limit N → ∞, where N is the number of
measurements.

〈A〉ψ = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉. (4.2.44)

Assuming the measurement yields the result a, the state vector of the
system immediately after the measurement is Pa|ψ〉/||Pa|ψ〉||.

This is completely equivalent with what we stated earlier, even though at
a first sight one is probably inclined to not believe this.
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It is not difficult to see that principle (V2) is a consequence of our the
earlier principle. Assuming for simplicity that the eigenvalues of A are
not degenerate, we have

〈A〉ψ = ∑
n

anP(an) = ∑
n

an|〈an|ψ〉|2

= ∑
n

an〈ψ|an〉〈an|ψ〉 = ∑
n
〈ψ|A|an〉〈an|ψ〉

= 〈ψ|A|ψ〉, (4.2.45)

because ∑n |an〉〈an| is the unit operator. We can alternatively leave out
the second-to-last step, and appeal to the fact that the operator A has the
spectral decomposition

A = ∑
n

an|an〉〈an|. (4.2.46)

This is in fact an important rule, of which use is often made in calcula-
tions. So let us write it down again. For a system that is in the state |ψ〉,
the expected value of the physical quantity A is

〈A〉ψ = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉. (4.2.47)

Problem 4.2.3. Prove the above result
in the case that the eigenvalues of A are
degenerate, the degeneracy of the n-th
eigenvalue being G(n).

Problem 4.2.4. In the example given in
section 4.2.7, what is the expected value
of A in the state |ψ〉? Calculate also 〈A〉χ,
where |χ〉 = 6−1/2(1, 1, 2).

It takes somemore work to show that the principle as stated earlier
follows from principle (V2). One has to show that (V2) implies that when
A is measured on the state |ψ〉, the results are always eigenvalues of A,
and the probability of a particular result a is 〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉, where Pa is the
projection operator to the eigenspace of a. We will not present the proof
here, but you can find it in Isham’s book.

Remark 4.2.7. There is one point, related to the concept of expected
value, which is sometimes confusing. ”Expected value” seems to imply
that when, say, A is measured, 〈A〉 is the result we would expect to ob-
tain. However, this is not always so as the following example shows.

Example 4.2.8. Imagine that we have a particle that is confined to move
along the x-axis. The probability P(x) to find it at the point x could have
the form shown in Fig. 4.3. This is in fact a probability distribution, be-
cause x is a continuous variable that takes an infinite number of different
values. The correct interpretation of P(x) is that P(x) dx is the proba-
bility to find the particle inside the infinitesimal interval between x and
x + dx.

Figure 4.3: Probability distribution for
finding a particle on the x-axis.

It is easy to see from the graph that the expected value of the particle’s
position is zero, because P(x) is symmetric with respect to x and−x.
For every positive value of x, there is a corresponding negative value of
x, where the particle will be found just as likely. But we would expect to
never find the particle at x = 0, because the probability function vanishes
there. The places where we would expect to find the particle most often
are somewhere around x = ±1.5, where P(x) takes its largest values.
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To summarize, you should not confuse ”expected value” and ”the most
probable value” with each other. The correct interpretation of ”expected
value” was explained in the footnote above. Perhaps ”average value”
would be better name for it, but ”expected value” is the more often used
terminology.

4.2.10 Compatible observables

In quantummechanics, it is not generally meaningful to say that a quan-
tity A has a definite value in a given state |ψ〉. The exception are the
eigenstates of A; it arguably makes sense to say that in the state |a〉, A has
the value a. On the other hand, starting from any state |ψ〉, it is in princi-
ple easy to produce states in which A has a definite value. We just have to
measure A and observe the result; after the measurement, the system will
be in the eigenstate of A that corresponds to the observed result.

Consider then two observables A and B. A question worth asking is
whether there exist states in which both A and B simultaneously have
a definite value. Suppose we try to prepare such a state by starting with
some initial state andmeasuring A and B in rapid succession. If we first
measure A, that puts the system into an eigenstate |a〉. After that, we
measure B on the state |a〉; as a result, the system will go into an eigen-
state of B, such as |b〉.

It is clear that this procedure does not generally produce a state where
A and B both have a definite value, because A does not necessarily have
a well-defined value in the state |b〉. The only way that we can get such
a state out of this is if the secondmeasurement leaves the state |a〉 un-
affected. But this can only happen if |a〉 is an eigenstate of B as well.
Therefore A and B can both have a definite value only in states which are
eigenstates of both A and B. But in Chapter 3 we learned that if A and B
are Hermitian operators that commute with each other, it is then possible
to find a basis of simultaneous eigenstates of A and B. We conclude that

[A, B] = 0 (4.2.48)

is a sufficient condition for the existence of a complete basis that consists
of the simultaneous eigenstates |ab〉 of A and B.

In quantummechanics, physical quantities whose operators commute
with each other are sometimes called compatible observables. The largest
possible set of observables that all commute with each other is called a
complete set of compatible observables. If one has found a complete set of
compatible observables, then one can make use of them to always reduce
the state vector of the system down to a single, definite state. This is done
as follows: Suppose the complete set of observables is A, B, C, . . . We
first measure A and find the result a. If a is not degenerate, the state has
been reduced to |a〉. If a is degenerate, we measure B, getting the result
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b. If b is not degenerate, the resulting state is |ab〉. If b is degenerate, we
measure C, and so on. Eventually we will end up with a state |abc · · ·〉 that
is uniquely labeled by the eigenvalues of all the compatible observables
that we have measured.

4.2.11 On the interpretation of the postulates

At this point it is perhaps appropriate to point out that it has turned out
to be very difficult to give a satisfying, logically consistent interpretation
of the postulates of quantummechanics – that is, a description of the
physical meaning of the mathematical formalism. These interpretational
questions are still very much unresolved, and a universally accepted,
complete interpretation of the postulates does not in fact exist. We will
have something to say about these matters in Chapter 15. The questions
of interpretation are postponed until then, because in practice they are
completely irrelevant when one applies quantummechanics to solve
physical problems. Besides, we feel that the right time to worry about
such questions, if one wants to do it at all, is only after one has become
thoroughly familiar with how to make calculations about physics using
quantummechanics. The advice we would like to give you for now, in
words attributed to Feynman, is: ”Shut up and calculate!”

To give you a flavour of the things that are being debated by people
who worry about the interpretation of quantummechanics, let us say
that it is not at all clear what the correct physical interpretation of the
state vector |ψ〉 is. Some people argue that the state vector does not refer
to an individual system, but only to an ensemble, i.e. a large number of
identical systems, on which measurements are imagined to be made.
Other people think that it is meaningful to associate the state vector
with an individual system, but even then it is not clear if the state vector
describes the physical reality of the system, or the knowledge that is
available to us of the system.

4.3 Time evolution of states

There are two fundamentally different ways in which state vectors of
systems change with time in quantummechanics. We have already seen
that when a measurement is made on a system, the state vector of the
system changes in an unpredictable, indeterministic way. By this we
mean that it is not possible to tell in advance what the state vector of the
system is after the measurement. The best prediction we canmake is to
say what the possible outcomes are and what are their probabilities.

On the other hand, provided we do not make measurements on a sys-
tem or otherwise disturb it, then the state vector of the system changes
with time in the way specified by the third postulate. This time evolu-
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tion is deterministic, in the sense that if we know the Hamiltonian for
the system, and the initial state vector, then the Schrödinger equation
uniquely determines the state vector at a later time, as long as the system
is left undisturbed. Therefore, provided we are good enough at solving
differential equations, we can tell with certainty what the state vector of
an undisturbed system will be at a later time, if we know what the state
vector initially was. We have represented this interplay between time
evolution andmeasurements in the form of a diagram on the following
page.

Wemust emphasize the correct reading of the condition specified
in the third postulate, that the system be ”undisturbed by external in-
fluences” in order for its time evolution to be given by the Schrödinger
equation. In this context, everything that can be included in the Hamil-
tonian of the system is to be considered as an ”internal” disturbance. For
example, if we wanted to give a quantum-mechanical description of a
hydrogen atom in an electric field, the electric field should not be con-
sidered as an ”external” disturbance, because it can be accounted for by
including in the Hamiltonian the interaction energy between the atom
and the electric field. The ”external disturbance”, in this context, is more
or less equivalent with a measurement being made on the system.

Time evolution andmeasurements in quantummechanics

Initial state at t = 0 is |φ(0)〉y Time evolution determined by Schrödinger equation

State at time t is |φ(t)〉y A is nowmeasured, result an is found

State changes to |ψ(t)〉 = |an〉y This state evolves in time according to Schrödinger eq.

State at time t′ is |ψ(t′)〉y B is measured, result bm is found

State now is |bm〉
etc.

4.3.1 The Schrödinger equation

Having got the preliminary remarks out of the way, let us move on
to study the general properties of the time evolution equation, the
Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H(t)|ψ(t)〉. (4.3.1)
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This is a first-order differential equation, so it is sufficient to give one
initial condition. This is nearly always given by specifying the initial
state |ψ(t0)〉. For a given initial state, the Schrödinger equation uniquely
determines the state at later times. It also determines the state at earlier
times, but there is a limit to how far one can go. If a measurement has
been made on the system at some time in the past, then the Schrödinger
equation is able to determine the state of the system only up to the time
immediately after the measurement. As a result of the measurement, the
state of the system has evolved in an undeterministic way, and it is not
possible to deduce what the state was before the measurement from the
knowledge of the state after the measurement.

In order for us to solve for the time evolution of a system using the
Schrödinger equation, we must of course know the Hamiltonian for
that system. The general rule is that the Hamiltonian is the operator
that corresponds to the total energy of the system. For a system that has
an analogy in classical physics, the Hamiltonian can usually be found
by writing the total energy of the system in terms of its position x and
its momentum p, and promoting the classical variables x and p into
the quantum operators X and P. For example, the Hamiltonian for a
harmonic oscillator (a very important system in quantummechanics, as
we will later learn) is given by

H =
P2

2m
+

1
2

mω2X2. (4.3.2)

The general strategy for solving the Schrödinger equation is to express
the state vector |ψ(t)〉 in some appropriate basis, and convert the prob-
lem of finding the time evolution of |ψ(t)〉 into the problem of finding the
time dependence of the expansion coefficients. In other words, we write

|ψ(t)〉 = ∑
n

cn(t)|n〉, (4.3.3)

where {|n〉} is a basis of time independent state vectors that we have
judged suitable for solving the problem at hand. The Schrödinger equa-
tion then implies

ih̄ ∑
n

dcn(t)
dt
|n〉 = ∑

n
cn(t)H|n〉. (4.3.4)

Multiplying this equation from the left by 〈m| gives

ih̄
dcm(t)

dt
= ∑

n
Hmn(t)cn(t), (4.3.5)

where
Hmn(t) = 〈m|H(t)|n〉 (4.3.6)

are the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the basis {|n〉}. If there are
N vectors in the basis, then the equations (4.3.5), for m = 1, . . . , N, are
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N first-order differential equations for the coefficients cm(t). They can be
solved – at least in principle, and for many sufficiently simple problems
in practice as well – for the coefficients cm(t), which then determine the
state |ψ(t)〉.

Note that if we arrange the numbers cm into a N-component column
vector, we can then write Eq. (4.3.5) as the matrix equation

ih̄
d
dt




c1
...

cN


 =




H11 . . . H1N
...

...
HN1 . . . HNN







c1
...

cn


 . (4.3.7)

We sometimes call the matrix on the right theHamiltonian matrix.

4.3.2 Stationary states

If one tries to solve the Schrödinger equation using the method outlined
above, one is clearly free to choose any basis {|n〉} that one likes. But in
problems where the Hamiltonian doesn’t depend on time, a particularly
interesting choice is to choose the eigenstates of H as the basis states.
Since the Hamiltonian is the operator of total energy, the eigenstates of
H are states having a definite energy. The time evolution of such states is
particularly simple, as we shall see, and so choosing the states of definite
energy as the basis states is often greatly superior to choosing just some
random set of basis vectors.

Let us now see how states of definite energy evolve in time.

Proposition 4.3.1. Suppose that the Hamiltonian H does not depend on
time, and that |E(t)〉 is an eigenstate of H with eigenvalue E. Then

|E(t)〉 = e−iEt/h̄|E〉, (4.3.8)

where |E〉 is a time-independent state that satisfies

H|E〉 = E|E〉. (4.3.9)

This follows straighforwardly from The Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|E(t)〉

dt
= H|E(t)〉 = E|E(t)〉. (4.3.10)

Hence, we see that the eigenstates of H, or the states of definite energy,
evolve in time simply with the phase factor e−iEt/h̄.

Remark 4.3.2. The states of definite energy are also often called station-
ary states, for the reason that the probability distribution of any observ-
able A in a stationary state is stationary, or independent of time:

Pa(t) = |〈a|E(t)〉|2 = |e−iEt/h̄〈a|E〉|2 = |〈a|E〉|2 = Pa(t0). (4.3.11)
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Consider now what happens if we have made the expansion (4.3.3)
using the states of definite energy as the basis states. We have

|ψ(t)〉 = ∑
n

an(t)|En〉, (4.3.12)

where the expansion coefficients should be determined from the equa-
tion

ih̄
dan(t)

dt
= ∑

m
Hnmam(t). (4.3.13)

But now
Hmn = 〈Em|H|En〉 = En〈Em|En〉 = Enδmn, (4.3.14)

and so differential equation for an(t) reduces to

ih̄
dan(t)

dt
= Enan(t), (4.3.15)

with the solution
an(t) = an(0)e−iEnt/h̄. (4.3.16)

Inserting this into the expansion for |ψ(t)〉, we find

|ψ(t)〉 = ∑
n

an(0)e−iEnt/h̄|En〉. (4.3.17)

So we see that if we use the stationary states as the basis in which we ex-
pand the state vector, it is quite easy to write down an explicit expression
for the state vector at a general time t.

Let us now describe a shortcut by which this is always done in practice.
We have some initial state |ψ0〉, and we want to find the state |ψ(t)〉 at
time t. The expansion of the initial state in the stationary states is given
by

|ψ0〉 = ∑
n

an(0)|En〉. (4.3.18)

But observe that we can go directly from this to Eq. (4.3.17) by just putting
the factor e−iEnt/h̄ into the sum. It makes no difference in practice
whether you imagine that the factor belongs with the coefficient an(0)
or with the state |En〉. The calculation wemade above shows that it is
more correct to imagine them belonging to the an(0)’s. On the other
hand, in practice it is perhaps more easy to remember this if you imagine
them going with the states |En〉, since after doing quantummechanics for
a while you will know even in your sleep that stationary states evolve in
time with the factor e−iEt/h̄.

Remark 4.3.3. To summarize, a very useful method for finding the time
evolution of a given initial state is the following:

• Find the stationary states – the states of definite energy, or the eigen-
states of the Hamiltonian.
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• Write the initial state in terms of the stationary states.

• Introduce the factor e−iEnt/h̄ to the term with the state |En〉. You then
have the state at time t.

Example 4.3.4. Let us give a simple example. Consider the Hamiltonian

H =

(
3E0 E0

E0 3E0

)
(4.3.19)

and the initial state

|ψ0〉 =
(

1
0

)
. (4.3.20)

Step-by-step solution

To find the state at time t, we just carry out the steps summarized above.
• First, the eigenvalues E of the Hamiltonian are found by solving

(3E0 − E)2 − E2
0 = 0. (4.3.21)

From here you can almost see with your left eye that the answer is

E1 = 4E0, E2 = 2E0. (4.3.22)

• The corresponding stationary states are

|1〉 = 1√
2

(
1
1

)
, |2〉 = 1√

2

(
1
−1

)
. (4.3.23)

• Steps 2 and 3 are actually very short now. To perform step 2, we just write

|ψ0〉 =
1√
2
|1〉+ 1√

2
|2〉. (4.3.24)

Then, doing as we are told in step 3, we find the answer:

|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2

e−4iE0t/h̄|1〉+ 1√
2

e−2iE0t/h̄|2〉. (4.3.25)

It is nice, and sometimes useful whenmaking calculations with state vectors
like this, to write this in the more symmetrical form

|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2

e−3iE0t/h̄
(

e−iE0t/h̄|1〉+ eiE0/h̄|2〉
)

. (4.3.26)

You could write this as a column vector, if you want to, by using Eq. (4.3.23),
but in quantummechanics state vectors are usually written in the above form,
using the ket symbols.

4.3.3 The time evolution operator

The Schrödinger equation has the very important consequence that
norms of state vectors do not change with time. We say that the time evo-
lution arising from the Schrödinger equation is unitary. That is, provided
the initial state |ψ0〉 is normalized, then at any time t we have

〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = 〈ψ0|ψ0〉 = 1. (4.3.27)
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An equivalent statement is

d
dt
〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = 0. (4.3.28)

It is easy to show by direct calculation that this indeed follows from the
Schrödinger equation. We have

d
dt
〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = d〈ψ(t)|

dt
|ψ(t)〉+ 〈ψ(t)|d|ψ(t)〉

dt
. (4.3.29)

The time derivative that appears on the second term on the right we can
get directly from the Schrödinger equation. To get the time derivative of
〈ψ(t)|, we take the adjoint of the Schrödinger equation, as described in
Chapter 3 (imagine operating with † on both sides of the equation), and
find

−ih̄
d〈ψ(t)|

dt
= 〈ψ(t)|H† = 〈ψ(t)|H, (4.3.30)

because H is Hermitian. It follows that
d
dt
〈ψ(t)|ψ(t)〉 = i

h̄
〈ψ(t)|H|ψ(t)〉+ 〈ψ(t)|− i

h̄
H|ψ(t)〉 = 0. (4.3.31)

That the norms of state vectors are preserved under time evolution
suggests that maybe it is possible to represent the time evolution of a
state as the action of a unitary operator on the state. This can indeed be
done. The time evolution operator U(t, t0) is an unitary operator which
satisfies as the operator that evolves the state from the time t0 to the time
t. That is,

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉. (4.3.32)

The unitarity of time evolution – that is, Eq. (4.3.28) – implies that the
time evolution operator is unitary, U†U = 1.

Proposition 4.3.5. The time evolution operator U(t, t0) has the following
properties

U(t0, t0) = 1, (4.3.33)
U(t2, t1)U(t1, t0) = U(t2, t0), (4.3.34)

U(t, t0)
† = U(t, t0)

−1 = U(t0, t). (4.3.35)

It is physically obvious that the time evolution operator should have
these properties. Mathematically they can be demonstrated using the
definition of U(t, t0).

Problem 4.3.1. Show that the above
properties follow from Eq. (4.3.32).Wemust nowmake sure that the description of time evolution in

terms of the evolution operator is consistent with the Schrödinger equa-
tion. Let us take the state vector of Eq. (4.3.32) and differentiate with
respect to t. We have

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= ih̄

dU(t, t0)

dt
|ψ(t0)〉. (4.3.36)
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Comparing with the Schrödinger equation, we deduce that

ih̄
dU(t, t0)

dt
|ψ(t0)〉 = H(t)|ψ(t)〉. (4.3.37)

On the right, we can write |ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉. We then appeal to
the initial state |ψ(t0)〉 being arbitrary, and find that the time evolution
operator satisfies the differential equation

ih̄
dU(t, t0)

dt
= H(t)U(t, t0). (4.3.38)

It is somewhat complicated to solve this equation in the general case
where the Hamiltonian depends on time. We will therefore first solve the
equation for a time-independent Hamiltonian, which is very easy, and
then discuss why the simple solution breaks down if the Hamiltonian
depends on time.

For a time-independent Hamiltonian, it is easy to check that the solu-
tion of the equation

ih̄
dU(t, t0)

dt
= HU(t, t0), (4.3.39)

with the condition U(t0, t0) = 1, is5 5 Just take the derivative with respect to t.
On the right, the Hamiltonian is the only
operator, so it can be treated as if it were a
complex number.

U(t, t0) = e−iH(t−t0)/h̄. (4.3.40)

Notice that in this case, the evolution operator depends only on the dif-
ference t− t0 but not on the absolute values of t and t0. This could have
been anticipated, since the Hamiltonian determines the dynamics of the
system, and if the Hamiltonian does not depend on time, then the system
should evolve in time in the same way nomatter at which time the evolu-
tion is started. It follows that we can arbitrarily choose any value for the
initial time t0. It is useful to take advantage of this freedom and simplify
writing by setting t0 = 0; then the evolution operator is written more
shortly as

U(t) = e−iHt/h̄. (4.3.41)

This is a good point to remind ourselves of what we learned in the
previous section. We found that the eigenstates of a time-independent
Hamiltonian evolve in time in a particularly simple way, with the phase
factor e−iEt/h̄. It is almost trivial to deduce this using the above equation
for the time evolution operator. From H|E〉 = E|E〉, it follows that

|E(t)〉 = U(t)|E〉 = e−iHt/h̄|E〉 = e−iEt/h̄|E〉. (4.3.42)

Another way of saying this is that eigenstates of H are eigenstates of U as
well. This remark might not seem like worth much, but it does imply that,
by the spectral theorem, we can write

U(t) = ∑
n

G(n)

∑
r=1

e−iEnt/h̄|n, r〉〈n, r|, (4.3.43)
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where |n, r〉 are eigenstates of H with eigenvalues En. This form of the
time evolution operator is sometimes useful.

Let us then come back to contemplate the solving of Eq. (4.3.38). We
might be tempted to think that the case with a time-dependent Hamilto-
nian is not any more difficult, and the solution is

U(t, t0) = exp
(
− i

h̄

∫ t

t0

H(t) dt
)

. (wrong) (4.3.44)

But this is not the correct solution. The reason is that on the right we
now cannot treat H(t) as if it were a complex number, since the integral
contains operators like H(t1) and H(t2) for different values of t1 and t2,
and these do not commute with each other in general.

We will now describe how the correct solution is found in the case
that H depends on time. We will not need the result for anything, so the
calculation can be skipped if it doesn’t interest you.

Theorem 4.3.6. For a time dependent Hamiltonian H(t) the time evolu-
tion operator is

U(t, t0) = T exp
(
− i

h̄

∫ t

t0

H(t) dt
)

, (4.3.45)

where T denotes time-ordering.

Proof. The correct strategy is to break down the time evolution from t0 to t into little steps
of infinitesimal length. Consider first going from t0 to t0 + δt. Working to first order in δt, we
have directly from the Schrödinger equation

|ψ(t0 + δt)〉 = |ψ0〉 −
i
h̄

H(t0)|ψ0〉 δt. (4.3.46)

From this we can read off the operator of evolution from t0 to t0 + δt. It is

U(t0 + δt, t0) = 1−
i
h̄

H(t0) δt. (4.3.47)

Let us introduce the notation tk = t0 + kδt. By the same argument as above, we then find
that the operator that evolves the state from tk to tk+1 = tk + δt is

U(tk+1, tk) = 1−
i
h̄

H(tk) δt. (4.3.48)

Note that it makes no difference whether we take H(tk) or H(tk + δt), or H(t) with some
other value of t between tk and tk + δt on the right, because difference between the various
choices is of the second order in δt.

We are now ready to evolve the state from t0 to δt, one small step at a time:

|ψ(t1)〉 = U(t1, t0)|ψ(t0)〉 =
(
1− i

h̄
H(t0) δt

)
|ψ(t0)〉,

|ψ(t2)〉 = U(t2, t1)|ψ(t1)〉 = U(t2, t1)U(t1, t0)|ψ(t0)〉

=

(
1− i

h̄
H(t1) δt

)(
1− i

h̄
H(t0) δt

)
|ψ(t0)〉, (4.3.49)

and so on. You can see that after we have done all the steps from t0 to t = t0 + N δt, with N
being the number of steps, the result is

|ψ(t)〉 =
N−1

∏
k=0

(
1− i

h̄
H(tk) δt

)
|ψ(t0)〉. (4.3.50)
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In other words, the time evolution operator is

U(t, t0) = lim
N→∞

N−1

∏
k=0

(
1− i

h̄
H(tk) δt

)
, (4.3.51)

where δt = t/N. This is often written in the form

U(t, t0) = T exp
(
− i

h̄

∫ t

t0
H(t) dt

)
. (4.3.52)

Remark 4.3.7. The object on the right is called a time ordered exponen-
tial. It is just a shorthand notation for the product in the equation above
it. The reason why it is called ”time ordered” is that if we expand the
product that defines the time ordered exponential, we are only going to
get terms in which the factors of H(tk) are arranged in the order

H(ti)H(tj) · · ·H(tk) with ti ≥ tj ≥ · · · ≥ tk. (4.3.53)

4.3.4 The Schrödinger and Heisenberg pictures

In quantummechanics, time evolution of states can be treated in many
different ways. The different ways are called pictures of quantumme-
chanics. The one we have described so far is known as the Schrödinger
picture. In the Schrödinger picture, state vectors change in time, and op-
erators are usually independent of time, with the exception of explicitly
time-dependent operators, like a Hamiltonian describing an atom in a
time-varying electric field. We would now like to describe another picture
of quantummechanics, the so-called Heisenberg picture, in which state
vectors are independent of time and the dynamics is represented in the
time dependence of operators.

The alternative form of the measurement principle, i.e. principle
V2, implies that any statement we can make about a measurement on
a system can be formulated in terms of expected values. Consider an
observable A that, for simplicity, we assume to be independent of time.
The expected value of A on a state |ψ(t)〉, given by

〈A〉(t) = 〈ψ(t)|A|ψ(t)〉, (4.3.54)

is nevertheless time dependent. In terms of the time evolution operator,
we can write it as

〈A〉(t) = 〈ψ0|U(t0, t)AU(t, t0)|ψ0〉. (4.3.55)

In the Heisenberg picture, the state vector |ψ0〉 is taken to represent
the state of the system at all times. On the other hand, the place the op-
erator A, which is time-independent in the Schrödinger picture, is now
taken by the time-dependentHeisenberg operator

AH(t) = U(t0, t)AU(t, t0). (4.3.56)
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This construction is designed so that the expected value of AH,

〈AH(t)〉 = 〈ψ0|AH(t)|ψ0〉, (4.3.57)

which is the physically relevant quantity, is the same in both the Schrödinger
and the Heisenberg pictures.

Let us then formulate the dynamics in the Heisenberg picture.

Definition 4.3.8. Let U(t, t0) be the unitary time evolution operator. The
Heisenberg operator AH(t) is

AH(t) = U(t0, t)A(t)U(t, t0), (4.3.58)

where A(t) is an operator in the Schrödinger picture.

Theorem 4.3.9. The Heisenberg operator AH(t) satisfies the equation of
motion

ih̄
dAH(t)

dt
= [AH(t), HH(t)] + ih̄ȦH(t), (4.3.59)

where
ȦH(t) = U(t0, t)

∂A(t)
∂t

U(t, t0). (4.3.60)

Proof. Taking the time derivative, we get
dAH(t)

dt
=

dU(t0, t)
dt

A(t)U(t, t0) + U(t0, t)A(t)
dU(t, t0)

dt
+ U(t0, t)

∂A(t)
∂t

U(t, t0).
(4.3.61)

In the first term on the right, there appears the derivative of U(t0, t) with respect to the
second argument. We can get this by starting from

U(t0, t)U(t, t0) = 1 (4.3.62)
and taking the derivative with respect to t. This gives

dU(t0, t)
dt

U(t, t0) + U(t0, t)
dU(t, t0)

dt
= 0, (4.3.63)

from which we deduce
dU(t0, t)

dt
= −U(t0, t)

dU(t, t0)

dt
U(t0, t). (4.3.64)

If we now recall that the derivative dU(t, t0)/dt is given by Eq. (4.3.38), we can reduce the
first two terms on the right of Eq. (4.3.61) into a simple form as follows:

−U(t0, t)
dU(t, t0)

dt
U(t0, t)A(t)U(t, t0) + U(t0, t)A(t)

dU(t, t0)

dt

=
i
h̄

U(t0, t)H(t)U(t, t0)U(t0, t)A(t)U(t, t0)−
i
h̄

U(t0, t)A(t)H(t)U(t, t0)

=
i
h̄

HH(t)AH(t)− i
h̄

AH(t)HH(t) = − i
h̄
[AH(t), HH(t)], (4.3.65)

where we went from the second line to the third by inserting 1 = U(t, t0)U(t0, t) between
A(t) and H(t) in the second term. Multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.3.61) by ih̄, we therefore
get

ih̄
dAH(t)

dt
= [AH(t), HH(t)] + ih̄ȦH(t), (4.3.66)

where we have defined
ȦH(t) = U(t0, t)

∂A(t)
∂t

U(t, t0). (4.3.67)

Eq. (4.3.66) is the time evolution equation – the analogue of the
Schrödinger equation, if you want – in the Heisenberg picture.
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4.4 The Heisenberg uncertainty relation

4.4.1 The uncertainty

The result of measuring a quantity A in a state |ψ〉 is characterized by the
expected value

〈A〉ψ = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉, (4.4.1)
which is the average value of the results we would obtain by measuring
A in the state |ψ〉 a lot of times. But the expected value is not a very com-
plete description of what may happen when wemeasure A. We would
also like to be able to calculate another number, which would describe
howmuch the results typically deviate from the expected value. In el-
ementary statistics, such a number is the standard deviation σx. It is
defined as the square root of the variance

σ2
x = ∑

i
pi
(

xi − 〈x〉
)2

= ∑
i

pi
(

x2
i − 2xi〈x〉+ 〈x〉2

)
= 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2.

(4.4.2)
By analogy with this consider the following definition.

Definition 4.4.1. Let A be and operator in a Hilbert spaceH, and |ψ〉 ∈
H a state. The uncertainty ∆ψ A of A in the state |ψ〉 is defined by

(∆ψ A)2 =
〈
(A− 〈A〉)2〉

ψ
= 〈ψ|(A− 〈A〉)2|ψ〉. (4.4.3)

Remark 4.4.2. By expanding the square on the right in Eq. (4.4.3), we
find the explicit formula

∆ψ A =
√
〈ψ|A2|ψ〉 − 〈ψ|A|ψ〉2 =

√
〈A2〉ψ − 〈A〉2ψ. (4.4.4)

The uncertainty is sometimes also called the dispersion. It is a measure
of how widely the results are spread about the expected value 〈A〉ψ, if
multiple measurements of A are made on the state |ψ〉.

Problem 4.4.1. Show that a necessary
and sufficient condition for |ψ〉 to be
an eigenvector of a Hermitian operator
A is that the uncertainty vanishes, i.e.
∆ψ A = 0.

4.4.2 The general form of the uncertainty relation

We have seen that if we have two non-compatible – that is, non-commuting
– observables, it is not possible to find states in which both of them have
a definite value. So we would expect that if A and B are two observables
that do not commute, the uncertainties ∆A and ∆B should related to
each other in some way that prevents both of them from simultaneously
being arbitrarily small. There is indeed such a relation, an inequality that
puts a lower bound on the product ∆A∆B, and we will now derive it.

Theorem 4.4.3. Let A and B be Hermitian operators in a Hilbert spaceH
which do not commute. Let |ψ〉 be a state and denote the uncertainties of
A and B in the state |ψ〉 by ∆ψ A and ∆ψB. Then the following inequality
holds:

∆ψ A∆ψB ≥ 1
2
|〈[A, B]〉ψ|. (4.4.5)
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Proof. Consider the product of the squared uncertainties,

(∆ψ A)2(∆ψB)2 = 〈ψ|(A− 〈A〉ψ)2|ψ〉 〈ψ|(B− 〈B〉ψ)2|ψ〉. (4.4.6)

Rewriting this in terms of the operators

A0 = A− 〈A〉ψ, B0 = B− 〈B〉ψ, (4.4.7)

which satisfy [A0, B0] = [A, B], we have

(∆ψ A)2(∆ψB)2 = 〈ψ|A2
0|ψ〉 〈ψ|B2

0 |ψ〉 = 〈A0ψ|A0ψ〉 〈B0ψ|B0ψ〉, (4.4.8)

where the last step is valid because A0 and B0 are Hermitian. We now use the Schwarz
inequality

||ψ||2||χ||2 ≥ |〈ψ|χ〉|2 (4.4.9)
to obtain

(∆ψ A)2(∆ψB)2 ≥ |〈A0ψ|B0ψ〉|2 = |〈ψ|A0B0|ψ〉|2. (4.4.10)
Then we write

A0B0 =
1
2
(A0B0 − B0 A0) +

1
2
(A0B0 + B0 A0) =

1
2
(
[A0, B0] + {A0, B0}

)
, (4.4.11)

where {A0, B0} is a standard notation for the anticommutator A0B0 + B0 A0. Putting this
into Eq. (4.4.10), we get

(∆ψ A)2(∆ψB)2 ≥ 1
4

∣∣〈ψ|[A0, B0]|ψ〉+ 〈ψ|{A0, B0}|ψ〉
∣∣2. (4.4.12)

We now argue that since A0 and B0 are Hermitian, the expected value 〈ψ|[A0, B0]|ψ〉 is
purely imaginary, while 〈ψ|{A0, B0}|ψ〉 is real. It follows that

(∆ψ A)2(∆ψB)2 ≥ 1
4

∣∣〈ψ|[A0, B0]|ψ〉
∣∣2 + 1

4

∣∣〈ψ|{A0, B0}|ψ〉
∣∣2. (4.4.13)

Recalling that [A0, B0] = [A, B], and dropping the positive term with the anticommutator,
we arrive at the result

∆ψ A∆ψB ≥ 1
2
|〈[A, B]〉ψ|. (4.4.14)

This relation is often called theHeisenberg uncertainty relation even
though Heisenberg only formulated a particular special case of it, and
the general form we have above was apparently first derived by H. P.
Robertson and by Schrödinger. The relation is usually stated in the form
of Eq. (4.4.14), even though the inequality above it is a stronger one.

Problem 4.4.2. Derive the final form
of the uncertainty relation, Eq. (4.4.14),
by considering the inequality ||(A0 +
iλB0)|ψ〉||2 ≥ 0, where λ is a real number.

It is important to realize that the uncertainty ∆ψ A is not related in
any way to the accuracy to which experiments can practically be made.
In other words, it does not have anything to do with the experimental
error that results from the limitations of the experimental apparatus. If
the resolution of the device that measures A is δA, it is possible to have
δA � ∆ψ A. But even so, when the experiment is made, the spread
of the results will be no smaller than ∆ψ A. The excellent resolution of
our equipment only allows us to determine the uncertainty ∆ψ A very
accurately. The uncertainty relation (4.4.14) is an expression of the inde-
terminacy that is intrinsic to quantummechanics – it is not possible, even
in principle, to simultaneously measure two non-compatible quantites
with arbitrary accuracy.

Note also that the lower bound on ∆ψ A∆ψB given by Eq. (4.4.14)
generally depends on the state |ψ〉. There are situations in which two
observables A and B have a nonvanishing commutator, but the expected
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value of the commutator is zero in certain states. In such cases, it is in
principle possible to measure both A and B with arbitrary accuracy in
these states. For example, in due time we will be able to show that Jx and
Jy, the operators of the x- and y-components of angular momentum, do
not commute – in fact, [Jx, Jy] = ih̄Jz – but for any spherically symmetric
state |ψ〉 we have 〈ψ|[Jx, Jy]|ψ〉 = 0.

4.4.3 Applications

Corollary 4.4.4. Taking A = X and B = P and recalling that [X, P] = ih̄,
we get

∆X∆P ≥ h̄
2

. (4.4.15)

(Note that we have dropped the label ψ on the uncertainties, since in
this special case the bound does not depend on the state |ψ〉.) This is the
uncertainty relation that was invented by Heisenberg. It is often useful for
making rough estimates of various quantities that we may happen to be
interested in.

Example 4.4.5. As an illustration, let us estimate the ground state energy
of the hydrogen atom by trying to minimize the energy

E = 〈H〉 = 〈P
2〉

2m
− q2

e
4πε0〈R〉

(4.4.16)

with the constraint given by the uncertainty relation.

Step-by-step solution

We pretend here that the hydrogen atom is a one-dimensional system, even
though it would be more accurate to treat the problem as three-dimensional. We
have also assumed that it is a reasonable approximation to write 〈1/R〉 ' 1/〈R〉.
• Since the expected values are at least as large as the uncertainties, we have

E ≥ (∆P)2

2m
− q2

e
4πε0∆R

. (4.4.17)

• The relation ∆R∆P ≥ h̄/2 implies−1/∆R ≥ 2∆P/h̄, so we get

E ≥ (∆P)2

2m
− q2

e ∆P
2πh̄ε0

. (4.4.18)

• If we now take the derivative with respect to ∆P, to find the value of ∆P that
minimizes the energy, we find ∆P = mq2

e /2πh̄ε0, and so

E ≥ − mq4
e

8π2 h̄2ε2
0

. (4.4.19)

The numerical value is E ≥ −54 eV, while the ground state energy really is−13.6
eV, so at least we were able to get the correct order of magnitude.

Problem 4.4.3. For a Hamiltonian of the
form H = P2/2m + V(X), derive the
uncertainty relation

∆ψx∆ψ H ≥ h̄
2m
|〈P〉ψ|. (4.4.20)

What do you get if you apply this to a
stationary state?
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4.4.4 The time–energy uncertainty relation

In the early days of quantummechanics, the Heisenberg uncertainty
principle was known in the form

∆x∆p & h̄. (4.4.21)

Then, thinking along the lines that according to special relativity, space is
related to time in the same way as momentum is related to energy – the
position andmomentum four-vectors are xµ = (ct,~x) and pµ = (E/c,~p)
– it was generally thought that there is also an uncertainty relation having
the form

∆E∆t & h̄. (4.4.22)

But it is somewhat tricky to correctly interpret a relation like this. It cer-
tainly cannot be interpreted in the same way as Eq. (4.4.21), since there is
not an operator T in quantummechanics that would represent time and
satisfy the commutation relation [T, H] = ih̄.

It is perhaps best to give a mathematical derivation of the uncertainty
relation between energy and time. We then get a precise mathemati-
cal expression for the time ∆t, which will then act as a guide towards a
correct interpretation of its meaning. We begin by recalling Ehrenfest’s
theorem (see the next section). For a time-independent observable A, it
states

d〈A〉ψ
dt

= − i
h̄
〈[A, H]〉ψ. (4.4.23)

Applying the general uncertainty relation to H and A, we therefore get

∆ψH∆ψ A ≥ 1
2
|〈[A, H]〉ψ| =

h̄
2

∣∣∣∣
d〈A〉ψ

dt

∣∣∣∣ . (4.4.24)

This can be put into the form

∆ψH∆ψτ(A) ≥ h̄
2

, (4.4.25)

which is often written simply as ∆E∆t ≥ h̄/2, and where the time
∆ψτ(A) is defined as

∆ψτ(A) =
∆ψ A

|d〈A〉ψ/dt| . (4.4.26)

This is the time that it takes for the state |ψ〉 to change so much that
the resulting change in the expected value 〈A〉ψ is comparable to the
uncertainty ∆ψ A. In other words, it is the time after which it is possible
deduce that a change has occurred in the state by measuring A on the
state. For this reason, ∆ψτ(A) is sometimes called the lifetime of the state
|ψ〉 with respect to the observable A.

This suggests that we should interpret ∆t as the lifetime of an ex-
cited state, and ∆E as the uncertainty in the energy of that state. Roughly
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speaking, the correct interpretation of the relation ∆E∆t ≥ h̄/2 is that
if we have a state which has existed for only a finite time ∆t, then the
uncertainty in the energy of the state is at least ∆E = h̄/2∆t.

Let us discuss a bit further the relation of the energy E and its uncer-
tainty ∆E. The value of energy can be measured exactly only when the
uncertainty ∆E is zero. This implies that the characteristic time must be
infinite, which is only possible if the system is in a stationary state. If a
system, say an atom, is in an excited state, it will sooner or later emit a
photon and go into a state of lower energy, because of its interaction with
the vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic field. The average time τ

that it takes for the photon to be emitted to happen is called the lifetime
of the excited state. The energy of the emitted electron has an uncertainty
∆E called thewidth and denoted often as h̄Γ. The decay law for an ex-
cited state is to a good precision exponential: the survival probability of
the excited state is p(t) = exp(−t/τ). The width and the lifetime are re-
lated via a Fourier transformation and one can show, from the properties
of the Fourier transform, that τ∆E ' h̄, so that Γτ ' 1.

We emphasize that the uncertainty ∆E is not the same thing as ∆H
of the Hamiltonian computed in the excited state. In fact, we must have
h̄Γ = ∆E � ∆H in order for the exponential decay law to be valid.
For example, in the rubidium atom the first excited state decays to the
ground state by emitting a photon with λ = 0.78 ¯m, which corresponds
to an energy of ε = 1.6 eV. The width and the lifetime of the state are
h̄Γ = 2.4× 10−8 eV and τ ' 1/Γ = 2.7× 10−8 s. Hence the uncertainty
of energy in the excited state is very small in comparison to the energy
difference between the states.

As we have already stressed, the uncertainty ∆E has nothing to do
with the accuracy to which the energy can be measured. A good exam-
ple is given by the mass of the Z0 boson, which is a mediator of the weak
interaction, in the same way as the photon is the mediator of the electro-
magnetic interaction. In the rest frame of the Z0, the mass is related to
the energy by E = mzc2. The Z0 is unstable and has a width measured
to be h̄Γ = 2.4952± 0.0023 GeV. However, the mass mZ has been mea-
sured more precisely: mZc2 = 91.1875± 0.0021 GeV. In other words,
the location of the peak can be determined with better accuracy than its
spread.

4.4.5 The classical limit of quantummechanics

If quantummechanics is a correct theory of Nature, as we believe it is,
it should reproduce the results of classical mechanics when it is used to
describe objects of macroscopic size. We would now like to show that
in an appropriate limit we indeed get back classical mechanics from
quantummechanics.
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Theorem 4.4.6. (Ehrenfest)
Let A(t) be an operator in a Hilbert spaceH and H a time indepen-

dent Hamiltonian. Then for a state |ψ〉 ∈ H the expectation value

〈A〉ψ = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 (4.4.27)

satisfies
d〈A〉ψ

dt
= − i

h̄
〈[A, H]〉ψ +

〈
∂A
∂t

〉

ψ

. (4.4.28)

Proof. By direct calculation
d〈A〉ψ

dt
=

d〈ψ|
dt

A|ψ〉+ 〈ψ|A d|ψ〉
dt

+ 〈ψ| ∂A
∂t
|ψ〉, (4.4.29)

where we have taken into account that the operator A may depend explicitly on time. From
the Schrödinger equation, we have

d|ψ〉
dt

= − i
h̄

H|ψ〉, d〈ψ|
dt

=
i
h̄
〈ψ|H, (4.4.30)

and so we can write the first two terms on the right as
i
h̄
〈ψ|HA|ψ〉 − i

h̄
〈ψ|AH|ψ〉 = − i

h̄
〈ψ|[A, H]|ψ〉. (4.4.31)

We then find the equation
d〈A〉ψ

dt
= − i

h̄
〈[A, H]〉ψ +

〈
∂A
∂t

〉

ψ

, (4.4.32)

hence the Ehrenfest’s theorem.

One of the uses of this theorem is that it allows us to shed some light
on how quantummechanics and classical mechanics are related to each
other. Consider a particle moving in one dimension. Its Hamiltonian is

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X), (4.4.33)

where the position andmomentum operators satisfy the commutation
relation.

[X, P] = ih̄. (4.4.34)

From Ehrenfest’s theorem, we now have

d〈P〉
dt

= − i
h̄
〈[P, H]〉, and d〈X〉

dt
= − i

h̄
〈[X, H]〉, (4.4.35)

because the operators X and P are independent of time. Calculation of
the commutators that appear on the right-hand side of these equations is
left as an exercise.

Problem 4.4.4.

(a) Use the canonical commutator
[X, P] = ih̄ to show that

[X, H] =
1

2m
[X, P2] =

ih̄
m

P. (4.4.36)

(b) Prove the relation [P, Xn] =
−ih̄nXn−1, and use it to show that

[P, H] = [P, V(X)] = −ih̄
∂V(X)

∂X
,

(4.4.37)
assuming V(X) can be expanded as a
power series in X.

Making use of the results from exercise 4.4.4, we get

d〈P〉
dt

= −
〈

∂V(X)

∂X

〉
,

d〈X〉
dt

=
〈P〉
m

, (4.4.38)

or, combining these two equations,

m
d2〈X〉

dt
= −

〈
∂V(X)

∂X

〉
. (4.4.39)
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So we find that Newton’s law of motion appears in quantummechanics as
a relation between expected values. This relation reduces to the classical
equation

m
d2x
dt2 = −∂V(x)

∂x
(4.4.40)

only if we can write 〈
∂V(X)

∂X

〉
' ∂V(〈X〉)

∂〈X〉 . (4.4.41)

on the right-hand side. If we can make this approximation, we can then
think of the expected value 〈X〉 as the classical variable x. This approxi-
mation, of replacing the average of a function with a function of the av-
erage, is valid in the case that the probability distribution of X is peaked
very narrowly around the expected value 〈X〉, or, in other words, if the
uncertainty ∆x is very small. So we conclude that quantummechanics
agrees with Newton’s laws, if we use it to describe a state in which the
uncertainty ∆x is small – and in fact ∆p has to be small as well – on a
macroscopic scale.

4.5 Summary

This has been a rather massive chapter, and there has been a lot of infor-
mation. Let us therefore summarize the most important points

The first principles of quantummechanics are summarized in the
form of postulates. Different people formulate the postulates in slightly
different ways, but our choice is the following:

1. The state of a system is represented by a vector in a Hilbert spaceH.
The state vector contains the most complete possible information
about the system.

2. Physical quantities, also called observables, are represented by Her-
mitian (or more correctly self-adjoint, when it makes a difference)
operators onH.

3. State vectors change in time according to the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ〉

dt
= H|ψ〉. (4.5.1)

4. When A is measured on a state |ψ〉, the possible results are the eigen-
values of the operator A. The probability of the result being a is
|〈a|ψ〉|2, or, if a is a degenerate eigenvalue, |〈ψ|Pa|ψ〉|2. The mea-
surement results in a ”collapse of the state vector”: the measurement
changes the state changes from |ψ〉 to |a〉, or in the case of a degen-
erate eigenvalue, to the projection onto the degenerate eigenspace of
a.
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There are also some other facts that, strictly speaking, are not postu-
lates, but you might as well imagine that they are, because they are so
important in practice:

5. If a is any complex number, then the vector a|ψ〉 represents the same
physical state as |ψ〉.

6. If we have a system in the state |ψ〉, the probability amplitude for find-
ing it in another state |χ〉 is 〈χ|ψ〉. The probability itself is |〈χ|ψ〉|2.

7. The Hamiltonian operator H that appears in the Schrödinger equation
is the operator of the system’s total energy. It can sometimes be ob-
tained by ”canonical quantization” – for example, the Hamiltonian of a
particle moving in one dimension is

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X), (4.5.2)

where the position andmomentum operators satisfy the canonical
commutation relation

[X, P] = ih̄. (4.5.3)

The process of measurement is fundamentally different in quantum
mechanics from what it is in classical physics. It is not possible, even in
principle, to predict the outcome of a measurement with certainty. The
best prediction one can make is to give a list of the possible outcomes of
the measurement, together with their probabilities. The exception is that
if A is measured on the eigenstate |a〉, the result will certainly be a.

The time evolution of a state is figured out by solving the Schrödinger
equation. The solution can be represented in terms of a unitary time
evolution operator as

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉. (4.5.4)

The form of the evolution operator is dictated by the Schrödinger equa-
tion. For a time-independent Hamiltonian, it is

U(t) = e−iHt/h̄. (4.5.5)

You can always remember this if you imagine solving the Schrödinger
equation pretending that H is just a number.

The above form of U(t) allows one to see that the eigenstates of H
evolve in time in a particularly simple way:

|E(t)〉 = e−iEt/h̄|E〉. (4.5.6)

From this there follows a general three-step method for solving the
Schrödinger equation for any given initial state:

• Find the eigenstates of H, also called stationary states.
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• Write the initial state in terms of the stationary states.

• Give each stationary state |En〉 the ”time evolution factor” e−iEnt/h̄.
The result is the state at time t.

The results of measuring a quantity A on a state |ψ〉 are characterized
by two important numbers: the expected value

〈A〉ψ = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉, (4.5.7)

and the uncertainty

∆ψ A =
√
〈A2〉ψ − 〈A〉2ψ. (4.5.8)

The first is the average result over many measurements; the second is a
measure of how widely the results are spread around the expected value.
Expected values evolve in time according to Ehrenfest’s theorem,

d〈A〉ψ
dt

= − i
h̄
〈[A, H]〉ψ +

〈
∂A
∂t

〉

ψ

. (4.5.9)

Also, from the postulates and frommathematics there follows the general
uncertainty relation

∆ψ A∆ψB ≥ 1
2
|〈[A, B]〉ψ| (4.5.10)

for any two observables A and B. It puts a limit on how accurately A
and B can be simultaneously measured on the state |ψ〉, and so is a
manifestation of the intrinsic indeterminacy of quantummechanics.
The perhaps most often used special case is the one due to Heisenberg,
∆x∆p ≥ h̄/2. There is also the uncertainty relation ∆E∆t ≥ h̄/2, which
describes states that last for a finite length of time, and which is funda-
mentally different in that it does not follow from Eq. (4.5.10).

4.6 The solar neutrino problem

We would like to finish this chapter with a physical example that is rel-
atively recent and very interesting. It was a great problem over which
physicists were puzzled for several decades, until a conclusive solution
was reached in about 2001. We want to show you what kind of wonderful
things are within your reach now, even with the little quantummechanics
that you have learned so far.

The nuclear reactions in the Sun produce great numbers of neutrinos
through processes such as

p + p→ 2H + e+ + νe. (4.6.1)

When the first neutrino detectors capable of measuring the flux of neu-
trinos from the Sun were set up in the 1960’s, it was found to everyone’s
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great surprise that there was a deficit in the number of neutrinos ob-
served in the detectors, compared to what was predicted by various
theoretical models of the Sun. The observed flux was only between a third
and a half of the predicted number, depending on the model from which
the prediction was derived. This was very mysterious, and a convincing
explanation was not available for a relatively long time.

In the standard model of particle physics, there are three kinds of
neutrinos: the electron neutrino νe, the muon neutrino νµ and the tau
neutrino ντ . At the time when the solar neutrino problem was discovered,
it was believed that all neutrinos are massless. However, we now believe
that the neutrinos have very small masses. This makes possible a mecha-
nism through which a neutrino of a given species, or flavour, as it is called
in particle physics, can turn by itself into a neutrino of another flavour.
This phenomenon is known as neutrino oscillation, and it is responsible
for the deficit of solar neutrinos observed in the detectors, which were
capable of detecting electron neutrinos only.

The idea that neutrinos could turn into each other if they were mas-
sive has been around for a long time, being developed in the 1960’s by
Maki, Nagakawa and Sakata, and by Pontecorvo, but at first it was not
taken seriously as a solution to the solar neutrino problem. Only as a
consequence of strong experimental evidence accumulated in the 1990’s
and in the early 2000’s – the most convincing evidence came from a de-
tector which could detect all three kinds of neutrinos, and distinguish
the electron neutrinos from the other two – were neutrino oscillations
conclusively identified as the cause of the solar neutrino problem.

We will consider a simple model for neutrino oscillations that never-
theless contains the essential physics. We assume that there are only two
kinds of neutrinos, νe and νµ, and we consider only the propagation of
neutrinos in vacuum, even though propagation in the interior of the Sun
has an important role in more realistic models.

The theoretical point on which the possibility of neutrino oscillations
is based is that the states that we call the particles νe and νµ are not states
of definite mass, or, in other words, the states of definite mass are linear
combinations of the states |νe〉 and |νµ〉. Let us write the mass operator in
the basis {|νe〉, |νµ〉} as

M =

(
m1 δm
δm m2

)
. (4.6.2)

A straightforward calculation shows that the eigenvalues of the mass
operator are

m± =
1
2

(
m1 + m2 ±

√
(m1 −m2)2 + 4δm2

)
, (4.6.3)
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and the states of definite mass are

|ν+〉 = cos θ|νe〉+ sin θ|νµ〉, (4.6.4)
|ν−〉 = − sin θ|νe〉+ cos θ|νµ〉. (4.6.5)

Here θ is called a mixing angle, and is given by

tan 2θ = 2
δm

m1 −m2
. (4.6.6)

It is a parameter of our theory that must be determined by comparison
with experimental data.

Problem 4.6.1. Check Eqs. (4.6.3) –
(4.6.6). To find the eigenstates, write |ν〉 =
(cos θ, sin θ), and use the eigenvalue
equation M|ν〉 = m|ν〉 to show that
tan θ = (m − m1)/δm. You then get
Eq. (4.6.6) by using the identity tan 2x =
2 tan x/(1− tan2 x).

Suppose now that an electron neutrino is produced in the Sun and
starts to propagate towards the Earth with momentum ~p. Inverting Eqs.
(4.6.4) and (4.6.5), we find that the state vector at t = 0 is

|νe〉 = cos θ|ν+〉 − sin θ|ν−〉. (4.6.7)

The states |ν±〉 are the states of definite mass, and thus states of definite
energy, or stationary states, the energy being given by the relativistic
relation E2 = p2c2 + m2c4. We can therefore write down the state vector
at time t as

|ν(t)〉 = cos θe−iE+t/h̄|ν+〉 − sin θe−iE−t/h̄|ν−〉, (4.6.8)

with
E± =

√
p2c2 + m2

±c4. (4.6.9)

Let us express the state |ν(t)〉 in a more interesting form by eliminating
|ν±〉 in favour of |νe〉 and |νµ〉. The result is

|ν(t)〉 =
(

cos2 θ e−iE+t/h̄ + sin2 θ e−iE−t/h̄
)
|νe〉+

1
2

sin 2θ
(

e−iE+t/h̄− e−iE−t/h̄
)
|νµ〉.

(4.6.10)
So we indeed find that even though the particle was entirely an electron
neutrino in the beginning, in a later time there generally is a muon neu-
trino component in the state vector as well. The probability that a muon
neutrino is found if the particle is detected at time t is

Pµ(t) = |〈νµ|ν(t)〉|2 = sin2 2θ sin2 ∆E t
2h̄

, (4.6.11)

where ∆E = E+ − E−. Consequently, the probability that it has remained
an electron neutrino (sometimes called the survival probability) is

Pe(t) = 1− sin2 2θ sin2 ∆E t
2h̄

. (4.6.12) (Picture fromWikipedia.)

Figure 4.4: Oscillations of an electron
neutrino.

Problem 4.6.2. Derive Eqs. (4.6.10),
(4.6.11) and (4.6.12).

Let us now rewrite our results in a form that makes it more clear that
this effect depends on the neutrinos being massive. Since the neutri-
nos are nearly massless – after all, for a long time they were thought to
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be exactly massless – we assume that we can make the approximation
m± � p/c. We then have

E = cp

√
1 +

c2m2
±

p2 ' cp

(
1 +

c2m2
±

2p2

)
' cp +

c4m2
±

2E
, (4.6.13)

and so

∆E = E+ − E− '
c4(m2

+ −m2
−
)

2E
≡ c4∆m2

2E
. (4.6.14)

Our result for the oscillation probability then becomes

Pµ(t) = sin2 2θ sin2 c4∆m2t
4h̄E

. (4.6.15)

From this it is clear that there are oscillations only if ∆m2 6= 0. This
implies in particular that at least one of the mass eigenstates |ν±〉must
have a mass of at least

√
∆m2. (If the mass of a definite flavour, say νe,

is measured, the result will be either m+, with probability cos2 θ, or m−,
with probability sin2 θ.)

To find some kind of a rough lower bound for the order of magnitude,
let t be the time it takes for a neutrino to get from the Sun to the Earth,
and assume a maximal oscillation probability by setting c4∆m2t/4h̄E =

π/2. This gives
∆m2 =

2πh̄E
c4t

=
2πh̄E
c3L

, (4.6.16)

where L ' 1.5× 108 km is the distance from the Sun to the Earth, and
we have assumed the neutrino velocity v ' c. For a neutrino energy of
E ' 8 MeV, we find

√
∆m2 ' 8× 10−6 eV/c2. (4.6.17)

This is a really tiny mass – in comparison, the mass of the electron is
0.511 MeV/c2, and the mass of the proton is 938 MeV/c2.

Problem 4.6.3. Consider the generaliza-
tion of the above theory to accommodate
N different kinds of neutrinos. Assume
that the states of definite flavour |να〉
and the states of definite mass |νi〉 are
connected by relations of the form

|να〉 = ∑
i

Uαi |νi〉, |νi〉∑
α

U∗αi |να〉.
(4.6.18)

For example, for the three neutrinos of the
standard model, α would take the values
e, µ, τ, and i would take the values 1, 2, 3.
Show that the probability that a neu-

trino which was of the flavour α at t = 0
will be of the flavour β at a later time t is

Pα→β(t) = ∑
i,j

UαiU∗βiU
∗
αjUβje

−i∆Eij t/h̄,

(4.6.19)
where

∆Eij '
c4∆m2

ij

2E
. (4.6.20)

Show that if the matrix elements Uαi are
real, we can write

Pα→β(t) = δαβ− 4 ∑
i>j

UαiUβiUαjUβj sin2
c4∆m2

ijt

4h̄E
,

(4.6.21)
and check that the result of our two-
neutrino model comes out of this. Finally,
set t = L/c and derive the useful numeri-
cal formula

c4∆m2t
4h̄E

= 1.27
∆m2

(eV/c2)2
L

km
GeV

E
.

(4.6.22)
For the three standard model neutrinos,

with the elements of the matrix Uαi
determined from experimental data,
the prediction of this theory is shown in
Fig. 4.4 for a particle that was initially an
electron neutrino. The blue curve is for
the muon neutrino and the red curve is
for the tau neutrino.
Notice that if the Sun is at L = 0 in this

graph, then the Earth is way off the scale
on the right. A more realistic calculation
would show that as the distance L grows,
the amplitude of the oscillations becomes
smaller, and eventually the oscillations
will die down completely when L is of
the order of somemillions of kilometers.
The probabilities Pe, Pµ and Pτ then settle
down to some constant values, which are
all different from zero.

4.7 Exercises

Exercise 4.7.1. Consider a physical quantity represented by the Hermi-
tian operator

S = h̄




1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1


 .

(a) What are the possible results when S is measured?

(b) Calculate the probabilities for finding each result, if the system is
described by the state vector

|φ〉 =




1
i
2


 .
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(c) Check that the probabilities add up to one.

Exercise 4.7.2. Consider the following observables on the Hilbert space
H = C3:

Lx =
1√
2




0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0


 , Ly =

1√
2




0 −i 0
i 0 −i
0 i 0


 , Lz =




1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1


 .

(a) If Lz is measured, what are the possible results?

(b) Write down the state in which Lz = 1. Calculate 〈Lx〉, 〈L2
x〉 and ∆Lx

in this state.

(c) Find the normalized eigenstates and the eigenvalues of Lx.

(d) If Lx is measured in the state in which Lz = −1, what are the possible
outcomes and their probabilities.

(e) Consider the state

|ψ〉 =




1/2
1/2

1/
√

2


 .

If L2
z is measured, what results are possible and what are their prob-

abilities? If the result+1 is obtained in the measurement, what is the
state after the measurement? If Lz is measured immediately after-
wards, what are the possible outcomes and the respective probabili-
ties?

(f) Argue that the most general normalized state in which the probabili-
ties for Lz are

P(Lz = 1) =
1
4

, P(Lz = 0) =
1
4

, P(Lz = −1) =
1
2

has the form

|χ〉 = 1
2

eiα|Lz = 1〉+ 1
2

eiβ|Lz = 0〉+ 1
4

eiγ|Lz = −1〉.

Investigate whether the phase factors are physically relevant by calcu-
lating the probability P(Lx = 0) in the state |χ〉.

Exercise 4.7.3. Assume that a system is described by the Hamiltonian

H =

(
1 −iα
iα 1

)
, α ∈ R.

(a) If the energy of this system is measured, what possible results can be
obtained?

(b) Let the state vector at t = 0 be |ψ0〉 =
(

1
0
)
. Calculate the state vector

at time t.
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(c) What is the probability of finding the system in the state |ψ0〉 at time
t?

(d) If the energy is measured at t = 0, what are the probabilities for
obtaining each possible result?

(e) What are the corresponding probabilities, if the energy is measured at
the time t?

Exercise 4.7.4. Consider the Hamiltonian of the previous exercise, and
the three observables

Sx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Sy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, Sz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

(a) Calculate the expected value of Sx in the state |ψ(t)〉, assuming the
initial state is |ψ0〉 =

(
1
0
)
.

(b) Calculate the uncertainty ∆Sx in the state |ψ(t)〉.

(c) Show that [Sx, Sy] = iSz, and demonstrate by explicit calculation that
the generalized uncertainty relation holds for the observables Sx and
Sy at any time t.

Exercise 4.7.5. To see what might happen if we didn’t require the Hamil-
tonian to be Hermitian, consider the Hamiltonian

H =

(
E a
−a E

)
,

where a is real, and the initial state

|ψ0〉 =
(

0
1

)
.

Find the state vector at time t. Then calculate the total probability that
the system will be found in one of the eigenstates of H at time t.

Exercise 4.7.6. The Feynman–Hellmann theorem. Assuming that the
Hamiltonian depends continuously on a parameter λ, and that |ψλ〉 is
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian with energy E(λ), i.e. H(λ)|ψλ〉 =

E(λ)|ψλ〉, prove the Feynman–Hellmann theorem:

∂E(λ)
∂λ

=

〈
ψλ

∣∣∣∣
∂H(λ)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣ψλ

〉
.

Exercise 4.7.7. Assuming F(P) can be expanded as a series in P, derive
the uncertainty relation

∆X∆F ≥ h̄
2

∣∣∣∣
∂F
∂P

∣∣∣∣ .
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Exercise 4.7.8. Estimate the upper limit imposed by the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation on the time a pencil can stay balanced on its tip
before falling down.

Exercise 4.7.9. In the Heisenberg picture, the position operator is

XH(t) = eiHt/h̄Xe−iHt/h̄.

For a free particle, whose Hamiltonian is H = P2/2m, show that

XH(t) = X +
Pt
m

.

Exercise 4.7.10. Let |ψ0〉 represent the state vector of an unstable quan-
tum state (like an unstable particle, an atom in an excited state, etc.) at
time t = 0, and let p(t) be the survival probability, i.e. the probability that
it has not decayed at time t. The particle is assumed to be isolated from
external influence so that the Hamiltonian governing its decay is time
independent. At time t the state of the full quantum system is

|Ψ(t)〉 = e−iHt/h̄|ψ0〉,

and the survival probability is

p(t) = |〈Ψ(t)|ψ0〉|2 = 〈Ψ(t)|P|Ψ(t)〉,

where P = |ψ0〉〈ψ0| is the projection operator onto the initial state.

(a) For very short times, t→ 0, show that

p(t) ' 1− (∆ψ0 H)2

h̄2 t2.

So for very short times the decay law is certainly not exponential.

(b) Let |n〉 be a complete set of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian,

H|n〉 = En|n〉.

Show that the survival probability amplitude c(t) = 〈ψ0|Ψ(t)〉 is given
by the Fourier transform of a spectral function w(E)

w(E) = ∑
n
|〈n|ψ0〉|2δ(E− En).

Set E0 = 〈H〉 and express (∆ψ0 H)2 in terms of w(E) and E0.

(c) Consider w(E) of a ”Lorentzian” shape,

w(E) =
Γh̄
2π

1
(E− E0)2 + h̄2Γ2/4

,

and show that
c(t) = e−iE0t/h̄e−Γt/2.

Now the decay law is exponential. The width of w(E) is h̄Γ, but ∆H
is infinite. Thus ∆H is a poor measure of the energy spread and the
width h̄Γ = ∆E is the physically relevant quantity.
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Exercise 4.7.11. The Dirac picture. A third well-known picture of quan-
tummechanics is theDirac picture, also called the interaction picture.
It is related to situations in which the Hamiltonian can be written in the
form

H(t) = H0 + V(t), (4.7.1)

where H0 is independent of time.

(a) Operators are translated from the Schrödinger picture to the Dirac
picture according to the rule

AD(t) = eiH0t/h̄ A(t)e−iH0t/h̄.

Show that the time evolution equation for the Dirac operator is

ih̄
dAD(t)

dt
= [AD(t), H0] + ih̄ȦD(t).

(b) Consider now the expected value

〈A〉 = 〈ψ(t)|A|ψ(t)〉.

Argue that in order for 〈A〉 to be the same in the Dirac picture as in
the Schrödinger picture, we must define the state vector in the Dirac
picture as

|ψ(t)〉D = eiH0t/h̄|ψ(t)〉.

Show that this state vector evolves in time according to the equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉D

dt
= VD(t)|ψ(t)〉D.

So, the Dirac picture is somewhere in between the Schrödinger and the
Heisenberg pictures, since both state vectors and operators evolve in time
in the Dirac picture. Also, in a certain sense, the Dirac picture respects the
splitting of the Hamiltonian into the two pieces H0 and V(t), in that the
time evolution of state vectors is determined by V(t) only, while only H0

is responsible for the time evolution of operators.

Exercise 4.7.12. The Dyson series. In this exercise, we will derive an
explicit expression for the time ordered exponential that appears in Eq.
(4.3.52).

(a) Show that the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H(t)|ψ(t)〉

implies
|ψ(t)〉 = |ψ0〉 −

i
h̄

∫ t

t0

dt1 H(t1)|ψ(t1)〉.
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(b) Inserting this expression for |ψ(t)〉 back into the integral on the right,
deduce that

|ψ(t)〉 = |ψ0〉−
i
h̄

∫ t

t0

dt1 H(t1)|ψ0〉+
(
− i

h̄

)2 ∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2 H(t1)H(t2)|ψ(t1)〉.

Imagine now repeating this an infinite number of times. Convince
yourself that the result is

|ψ(t)〉 = |ψ0〉 −
i
h̄

∫ t

t0

dt1 H(t1)|ψ(t1)〉|ψ0〉+
(
− i

h̄

)2 ∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2 H(t1)H(t2)|ψ0〉

+

(
− i

h̄

)3 ∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2

∫ t1

t0

H(t1)H(t2)H(t3)|ψ0〉+ . . .

(c) From the result of part (b), conclude that the time evolution operator
can be expressed as

U(t, t0) =
∞

∑
n=0

(
− i

h̄

)n ∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t1

t0

dt2 · · ·
∫ tn−1

t0

dtn H(t1)H(t2) · · ·H(tn).

This is called theDyson series. It gives an explicit expression for the
time ordered exponential. Argue that it can also be written in the form

U(t, t0) =
∞

∑
n=0

1
n!

(
− i

h̄

)n ∫ t

t0

dt1

∫ t

t0

dt2 · · ·
∫ t

t0

dtn T
(

H(t1)H(t2) · · ·H(tn)
)
,

where T
(

H(t1)H(t2) · · ·H(tn)
)
stands for the time ordered product

of H(t1), . . . , H(tn).





5
Some simple problems

In the previous chapter we laid out the general structure of quantum
mechanics. For the rest of this course we will be mostly concerned with
finding out how these general ideas are applied to solve various physical
problems. We will begin with several ”simple” problems, which are math-
ematically quite similar to the solar neutrino problem we discussed in the
previous chapter in that they can be analyzed using just a few basis states.

The reason why we call these problems ”simple” is that they can be
solved without having to employ any complicated mathematical ma-
chinery. With the exception of some ideas from the theory of ordinary
differential equations, all the mathematics we will need has been pre-
sented in Chapter 3. For this reason, we feel that the fundamental ideas
of quantummechanics are the most transparently present in problems
like this, because the chance of their being obscured by mathematical
complications has been eliminated. We therefore think it is appropriate
to begin our study of quantummechanics proper by showing how the
postulates are applied to a few ”simple” problems.1 1 The examples we will present in this

chapter mostly originate from Volume
III of the excellent Feynman Lectures of
Physics5.1 Two-state systems

Let us begin with what is apparently the simplest of the simple problems
– a quantum-mechanical system that can be described using only a set
of two basis states. But we will find that even from this simple problem
surprisingly interesting and varied solutions emerge when we solve it
repeatedly in different physical contexts.

The two-state systemmay seem like only a mathematical idealization,
but many real systems can be approximately described as two-state sys-
tems by choosing to neglect various complications that are present in the
real system. We will begin by writing down a general solution for the two-
state problem. We will then consider two physical systems that behave
approximately as two-state systems. After that we will have something
to say about the electron’s spin, which is a true quantum-mechanical
two-state system where there is no approximation involved.
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5.1.1 The general solution

Suppose that we have chosen some states |1〉, |2〉 as our basis states, and
that in this basis the Hamiltonian has the general form

H =

(
H11 H12

H21 H22

)
, (5.1.1)

where H21 = H∗12, since H is Hermitian. For now we will assume that the
matrix elements of H are independent of time. Suppose now that we have
the system in some initial state |ψ〉, and we would like to find what the
state of the system is at some later time. According to the general theory
presented in the previous chapter, we know that there are two states |±〉,
which are the eigenstates of H, also called the stationary states or the
states of definite energy.

The states |±〉 have the simple time evolution

|±(t)〉 = e−iE±t/h̄|±〉. (5.1.2)

Using the general result (3.3.21) from Chapter 3, we can even write down
the energies of the stationary states. They are

E± =
1
2

(
H11 + H22 ±

√
(H11 − H22)2 + 4|H12|2

)
. (5.1.3)

The states |±〉 constitute another possible basis for this problem, and so
the initial state can be expressed in terms of them as

|ψ〉 = |+〉〈+|ψ〉+ |−〉〈−|ψ〉 ≡ a+|+〉+ a−|−〉. (5.1.4)

Exploiting the known time evolution of the states |±〉, we immediately
have that the state at a later time t is

|ψ(t)〉 = a+e−iE+t/h̄|+〉+ a−e−iE−t/h̄|−〉. (5.1.5)

The time evolution of any initial state |ψ〉 is determined by this equation,
once the probability amplitudes a± = 〈±|ψ〉 are specified.

Let us then say something about the physical meaning of the matrix
elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. Suppose first that there are no off-
diagonal elements, so H has the form

H =

(
H11 0

0 H22

)
. (5.1.6)

Then the basis states |1〉 and |2〉 are themselves the eigenstates of H, or
the stationary states, and the matrix elements H11 and H22 are simply
the energies of the two basis states. In this case, the states |1〉, |2〉 evolve
in time with only a phase factor, and so a system that initially starts in
one of the basis states will stay in that state forever, or at least as long as
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no external disturbance, which modifies the form of the Hamiltonian,
knocks it out of the state.

Suppose then that the Hamiltonian is not a diagonal matrix, but the
system still is in one of the basis states, say |1〉, to begin with. Let us ask
about the probability that the system will be found in the state |2〉 after
an infinitesimally short time δt. Using the Schrödinger equation, and
denoting the state after the time δt as |ψ(δt)〉, we have

ih̄
|ψ(δt)〉 − |1〉

δt
= H|1〉, (5.1.7)

since |1〉 is the initial state. From this we find the probability amplitude
for the transition into the state |2〉 as

〈2|ψ(δt)〉 = − i
h̄
〈2|H|1〉 δt = − i

h̄
H21 δt. (5.1.8)

This shows what the physical interpretation of the off-diagonal elements
of the Hamiltonian is. They are proportional to the probability amplitude
per unit time that a system will transition from one of the basis states into
the other.

5.1.2 The hydrogen molecule ion

As an example of a system that can be approximately considered as a
two-state system, consider the hydrogen molecule ion H+

2 . In reality,
the ion can rotate, vibrate, etc. but if we neglect such motions, we can as
a first approximation describe the ion as a two-state system. A natural
choice for the basis states |1〉, |2〉 is that they correspond to the electron
being localized around one of the two protons or the other. The Hamilto-
nian for the system then has the form

H =

(
E0 −A
−A E0

)
, (5.1.9)

where E0 is the energy an electron bound to a proton would have without
the presence of the other proton, and A > 0 is related to the probability
amplitude for the electron to get from one proton to the other. In general,
A is very small compared with E0, because it takes a lot of energy to re-
move the electron from the proton. In quantummechanics, the electron
can make the transition from one proton to the other even if it doesn’t
have enough energy to do it classically; however, if the energy barrier the
electron needs to overcome is very high, the probability amplitude for the
transition will be very small.

A simple calculation shows that we have

H|1〉 = E0|1〉 − A|2〉, H|2〉 = −A|1〉+ E0|2〉, (5.1.10)
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and so the states |1〉, |2〉 clearly are not the stationary states of H. The
energies of the stationary states are the eigenvalues of H,

E± = E0 ± A. (5.1.11)

Moreover, it is not difficult to see that the stationary states themselves are

|±〉 = 1√
2

(
|1〉 ∓ |2〉

)
. (5.1.12)

In both of the stationary states, the electron is completely delocalized, in
the sense that it will be found around either one of the protons with an
equally large probability.

Armed with the knowledge of the stationary states and their ener-
gies, we can now solve problems like ”what is the probability that
the electron will be found at the second atom after a time t, given
that it initially was at the first atom?” Using Eq. (5.1.5), where we
now have

a+ = 〈+|1〉 = 1√
2

, a− = 〈−|1〉 = − 1√
2

, (5.1.13)

we find

|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2

(
e−iE+t/h̄|+〉 − e−iE−t/h̄|−〉

)
. (5.1.14)

The probability amplitude for the transition to the second atom
then is

〈2|ψ(t)〉 =
1√
2

(
e−iE+t/h̄〈2|+〉 − e−iE−t/h̄〈2|−〉

)

=
1
2
(
e−iE+t/h̄ − e−iE−t/h̄) = 1

2
eiE+t/h̄(1− ei(E+−E−)t/h̄).(5.1.15)

And finally, the probability is

P2(t) = |〈2|ψ(t)〉|2 =
1
4

∣∣1− ei(E+−E−)t/h̄∣∣2

= sin2 (E+ − E−)t
2h̄

= sin2 At
h̄

. (5.1.16)

Thus, the electron oscillates from one proton to the other with the
frequency ω = A/h̄.

There are two remarks we would like to make about our analysis of
the hydrogen molecule ion. Firstly, note that only one of the stationary
states, |+〉, has an energy that is lower than what electron would have if
the other proton were not there. Therefore, only the state |+〉 describes
a bound state of the two protons and the electron. The state |−〉 is not a
bound state, since it can lower its energy, roughly speaking, by expelling
the other proton somewhere far from the proton which has the electron.
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Secondly, since A is proportional to the probability amplitude that the
electron will make a transition from one proton to the other, we expect
that A depends on the distance between the protons. More specifically,
A should increase as the distance between the protons decreases. It
follows that the energy E+ = E0 − A of the bound state decreases with
decreasing distance. In other words, our analysis predicts that there is an
attractive force between the two protons. On the other hand, the energy
E+ = E0 + A of the non-bound state increases with decreasing distance,
so now there is a repulsive force, in agreement with what we already
deduced above.

Before moving on, let us briefly consider the case of a non-symmetric
ion that has some other object having+1 units of charge, say a lithium
ion, in place of one of the protons. There will be a significant difference
compared with the hydrogen molecule ion. For a non-symmetric ion, the
Hamiltonian has the form

H =

(
E1 −A
−A E2

)
. (5.1.17)

By the same argument we made earlier, we expect A to be small com-
pared with E1 and E2. If A is small also in comparison with the difference
|E1 − E2|, we find that the energies of the stationary states are approxi-
mately

E± =
1
2

(
E1 + E2 ∓

√
(E1 − E2)2 + 4A2

)

' E1 + E2

2
± E1 − E2

2

(
1 +

2A2

(E1 − E2)2

)
. (5.1.18)

That is,

E+ ' E1 +
A2

E1 − E2
, E− ' E2 −

A2

E1 − E2
. (5.1.19)

The attractive force in the bound state is now suppressed by the suppos-
edly small factor A/(E1 − E2) relative to the case of the symmetric ion.
So, our calculation suggests that non-symmetric ions are only very weakly
bound, and this is apparently in excellent agreement with empirical find-
ings.

5.1.3 The ammonia molecule in an electric field

The ammonia molecule NH3 is another simple system that behaves ap-
proximately like a two-state system. The molecule has the shape shown
in Fig. 5.1. We choose the two basis states |1〉, |2〉 as the states where the
nitrogen atom is above or below the plane on which the three hydrogen
atoms lie. Mathematically this is then exactly the same problem as that
of the H+

2 ion. If there was no amplitude to go from one basis state to the
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other, then the basis states would be stationary states, and for reasons of
symmetry they would both have the same energy E0. However, if there is
an amplitude for the nitrogen to pass through the plane of the hydrogens
to the other side, the stationary states will be the linear combinations
(|1〉 ± |2〉)/

√
2, and their energies will be E0 ∓ A.

(http://what-when-how.com/forensic-sciences/
spectroscopy-basic-principles)

Figure 5.1: The ammonia molecule.

However, the ammonia molecule has an intrinsic electric dipole mo-
ment, and so we expect that an external electric field should make some
kind of an impact on the atom. Suppose that there is a constant electric
field in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the hydrogen atoms
(and thus parallel to the dipole moment). Then if there is no amplitude
to go from |1〉 to |2〉, the states |1〉 and |2〉 would be stationary states
and have the energies E0 ± p|~E|, where p is the magnitude of the dipole
moment. We therefore assume that in presence of an electric field the
molecule is described by the Hamiltonian

H =

(
E0 + p|~E| −A
−A E0 − p|~E|

)
. (5.1.20)

The energy levels are now given by

E± = E0 ±
√

A2 + p2|~E|2. (5.1.21)

We could write down the stationary states using Eq. (3.3.25), but we do
not bother to, because the result wouldn’t be particularly interesting, and
we are not going to need them for anything.

If the electric field is so strong that A is small compared with p|~E|, the
energies can be approximately written as

E± = E0 ± p|~E|. (5.1.22)

In this limit, the energies are independent of the transition amplitude A.
However, for an electric field of a typical strength, it is in fact p|~E| that is
small compared with A. Then the energies are approximately

E± = E0 ±
(

A +
p2|~E|2

2A

)
. (5.1.23)

From this, we can write down the force on an ammonia molecule caused
by an external electric field. It is

~F = ± p2

2A
∇|~E|2. (5.1.24)

Having treated the case of a constant electric field, let us then con-
sider an electric field that is still directed along the dipole moment of the
molecule, but varies in time periodically, according to

~E(t) = 2~E0 cos ω0t. (5.1.25)

http://what-when-how.com/forensic-sciences/spectroscopy-basic-principles
http://what-when-how.com/forensic-sciences/spectroscopy-basic-principles
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This is a physically very relevant problem, since electromagnetic radia-
tion consists of electric and magnetic fields that vary periodically with
time. So, if we manage to solve this problem, we will have a theory of the
interaction of the ammonia molecule with electromagnetic radiation.

Suppose the state at time t is |ψ(t)〉. The states

|±〉 = 1√
2

(
|1〉 ∓ |2〉

)
, (5.1.26)

which are the stationary states of H without the electric field, form a
possible basis for this problem, and so we can expand |ψ(t)〉 in terms of
them as

|ψ(t)〉 = a+(t)|+〉+ a−(t)|−〉, (5.1.27)

where a±(t) = 〈±|ψ(t)〉. To study the time evolution of this state, we
write the |±〉 states in terms of |1〉 and |2〉, since we know how H acts on
|1〉 and |2〉. We have

|ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2
(a+ + a−)|1〉 −

1√
2
(a+ − a−)|2〉 ≡ a1|1〉+ a2|2〉. (5.1.28)

The Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H|ψ(t)〉 (5.1.29)

then implies

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= a1H|1〉+ a2H|2〉

= a1

[(
E0 + p|~E(t)|

)
|1〉 − A|2〉

]
+ a2

[
−A|1〉+

(
E0 − p|~E(t)|

)
|2〉
]

(5.1.30)

On the other hand,

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= ih̄

(
da1

dt
|1〉+ da2

dt
|2〉
)

. (5.1.31)

From the last two equations, we read off that

ih̄
da1

dt
=

(
E0 + p|~E(t)|

)
a1 − Aa2, (5.1.32)

ih̄
da2

dt
= −Aa1 +

(
E0 − p|~E(t)|

)
a2, (5.1.33)

and hence

ih̄
da+
dt

=
ih̄√

2

((da1

dt
− da2

dt
))

= (E0 − A)a+ + p|~E(t)|a−,(5.1.34)

ih̄
da−
dt

=
ih̄√

2

((da1

dt
+

da2

dt
))

= (E0 + A)a− + p|~E(t)|a+.(5.1.35)
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This is a coupled system of differential equations – both of the unknown
functions appear in both of the equations – and it cannot be solved en-
tirely without trouble. Let us nevertheless press on, and define the func-
tions c±(t) by

a+(t) = e−i(E0−A)t/h̄c+(t), a−(t) = e−i(E0+A)t/h̄c−(t). (5.1.36)

Then we have

ih̄
da+
dt

= (E0 − A)e−i(E0−A)t/h̄c+ + e−i(E0−A)t/h̄ dc+
dt

, (5.1.37)

and similarly for a−. Our system of equations reduces to

ih̄
dc+
dt

= p|~E(t)|eiω0tc−, (5.1.38)

ih̄
dc−
dt

= p|~E(t)|e−iω0tc+, (5.1.39)

where ω0 = 2A/h̄. If we use the electric field of Eq. (5.1.25), and write
cos ωt as (1/2)(eiωt + e−iωt), we get

ih̄
dc+
dt

= p|~E0|
(

ei(ω+ω0)t + e−i(ω−ω0)t
)

c−, (5.1.40)

ih̄
dc−
dt

= p|~E0|
(

ei(ω−ω0)t + e−i(ω+ω0)t
)

c+. (5.1.41)

Let us nowmake an approximation that rests on the assumption that
the strength of the electric field is small. Then the time variation of the
amplitudes c± will be slow, since their time derivatives are proportional
to |~E0|. In this approximation, the ei(ω+ω0)t terms vary in timemuch
more rapidly than c±, and it is a fair approximation to just leave them
out, since they just oscillate very quickly around an average value of zero.
Our system of equations then reduces to

ih̄
dc+
dt

= p|~E0|e−i(ω−ω0)tc−, (5.1.42)

ih̄
dc−
dt

= p|~E0|ei(ω−ω0)tc+. (5.1.43)

Now it is possible to solve these two equations by direct calculation, but
the procedure is a somewhat lengthy and tedious one. Therefore, what
we will do is to solve the equations approximately for the special case
that the frequency ω of the electric field is equal to ω0. Then we will write
down the solution for the case ω 6= ω0 and discuss what it is useful for.
We will also indicate how that solution is derived, in case you want to
attempt it for yourself.

In the case ω = ω0, the two equations above simplify to

ih̄
dc+
dt

= p|~E0|c−, (5.1.44)

ih̄
dc−
dt

= p|~E0|c+. (5.1.45)
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Solving either equation for the c and substituting into the other, we find
that both of the c’s satisfy the equation

d2c±
dt2 = −

(
p|~E0|

h̄

)2

c±. (5.1.46)

So we finally were able to find an equation that we know how to solve. Let
us solve it with the initial condition is that the molecule is initially in the
state |+〉. This implies that c+(0) = 1 and c−(0) = 0. The solution that
satisfies this condition is

c+(t) = cos
p|~E0|t

h̄
, c−(t) = sin

p|~E0|t
h̄

. (5.1.47)

The probabilities to be in the states |+〉 and |−〉 at time t then have the
simple form

P+(t) = cos2 p|~E0|t
h̄

, P−(t) = sin2 p|~E0|t
h̄

. (5.1.48)

This result has an interesting practical application. Suppose we have
some NH3 gas in a container. The two possible energy levels for the
molecules are, from Eq. (5.1.23), E0 ± A, and in general there are many
molecules in the gas in both of the energy states |+〉 and |−〉. On grounds
of Eq. (5.1.24), it is possible to separate the states |+〉 and |−〉 from each
other by shooting the gas in a narrow beam into an inhomogeneous
electric field. The effect of the field is to split the beam into two separate
beams, each beam consisting of only one kind of states.

The beam which has the higher energy states |+〉 is then passed into
a resonant cavity, whose resonant frequency is equal to the ”natural
frequency” ω0 of the NH3 molecule. Inside the cavity, there is an electric
field varying in time with the frequency ω0, and so each molecule in the
beam will be found in the |+〉 and |−〉 states with probabilities given by
Eq. (5.1.48), as the beammoves through the cavity. Now assume that we
adjust the length of the cavity so that when the beam exits the cavity, all
of the molecules are in the lower energy state |−〉. Then the beam will
have a lower energy on exiting the cavity than it had on entering it. The
energy that the beam has lost goes into the electromagnetic field that is
inside the cavity, and so the result of this trickery is that the field in the
cavity is strengthened. A device like this is called amaser, for ”microwave
amplification by stimulated emission of radiation”, since the frequency
ω0 of the ammonia molecule happens to be in the microwave region.

5.1.4 Absorption of light by molecules

Let us then contemplate about solving the equation

ih̄
dc+
dt

= p|~E0|e−i(ω−ω0)tc−, (5.1.49)

ih̄
dc−
dt

= p|~E0|ei(ω−ω0)tc+. (5.1.50)
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without assuming that ω = ω0. We will just write down the solution, and
you can try to derive it by doing Problem 5.1.1 if you want to. With the
initial condition c+(0) = 1, c−(0) = 0, the solution is

c+(t) = e−
i
2 (ω−ω0)t

(
cos

Ωt
2
− i(ω−ω0)

Ω
sin

Ωt
2

)
, (5.1.51)

c−(t) = −ie
i
2 (ω−ω0)t 2p|~E0|

h̄Ω
sin

Ωt
2

, (5.1.52)

where
Ω =

√
(ω−ω0)2 + 4p|~E0|2/h̄2. (5.1.53)

Problem 5.1.1. The procedure for solving
Eqs. (5.1.49) and (5.1.50) is to solve, say,
the second equation for c+ and substitute
into the first equation to get an equation
that involves only c−. Show that by doing
this, you find

d2c−
dt2 − i(ω−ω0)

dc−
dt
− p2|~E0|2

h̄2 c− = 0.

(5.1.54)
Insert a trial solution of the form c−(t) =
eiαt, and show that

−α2 + (ω−ω0)α−
p2|~E0|2

h̄2 = 0.

(5.1.55)
The general solution then has the form
c−(t) = Aeiα+ t + Be−iα− t, where α± are
the two solutions of the above equation,
and c+(t) can be written down using Eq.
(5.1.50). Now use the initial condition
c+(0) = 1, c−(0) = 0, to determine
A and B. You should end up with Eqs.
(5.1.51) and (5.1.52).

It follows that the probability of being in the state |−〉 is

P−(t) =
4p2|~E0|2

h̄2Ω2
sin2 Ωt

2
=

4p2|~E0|2
h̄2(ω−ω0)2 + 4p2|~E0|2

sin2 Ωt
2

. (5.1.56)

As a function of ω, this is sharply peaked around ω0, and for values of ω

that are not close to ω0, the transition probability is very small. If we had
to make a calculation using this formula, it would be useful to consider
making the approximation that p|~E0| � h̄|ω − ω0| even when ω is
relatively close to ω0. Then the transition probability would take the
simpler form

P−(t) =
(

p|~E0|t
h̄

)2
(

sin 1
2 (ω−ω0)t

1
2 (ω−ω0)t

)2

. (5.1.57)

One calculation we could make is to develop an equation for the absorp-
tion of radiation by a molecule. In order to do this, it is advantageous to
rewrite the equation for the probability in terms of the intensity of the
radiation. By calculating the intensity as the average value of the Poynting
vector ε0c2~E× ~B, we find I = 2ε0c|~E0|. We then have

P−(t) =
Ip2t2

2ε0h̄2c

(
sin 1

2 (ω−ω0)t
1
2 (ω−ω0)t

)2

. (5.1.58)

If the radiation on the molecule is not monochromatic, but has some
intensity distribution given by I(ω), then the transition probability can
be calculated as

P(t) =
p2t2

2ε0h̄2c

∫ ∞

0
dω I(ω)

(
sin 1

2 (ω−ω0)t
1
2 (ω−ω0)t

)2

. (5.1.59)

If we assume that I(ω) does not vary appreciably within the (relatively
small) interval in which the other factor inside the integral differs signif-
icantly from zero, then we can replace I(ω) with I(ω0) and take it out
of the integral. Then it can be shown that what remains of the integral is
equal to 2π/t, and so the probability becomes

P(t) =
πp2 I(ω0)t

ε0h̄2c
. (5.1.60)
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This probability for absorption grows linearly with time, and is propor-
tional to the intensity of the radiation on the molecule.

5.2 Spin-1/2 particles

We would now like to describe another, extremely important phe-
nomenon, which is a purely quantum-mechanical effect, and which is
a real two-state system where no approximation is involved. An electron
has a property called spin, which is a kind of an intrinsic angular momen-
tum2. 2 In fact, all elementary particles have

this kind of angular momentum, with
the exception of the Higgs boson. But
the electron is a good, concrete example;
moreover, the electron can be treated with
our machinery for two-state systems since
it has only two different spin states, unlike
some other particles, which have three
spin states, or even more than that.

Spin angular momentum has the peculuar feature is that if its compo-
nent along any direction is measured, only certain results are possible.
For the electron, only the results±h̄/2 can be obtained. Spin angular
momentum is conventionally measured in units of h̄; thus, the electron
is called a spin-1/2 particle. When the component of the electron’s spin
along any one direction is measured, thereafter the spin component
along that direction has a definite value. Then the spin component along
any other direction does not have a definite value, as indicated by the fact
that either one of the values±h̄/2 can be found when this component
is measured. The probabilities of the two outcomes depend on the angle
between the two directions.

In classical electrodynamics, a charged point particle rotating on a
circular orbit has a magnetic moment that is proportional to the particle’s
angular momentum. In quantummechanics, the electron has a magnetic
moment associated with its spin angular momentum, though we empha-
size that this is not due to any spinning motion of the electron. But in any
case an electron will interact with an external magnetic field through its
spin magnetic moment. To describe this interaction, we must first find
the Hamiltonian that describes an electron in an external magnetic field.

5.2.1 An electron in a magnetic field

For the problem of an electron in a magnetic field, we choose as basis
states the states in which the electron’s spin component along the z-axis
has the definite values+h̄/2 and−h̄/2. We will denote these states by
|+〉 and |−〉. The states |+〉 and |−〉 are very often described as states
where the electron has ”spin up” or ”spin down” along the z-axis, since
this is a much shorter way to describe the state, compared to ”the state in
which the z-component of the electron’s spin has a definite value”.

Suppose first that the electron is in a constant magnetic field directed
along the z-direction. Classically, the interaction energy between a mag-
netic moment and a magnetic field is−~µ · ~B. For this particular direction
of the magnetic field, the basis states |±〉 are therefore states of defi-
nite energy, since the operator−~µ · ~B ∼ −BSz has a definite value in
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the states |±〉. So, for this direction of the field, the Hamiltonian for the
electron is

H =

(
−µB 0

0 µB

)
. (5.2.1)

We would next like to find what form the Hamiltonian has when the
magnetic field is still constant, but is pointed along some other direction.
Since there should be nothing special about what direction we choose to
call the z-direction, we expect that there are still two stationary states that
have the energies±µ|~B|. It follows that we expect the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian matrix to be

E = ±µ|~B| = ±µ
√

B2
x + B2

y + B2
z . (5.2.2)

We can now deduce the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, if we make
the additional, but very reasonable requirement that the matrix elements
Hij should be linear in the components of ~B. Naturally we also require
that the Hamiltonian reduces to the diagonal form (5.2.1) if the field is
in the z-direction. This implies that the off-diagonal elements can only
depend on Bx and By. The essentially unique matrix that has the required
eigenvalues and also satisfies the other requirements is

H =

(
−µBz −µ(Bx − iBy)

−µ(Bx + iBy) µBz

)
. (5.2.3)

This is the Hamiltonian for an electron in an arbitrary magnetic field.
Let us now apply our knowledge of the Hamiltonian to solve the fol-

lowing problem. Suppose that there is a magnetic field pointing in some
direction. We have measured the electron’s spin along the direction of the
field, and have found the value+h̄/2. We would like to know what is the
probability of obtaining±h̄/2, if we nowmeasure the spin of the electron
along the z-axis.

Notice that if the electron’s spin along the direction of ~B has the value
+h̄/2, then the electron is in a stationary state of H with the energy
−µ|~B|. Therefore we can solve this problem by finding the eigenstates
of the Hamiltonian, and expressing them in terms of the states |±〉. Let
the magnetic field in a direction defined by the angles θ, φ, so that the
componets of the field are

Bx = B sin θ cos φ, By = B sin θ sin φ, Bz = B cos θ. (5.2.4)

The Hamiltonian that corresponds to this field is

H = −µB

(
cos θ sin θ(cos φ− i sin φ)

sin θ(cos φ + i sin φ) cos θ

)

= −µB

(
cos θ e−iφ sin θ

eiφ sin θ cos θ

)
. (5.2.5)
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Using Eq. (3.3.25), we find that the state vector that has the energy−µB is

|−µB〉 = 1√
(1− cos θ)2 + sin2 θ

(
e−iφ sin θ

cos θ

)
=

(
e−iφ cos θ/2

sin θ/2

)
,

(5.2.6)
where we have used the identities sin2 θ/2 = 1

2 (1− cos θ) and sin θ =

2 sin θ/2 cos θ/2. In other words,

|−µB〉 = e−iφ cos
θ

2
|+〉+ sin

θ

2
|−〉. (5.2.7)

We read off from this that the probabilities of finding±h̄/2 for the elec-
tron’s spin along the z-axis are

P+ = cos2 θ

2
, P− = sin2 θ

2
. (5.2.8)

We notice that this result has a remarkable feature – it does not depend
Problem 5.2.1. Derive Eq. (5.2.8) in
another way, by filling out the details in
the following argument:
Suppose that the electron has spin

up along an axis specified by the vector
~n; then the expected value of the spin
component along the z-axis is 〈Sz〉 =
(h̄/2) cos θ, where θ is the angle between
~n and the z-axis. On the other hand,
〈Sz〉 = (h̄/2)(P+ − P−), where P± are
the probabilities of having spin up and
down along the z-axis. It follows that
P+ − P− = cos θ, which togehther with
P+ + P− = 1 gives Eq. (5.2.8).

on the magnetic field in any way. In particular, it is true in the special case
that there is no magnetic field. So we have in fact solved the general prob-
lem of how the spin states of an electron along a given axis are related
to those along another axis. Let us therefore write down the solution for
that problem as well. To make the solution look like the way it is usually
written, we adjust the phase of the state (5.2.7) by eiφ/2, so that

|−µB〉 = e−iφ/2 cos
θ

2
|+〉+ eiφ/2 sin

θ

2
|−〉. (5.2.9)

Therefore, if |+〉 and |−〉 are the states where the spin of the electron is
up and down along the first axis, and |+′〉 and |−′〉 are the corresponding
states for the other axis, the result of our analysis is that

〈+|+′〉 = e−iφ/2 cos
θ

2
, 〈−|+′〉 = eiφ/2 sin

θ

2
. (5.2.10)

By making a similar calculation with the electron’s spin opposite to the
direction of ~B, we would be able to show that

〈+|−′〉 = −e−iφ/2 sin
θ

2
, 〈−|−′〉eiφ/2 cos

θ

2
. (5.2.11)

Results like this are usually written down in terms of so-called rotation
matrices. A rotation matrix is the matrix representation of an opera-
tor that performs a spatial rotation on the system in question. We have
shown that the rotation matrix for a spin-1/2 particle is given by

R1/2(θ, φ) =

(
e−iφ/2 cos θ/2 eiφ/2 sin θ/2
−e−iφ/2 sin θ/2 eiφ/2 cos θ/2

)
. (5.2.12)

We will later have an opportunity to see how such rotation matrices come
out of the quantum-mechanical theory of angular momentum.
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5.2.2 Spin precession

We would now like to consider another problem that can be handled with
the machinery we developed above. Suppose we prepare an electron in
a state where it has spin up along the direction specified by the angles θ

and φ. We then turn on a constant magnetic field in the z-direction, and
we want to know how the state of the electron evolves with time.

By now you should have some idea about how to play this game. We
find the stationary states of the Hamiltonian, and express the initial
state in terms of them, after which we canmake use of the simple time
evolution of the stationary states. In this problem, the stationary states
are |+〉 and |−〉, which are the states which have spin up and down along
the z-axis. Their energies are∓µB. Using the results derived above, the
initial state |+′〉 is written in terms of these states as

|+′〉 = |+〉〈+|+′〉+ |−〉〈−|+′〉

= e−iφ/2 cos
θ

2
|+〉+ eiφ/2 sin

θ

2
|−〉. (5.2.13)

From this form of the initial state we can immediately find the state at
a later time. Let us call |e(t)〉 the state of the electron at time t. We then
have

|e(t)〉 = e−iφ/2 cos
θ

2
e−iµBt/h̄|+〉+ eiφ/2 sin

θ

2
eiµBt/h̄|−〉. (5.2.14)

By defining µB/h̄ = ωB/2 we can write this state as

|e(t)〉 = e−i(φ+ωBt)/2 cos
θ

2
|+〉+ ei(φ+ωBt)/2 sin

θ

2
|−〉, (5.2.15)

which has exactly the same form as the initial state, only with φ + ωBt in
place of φ. This shows that, in a way of speaking, the magnetic field has
the effect of rotating the electron’s state vector about the direction of the
field with the frequency ωB = 2µB/h̄.

5.2.3 The Pauli spin matrices

We would like to conclude our minimal introduction to spin by describ-
ing a particularly nice and often useful way of writing down the equations
that describe a spin-1/2 system. Consider the three matrices defined by

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
. (5.2.16)

They are called the Pauli matrices – presumably Pauli was the first to have
introduced them into quantummechanics. The Hamiltonian (5.2.3) for a
spin-1/2 particle in a magnetic field can be written in terms of the Pauli
matrices in the simple form

H = −µ~σ · ~B, (5.2.17)
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where~σ · ~B stands for σxBx + σyBy + σzBz. It is perhaps easier to re-
member the Hamiltonian in this form, since it looks very much like the
expression−~µ · ~B for the interaction energy between a magnetic moment
and a magnetic field in classical physics.

Problem 5.2.2. Check Eq. (5.2.17).The Pauli matrices have many different uses in quantummechanics,
but one particularly interesting one is the following. Using the Pauli
matrices, the Hamiltonian of any two-state system can be written in a
form that looks like the Hamiltonian for an electron in some kind of a
magnetic field. For example, recall the Hamiltonian (5.1.20) for the NH3

molecule in an electric field. If we redefine the zero of the energy to make
the constant E0 equal to zero, the Hamiltonian becomes

H =

(
p|~E(t)| −A
−A −p|~E(t)|

)
. (5.2.18)

But notice that this can be written as

H = −Aσx + p|~E(t)|σz. (5.2.19)

So we see that the problem of an ammonia molecule in a time-varying
Problem 5.2.3. Show that any 2-by-
2 matrix A can be written as a linear
combination of the unit matrix and the
Pauli matrices,

A =
3

∑
i=0

aiσi , (5.2.20)

where σ0 = 1. Show that the expansion
coefficients are given by ai =

1
2 Tr(Aσi). If

A is Hermitian, what condition is satisfied
by the coefficients ai?

electric field ismathematically equivalent to the problem of an electron
in a magnetic field that has a constant component in the x-direction
and a time-dependent z-component. More generally, any spin-1/2 prob-
lem is mathematically equivalent to the problem of an electron in some
magnetic field. For some complicated form of the magnetic field, it is
maybe not that straightforward to write down the solution of the elec-
tron problem, but in any case the result is that the electron’s state vector
gets rotated in some way by the field. After a time t has passed, the state
vector is in some direction specified by some angles θ and φ, and then
problems can be solved by using the amplitudes that are summarized in
the rotation matrix in Eq. (5.2.12).

5.3 Quantummechanics of molecules

The last thing we would like to do in this chapter, before moving on to
other matters, is to use quantummechanics to estimate the energies
of some simple molecules that are important in organic chemistry. The
structure of a typical molecule is the following. Some of the electrons are
localized between certain pairs of atoms in the molecule. These electrons
are responsible for the chemical binding of the molecule and form what
chemists call σ bonds. In addition, there are some electrons that chemists
call π electrons that are mobile and can jump from one atom to another
and are not localized in a particular place in the molecule.

We will treat the molecules by assuming that the atoms and the σ elec-
trons form a fixed background framework on which the π electrons move
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around. We will try to find a configuration where the energy of the π elec-
trons is as low as possible, since we expect that this is the configuration in
which the molecule prefers to be. Furthermore, we will make the approx-
imation that the interactions π with each other can be neglected and the
electrons can be treated independently. This sounds like an outrageous
approximation to make; it is maybe not a very good approximation, but
we can justify it by pointing out that it simplifies the problem enough
that we are able to solve it, and it leads to a qualitatively correct picture of
chemical bonding.

5.3.1 The ethylene molecule

Figure 5.2: The σ electron framework of
ethylene.

Let us begin by considering the ethylene molecule C2H4. The framework
of the atoms and the σ electrons has the shape shown in Fig. 5.3.1. Con-
sider first a single π electron, and choose as basis states the states |1〉, |2〉,
where the electron is localized around one of the carbon atoms. But this
is a problem that we have already solved several times. If there were no
amplitude for the electron to jump from one carbon to the other, then |1〉
and |2〉 would be the stationary states of H with some energy E0. But in
reality there is some amplitude for a jump, and so the Hamiltonian has
the form

H =

(
E0 −A
−A E0

)
. (5.3.1)

The energies of the stationary states are

E± = E0 ± A, (5.3.2)

while the states themselves are

|E±〉 =
1
2
(
|1〉 ∓ |2〉

)
. (5.3.3)

So now we are left with the problem of placing two electrons on the
molecule so that the total energy of the configuration is as low as pos-
sible. According to the Pauli exclusion principle, we can put both of them
into the lower energy state, provided one of them has spin up and the
other spin down. The energy of this configuration is

E = 2E0 − 2A. (5.3.4)

(The−2A is sometimes called by chemists a delocalization energy.) Both
of the electrons are in the symmetric state 1

2
(
|1〉 ∓ |2〉

)
. Each electron

distributed in a symmetrical way between the two carbon atoms, and
they can be visualized as the green blobs in Fig. 5.3, which roughly rep-
resent the region in which the electron can be found with an appreciable
probability.

Figure 5.3: The π electrons of ethylene.
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5.3.2 The benzene molecule

The other molecule we would like to describe is benzene. The atoms and
the σ electrons form a hexagonal framework, and we have six π electrons
that we need to distribute on the framework. Our solution for ethylene
might lead us to think that the electrons will go and form three double
bonds and the energy of the molecule would be the energy of three sep-
arate double bonds, 6E0 − 6A. This is known as the Kékulé formula in
chemistry; it is also known that the true energy of the molecule is some-
what lower than what is predicted by the Kékulé formula.

Figure 5.4: The benzene molecule.

Let us actually solve the more general problem of N atoms in a closed
ring. Let |n〉 denote a state where the electron is localized around the n-th
atom. We allow for the possibility that the electron can jump between ad-
jacent atoms, while assuming that the probability to jump across several
atoms at once is negligible. The Hamiltonian then acts on the state |n〉 as

H|n〉 = E0|n〉 − A|n− 1〉 − A|n + 1〉. (5.3.5)

(To see this, imagine the Hamiltonian as a matrix which has E0 as the
diagonal elements, and−A as the ”almost-diagonal” elements.) We
could go on and solve the eigenvalue problem of this Hamiltonian di-
rectly. However, we will take this opportunity to illustrate a technique
that is sometimes useful, in which wemake use of the symmetry of the
problem by solving the eigenvalue problem of a symmetry operator that
commutes with the Hamiltonian. Consider the operator which shifts the
atoms in the ring by one. Its action on the states is given by

U|n〉 = |n− 1〉, U−1|n〉 = |n + 1〉, (5.3.6)

with the specification that |N + 1〉 ≡ |1〉. The Hamiltonian is written
using the translation operator U as

H = E0 − A(U + U−1). (5.3.7)

It follows that [H, U] = 0, and thus H and U have a common set of
eigenvectors. Let λ be an eigenvalue of U. The definition of U implies
that λN = 1, from which we deduce that λ can be written as eiδk with

δk =
2πk
N

, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1. (5.3.8)

Let us then try to find the eigenstate corresponding to the eigenvalue eiδk

by attempting to determine the coefficients cn in the expansion

|χk〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn|n〉, (5.3.9)

in which |χk〉 is the eigenstate we are looking for. By acting with U on this
equation, we find

eiδk |χk〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn|n− 1〉. (5.3.10)
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Bymultiplying this from the left with 〈n|, we deduce that the coefficients
satisfy

cn+1 = eiδk cn, (5.3.11)
leading to

cn+1 = einδk c1. (5.3.12)
Using these coefficients in the expansion (5.3.9), and choosing c1 = 1, we

Problem 5.3.1. Energy eigenstates
having real components can be formed
as appropriate linear combinations of the
states |χk〉. Use Eq. (5.3.14) to show that

|χ+
k 〉 ≡ 1√

2

(
|χk〉+ |χN−k〉

)

=

√
2
N

N−1

∑
n=0

cos
2πnk

N
|n〉,

|χ−k 〉 ≡ 1√
2

(
|χk〉 − |χN−k〉

)

=

√
2
N

N−1

∑
n=0

sin
2πnk

N
|n〉.

Then show that the state vectors of the
occupied states are given by

|χ0〉 =
1√
6




1
1
1
1
1
1




, |χ+
1 〉 =

1√
3




1
1/2
−1/2
−1
−1/2
1/2




,

|χ−1 〉 =




0
1/2
1/2

0
−1/2
−1/2




. (5.3.13)

find the normalized eigenstate

|χk〉 =
1√
N

N

∑
n=1

ei(n−1)δk |n〉. (5.3.14)

By acting with H on this state, we find that it indeed is an energy eigen-
state with the energy

E = E0 − A(eiδk + e−iδk ) = E0 − 2A cos
2πk
N

, k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
(5.3.15)

Note that the energy remains unchanged if k is replaced by N − k. Thus,
all the energy levels except the ones with k = 0 and k = N/2 are doubly
degenerate.

For benzene, which has N = 6, we then have that the energy levels are

E =





E0 + 2A (k = 3)

E0 + A (k = 2, 4)

E0 − A (k = 1, 5)

E0 − 2A (k = 0)

. (5.3.16)

The lowest level can accommodate two of the six π electrons, but the
Pauli principle forbids more electrons from going into that level. The next
lowest level is doubly degenerate and so the remaining four electrons can
go into that level. Thus the energy of the molecule comes out as

E = 6E0 − 8A, (5.3.17)

which is indeed lower than the energy of three separate double bonds.
This suggests that the π electrons in benzene are not really localized
on the double bonds, as the simple drawing of Fig. 5.4 would lead us to
think; instead, they are delocalized along the entire hexagonal ring.

5.4 Exercises

Exercise 5.4.1. The formaldehydemolecule.We would like to model
the behavior of the two π electrons of the double bond in the formalde-
hyde molecule H2 − C = O. Argue that the Hamiltonian of a single
electron can be written in the form

H =

(
EC −A
−A EO

)
, EO < EC.
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Estimate the energy of the formaldehyde molecule using the approxima-
tion of independent electrons. Calculate the probability that a π electron
is found localized around the carbon atom and around the oxygen atom,
when the molecule is in its ground state.

Exercise 5.4.2. The butadienemolecule. The butadiene molecule C4H6

has a linear structure. Its (C4H6)
4+ σ electron framework involves four

carbon atoms which we label with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4. There are four π

electrons that are to be distributed on this framework.

Figure 5.5: The butadiene molecule.

The state of a π electron localized near the n-th carbon atom is de-
noted by |n〉. As with benzene, the analysis is convenient to carry for
general number of carbon atoms, N, numbering them n = 1, . . . , N.
We assume that the Hamiltonian of a π electron acts on the state |n〉 as
follows:

H|1〉 = E0|1〉 − A|2〉,
H|n〉 = E0|n〉 − A|n− 1〉 − A|n + 1〉, if n 6= 1, N;

H|N〉 = E0|N〉 − A|N − 1〉,

where A > 0 is a constant. Note that, contrary to benzene, the states |1〉
and |N〉 play a special role since there is no cyclic symmetry.

(a) Write down explicitly the matrix H in the |n〉 basis for N = 4.

(b) A general state of a π electron can be written as

|χ〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn|n〉.

To adapt the method we used for the case with cyclic symmetry, intro-
duce two artificial states, |0〉 and |N + 1〉 and two expansion coeffi-
cients c0 = cN+1 = 0, so that you can then write

|χ〉 =
N+1

∑
n=0

cn|n〉.

Show that the action of H on this state can be written as

H|χ〉 = E0|χ〉 − A
N

∑
n=1

(cn−1 + cn+1)|n〉.

(c) Seek a solution of the form

cn =
c
2i
(einδ − e−inδ),

which ensures that c0 = 0. Show that if we also want to have cN+1 = 0,
then wemust choose

δ =
πs

N + 1
, s = 1, . . . , N.
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(d) Show that the eigenvalues of H are labeled by integer s:

Es = E0 − 2A cos
πs

N + 1
,

and write down the expression for the corresponding eigenvectors
|χs〉. Show that the normalization constant is c =

√
2/(N + 1).

(e) For butadiene, N = 4, find the numerical values of Es. Show that the
ground state energy is

E ' 4E0 − 4.48A.

Compare with benzene and discuss the relative importance of delocal-
ization in both cases.

Exercise 5.4.3. A particle on a lattice. Consider a particle on a one-
dimensional lattice, which extends infinitely in both directions. A schematic
drawing of such a lattice is shown in Fig. 5.6. A convenient set of basis
states for this problem is given by the states {|n〉}, where |n〉 stands for
the state where the particle is localized at the n-th lattice site. We will
assume that from any lattice site, the particle can jump to either one of
the neighboring sites, but it cannot jump a distance of two or more lattice
sites in a single jump.

(Picture from The Feynman Lectures on Physics.)

Figure 5.6: A one-dimensional lattice.(a) Argue that the Hamiltonian for the particle has the form

H =




. . . . . . . . .
−A E0 −A

−A E0 −A
−A E0 −A

. . . . . . . . .




.

(b) Let |ψ(t)〉 be the state of the particle. Show that if we expand |ψ(t)〉
in the states |n〉, the expansion coefficients an(t) satisfy the equation

ih̄
dan(t)

dt
= E0an(t)− Aan−1(t)− Aan+1(t).

(c) Look for states of definite energy by trying a solution of the form
an(t) = bne−iEt/h̄. Show that this leads to

Ebn = E0bn − Abn−1 − Abn+1.

Now try bn = eikxn , where k is any real number and xn is the position of
the n-th lattice site. Assuming the lattice spacing is d, show that there
results the equation

E = E0 − 2A cos kd

for the energy of the particle. Argue that the value of k can be restricted
to the interval from−π/d to+π/d by showing that values of k out-
side of this interval just repeat the physical states corresponding to the
k values inside the interval.
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(d) Show that for small values of k, we have

E ' E0 − 2A + Ad2k2.

Suppose that we choose E0 = 2A and write p = h̄k. Show that we can
then write

E =
p2

2meff
, where meff =

h̄2

2Ad2 .

So, in a sense, we have found a solution which behaves like a particle
of mass meff that moves around the lattice like a free particle.
The most essential part of the exercise ends here. We have included
a couple of further questions for your entertainment – you are free to
pursue them if you find them interesting.

(e) Show that you can reproduce the results of our analysis for a ring of
N atoms from the calculation made in this exercise by imposing the
condition that the N + 1-th lattice site is identified with the first.

(f) Study the limit d → 0, taken in such a way that Ad2 is kept constant.
Show that in this limit the amplitudes an(t) ≡ a(xn, t) satisfy the
equation

ih̄
∂a(x, t)

∂t
= − h̄2

2meff

∂2a(x, t)
∂x2 .

Once you have studied Chapter 7, compare this with Eq. (7.1.12) and
comment.

(g) Try to generalize the analysis to the case where the electron can also
jump two lattice sites at a time, or to the case of a three-dimensional
lattice. You should find that the energy is given by

E = E0 − 2A cos kd− 2B cos 2kd,

and

E = E0 − 2Ax cos kxdx − 2Ay cos kydy − 2Az cos kzdz,

respectively for the two problems.





6
Mathematics of quantummechanics II: infinite dimen-
sion

6.1 A practical introduction

All the problems we have discussed so far, we have been able to treat
using a finite number of basis states. The only exception is Exercise 5.4.3,
in which there was an infinite number of basis states, even though they
were labeled by integers. In other words, the set of basis states in the
exercise was countably infinite.

However, not all problems in quantummechanics can be analyzed
using a finite or a countably infinite set of basis states. Consider a free
particle moving in one dimension in space. A possible basis for this prob-
lem is given by the states {|x〉}, which are defined so that in the state
|x〉 the particle is located at x, in the sense that if the particle’s position
is measured, the result is x with certainty. And since the particle can be
located anywhere at all, we must have one basis vector per each point in
space, in order to have a complete basis. Therefore, even in this seem-
ingly very simple problem, we are forced to use a set of basis vectors that
is uncountably infinite – in other words, a basis whose vectors are labeled
by a continuous index.

In a sense, then, we are forced by physics to undertake a study of
infinite-dimensional vector spaces. These are mathematically completely
different from finite-dimensional ones, and it takes a certain amount of
care andmathematical skill to handle them correctly. The proper lan-
guage here is linear analysis. On the other hand, we will see that features
of infinite-dimensional vector spaces can be understood in analogy with
the finite-dimensional case. At least at a level that is enough for being
able to make calculations.
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6.1.1 Vector spaces of infinite dimension

To give an example of an infinite-dimensional vector space in familiar
terms, consider a function of one real variable, f (x), defined on the
whole real lineR. We want to argue that it is possible to think of f (x) as a
vector in an infinite-dimensional vector space, even though this is not the
way one usually thinks of a function. Nevertheless, one way to completely
specify the function f is to give its values at each point x on the real line,
and we claim that this shows that one can regard f as a vector with an
infinite number of components f (x), one for each point on the real line.
We can even imagine setting up a basis {|x〉} on the vector space of
functions – there is one basis vector for each point onR – and writing

| f 〉 = ∑
x∈R

f (x)|x〉. (6.1.1)

But the appropriate way to interpret the sum over all real numbers is as
an integral, and therefore a more correct way to write the expansion of
the vector | f 〉 in terms of the basis vectors is

| f 〉 =
∫

dx f (x)|x〉. (6.1.2)

We would then like to consider how inner products are calculated in
an infinite-dimensional vector space. Recall that on a finite-dimensional
space, we have

〈u|v〉 = ∑
i

u∗i vi. (6.1.3)

On our infinite-dimensional vector space of functions, we therefore write,
as a straightforward generalization of the above formula,

〈 f |g〉 =
∫

dx f ∗(x)g(x), (6.1.4)

where the integral is taken over the whole real line. It follows, in partic-
ular, that there is a norm on the vector space of functions. It is given by

|| f || =
√
〈 f | f 〉 =

(∫
dx | f (x)|2

)1/2
. (6.1.5)

Functions that have a finite norm under this definition are called square
integrable.

Problem 6.1.1. Consider the function
f : R→ R defined by

f (x) =
∞

∑
n=1

fn(x),

where each fn(x) is a triangular spike of
height 1 and base 2/n2 centered at x = n.
Show that f is continuous and square
integrable, even though limx→∞ f (x) 6= 0.

Problem 6.1.2. Show that the set of
square integrable functions is an inner
product space, the inner product being
defined by Eq. (6.1.4).

6.1.2 The Dirac delta function

Wemust now figure out what the correct normalization of the basis vec-
tors |x〉 is. It turns out that this is subtle. Consider calculating the inner
product of | f 〉 and |g〉 using Eq. (6.1.2). We have

〈 f | =
∫

dx f ∗(x)〈x|, |g〉 =
∫

dx g(x)|x〉, (6.1.6)
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from which we get

〈 f |g〉 =
∫

dx dx′ f ∗(x)g(x′)〈x|x′〉. (6.1.7)

Comparing this with Eq. (6.1.4), we deduce that
∫

dx′g(x′)〈x|x′〉 = g(x). (6.1.8)

In other words, the inner product 〈x|x′〉 is an object which has the prop-
erty that when it is integrated over x′ together with g(x′), the result is the
value of g at x. So 〈x|x′〉 is a rather funny object. Because the value of the
integral does not depend on the values of g(x′) outside of x′ = x, we
must have 〈x|x′〉 = 0 if x 6= x′. Then at x′ = x, 〈x|x′〉must be infinite
in such a way that the above integral gives the result g(x), even though
〈x|x′〉 vanishes everywhere except at one point.

Now, it turns out that there does not exist a function that would have
these properties we require of 〈x|x′〉. Nevertheless, we will write

〈x|x′〉 = δ(x− x′), (6.1.9)

and assume that δ(x− x′) has the properties that we need, namely

δ(x− x′) =





0, if x 6= x′

∞, if x = x′
(6.1.10)

and ∫
dx′ δ(x− x′) f (x′) = f (x). (6.1.11)

The ”function” δ(x − x′) is called theDirac delta function, after its in-
Problem 6.1.3. Taking Eq. (6.1.11) as
the starting point, show that the delta
function has the following properties
(whose meaning is that both sides of
each equation give the same result when
integrated over x with a test function
g(x)):
(a) xδ(x) = 0;
(b) δ(ax) = |a|−1δ(x), where a 6= 0 is a

real number;

(c) dn

dxn δ(x− x0) = (−1)nδ(x− x0)
dn

dxn ;

(d) δ(x2 − a2) =
1

2|a|
(
δ(x− a) + δ(x +

a)
)
;

(e) δ( f (x)) = ∑
k

1
| f ′(xk)|

δ(x − xk),

where xk are the zeros of f (x);
(f ) θ′(x) = δ(x), where θ(x) is the step

function.
Contemplate about the generalization of
these results to n dimensions, where the
delta function is defined by

δ(~x−~x0) =
∫

Rn
dnx δ(~x−~x0) f (~x) = f (~x0).

ventor. It is not a function in the strict mathematical sense. Rather, it is a
distribution or a generalized function. Note that the last relation implies

∫
dx′ δ(x− x′) = 1. (6.1.12)

The delta function has such a strong infinity at x = x′ that its integral is
equal to one, even though the function vanishes everywhere outside of
that point.

The delta function can be represented in various ways as a limit of a
sequence of functions. Consider, for example, the function

fε(x) =





1/2ε when − ε < x < ε

0 otherwise
(6.1.13)

This is a rectangle of width 2ε and height 1/2ε, so the total area equals 1.
The limit ε → 0 of fε(x) is of course not well defined, but if ε has a very
small finite value, the function fε(x) is a good approximation to δ(x).
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There is another representation of the delta function, which is perhaps
the most useful of them in practice, and which we will now derive. Recall
that the Fourier transform1 of a function f (x) is defined as

1 1. We hope that you remember the
Fourier transform from a course on
mathematical methods. If you don’t, come
back here after you have read section
6.1.4.
2. The division of the factor of 2π

between the Fourier transform and
the inverse is completely arbitrary.
The symmetrical choice we have made
probably corresponds to what you have
seen in your course onmathematical
methods. However, in theoretical physics
it is often more common to put the whole
2π into the inverse transform, as well as to
drop the tilde from the Fourier transform;
thus, generally in an n-dimensional space,
we write

f (~k) =
∫

dnx e−i~k·~x f (~x),

f (~x) =
1

(2π)n

∫
dnk ei~k·~x f (~k).

f̃ (k) =
1√
2π

∫
dx e−ikx f (x). (6.1.14)

There is also the inverse transformation, which expresses the function in
terms of its Fourier transform as

f (x) =
1√
2π

∫
dk eikx f̃ (k). (6.1.15)

If we use the first equation for f̃ (k) inside the integral in the second
equation, we get

f (x) =
1

2π

∫
dx′

∫
dk e−ik(x−x′) f (x′). (6.1.16)

Comparing with Eq. (6.1.11), we conclude that

1
2π

∫
dk e−ik(x−x′) = δ(x− x′). (6.1.17)

This representation of the delta function is highly worth remembering,
since it comes up quite often in practice.

Problem 6.1.4. The function

Da(x) =
1

a
√

π
e−x2/a2 (6.1.18)

provides another representation for the
Dirac delta function in the limit a→ 0.
(a) Show that the maximum value of

Da(x) is 1/a
√

π, and that the width of
the curve at half the maximum height
is 2
√

ln 2 a ' 1.67a, so a is a good
measure of how widely the curve is
spread around the peak.

(b) Show that
∫

dx Da(x) = 1, indepen-
dently of the value of a.

(c) Argue that if the value of a is small
enough, then

∫
dx Da(x) f (x) ' f (0). (6.1.19)

Figure 6.1: The function Da(x) for (a)
a =

1
2
; (b) a =

1
5
; (c) a =

1
20

.

The easy way to think about infinite-dimensional vector spaces is that
they are similar to finite-dimensional ones, but we have integrals in place
of sums, and Dirac delta functions in place of Kronecker delta symbols.
This is the point of view we think you should take for now, and perhaps
for some time in the future as well. It is not a mathematically rigorous
point of view, but for a physicist it is a completely satisfactory point of
view.

To make the analogy as clear as possible, the table below shows the
basic relations for finite-dimensional vector spaces on the left, and the
corresponding relations for infinite-dimensional spaces on the right:

|v〉 = ∑
i

vi|i〉 |v〉 =
∫

ds v(s)|s〉 (6.1.20)

〈i|j〉 = δij 〈s|s′〉 = δ(s− s′) (6.1.21)

〈u|v〉 = ∑
i

u∗i vi 〈u|v〉 =
∫

ds u∗(s)v(s) (6.1.22)

∑
j

δijvj = vi

∫
ds′ δ(s− s′)v(s′) = v(s) (6.1.23)

1 = ∑
i
|i〉〈i| 1 =

∫
ds |s〉〈s| (6.1.24)

(We have not called the vectors | f 〉 and |g〉 and the basis vectors |x〉 in
the infinite-dimensional case, in order to emphasize that these concepts
are more general than the properties of the position operator.)

Problem 6.1.5. To get some experience
with the infinite-dimensional formulas,
derive Eq. (6.1.24) for the identity operator
from the other relations. (If necessary,
look for help by seeing how the relation
1 = ∑i |i〉〈i| was derived in Chapter 2.)
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6.1.3 Operators

Before we can conclude our discussion of mathematics and get back to
physics, we must study linear operators on infinite-dimensional vector
spaces. We will consider just one example, but we will look into that in
great detail. On the vector space of functions, we define the derivative
operator D by

D| f 〉 = | f ′〉. (6.1.25)
Let us figure out the matrix elements of D in the |x〉 basis.

Step-by-step solution

• From the above equation we get

〈x|D| f 〉 = 〈x| f ′〉. (6.1.26)

Using Eqs. (6.1.2) and (6.1.24), the left-hand side becomes

〈x|D| f 〉 =
∫

dx′ 〈x|D|x′〉〈x′| f 〉 =
∫

dx′ 〈x|D|x′〉〈x′|
∫

dx′′ f (x′′)|x′′〉

=
∫

dx′ dx′′ 〈x|D|x′〉δ(x′ − x′′) f (x′′) =
∫

dx′ 〈x|D|x′〉 f (x′).

(6.1.27)

• On the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1.26), we have

〈x| f ′〉 = 〈x|
∫

dx′
d f (x′)

dx
|x′〉 =

∫
dx′ δ(x− x′)

d f (x′)
dx

= f ′(x). (6.1.28)

• Therefore, ∫
dx′ 〈x|D|x′〉 f (x′) =

d f (x)
dx

, (6.1.29)

from which we read off that

〈x|D|x′〉 = δ(x− x′)
d

dx′
. (6.1.30)

• Using the identities for the delta function, we have

δ(x− x′)
d

dx′
= δ(x′ − x)

d
dx′

= − d
dx′

δ(x′ − x) =
d

dx
δ(x′ − x), (6.1.31)

and so our result is
〈x|D|x′〉 = d

dx
δ(x′ − x). (6.1.32)

We can now ask ourselves whether the operator D is Hermitian. De-
noting the above matrix element by Dxx′ , we must find out whether
D∗x′x = Dxx′ . We have

D∗x′x =
d

dx
δ(x′ − x)∗ =

d
dx

δ(x′ − x) = − d
dx

δ(x− x′) = −Dxx′ ,
(6.1.33)

so D is not Hermitian. Wemight now think that the operator defined by

K = −iD (6.1.34)

is Hermitian, since we have K∗x′x = Kxx′ . But even so, K is not necessarily
Hermitian, as we will now see. If it were Hermitian, we would have

〈 f |K|g〉 = 〈g|K| f 〉∗. (6.1.35)
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The left-hand side is

〈 f |K|g〉 =
∫

dx dx′〈 f |x〉〈x|K|x′〉〈x′|g〉

=
∫

dx dx′ f ∗(x)
(
−iδ(x− x′)

d
dx′

)
g(x′)

= −i
∫

dx f ∗(x)
dg(x)

dx
. (6.1.36)

On the right we have, after doing a partial integration,

〈g|K| f 〉∗ =

[∫
dx dx′〈g|x〉〈x|K|x′〉〈x′| f 〉

]∗

=

[
−i
∫

dx g∗(x)
d f (x)

dx

]∗
= i

∫
dx g(x)

d f ∗(x)
dx

= ig(x) f ∗(x)
∣∣∣∣− i

∫
dx f ∗(x)

dg(x)
dx

. (6.1.37)

Suppose the functions are defined on some interval [a, b]. We then have
that K is Hermitian only if

g(x) f ∗(x)
∣∣∣∣
x=b

x=a
= 0. (6.1.38)

This is an important difference between the finite-dimensional case and
the infinite-dimensional one. In infinite dimensions, an operator may not
be Hermitian even if it satisfies K∗x′x = Kxx′ .

Let us then try to solve the eigenvalue problem of K. If we denote
the eigenvalues by k and the corresponding eigenvectors by |φk〉, the
eigenvalue equation is

K|φk〉 = k|φk〉. (6.1.39)

Multiplying from the left by 〈x| and appropriately inserting an identity
operator in the form 1 =

∫
dx′ |x′〉〈x′|, we get

−i
dφk(x)

dx
= kφk(x), (6.1.40)

where φk(x) = 〈x|φk〉; we invite you to attempt to do the missing steps.
So the eigenvalue problem reduces to a very simple equation. We

find that any real or complex number k is an eigenvalue of K, and the
corresponding function is φk = eikx, up to an overall factor. But here
a new thing happens that is unique to the infinite-dimensional case.
We have seen that K is not Hermitian in general, but we can make it
Hermitian by putting a suitable resctiction on the eigenvalues. We want
to choose the eigenvalues so that

fk1(x) f ∗k2
(x)
∣∣∣∣
∞

−∞
= ei(k1−k2)x

∣∣∣∣
∞

−∞
= 0 (6.1.41)
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for any two eigenvalues k1 and k2. If k1 and k2 is complex, this condition
will certainly not hold, since ei(k1−k2)x will blow up at either+∞ or−∞. If
k1 and k2 are real, ei(k1−k2)x is an oscillating function whose limit as x →
±∞ is strictly speaking not defined. But if we make our own definition,
and define the limit in terms of an average over a large interval as

lim
x→∞

eikx ≡ lim
x0→∞

lim
L→∞

1
L

∫ x0+L

x0

dx eikx, (6.1.42)

we then have eikx = 0 at x = ±∞. We conclude that we can make K
Hermitian if we restrict it to act on the functions eikx with k real, or more
generally to functions that can be written as linear combinations of the
eikx functions.

6.1.4 The Fourier transform

A natural question that arises from what we found above is, what func-
tions can be written as linear combinations of the eikx functions (with
k real)? We begin by finding a suitable normalization for the functions
φk(x) = eikx and then answer the question in terms of these functions.
We take

φk(x) =
1√
2π

eikx, (6.1.43)

because this gives the nice normalization property
Problem 6.1.6. Prove that the Fourier
transform has the following properties:
(a) F [ f (x + a)](k) = eiap f̂ (k),
(b) F [ f (λx)](k) = λ−1 f̂ (p/λ),
(c) F [ f ′(x)](k) = ip f̂ (k),
(d) F [( f ? g)(x)](k) = f̃ (k)g̃(k), where

the convolution f ? g of two functions
f and g is defined by

( f ? g)(x) =
∫ ∞

−∞
dt f (t)g(x− t).

(6.1.44)
Think about how these properties gener-
alize to n dimensions, where the Fourier
transform of a (sufficiently well-behaved)
function f : Rn → C is defined by

F [ f (~x)](~k) =
1

(2π)n/2

∫

Rn
dnxe−i~k·~x f (~x).

(6.1.45)

〈φk|φk′〉 =
∫

dx 〈φk|x〉〈x|φk′〉 =
1

2π

∫
dx e−i(k−k′)x = δ(k− k′).

(6.1.46)
Let us then write down a general linear combination of the functions
φk(x). Calling the result f (x) and the expansion coefficients f (k), we
have

f (x) =
∫

dk f (k)φk(x) =
1√
2π

∫
dk eikx f (k). (6.1.47)

If we multiply this equation by φ∗k′(x) and integrate over x, using the
normalization of the φk functions we deduced above, we get

f (k) =
∫

dx f (x)φ∗k (x) =
1√
2π

∫
dx e−ikx f (x). (6.1.48)

But we recognize this as just the Fourier transform of the function f (x).
Furthermore, the ”general linear combination of the functions φk(x)” is
just the inverse transform, which expresses f (x) in terms of the Fourier
components f (k). So we find that the restriction to functions which can
be written as linear combinations of the eikx functions is a very mild one,
since any function which we can Fourier transform can be written as such
a linear combination.
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6.2 The Hilbert space

For the sake of being complete, we will now discuss infinite-dimensional
vector spaces from amathematical point of view. Remember, that the
practical introduction we gave above is sufficient for being able to make
practical calculations. Therefore, the rest of this chapter can be safely
ignored.

Definition 6.2.1. LetH be a vector space. A map 〈·, ·〉 : H×H → C

is called a sesquilinear form if it is antilinear in the first and linear in the
second argument. A positive definite sesquilinear form is called an inner
product or a scalar product.

Next we discuss orthonormal bases. Let us first remind ourselves of the
finite-dimensional case. If a Hilbert spaceH is finite dimensional, it has
a finite orthonormal basis {|ek〉}, so that 〈ek|ej〉 = δkj, and any |φ〉 ∈ H
can be uniquely written as |φ〉 = ∑k ck|ek〉 for some ck ∈ C. In a given
basis {|ek〉}, we have

ck = 〈ek|φ〉, (6.2.1)
||φ|| = ∑

k
|ck|2. (6.2.2)

All this we already learned in Chapter 3.
A scalar product gives rise to an associated norm

||ψ|| =
√
〈ψ|ψ〉, (6.2.3)

and ametric
d(φ, χ) = ||φ− χ||. (6.2.4)

The defining properties for a norm andmetric are indeed satisfied. For
the norm, the triangle inequality follows from the Cauchy–Schwarz in-
equality

|〈ψ|φ〉| ≤ ||ψ||||φ||. (6.2.5)

The concepts of scalar product, norm andmetric do not depend on finite
dimensionality in any way; what we said above will be valid in infinite-
dimensional spaces as well.

Let us then start moving towards the issues which one must treat more
carefully in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. A canonical example of
such a space is L2(R) (see example below).

Definition 6.2.2. An infinite dimensional Hilbert space is called separa-
ble if it contains a countable orthonormal set of vectors {|ek〉} such that
any |φ〉 ∈ H can be written as |φ〉 = ∑k ck|ek〉 for some ck ∈ C.

This means that
|φ〉 = lim

N→∞

N

∑
k=1

ck|ek〉, (6.2.6)
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where by the limit we mean

lim
N→∞

|| |φ〉 −
N

∑
k=1

ck|ek〉|| = 0. (6.2.7)

Next one can prove that the relations (6.2.1) and (6.2.2) hold in this case
as well. In quantummechanics we will always consider only separable
Hilbert spaces, although the above results can be generalized also for
spaces that are not separable.

Remark 6.2.3. Note that the convergence
in Eq. (6.2.7) is convergence in norm, also
called strong convergence. There is also
another concept of convergence, theweak
convergence, which means that a series
{|φ`〉} of vectors is said to converge to
vector |φ〉 if for any |χ〉 ∈ H

lim
`→∞
〈φ`|χ〉 = 〈φ|χ〉. (6.2.8)

We will not make use of weak conver-
gence, but this is one occasion where
there is a difference between finite and
infinite dimensional inner product spaces.
In finite dimensional space the two con-
cepts of convergence are equivalent, but
not so in the infinite dimensional case.
Strong convergence implies weak conver-
gence, but the converse is not generally
true.

The norm and the corresponding metric of the Hilbert space are im-
portant, because several concepts in the Hilbert space are associated
with the norm and the metric rather than the underlying inner product
or the norm. Two of the most important of such concepts are convergence
and Cauchy sequences, which ultimately define the whole concept of the
Hilbert space:

Definition 6.2.4. LetH be an inner product space. We say thatH is
complete with respect to the associated norm if all Cauchy sequences
inH converge. In other words, given any series of vectors {|φ`〉} ⊂ H
satisfying ||φ` − φm|| → 0 for `, m → ∞, then there exists a φ ∈ H such
that ||φ` − φ|| → 0 as `→ 0.

Then, with this concept the Hilbert space is defined as

Definition 6.2.5. LetH be an inner product space. IfH is complete with
respect to the associated norm, it is called a Hilbert space.

Remark 6.2.6. Definition 6.2.5 holds for spaces of finite and infinite
dimension which can be separable or not. The condition of completeness
is actually a little superfluous for the cases we are interested in, since
finite dimensional inner product spaces are automatically complete
while for separable spaces we can always add the limit vectors of Cauchy
sequences.

Remark 6.2.7. The concept of Hilbert space generalizes as much as
possible of the familiar geometric concepts of the familiar Euclidean
spaceR3, e.g

• Unit vector: ||ψ|| = 1.

• |ψ〉, |φ〉 ∈ H are orthogonal if 〈ψ|φ〉 = 0, and parallel if |φ〉 = µ|ψ〉,
µ ∈ C.

• Pythagorean theorem: ||ψ + φ||2 = ||ψ||2 + ||φ||2, if ψ ⊥ φ.

In Hilbert spaces these properties are generalized beyond three dimen-
sions.

Hilbert spaces come in different guises, but the following theorem
states that Hilbert spaces are essentially characterized only by their di-
mension:
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Theorem 6.2.8.

1. Two finite dimensional Hilbert spaces are isomorphic if and only if
they have same dimension.

2. Any two separable infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces are isomorphic.

So all boils down to pretty simple picture: for any dimension n (pos-
sibly infinite) there really exists a single space, theHilbert space of di-
mension n, although it can be realized in a variety of ways. For a finite
dimension n, the most intuitive realization isRn (orCn); for infinite di-
mension, some possible realizations which arise in applications are `(2),
L2([a, b]) and L2(Rn).

Example 6.2.9.

1. The space `(2). A vector |φ〉 is defined as an infinite series of complex
numbers {ci} such that

||φ||2 =
∞

∑
n=1
|cn|2 < ∞. (6.2.9)

We call the numbers ci the coordinates of |φ〉. First, we verify that
|φ + λχ〉, where |χ〉 ∈ `(2) and λ ∈ C, belongs to `(2). Suppose |χ〉
has components dn; then

|cn + λdn|2 ≤ 2(|cn|2 + |λ|2|dn|2), (6.2.10)

which implies that ||φ + λχ|| < ∞. Second, the scalar product of two
vectors,

〈χ|φ〉 =
∞

∑
n=1

d∗ncn, (6.2.11)

is well defined: this follows from the Schwartz inequality,

|〈χ|φ〉| = |
∞

∑
n=1

d∗ncn| ≤ ||χ||||φ||. (6.2.12)

It remains to show that `(2) is complete. Let {|φ(`)〉} and be a Cauchy
sequence of vectors with components c(`)n . Then ||φ(m) − φ(r)|| < ε for
m, r > N implies that

(
∞

∑
n=1
|c(m)

n − c(r)n |2
)1/2

< ε. (6.2.13)

From here, the proof goes as follows: first, for fixed n, the numbers
c(`)n form a Cauchy sequence which converges to cn as ` → ∞. Then
the final step is to show that the sequence |φ(`)〉 converges in norm
to vector |φ〉 = ∑n cn|n〉. So, the space `(2) is a Hilbert space, and
separability follows from the construction.
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2. The space L2([a, b]). This is the space of functions2 that are square 2 Actually, one needs to identify functions
which differ from each other only within a
set of zero measure. Then the elements of
L2 are really the equivalence classes, but
we do not elaborate this further.

integrable on the interval [a, b]. In other words, we consider functions
φ : [a, b]→ Cwhich satisfy

∫ b

a
dx|φ(x)|2 < ∞. (6.2.14)

First we establish that L2([a, b]) is a vector space: due to linearity of
the integral, φ(x) + λχ(x) is square integrable provided φ and χ are.
Next, the inner product

〈χ|φ〉 =
∫ b

a
dxχ∗(x)φ(x), (6.2.15)

is well defined due to Schwartz inequality,
∣∣∣∣
∫ b

a
dxχ∗(x)φ(x)

∣∣∣∣
2

≤
∫ b

a
dx|χ(x)|2

∫ b

a
dx|φ(x)|2 = ||χ||2||φ||2.

(6.2.16)
The fact that L2([a, b]) is complete follows from a theorem of Riesz
and Fischer. Finally, the separability follows from the standard Fourier
analysis: any square integrable function can be written, in the sense of
convergence in the norm, as a Fourier series.

3. The space L2(M, dµ). The previous example generalizes to a Hilbert
space with scalar product given by

〈 f , g〉 =
∫

M
f (x)∗g(x)dµ(x). (6.2.17)

With M = R3 and dµ the Lebesgue measure, this is the Hilbert space
featured in the quantummechanics of a single particle in three dimen-
sions, in the so-called position representation. A single particle inR3

is described by a complex-valuedwave function

ψ(x, t), (x, t) ∈ R3 ×R, (6.2.18)

and the quantity ρt(x) = |ψ(x, t)|2 is interpreted as the probability
density of the particle at time t. Since the particle must be somewhere
in space we have the normalization

∫

R3
|ψ(x, t)|2d3x = 1, t ∈ R. (6.2.19)

This formulation of quantummechanics will be our central topic in
the next chapter where we discuss wave mechanics.

Typically in quantummechanics the orthonormal bases are provided
by the eigenstates of some observable. However, the important point is
that several important observables do not have a discrete set of eigenval-
ues with associated eigenvectors as implied by the above formulas, but
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instead have continuum of eigenvalues. For the continuous spectrum of
unbound operators, like position X, the situation is mathematically more
subtle since in this case the eigenvectors form an uncountable set, and
they are not vectors in the sense that they are not elements of the Hilbert
space but can be defined only as distributions. The eigenstates |x〉 of the
position operator X satisfy

X|x〉 = x|x〉, (6.2.20)

and the spectral theory of self-adjoint operators ensures that any vector
|φ〉 ∈ H can be expanded in the basis provided by these eigenstates:

|φ〉 =
∫

dx|x〉〈x|φ〉. (6.2.21)

Projecting on the state 〈y|, we get

〈y|φ〉 =
∫

dx〈y|x〉〈x|φ〉. (6.2.22)

There exists no well-behaved and not even a locally integrable function
〈y|x〉 having this property. Such a function can, however, be defined
as a distribution or a generalized function; the distribution defined by
(6.2.22) for a class of well-behaved functions φ(x) = 〈x|φ〉 is the Dirac
δ-function:

〈y|x〉 = δ(x− y). (6.2.23)

There is a lot of abstract mathematics at work here, but fortunately all
mathematical details are hidden when Dirac notatation is used and
discrete sums are replaced by integrals.

Although all Hilbert spaces of given dimension are mathematically
equivalent, different representations are used to emphasize different
physical situations. For example, depending on our choice we can de-
scribe wave mechanics either with position space wave functions ψ(x),
or momentum space wave functions φ(p), choosing respectively as the
eigenstates of position or momentum as the orthonormal bases. The in-
dispensable tool for translating between one and the other is the Fourier
transform. Let us begin with some notation.

Definition 6.2.10. For a function f ∈ C∞(Rn) and α ∈ Nn
0 , set

∂α f =
∂|α| f

∂xα1
1 · · · ∂xαn

n
, xα = xα1

1 · · · xαn
n , |α| = α1 + · · ·+ αn.

(6.2.24)
Here α ∈ Nn

0 is amulti-index and |α| is called its order.

An important subspace of L2(Rn) is the Schwarz space S(Rn), defined
as

S(Rn) = { f ∈ C∞(Rn) : sup
x
|xα(∂β f )(x)| < ∞, α, β ∈ Nn

0}. (6.2.25)
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The meaning of the above definition, in words, is that it consists of those
elements of L2(R) which are inifnitely differentiable and whose any
derivative vanishes at infinity faster than any positive power of 1/x. So
the Schwarz space is the space of the ”well behaved” functions to which
the physicist resorts to deal away with the convergence issues.

Definition 6.2.11. Let f ∈ S(Rn). The Fourier transform of f ,F ( f ), is
defined as

F [ f ](p) ≡ f̂ (p) =
1

(2π)n/2

∫

Rn
dnx e−ipx f (x) (6.2.26)

With these preliminary definitions, we state two important theorems:

Theorem 6.2.12. The Fourier transformmaps the Schwarz space into
itself,F : S(Rn) → S(Rn). Furthermore for any α ∈ Nn

0 and f ∈ S(Rn),
we have

F (∂α f )(p) = (ip)α f̂ (p), F (xα f (x))(p) = i|α|∂α f̂ (p). (6.2.27)

Theorem 6.2.13. Let f ∈ S(Rn). Then

F [ f (x + a)](p) = eiap f̂ (p), a ∈ Rn, (6.2.28)

F [ f (λx)](p) =
1

λn f̂
( p

λ

)
, λ > 0. (6.2.29)

Theorem 6.2.14. The Fourier transformF : S(Rn) → S(Rn) is a
bijection. The inverse is

F−1[g](x) ≡ ĝ(x) =
1

(2π)n/2

∫

Rn
dn p eipxg(p). (6.2.30)

We haveF 2[ f ](x) = f (−x) and thusF 4 = 1.

6.3 Linear operators

Now, recall the basic definitions of linear operators in finite dimensional
spaces; the concepts of a linear functional and a linear operator are ex-
actly the same in the infinite dimensional case. However, there are several
details which must be treated more carefully here. In elementary analysis,
where one deals with functions f : R → R it is useful to distinguish
functions with nice properties, most notably continuity. It turns out that
similar properties can be associated with operators.

Definition 6.3.1. Let A : H1 → H2 be an operator and define a positive
number

||A|| := sup{||Aφ||H2 : |φ〉 ∈ H1, ||φ||H1 = 1}. (6.3.1)

We say that A is bounded or continuouswhen ||A|| < ∞.
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Since in a Hilbert space the inner product defines a metric, which in
turn defines a topology, one can also consider the usual definition of
continuity: a map f : X → Y between two topological spaces X and Y
is continuous if the inverse image f−1(U ) is open in X for any open set U
in Y. We state without the proof that the definition above is equivalent to
the usual topologist’s definition of continuity.

Not all of the interesting operators are, however, bounded. In quan-
tummechanics, especially, operators like position, momentum and the
Hamiltonian of a particle in a potential are typically unbounded. For ex-
ample, if we consider a particle confined on the one dimensional interval
[1, 0] ⊂ R, then the Hilbert space is L(2)[0, 1], whose elements are func-
tions φ(x) which are square-integrable on the interval [0, 1]. The position
operator X which takes the function φ(x) to xφ(x),

(Xφ)(x) = xφ(x), (6.3.2)

is bounded operator of unit norm. The momentum can be represented
by the operator−ih̄d/dx, since it satisfies the canonical commutation
relation [x,−ih̄d/dx] = ih̄. But unlike X above, the operator d/dx which
takes φ(x) to its derivative is not a bounded operator. For example, the
function φ(x) = x−1/4 is square integrable,

∫ 1

0
dxx−1/2 = 2, (6.3.3)

but its derivative φ′(x) = −x−5/4/4 is not. This is unfortunate, as it im-
plies that operating with the momentum operator on a physical state (i.e.
an element ofH) yields a state that is not physical (i.e. does not belong
toH). The moral of the story is that one has to be somewhat careful in
figuring out on which vectors inH the action of a given operator can be
defined.

Problem 6.3.1. Consider two Hermitian
operators A and B satisfying commu-
tation relation [B, A] = i1. Assuming
(without loss of generality) that ||B|| = 1,
show that
(a) [B, An] = inAn−1,
(b) ||An|| ≥ n

2 ||An−1||,
(c) and finally that at least one of these

operators is unbounded.

Generally, for a operator A in Hilbert spaceH one defines its do-
main (of definition) DA as the largest possible set of vectors |φ〉 ∈ H for
which A|φ〉 ∈ H. If A|φ〉 exists (as an element ofH) for any |φ〉 ∈ H,
then A is said to be bounded, and there are no obstacles in assuming A
defined over the wholeH; this is what has happened so far as we have
studied finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. However, what happens now is
that unbounded operators can be defined only in a proper subset of the
Hilbert space; unbounded operators are therefore defined as linear maps
A : D → H, and we shall assume that D ⊂ H is dense (i.e. DA = H).
Tracking the domains of definition may become especially relevant when
one needs to consider sums and products of operators. If A and B are
operators defined on domains DA and DB, respectively, then A + B and
AB can be only defined on the intersection DA ∩ DB.

Let A : H → H be a bounded operator. By analogy with the finite
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dimensional case, its adjoint A† is defined by

〈A†ψ|φ〉 = 〈ψ|Aφ〉, for all |φ〉, |ψ〉 ∈ H. (6.3.4)

(Those charmed by analysis could attempt to prove that such A† always
exists.) A bounded operator A is called self-adjoint if A = A†, and then
〈ψ|Aψ〉 ∈ R for all |ψ〉 ∈ H.

In physics this is usually taken as the definition of self-adjoint for any
operator. However, it is mathematically true only for bounded operators,
hence excluding position, momentum andmost Hamiltonians. Neverthe-
less, we will bravely use it in all cases, but it is good to know a bit about
the limitations; practically the limitations will be hidden by the ingenious
Dirac notation.

Just to give a flavor of the true nature of things: the definition for un-
bounded operator is more subtle, since one has to track the domains of
definition

Definition 6.3.2.

1. The adjoint A† of a (possibly unbounded) operator A : D(A) → H
has the domain of definition D(A†) consisting of all |ψ〉 ∈ H for
which the functional `A

ψ (|φ〉) := 〈ψ|Aφ〉 is bounded for all |φ〉 ∈ DA.
On this domain A† is defined by requiring 〈A†ψ|φ〉 = 〈ψ|Aφ〉 for all
|φ〉 ∈ D(A).

2. The operator A is called self-adjoint if D(A†) = D(A) and A† = A.

As already stated, we assume that DA is dense inH. Generally the
domain on which A† is defined is larger than that of A, DA† ⊆ DA, and
then the statement on the equality of A and A† needs to be supplied
with statement on the possible equality of the domains. Mathematician
reserve the term ”Hermitian” for operators satisfying A = A† but for
which DA† ⊆ DA, and call operators satisfying A = A† and DA† = DA

“self-adjoint”.
Let us illustrate this by an example in L(2)([0, 1]), which will also fa-

miliarize us with the scalar product and Hermitian conjugation in this
space.

Example 6.3.3. Consider the operator A0 defined as

A0 = −ih̄
d

dx
, (6.3.5)

on the domain DA0 of functions φ(x) of L(2)([0, 1]) which are differen-
tiable and square integrable, have a square integrable derivative, and
satisfy the boundary conditions φ(0) = φ(1) = 0. This domain is dense
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in L(2)([1, 0]). Let us show that A0 is self-adjoint on this domain:

〈χ|A0φ〉 =
∫ 1

0
dxχ∗(x)

(
−i

d
dx

φ(x)
)
= −i

∫ 1

0
dxχ∗(x)φ′(x),

〈A0χ|φ〉 =
∫ 1

0
dx
(
−i

d
dx

χ(x)
)∗

φ(x) = i
∫ 1

0
dx(χ′(x))∗φ(x).(6.3.6)

If we integrate by parts in the second equation, we obtain

〈χ|A0φ〉 − 〈A0χ|φ〉 = −iχ∗(x)φ(x)
∣∣∣∣
1

0
= 0. (6.3.7)

Note how the presence of the factor i and the boundary conditions on
χ(x) are required to ensure self-adjointness. However, note that A†

0 can
be defined on a domain larger than DA0 . For functions χ(x) for which
χ(0) and χ(1) are arbitrary, we have

〈A†
0|φ〉 = i

∫ 1

0
dx(χ′(x))∗φ(x)

= iχ∗(x)φ(x)
∣∣∣∣
1

0
− i

∫ 1

0
dxχ∗(x)φ′(x) = 〈χ|A0φ〉,(6.3.8)

and consequently DA0 ⊆ DA†
0
. Finally, we can define AC as the operator

−id/dx acting on the domain DAC of functions φ(x) of L(2)([0, 1]),
which are differentiable with the derivative belonging to L(2)([0, 1]), and
which satisfy the boundary conditions

φ(1) = Cφ(0), |C|2 = 1. (6.3.9)

The operator AC is self-adjoint, since

〈ACχ|φ〉 − 〈χ|ACφ〉 = −i
(

Cχ∗(1)− χ∗(0)
)

φ(0), (6.3.10)

which vanishes if and only if χ(1) = Cχ(0); this shows that the domain of
A†

C is also DAC and A†
C = AC. The operators AC are said to be different

extensions of A0 for each value of C. Even if the operational definition
(A = −id/dx) is superficially the same, the operators AC and AC′ are
different if C 6= C′ due to different domains. This is reflected by the
difference in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of AC and AC′ for different
values of C and C′.

For quantummechanics, one needs spectral theory of unbounded
self-adjoint operators. Like the preceding simple example suggests, this
will look and sound like a lot of mental masturbation when carried out in
sufficient mathematical rigor. However, it is important to realize that the
physics is underlied by rigorous mathematics as should be for an exact
science, rather than vacuous and vague roundabout statements about an
existence of ”well-behaved smooth and ambiguity free functions which
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can be treated in whichever way ensuring the intuitively correct solution
of any particular problem at hand”. Most of this roundabout statement
is guaranteed, in the case of quantummechanics, by the clever way of
applying the Dirac notation. This makes the results of the spectral theory
look exactly like the ones we met in the finite dimensional case, with the
difference that the discrete part of the spectrum is summed over, while
the continuous one is integrated over.

Typically, the spectral theory is developed first for compact self-adjoint
operators. Compact operators are bounded operators which map the unit
ball into a compact set. These are operators for which the spectral theory
is analogous to that of matrices.

Theorem 6.3.4. Let A be a compact self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert
spaceH. ThenH has an orthonormal basis {|ek〉} of eigenvectors corre-
sponding to eigenvalues (λk) of A in terms of which

A = ∑
k

λkPk, (6.3.11)

where Pk projects onto the span of {|ek〉}.

Remember that a projection operator in general is a bounded oper-
ator P which is self-adjoint, (P† = P), and idempotent, (P2 = P). A
projection operator projecting into the eigenspace of an eigenvalue λi

is Pi|φ〉 = ∑k〈e(i)k |φ〉|e
(i)
k 〉, where {|e

(i)
k 〉}, k = 1, . . . , N(λi) are the

eigenvectors of a N(λi)-fold degenerate eigenvalue λi and |φ〉 ∈ H.
Next, rather than developing this theory for a wider class of bounded

operators, one defines the concept of a closed operator:

Definition 6.3.5. A closed operator A : D(A) → H is a linear mapping
from a dense subspace D(A) ∈ H for which the following holds:

If |φn〉 → |φ〉 for a sequence (|φn〉) in D(A) and (A|φn〉) converges in
H, then |φ〉 ∈ D(A) and A|φn〉 → A|φ〉 inH.

Then, after somemore material (which could easily fill up a full one
semester course in functional analysis) one proves a theorem which
provides a result analogous to (6.3.11) for an unbounded closed self-
adjoint operator A : D(A) → H, and takes into account the discrete as
well as the possible continuous part of the spectrum:

A =
∫

dE(y)y, 1 =
∫

dE(y), (6.3.12)

where dE(y) is the so-called spectral measure and includes summation
over the discrete part of the spectrum and integration over the continu-
ous one. To summarize, the generalization of the spectral theorem states
the following:

• For eigenvalues an in the discrete spectrum, labeled by integer n, the
eigenvalue equation and normalization conditions are as in the finite
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dimensional case

A|n, r〉 = an|n, r〉 (6.3.13)
〈n, r|n′, r′〉 = δnn′δrr′ , (6.3.14)

where r labels the degenerate states, r = 1, . . . , G(r).

• For the values a(ν) in the continuous spectrum, labeled by the contin-
uous index ν, we have

A|ν, s〉 = a(ν)|ν, s〉 (6.3.15)
〈ν, s|ν′, s〉 = δ(ν− ν′)δss′ . (6.3.16)

The vector |ν, s〉 is not an element ofH, and s is an degeneracy in-
dex which can be either continuous or discrete; we have written it as
discrete above only for clarity.

• The eigenvectors belonging to eigenvalues in different spectra are
orthogonal:

〈n, r|ν, s〉 = 0. (6.3.17)

The generalization of the completeness relation is

1 = ∑
n,r
|n, r〉〈n, r|+ ∑

s

∫
dν|ν, s〉〈ν, s|, (6.3.18)

and the spectral decomposition of A becomes

A = ∑
n,r
|n, r〉an〈n, r|+ ∑

s

∫
dν|ν, s〉a(ν)|ν, s〉. (6.3.19)

One should note that the existence of a discrete and/or continuous
spectrum has nothing to do with the boundedness of the operator A.
There exists unbounded operators whose spectrum is entirely discrete,
like the Hamiltonian of the harmonic oscillator, and bounded operators
like multiplication by x on L2([0, 1]) whose spectrum is entirely continu-
ous.

6.4 Unitary operators and Stone’s theorem

The dynamics is described in quantummechanics by the Schrödinger
equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H|ψ(t)〉, (6.4.1)

where H is the Hamiltonian. Not surprisingly, there are somemathemati-
cal problems associated with this:

1. H is typically unbounded operator, so need to worry about D(H) and
self-adjointness.
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2. The left-hand side involves a limit, since by definition

d|ψ(t)〉
dt

:= lim
s→0

|ψ(t + s)〉 − |ψ(t)〉
s

. (6.4.2)

For fixed t, |ψ(t)〉 ∈ H, and hence the limit is in the natural norm inH
(i.e. the one derived from the inner product). Then the existence of the
limit means that for each t there is an element |ψ̇(t)〉 ∈ H such that

lim
s→0

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣
ψ(t + s)− ψ(t)

s
− ψ̇(t)

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣ = 0. (6.4.3)

But it is not a priori clear whether this element really exists.

A complete mathematically sound description for the Schrödinger
equation is provided by Stone’s theorem, a true highlight in the interac-
tion between Hilbert space theory and quantummechanics. Consider
first some generic properties of time evolution. The solution |ψ(t)〉 of
the Schrödinger equation with the initial condition |ψ(t)〉 = |ψ0〉 is
equivalent to

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ0〉, (6.4.4)

where for a time-independent Hamiltonian the time evolution operator is

U(t) = exp(−iHt/h̄). (6.4.5)

The operator U(t) has the following properties:

1. |(ψ(s))(t)〉 = |ψ(s + t)〉, which follows from (6.4.5) and the identity
exp(sA) exp(tA) = exp((s + t)A), which is valid for any operator A
(provided we know how to define the exponential). This translates into
the property

U(s)U(t) = U(s + t), for all s, t ∈ R. (6.4.6)

2. Next one clearly has
U(0) = 1. (6.4.7)

3. Strong continuity,
lim
t→0

U(t)|ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉. (6.4.8)

4. Finally, U(t) is unitary: U†(t)U(t) = U(t)U†(t) = 1.

The connection between ”global” time evolution given by U(t) and
”local” time evolution specified by the Schrödinger equation is provided
by Stone’s theorem. The theorem can be read both ways:

• First, given the Hamiltonian H as a self-adjoint operator it provides the
time evolution |ψ(t)〉;
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• Second, given the time evolution, it specifies the Hamiltonian as a
self-adjoint operator.

The properties of U(t) we have listed above suggest the formal definition

Definition 6.4.1. A time evolution onH is a mapR → B(H) (space of
bounded operators onH), t 7→ U(t), with the properties (6.4.6), (6.4.7),
(6.4.8), and U(t) is unitary for all t ∈ R.

With these preliminaries, we now state the Stone’s theorem

Theorem 6.4.2. (Stone)

1. Let t 7→ U(t) be a time evolution onH. Define the operator H to have
the domain

D(H) = {|ψ〉 ∈ H : lim
s→0

U(s)− 1
s

ψ exists} (6.4.9)

and the action
H|ψ〉 := ih̄ lim

s→0

U(s)− 1
s

ψ. (6.4.10)

Then D(H) is dense inH and H is self-adjoint.

2. Provided ψ ∈ D(H), then for each t ∈ R the vector ψ(t) = U(t)ψ lies
in D(H) and satisfies the time-dependent Schrödinger equation

Hψ(t) = ih̄
dψ(t)

dt
. (6.4.11)

3. Given a self-adjoint operator H onH, there exists a unique time-
evolution onH that is related explicitly to H as

U(t) = e−iHt/h̄. (6.4.12)

Some terminology: we say that H is a generator of time translations
onH. Here we have thought of t 7→ U(t) as the time-evolution of ψ, but
in the abstract mathematical formulation relied on this interpretation.
Consider, therefore, the following example: TakeH = L2(R) and define
the map t 7→ U(t) by

(U(t)|ψ〉)(x) := |ψ(x− t)〉. (6.4.13)

As an exercise, you can check that this map satisfies definition 6.4.1; how-
ever, in this case it would be more approproriate to speak of a ”position
evolution operator” even though we chose to stick to the name t for the
parameter of the evolution. Now using superior foresight, we rename the
operator H in the part 1 of theorem 6.4.2 as p. Then the domain (6.4.9) is
just

D(p) := {ψ ∈ L2(R) : ψ′ ∈ L2(R)}, (6.4.14)
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where the derivative is defined as

ψ′(x) := lim
s→0

ψ(x + s)− ψ(x)
s

(6.4.15)

and the limit is in the norm of L2(R). The action (6.4.10) provided for by
the Stone theorem is then

pψ = −ih̄
dψ

dx
. (6.4.16)

This is the momentum operator and Stone’s therem guarantees that it is
self-adjoint on the domain given above. According to the terminology
introduced above, the momentum is the generator of translations in
space. The generalization to three dimensions is straightforward, treating
motions along the three Cartesian coordinate axes independently. One
can also use Stone’s theorem to study rotations in three dimensional
space around a fixed axis n̂ and determine that these are generated by
angular momentum component n̂ · L.

The general picture emerging from Stone’s therem is the follow-
ing. Consider a transformation in coordinate space parametrized by
t, x → x′ = G(t)x. The effect of this transformation on a quantum
mechanical system described by a Hilbert spaceH is realized inH as a
unitary operator U(t) generated by a self-adjoint operator:

Transformation Generator Unitary operator
xi → xi + a pi exp(−ipia/h̄)
t→ t + τ H exp(−iHτ/h̄)

~x → Rn(θ)~x ~n ·~L exp(−i(~n ·~L)θ/h̄)
...

...
...





7
Wave mechanics

We will now begin a relatively thorough investigation of a particular
representation of quantummechanics called wave mechanics. From a
physical point of view, wave mechanics is the most natural representation
to use in many problems, even thoughmathematically there is nothing
special about it. Wave mechanics can be viewed as arising from choosing
the eigenstates of the position operator as a basis in the Hilbert space
of states. The result of such a choice of basis is that states become rep-
resented by so-called wave functions, which are appropriately behaved
functions ψ(x) of the position coordinate x.

Most introductory books on quantummechanics get into wave me-
chanics very quickly in the beginning. We have chosen to follow a differ-
ent path, because we feel that the fundamental principles of quantum
mechanics and the underlying structure of the theory are more trans-
parent in the kind of problems we chose to discuss in Chapter 5. Even
so, wave mechanics is a very often used way of doing quantummechan-
ics, and therefore any complete introduction to quantummechanics
should include a detailed discussion of it sooner or later. Wave mechan-
ics is often a powerful formalism, andmany problems are best solved
using its techniques. Furthermore, classical concepts like position and
momentum are more directly present in wave mechanics than in other
formalisms. For one thing, the wave function ψ(x) is related in a simple
way to the probability of finding the particle it describes at the position
x. When we have solved a problem in wave mechanics, it is thus a simple
matter to visualize the solution by making use of the wave function.

7.1 The Schrödinger equation

7.1.1 The position representation

We will proceed mathematically for a moment; when we are done, we
will stop to look back and discuss what physics there is related to our
mathematics. In order to do quantummechanics, one must in principle
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begin by specifying the Hilbert spaceH and choosing a basis in it. Let
us contemplate choosing the eigenstates of the position operator as a
basis inH. These states are denoted by X, and they obey the eigenvalue
equation

X|x〉 = x|x〉. (7.1.1)

The states |x〉, being labeled by the continuous variable x, are normalized
according to

〈x′|x〉 = δ(x− x′). (7.1.2)

Furthermore, the identity operator can be expressed in terms of them as

1 =
∫

dx |x〉〈x|. (7.1.3)

Thus, any state |ψ〉 can be expanded in the |x〉 states as

|ψ〉 =
∫

dx |x〉〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dx ψ(x)|x〉, (7.1.4)

where
ψ(x) ≡ 〈x|ψ〉. (7.1.5)

The function ψ(x) : R → C contains the same information about the
physical system as the abstract state vector |ψ〉, since the state vector
can be constructed given the function ψ(x). It is therefore possible, and
often exceedingly preferable, to work directly in terms of the function
ψ(x), instead of the state vector |ψ〉. Thus, choosing {|x〉} as a basis in
H leads to the picture that physical states are represented by functions
ψ(x) : R→ C.

Let us then ask if all complex functions ψ(x) of the coordinate repre-
sent physical states. In view of the definition ψ(x) ≡ 〈x|ψ〉, the function
ψ(x) is the probability amplitude for finding the particle in the state |ψ〉
at x. The correct normalization is that |ψ(x)|2 dx is the probability to
find the particle at a small interval of length dx centered at x. Imposing
the reasonable requirement that the particle be found somewhere with a
total probability of one leads to the condition

∫
dx |ψ(x)|2 = 1 (7.1.6)

that the function ψ(x)must satisfy. If the integral of |ψ(x)|2 is finite, then
a trivial rescaling of the function ψ(x) leads to the above condition being
satisfied. The rescaled ψ(x) then represents a physical state, where the
probability of finding the particle at x is proportional to |ψ(x)|2. On the
other hand, if the integral of |ψ(x)|2 diverges, then not any rescaling of
ψ(x) can make it obey the condition (7.1.6). Such a function does not
represent a physical state, because it cannot be interpreted physically
as the probability amplitude 〈x|ψ〉. We therefore find that only square
integrable functions ψ(x) represent physical states.
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Therefore, we have deduced (or at least made it seem plausible) that
choosing {|x〉} as a basis in the Hilbert space of states is equivalent to
choosingH to be the space of square integrable functions fromR toC.
This space is denoted by L2(R).

Let us now ask about the action of the operators X and P in the Hilbert
space of square integrable functions. On grounds of the hermiticity of X,
we immediately have

〈x|Xψ〉 = 〈Xx|ψ〉 = x〈x|ψ〉, (7.1.7)

from which we read off that

Xψ(x) = xψ(x). (7.1.8)

For the momentum operator, we will be satisfied with saying that it can
be taken1 to act as 1 We emphasize that this is not a unique

choice. More generally, the canonical
commutation relation is satisfied if one
takes

X = x, P = −ih̄
d

dx
+ f (x),

where f (x) is any function of x. Obviously
the choice f (x) = 0 is the simplest in
practice, and it can be shown that the
choice of f (x) 6= 0 is related to the choice
of f (x) = 0 by the unitary transformation

|x〉 → e
i
h̄
∫

f (x) dx |x〉.

Pψ(x) = −ih̄
dψ(x)

dx
. (7.1.9)

A simple calculation shows that the so specified X and P obey the canon-
ical commutation relation

[X, P] = ih̄. (7.1.10)

Problem 7.1.1. Show that the X and P
defined by Eqs. (7.1.8) and (7.1.9) satisfy
the canonical commutation relation.

Quantummechanics done in terms of the functions ψ(x) is some-
times calledwave mechanics. This terminology originates from the
old times, when the people who were discovering quantummechanics
thought of the Schrödinger equation for the function ψ(x) as a quantum-
mechanical analogue of the wave equations of classical physics. For the
same reasons, the function ψ(x) is called thewave function. Even today,
everyone calls ψ(x) the wave function, but people often prefer to speak
of quantummechanics in the position representation, instead of wave
mechanics.

From amathematical point of view, wave mechanics naturally is just
another representation of quantummechanics, and there is nothing
remarkably special about it. On the other hand, from a physical point
of view it is easy to see why wave mechanics holds an elevated position
among the different representations in which one can do quantumme-
chanics. The wave function ψ(x), or more generally ψ(~x), if we are work-
ing in three dimensions, has a very clear physical interpretation, to the
point that it is possible to accurately visualize the solution to any prob-
lem in wave mechanics by visualizing the wave function of the particle.
But this is possible only because the wave function ψ(~x) happens to be
defined on the same space on which we perceive ourselves as living. This
is, more or less, the reason why very much of quantummechanics is done
in the position representation. However, notice that the simple picture
is spoiled as soon as we have a system consisting of many particles. For
example, the wave function of two particles in three dimensions has the
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form ψ(~x1,~x2), and as a function of six variables it cannot be visualized in
any simple way.

Let us then write down the Schrödinger equation in the position repre-
sentation. In general, the equation has the form

ih̄
d|ψ〉

dt
= H|ψ〉 =

(
P2

2m
+ V(X)

)
|ψ〉. (7.1.11)

Multiplying with 〈x| on the left, and using the definitions of X and P in
the position representation, we find

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
= − h̄2

2m
∂2ψ(x, t)

∂x2 + V(x)ψ(x, t). (7.1.12)

This is the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the position repre-
sentation. As long as the potential is independent of time, we can look for
stationary states, which are eigenstates of H and evolve in time as

|ψ(t)〉 = e−iEt/h̄|ψ〉. (7.1.13)

For such stationary states, the Schrödinger equation reduces to the time-
independent form

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 + V(x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (7.1.14)

7.1.2 General properties of the Schrödinger equation

We will now begin our investigation of wave mechanics. We will mostly be
concerned with solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation, Eq.
(7.1.14), for various problems. Before attempting to solve the equation,
we would like to begin by giving a number of general statements about
its solutions that can be deduced without actually having to solve the
equation. We emphasize that the statements we make in this section
apply to the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation, and not all of them
generalize to several dimensions.

As a linear second-order differential equation, the Schrödinger equa-
tion will generally have two linearly independent solutions. If the poten-
tial V(x) is a continuous function of x, then it is clear that ψ(x) and will
be continuous and at least twice continuously differentiable. Even if the
potential is discontinuous at a point by a finite amount, ψ(x) and ψ′(x)
will be continuous at that point. If the potential has a discontinuity of
infinite size at a given point, ψ(x) will be continuous at that point, but
ψ′(x) will not be.

Let us then assume that the potential approaches some definite lim-
iting values V± as x → ±∞. The solutions of the Schrödinger equation
are then naturally divided into two different classes: Those with E < V±,
and those with E > V±. The first kind of solutions represent bound states
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of the potential, and the second kind of solutions represent free particles
interacting with the potential. It is of course possible that V± = ∞; the
Schrödinger equation then has only bound state solutions.

The bound state solutions and the free particle solutions have asymp-
totic forms that can be written down by solving the Schrödinger equation
in the limit x → ±∞. We find that the bound state solutions have the
asymptotic form

ψ(x) ∼





Aeκ−x as x → −∞

Be−κ+x as x → ∞
(7.1.15)

where κ± =
√

2m(V± − E)/h̄2. Similarly, the free particle solutions have
the asymptotic form

ψ(x) ∼





Aeik−x + Be−ik−x as x → −∞

Ceik+x + De−ik+x as x → ∞
(7.1.16)

where k± =
√

2m(E−V±)/h̄2. Note, in particular, that the bound state
wave function approaches zero as x → ±∞, while the free particle wave
function does not approach any definite limit.

Generally, the Schrödinger equation has free particle solutions for any
value of E, provided that E > E±, but bound state solutions exist only
for some particular values of E. This is expressed by saying that the free
particle states have a continuous energy spectrum, while the spectrum
of bound states is discrete. In the case V+ 6= V−, say V− < V+, there
may also exist solutions with an energy such that V− < E < V+. Such
solutions behave like a free particle on the far left, but like a bound state
on the far right.

Let us assume that the Schrödinger equation for a given potential has
bound state solutions with the energies E0, E1, E2, . . . , and the corre-
sponding wave functions ψ0(x), ψ1(x), ψ2(x), . . . . Then it is possible to
show that the wave function ψn(x) belonging to the (n+ 1)-th eigenvalue
crosses the x-axis at n different points. In particular, the wave function of
the ground state does not cross the x-axis at all.

If the potential has a global minimum Vmin, so that V(x) ≥ Vmin

for all x, then the energy E of any bound state satisfies the inequality
E ≥ Vmin. To prove this, let ψ(x) be a normalized bound state solution
of the Schrödinger equation. Multiplying the equation by ψ∗(x) and
integrating over x gives after a partial integration

E =
h̄2

2m

∫
dx |ψ′(x)|2 +

∫
dx V(x)|ψ(x)|2. (7.1.17)

The first term on the right is manifestly positive. For the second term, we
have

∫
dx V(x)|ψ(x)|2 ≥ Vmin

∫
dx |ψ(x)|2 = Vmin. (7.1.18)
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From this it follows that
E ≥ Vmin. (7.1.19)

If the potential is symmetric under reflections about the origin,
V(−x) = V(x), then the wave functions ψ(x) can be taken to be ei-
ther symmetric or antisymmetric under reflections. This is proven by
showing that a Hamiltonian with a reflection-symmetric potential com-
mutes with the reflection operator, so that the eigenfunctions of H can
be taken to be simultaneous eigenfunctions of the reflection operator;
thus, ψ(−x) = λψ(x). Applying the reflection operator twice, we have
ψ(x) = λ2ψ(x), whence λ = ±1, and so ψ(−x) = ±ψ(x).

We conclude our general discussion of the Schrödinger equation by
giving two theorems about bound states in one dimension which are
occasionally useful. Their proofs will be left as exercises.

• Bound states in one dimension are not degenerate.

• Every attractive potential in one dimension has at least one bound
state. (For this theorem, an attractive potential is defined as one which
satisfies V(x) < V(±∞) for all x.)

Problem 7.1.2. Work out the details that
are left out of the following proof of the
first theorem.
Suppose ψ1 and ψ2 are both solutions of

the Schrödinger equation

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ

dx2 + Vψ = Eψ (7.1.20)

with the same eigenvalue E. It follows
from this that

ψ1
dψ2

dx
− ψ2

dψ1

dx
= const. (7.1.21)

Taking the limit x → ∞ shows that the
constant is equal to zero. The equation

ψ1
dψ2

dx
= ψ2

dψ1

dx
(7.1.22)

can then be used to show that ψ2 =
const.× ψ1, and hence ψ2 describes the
same physical state as ψ1.

Problem 7.1.3. Prove the second the-
orem by going through the following
steps:
(a) If |ψ〉 is any state, show that
〈ψ|H|ψ〉 ≥ E0, where E0 is the
energy of the ground state.

(b) Normalize the potential so that
V(∞) = 0; then V(x) = −|V(x)|
for all x, and so the Hamiltonian is
H = P2/2m − |V(x)|. Calculate
Eα ≡ 〈ψα|H|ψα〉 for the wave function

ψα(x) =
( α

π

)1/4
e−αx2/2. (7.1.23)

Show that it is possible to choose α so
that Eα is negative.

(c) From the results of parts (a) and (b),
deduce that there exists an eigenstate
of H which has E < 0.

7.1.3 The continuity equation

Suppose that ψ(x, t) is a solution of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equation

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
= − h̄2

2m
∂2ψ(x, t)

∂x2 + V(x)ψ(x, t). (7.1.24)

The object |ψ(x, t)|2 dx gives the probability to find the particle repre-
sented by ψ(x, t) at a small interval of width dx centered at x, at the time
t. For this reason, the quantity

ρ(x, t) = |ψ(x, t)|2 (7.1.25)

is sometimes called the probability density associated with the wave
function ψ(x, t).

Let us calculate the time derivative of ρ(x, t). Using the Schrödinger
equation and its complex conjugate, we find

ih̄
∂

∂t
(ψ∗ψ) = ih̄

(
ψ∗

∂ψ

∂t
+ ψ

∂ψ∗

∂t

)

= − h̄2

2m

(
ψ∗

∂2ψ

∂x2 − ψ
∂2ψ∗

∂x2

)

= − h̄2

2m
∂

∂x

(
ψ∗

∂ψ

∂x
− ψ

∂ψ∗

∂x

)
. (7.1.26)

Defining the so-called probability current by

j(x, t) = − ih̄
2m

(
ψ∗

∂ψ

∂x
− ψ

∂ψ∗

∂x

)
, (7.1.27)
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we can write the result as
∂ρ

∂t
+

∂j
∂x

= 0. (7.1.28)

This is called the continuity equation for probability, by analogy with
similar equations that appear in electrodynamics (where ρ is the charge
density and~j is a vector that describes the motion of the charges) and in
hydrodynamics (where ρ is the mass density, and~j describes the flow of
the fluid).

The physical interpretation of the continuity equation is perhaps the
most transparent in three dimensions, where the equation has the form

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ ·~j = 0, (7.1.29)

in which the current is defined by an obvious generalization of Eq.
(7.1.27), namely

~j(~x, t) = − ih̄
2m
(
ψ∗∇ψ− ψ∇ψ∗

)
. (7.1.30)

Integrating the continuity equation over some region R in space, and
using Gauss’s theorem to transform the∇ ·~j term, we have

d
dt

∫

R
d3x ρ = −

∫

R
d3x∇ ·~j = −

∫

∂R
d~S ·~j, (7.1.31)

where ∂R denotes the boundary surface of R.
Let us now think about what this equation means. The integral

∫
R d3x ρ

gives the probability that the particle will be found in the region R. The
integral

∫
∂R d~S ·~j is the flux of the vector field~j through the boundary

surface of R. The integrated form of the continuity equation shows that a
decrease in the probability of finding the particle at R is associated with
a positive flux of~j through ∂R. On grounds of this,~j(~x, t) can be indeed
interpreted as a probability current, describing the flow of the probability
density ρ(~x, t) in space.

In the one-dimensional case, the integral of the continuity equation
gives

d
dt

∫ x2

x1

ρ dx = −
∫ x2

x1

∂j
∂x

dx = −j(x2, t) + j(x1, t), (7.1.32)

showing very clearly that the rate of change of the probability of finding
the particle in the region from x1 to x2 is proportional to the difference in
the probability flow between the endpoints of the region.

Problem 7.1.4. Show that the one-
dimensional probability current vanishes
for a wave function of the form ψ(x, t) =
αφ(x, t), where α is a complex constant,
and φ(x, t) is real.

7.2 The axioms in the language of wave mechanics

Before we move on to consider various physical problems in wave me-
chanics, we would like to take a moment to formulate the axioms of
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quantummechanics within the framework of wave mechanics. This way
we hope to make it as clear as possible that wave mechanics is nothing
more than a special case – albeit an extremely useful and powerful one –
of the general formalism introduced in Chapter 3.

Axiom 1:

The state of a physical system is represented by a wave function ψ(x). The
wave function belongs to the space of square integrable functions of x,
sometimes denoted by L2(R). The inner product in this space is defined by

〈χ|ψ〉 =
∫

dx χ∗(x)ψ(x). (7.2.1)

The wave function is assumed to be normalized, 〈ψ|ψ〉 =
∫

d3x |ψ(x)|2 =

1.

Axiom 2:

Physical quantities are represented by Hermitian operators on the space of
square integrable functions.2 In particular, position andmomentum are 2 The mathematically completely cor-

rect statement would be that physical
quantities are represented by self-adjoint
operators on L2(R), but at this point
it is not necessary to pay attention to
the difference between Hermitian and
self-adjoint operators.

represented by the operators

X = x, P = −ih̄
d

dx
, (7.2.2)

and they satisfy the canonical commutation relation [X, P] = ih̄.

Axiom 3:

The time evolution of the wave function is determined by the Schrödinger
equation

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
= H(t)ψ(x, t), (7.2.3)

where the Hamiltonian is

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X, t) = − h̄2

2m
∂2

∂x2 + V(x, t). (7.2.4)

Hence Eq. (7.2.3) can also be written more explicitly as

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
− h̄2

2m
∂2ψ(x, t)

∂x2 + V(x, t)ψ(x, t). (7.2.5)

Measurement principle:

When the quantity represented by the operator A is measured on a system,
the result is always one of the eigenvalues of A. If the state of the system is
represented by the wave function ψ(x), then the probability that the result
a is found in the measurement is

p(a) = |〈a|ψ〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣
∫

dx φ∗a (x)ψ(x)
∣∣∣∣
2

, (7.2.6)

where |a〉 is the eigenstate of A corresponding to the eigenvalue a, and
φa(x) = 〈x|a〉 is the wave function of the eigenstate. As a result of the mea-
surement, the system transitions from its original state into the eigenstate
φa(x) corresponding to the result obtained in the measurement.3 3 Again, this statement applies as such

only to the case where the eigenvalues
of A are discrete and the measured
eigenvalue is non-degenerate. The case of
continuous eigenvalues will be discussed
in some detail below.
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Remark 7.2.1. There are couple of points related to the above form of the
postulates that are worthy of some discussion.

1. In the first postulate, the Hilbert space of physical states is defined
as the space of square integrable functions of x. However, in practice
there are situations where it is the most convenient to disregard this
restriction, and make use of wave functions that do not belong to the
space of square integrable functions. For example, the wave function
corresponding to the position eigenstate |x0〉 is

ψx0(x) = 〈x|x0〉 = δ(x− x0), (7.2.7)

and it is definitely not square integrable. In spite of this, most physi-
cists are happy to use the wave function (7.2.7) in their calculations,
with the understanding that it is an idealization of the limiting case
where the particle does not exactly have a definite position x0, but
where the expected value of its position is x0, and the uncertainty
of the position is negligibly small. A person who likes mathematical
rigour would probably prefer to use some other function in place of
the function (7.2.7) – for example, a Gaussian function which is very
narrowly peaked around x0. But from the point of view of physics it
would be unnecessary to do so, since it would only make the calcu-
lation significantly more complicated, without leading to any new
physical insight.

2. It is implicit in the measurement principle that 〈a|ψ〉 is the probability
amplitude for obtaining the result a when A is measured on the state
whose wave function is ψ(x). The probability for a is then the square
of the probability amplitude. This statement requires some further
interpretation in the case where the operator A has a continuous set
of eigenvalues. An extremely important example of such an operator
is the position operator X. In this case we cannot directly interpret the
wave function ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉 as the probability amplitude to find the
particle at x – indeed, the probability for finding the particle at the sin-
gle, definite, mathematical point x, is zero. We can only meaningfully
ask for the probability that the particle is found within some finite,
even if arbitrarily small interval. The correct interpretation of ψ(x)
is that |ψ(x)|2 gives the probability density for finding the particle at
various locations, so that the probability of finding the particle within
the small interval from x to x + dx is given by

p(particle between x and x + dx) = |ψ(x)|2 dx. (7.2.8)

Therefore, the probability that the particle is found inside the interval
from a to b is

p(particle between a and b) =
∫ b

a
dx |ψ(x)|2. (7.2.9)
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3. An important special case of the general Schrödinger equation of
the third postulate is the time-independent Schrödinger equation
satisfied by the eigenstates of energy, in the case that the potential is
independent of time. Since we have already deduced from general
principles that an energy eigenstate evolves in time with the factor
e−iEt/h̄, we can simply insert the trial function ψ(x, t) = e−iEt/h̄ψ(x)
into Eq. (7.2.5), and thus find that the wave function of an energy
eigenstate satisfies the equation

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 + V(x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (7.2.10)

However, we would now like to show that even if we had not yet
learned about the time evolution of an energy eigenstate, we could
derive Eq. (7.2.10) from Eq. (7.2.5), if we are sufficiently educated in
the solving of differential equations. When the potential is indepen-
dent of time, the equation

ih̄
∂ψ(x, t)

∂t
= − h̄2

2m
∂2ψ(x, t)

∂x2 + V(x)ψ(x, t) (7.2.11)

is a separable equation, and wemay look for its solution with a trial
function of the form ψ(x, t) = ψ(x)φ(t), a product of a function of x
only and a function of t only. Inserting this into the above equation, we
find after a little rearrangement

ih̄
1

φ(t)
dφ(t)

dt
=

1
ψ(x)

(
− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 + V(x)ψ(x)

)
. (7.2.12)

In this equation the left-hand side depends only on t and the right-
hand side only on x. Since we can very well change the value of x with-
out changing the value of t, and vice versa, it follows that both sides of
the equation must be equal to a constant. Denoting the constant by E,
and considering first the left-hand side, we get the equation

ih̄
dφ(t)

dt
= Eφ(t), (7.2.13)

with the solution φ(t) = e−iEt/h̄. We thus find that the wave function
indeed has the form ψ(x, t) = e−iEt/h̄ψ(x). The right-hand side of Eq.
(7.2.12) gives the equation

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 + V(x)ψ(x) = Eψ(x), (7.2.14)

or
Hψ(x) = Eψ(x). (7.2.15)

In this way we see that ψ(x) indeed is an eigenstate of energy with
eigenvalue E.
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7.3 The free particle

As our first problem in wave mechanics, we take up the very simple prob-
lem of a free particle.

Proposition 7.3.1. The general solution of the time-independent
Schrödinger equation for particle of mass m and energy E moving in
potential V(x) ≡ 0 is

ψ(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx, (7.3.1)

where k =
√

2mE
h̄2 .

To see this, note that by setting the potential to zero, we need to solve
the equation.

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 = Eψ(x). (7.3.2)

The equation can be rewritten as

d2ψ(x)
dx2 = −k2ψ(x), k =

√
2mE

h̄2 , (7.3.3)

from which it is seen at once that the general solution has the form stated
in the above proposition. Of course one can also write down the solution
in terms of sines and cosines, but eikx functions are much easier to handle
in calculations.

7.3.1 Plane waves

Eliminating k in favour of the momentum p = h̄k =
√

2mE in Eq. (7.3.1),
the wave function can be written as

ψ(x) = Aeipx/h̄ + Be−ipx/h̄. (7.3.4)

This wave function is a linear combination of two plane waves of mo-
mentum p. The eipx/h̄ piece represents a wave moving to the right and
the e−ipx/h̄ piece represents a wave moving to the left. A simple calcula-
tion shows that the probability current associated with this wave function
is

j = |A|2 p
m
− |B|2 p

m
. (7.3.5)

The first term represents the right-moving wave and the second term the
left-moving wave. Note that in the probability current there are no cross
terms between the two pieces of the wave function, and it is only because
of this that it is possible to interpret the wave function as a superposition
of two independent waves moving in different directions.

Problem 7.3.1. Demonstrate Eq. (7.3.5).The plane wave ψp(x) = eipx/h̄ is an eigenstate of the momentum
operator with eigenvalue p. A plane wave therefore represents a particle
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with a definite value of momentum. On the other hand, |ψp(x)|2 is a
constant, and so the position of the particle is completely indefinite. It
also follows that, strictly speaking, the plane wave states do not belong
to the physical Hilbert space of square integrable functions, which we
specified earlier in this chapter.

From amore physical point of view, a plane wave represents the ideal
limiting case of a state that has a very small uncertainty in momentum
and a very large uncertainty in position. Nevertheless, it is often very
convenient to use plane waves for making calculations. In practice one
always does that without giving too much thought to whether the calcula-
tion makes goodmathematical sense. The Dirac notation is very powerful
at sweeping under the rug this kind of mathematical complications that
are related to ”improper” state vectors.

Since |ψp(x)|2 a constant, the normalization of plane wave is not a
completely trivial question. In view of the relation

〈p′|p〉 =
∫

dx ψ∗p′(x)ψp(x) =
∫

dx ei(p−p′)x/h̄ = 2πh̄δ(p− p′), (7.3.6)

plane waves are usually normalized to the delta function and not to unity.
More definitely, the states defined by

ψp(x) =
1√
2πh̄

eipx/h̄, (7.3.7)

are normalized to the delta function,

〈p′|p〉 = δ(p− p′). (7.3.8)

There is another way to normalize plane waves, in which they are nor-
malized to unity instead of the delta function. We will not use this nor-
malization in this course, but we will describe it because it is sometimes
used somewhere else. The wave function is now not defined over the
whole space, but is restricted to within a finite region of length L, say
from x = 0 to x = L. Then the wave function defined as

ψp(x) =
1√
L

eipx/h̄ (7.3.9)

is normalized to unity. In order to have wave functions belonging to dif-
ferent values of p orthogonal, one must impose the additional condition
that ψp(L) = ψp(0), which leads to a restriction on what values p is
allowed to have. This normalization is often called the ”box normaliza-
tion”, since physically it corresponds to putting the system within a box
of length L. Physically this is usually a perfectly legitimate thing to do,
since if the box is very large, ignoring the world outside of the box should
not make any difference. And the box normalization has the advantage
that the Kronecker delta is mathematically muchmore straightforward to
handle than the Dirac delta. When using the ”improper” wave functions
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of Eq. (7.3.7), one sometimes ends up with such horrors as the product of
two Dirac delta functions evaluated at the same point (which can eventu-
ally be sensibly resolved, though it is not immediately obvious how to do
it).

The plane wave states |p〉 provide another basis inH, in which any
state can be expanded. In particular, the wave function ψ(x) can be
expanded in terms of plane waves. We have

ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dp 〈x|p〉〈p|ψ〉 = 1√
2πh̄

∫
dp eipx/h̄ψ̃(p), (7.3.10)

where ψ̃(p) ≡ 〈p|ψ〉 is the wave function in themomentum representa-
tion. It is the probability amplitude for the particle described by the wave
function ψ(x) to have the momentum p.

The relation between ψ(x) and ψ̃(p) is just the Fourier transformation,
up to a factor of h̄. By writing down the inverse transformation, we can
express ψ̃(p) in terms of ψ(x) as

ψ̃(p) =
1√
2πh̄

∫
dx e−ipx/h̄ψ(x). (7.3.11)

7.3.2 The free particle propagator

We would next like to discuss the question of the time evolution of free
particle states. For any state |ψ〉, we have

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|ψ0〉, (7.3.12)

where
U(t) = e−iHt/h̄ (7.3.13)

is the time evolution operator. Consider first the plane wave state |p〉,
which is an eigenstate of H = P2/2m with eigenvalue p2/2m. The time
evolution of this state is very simple:

U(t)|p〉 = e−ip2t/2h̄|p〉. (7.3.14)

This result for the free particle can actually be used to find the time evolu-
tion of any initial state. Consider

ψ(x, t) = 〈x|ψ(t)〉 = 〈x|U(t)|ψ0〉 =
∫

dx′ 〈x|U(t)|x′〉〈x′|ψ0〉

=
∫

dx′U(x, x′; t)ψ0(x′). (7.3.15)

This shows we can find the wave function at time t, provided that we can
calculate the matrix elements

U(x, x′; t) ≡ 〈x|U(t)|x′〉. (7.3.16)
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But using Eq. (7.3.14), and the standard formula

∫
dx e−ax2−bx =

√
π

a
eb2/4a (7.3.17)

for a Gaussian integral, we now have

U(x, x′; t) =
∫

dp 〈x|U(t)|p〉〈p|x′〉

=
∫

dp 〈x|p〉e−ip2t/2h̄〈p|x′〉

=
∫

dp e−ip2t/2h̄eip(x−x′)/h̄

=

√
m

2πih̄t
eim(x−x′)2/2h̄t. (7.3.18)

Therefore, we can write the explicit expression

ψ(x, t) =
√

m
2πih̄t

∫
dx′ eim(x−x′)2/2h̄tψ0(x′) (7.3.19)

for the wave function at time t. The time evolution of any initial state
under the influence of no potential can be calculated from this equation,
at least numerically, even if the integral cannot be calculated in closed
form.

7.4 Bound states

Having concluded our discussion of the free particle, we will nowmove
on and solve the Schrödinger equation for the bound states of various
simple, idealized potentials.

7.4.1 The rectangular potential well

As a first example, let us consider the rectangular potential

V(x) =





0, −L/2 < 0 < L/2,

V0, x < −L/2 and x > L/2
(7.4.1)
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Step-by-step solution

The strategy for finding the bound states consists of solving the Schrödinger equa-
tion

d2ψ(x)
dx2 +

2m
h̄2

(
E−V(x)

)
ψ(x) = 0 (7.4.2)

(where E < V0, since we are looking for bound states) separately inside the poten-
tial well and outside of it, and imposing appropriate boundary conditions on the
wave function at the points x = ±L/2.
• Inside the well, the Schrödinger equation reads

d2ψ

dx2 +
2mE

h̄2 ψ = 0, (7.4.3)

and has the general solution

ψ(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx , k =

√
2mE

h̄2 . (7.4.4)

• Outside of the well, we must solve the equation

d2ψ

dx2 +
2m(E−V0)

h̄2 ψ = 0. (7.4.5)

This has the general solution

ψ(x) = A′eκx + B′e−κx , κ =

√
2m(V0 − E)

h̄2 . (7.4.6)

• However, we must choose the wave function so that it is normalizable. We
therefore drop the e−κx term in the region on the left of the well, and the eκx

term in the region on the right of the well. The wave function outside of the
well then has the form

ψ(x) =

{
A′eκx , x < −L/2
B′e−κx , x > L/2

(7.4.7)

Let us simplify the problem evenmore and specialize to the case of an infinitely
deep well by setting V0 = ∞. Then κ = ∞, and the wave function vanishes outside
of the well. The wave function must be continuous at the boundaries even though
the potential has an infinite discontinuity. The appropriate boundary conditions
therefore are

ψ(±L/2) = 0, (7.4.8)
or, written out explicitly,

Ae−ikL/2 + BeikL/2 = 0, (7.4.9)
AeikL/2 + Be−ikL/2 = 0. (7.4.10)

Solving both equations for A/B, we find
A
B

= −eikL = −e−ikL. (7.4.11)

Therefore,
0 = eikL − e−ikL = 2i sin(kL), (7.4.12)

which implies
k =

nπ

L
, (7.4.13)

where n is an integer. From this condition, we find the energy levels as

E =
h̄2k2

2m
=

π2 h̄2n2

2mL2 . (7.4.14)

Let us then determine the wave functions by finding A and B. We can
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do this by using either one of the boundary conditions. Multiplying the
first one by eikL/2, we have

A = −BeikL = −Be−inπ = (−1)n+1B. (7.4.15)

The wave function then is

ψ(x) = const.×
(
eikx + (−1)n+1e−ikx) = const.×





sin(nπx/L)

cos(nπx/L)
(7.4.16)

depending on whether n is even or odd. The wave functions with nega-
tive values of n are related to those with positive n by a factor of (−1)n.
Thus the wave functions with negative n represent the same physical
states as those with positive n, and we should restrict n to take positive
values only. (The solution with n = 0 is the trivial ψ = 0.)

Problem 7.4.1. Generalize the above
analysis to the case of a well of a finite
depth V0. The wave functions are still
either even or odd, but now do not vanish
outside of the well, but have the form
given by Eq. (7.4.7). Write down the
conditions for the continuity of the wave
function and its derivative at x = ±L/2,
and show that the energy levels are
determined by the conditions

k tan
kL
2

= κ (7.4.17)

for the even solutions, and

k cot
kL
2

= −κ (7.4.18)

for the odd solutions. Show that k and κ
are related by

k2 + κ2 =
2mV0

h̄2 , (7.4.19)

and solve the equations for the energy
levels graphically, choosing some suitable
value for V0. Show that there is always an
even solution, but an odd solution exists
only if V0 ≥ π2 h̄2/2mL2.

The normalized wave functions then are

ψ(x) =

√
2
L

cos
(nπx

L

)
, n = 1, 3, 5, . . . (7.4.20)

and

ψ(x) =

√
2
L

sin
(nπx

L

)
, n = 2, 4, 6, . . . (7.4.21)

Note that the wave functions are even or odd functions of x, reflecting the
symmetry of the potential about x = 0.

7.4.2 The delta function potential

We will leave the case of a single delta function for you as an exercise.
After that we will treat the physically more interesting case of a potential
that consists of two delta functions.
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Problem 7.4.2. Consider the potential

V(x) = −αδ(x), α > 0. (7.4.22)

(a) Write down the Schrödinger equation, and show that it has a bound state
solution of the form

ψ(x) =

{
Aeκx , x < 0
Be−κx x > 0

(7.4.23)

where κ2 = −2mE/h̄2 > 0.
(b) Argue that the wave function is continuous at x = 0 but its first derivative is

not. Use the Schrödinger equation to calculate the integral
∫ ε

−ε

d2ψ

dx2 dx, (7.4.24)

and hence show that the first derivative satisfies the equation

lim
ε→0+

[
ψ′(ε)− ψ′(−ε)

]
= − 2mα

h̄2 ψ(0). (7.4.25)

(c) Write down the conditions for the continuity of the wave function and the dis-
continuity of the derivative at x = 0. Show that the energy of the bound state is
E = −mα2/2h̄2, and that the normalized wave function is

ψ(x) =
√

κe−κ|x|. (7.4.26)

Can you find other bound states?
(d) Show that these results are recovered from the corresponding results for the

finite square well by taking the limit V0L→ α and L→ 0.

Let us then look into a potential with two delta functions,

V(x) = −α
(

δ(x + a) + δ(x− a)
)

. (7.4.27)

A potential like this provides a primitive model for a system that has an
electron and two identical sites for the electron, such as the hydrogen
molecule ion H+

2 .

Step-by-step solution

• The wave function of a bound state must have the form

ψ(x) =





Aeκx , x < −a
Beκx + Ce−κx , −a < x < a
De−κx , x > a

(7.4.28)

with κ2 = −2mE/h̄2.
• The conditions for the continuity of ψ and the discontinuity of ψ′ now read

Ae−κa = Be−κa + Ceκa, (7.4.29)
Beκa + Ce−κa = De−κa, (7.4.30)
κ
(

Be−κa − Ceκa)− κAe−κa = −βAe−κa, (7.4.31)
−κDe−κa − κ(Beκa − Ce−κa) = −βDe−κa, (7.4.32)

where β = 2mα/h̄2.
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• Eliminating A from the first equation and the third, and solving for B/C, we
find

B
C

= e2κa
(

2κ

β
− 1
)

. (7.4.33)

Similarly, eliminating D from the second equation and the fourth, we get

C
B

= e2κa
(

2κ

β
− 1
)

. (7.4.34)

Comparing the results, we deduce that B = ±C. This could have been ex-
pected, since due to the symmetry of the potential the wave function should be
either symmetric or antisymmetric about x = 0.

• For the energy levels, we find the equation
2κ

β
− 1 = ±e−2κa. (7.4.35)

The left-hand side has the value−1 when κ = 0, and increases linearly with
κ. If we take the plus sign on the right, then the right-hand side has the value
+1 when κ = 0, and is a decreasing function of κ. It is therefore clear that the
above equation always has one solution for κ when the plus sign is taken.
With the minus sign, both sides are equal to−1 when κ = 0. Thus, in this case
there is a solution for κ only if the linear function increases less rapidly than the
exponential function at κ = 0. Comparing the derivatives of the two sides at
κ = 0, we find that there is a solution for κ provided that βa > 1, or

α >
h̄2

2ma
. (7.4.36)

Let us summarize our findings. We learned that the double delta
function potential always has one bound state which has an even wave
function. In addition, if the potential is strong enough, there is a second
bound state, which has an odd wave function, and a higher energy than
the state with the even wave function4. 4 On general principles, we expect that

the state whose wave function crosses
the x-axis once has a higher energy than
the state whose wave function doesn’t
cross the x-axis at all. It is not difficult to
see that this is indeed the case, since as κ
increases, 2κ/β− 1 will be equal to−e2κa

before it is equal to e2κa. This implies that
the odd solution, when it exists, has a
smaller κ, and therefore a higher energy,
because κ2 is proportional to−E.

(Picture from
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucapphj/lecture_22.htm).

Figure 7.1: Wave functions of the double
delta function potential.

Fig. 7.1 shows a rough sketch of how the wave functions and the as-
sociated probability densities look like. This is a qualitatively correct
description of a thing like the H+

2 ion. The problem can be treated
with more sophisticated methods that you will learn about if you take
courses in condensed matter physics, but the same general picture al-
ways emerges. Namely, there are two possible configurations, one where
the electron tends to be between the atoms, and which is quite strongly
bound, and another, muchmore loosely bound, where the electron is
localized around one atom or the other and tends to avoid the region be-
tween the atoms. Chemists would call the first configuration a bonding
orbital and the second an antibonding orbital.

7.5 Scattering and tunneling

7.5.1 Transmission and reflection coefficients

The next thing we would like to understand is what happens in an ex-
periment where particles are shot from the left at a potential that has the
general form shown in Fig. 7.2. We assume that the potential has the con-

http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucapphj/lecture_22.htm
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stant value V1 for large negative values of x, and another constant value
V2 for large positive values of x. In the middle there is a localized region
where the potential has some nontrivial form.

Figure 7.2: A generic scattering potential.

The corresponding problem in classical mechanics is a very simple
one. If the particle’s energy is higher than the highest point of the poten-
tial, it will climb across the potential barrier and make its way towards
the far right, but with decreased velocity, assuming V2 > V1. On the
other hand, if the particle doesn’t have enough energy to climb the bar-
rier, it will turn around and slide back to the far left. The solution of the
quantum-mechanical problem is not so simple, and generally transmis-
sion to the region on the right and reflection back to the region on the left
are both possible outcomes of the experiment, regardless of the incident
particle’s energy.

In quantummechanics, we might be inclined to solve the scattering
problem as follows. We would prepare an initial state that is localized
somewhere on the far left, and propagates to the right with somemean
momentum 〈p〉. Generally, the result of the wave function colliding with
the potential is that the wave function splits into two disconnected parts:
ψT, which has climbed the potential and propagates to the right, and ψR

which has got reflected and propagates back to the left. If we were able
to calculate the wave function after it has hit the potential, then we could
find the probabilities for reflection and transmission as

R = lim
t→∞

∫
dx |ψR|2, T = lim

t→∞

∫
dx |ψT|2. (7.5.1)

However, it would be complicated to carry out a procedure like this in
practice, and it is in fact unnecessary, in view of there being a simpler way
to find the reflection and transmission probabilities5. To calculate R and 5 The results of the simple method agree

with those of the method we first sug-
gested, provided that after we have
calculated R and T using Eq. (7.5.1), we
take the limit that the uncertainty in the
initial state’s momentum becomes very
small. The equivalence is demonstrated in
Shankar p. 169–173 for a simple potential
barrier, but it holds for a potential of any
shape

T, it is enough to find a solution of the time independent Schrödinger
equation which has the asymptotic form

ψ(x) ∼





Aeik1x + Be−ik1x as x → −∞

Ceik2x as x → ∞
(7.5.2)

In the region on the left, there are both a left-moving and a right-moving
plane wave, corresponding to the incoming particle and the reflected
particle. On the other hand, in the region on the right there is only a right-
moving wave, corresponding to the transmitted particle. We do not want
a left-moving wave on the right, since that would correspond to there
being particles coming in from both directions, and presumably it would
then be difficult to tell apart the particles transmitted from the right to
the left and those reflected back to the left from the left, and similarly on
the right.

Provided we have found a solution of the Schrödinger equation that
has the above form, it is possible to calculate the probabilities for reflec-
tion and transmission by comparing the probability currents associated
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with the various pieces of the wave function. The probability currents
belonging to the incoming, reflected and transmitted particles are given
by

jI = |A|2
h̄k1

m
, jR = |B|2 h̄k1

m
, jT = |C|2 h̄k2

m
. (7.5.3)

The probabilities for reflection and transmission can then be calculated
as

R =
jR
jI

=

∣∣∣∣
B
A

∣∣∣∣
2

, T =
jT
jI

=
k2

k1

∣∣∣∣
C
A

∣∣∣∣
2

. (7.5.4)

These quantities are usually called the reflection coefficient and the trans-
mission coefficient. The continuity equation guarantees that R + T = 1.

7.5.2 The potential barrier

As a very simple example, we will consider the scattering of particles off
the potential

V(x) =





0, x < 0

V0, x > 0
(7.5.5)

We assume that the incoming particle has energy E > V0.

Step-by-step solution

We look for a solution of the Schrödinger equation in the form

ψ(x) =

{
Aeikx + Be−ikx , x < 0
Ceik′x , x > 0

(7.5.6)

where

k =

√
2mE

h̄2 , k′ =

√
2m(E−V0)

h̄2 . (7.5.7)

According to the general prescription, we include only a right-moving wave the
region x > 0, while in the region x < 0 we include both a right-moving and a
left-moving wave.
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• The conditions for the continuity of ψ and its derivative at x = 0 are

A + B = C, ik(A− B) = ik′C. (7.5.8)

It is easily found from these that

B =
k− k′

k + k′
A, C =

2k
k + k′

A. (7.5.9)

• We then have the reflection coefficient

R =

∣∣∣∣
B
A

∣∣∣∣
2

=

(
k− k′

k + k′

)2

, (7.5.10)

and the transmission coefficient

T =
k′

k

∣∣∣∣
C
A

∣∣∣∣
2

=
4kk′

(k + k′)2 . (7.5.11)

They can also be written as

R =

(√
E−
√

E′√
E +
√

E′

)2

, T =
4
√

EE′

(
√

E +
√

E′)2
, (7.5.12)

where E′ = E − V0. In contrast to what we would expect classically, there is
a nonzero probability for the particle to be reflected, even though its energy
is greater than the height of the barrier. By replacing V0 with−V0, we see that
the particle can get reflected at the edge of the barrier even if it comes in from
above the barrier, moving towards the region where there is no barrier.

Problem 7.5.1. Notice that the reflection
and transmission coefficients in Eq.
(7.5.12) are independent of h̄. On the
other hand, quantummechanics should
agree with classical physics in the limit
h̄ → 0. In particular, in this limit we
should have R = 0 and T = 1, if E > V0.
Can you explain what is happening here?

Problem 7.5.2. Consider a potential
barrier of finite width,

V(x) =

{
V0, 0 < x < L,
0 elsewhere.

(7.5.13)

Assume that E > V0, and write down the
continuity conditions for a wave function
of the form

ψ(x) =





eikx + Ae−ikx , x < 0
Beik′x + Ce−ik′x , 0 < x < L
Deikx , x > L

(7.5.14)
By solving the resulting system of equa-
tions, show that the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients are

R =
(k2 − k′2)2 sin2 k′L

4k2k′2 + (k2 − k′2)2 sin2 k′L
,

T =
4k2k′2

4k2k′2 + (k2 − k′2)2 sin2 k′L
.

Then set k = iκ in the above result, and
thus show that for E < V0, the reflection
and transmission coefficients are

R =
(k2 + κ2)2 sinh2 κL

4k2κ2 + (k2 + κ2)2 sinh2 κL
,

T =
4k2κ2

4k2κ2 + (k2 + κ2)2 sinh2 κL
,

where κ =
√

2m(V0 − E)/h̄2. Finally
show that in the limit κL � 1, the
transmission coefficient for E < V0 has
the approximate form

T =
16k2κ2

(k2 + κ2)2 e−2κL. (7.5.15)

Let us then ask about the case where the particle has an energy E <

V0. Schrödinger’s equation now has the solution

ψ(x) = Ce−κx (7.5.16)

in the region x > 0. The particle can be found inside the barrier with a
probability that decreases exponentially with distance. There is, however,
practically no probability to find the particle far away to the right of the
wall, and so there is no transmitted wave that we could speak of. We can
confirm this by calculating the reflection and transmission coefficients.
To find R, we set k′ = iκ in the result we found above, and find

R =

∣∣∣∣
k− iκ
k + iκ

∣∣∣∣
2
= 1. (7.5.17)

It follows that the transmission coefficient is T = 0.
On the other hand, consider what would happen if the barrier had only

a finite width (see Problem 7.5.2). Then there is some probability that the
particle gets to the other end of the barrier. Once it gets there, it will be
again be a free particle and its wave function will be a plane wave, and so
there will be a transmitted wave far to the right of the barrier, even though
the incident particle’s energy was less than the height of the barrier. This
phenomenon is called tunneling. It is a purely quantum-mechanical
effect, with no analogue in classical physics.
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7.5.3 The transfer matrix and the scattering matrix

Let us come back to the generic scattering problem for a potential that
is localized within a finite region. We will now allow there to be particles
coming in from both directions, and assume that far to the left of the
potential, the wave function has the form

ψ(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx, (7.5.18)

while far to the right it has the similar form

ψ(x) = Ceikx + De−ikx. (7.5.19)

In the region in the middle, where the potential is nonvanishing, the
Schrödinger equation still has two linearly independent solutions, and so
the general solution can be written in the form.

ψ(x) = α f (x) + βg(x). (7.5.20)

The matching of the wave functions and their derivatives at the end-
points of the middle region gives rise to four boundary conditions. The
boundary conditions are linear equations between the coefficients A,
B, C, D, α and β. Two equations can be used to eliminate α and β, and
the other two can be used to express any two of A, B, C and D as linear
functions of the remaining two. This linear relationships can be expressed
in terms of matrices that relate two of the coefficients to the other two.

There are two particularly useful ways to formulate the scattering
problem in terms of matrices. The transfer matrix T relates the coeffi-
cients of the waves on the right to the coefficients of the waves on the left:

(
C
D

)
= T

(
A
B

)
=

(
T11 T12

T21 T22

)(
A
B

)
. (7.5.21)

The scattering matrix S relates the coefficients of the outgoing waves to
the coefficients of the incoming waves:

(
B
C

)
= S

(
A
D

)
=

(
S11 S12

S21 S22

)(
A
D

)
. (7.5.22)

The matrix elements Tij and Sij depend on the parameters of the poten-
tial, and usually also on the energy of the particle. The transfer matrix

Problem 7.5.3. Show that the continuity
equation implies that the S-matrix must
be unitary.

is suitable for solving problems that involve many simple potentials in
sequence. Suppose, for example, that there are two potentials, and say
A and B are the coefficients to the left of the first potential, C and D are
those in the region between the two potentials, and E and F are those on
the right of the second potential. Now, C and D are related to A and B by
the T -matrix of the first potential. Similarly, E and F are related to C and
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D by the T -matrix of the second potential. Therefore, E and F are related
to A and B by (

E
F

)
= T2T1

(
A
B

)
, (7.5.23)

from which we read off that the T -matrix for the system of the two poten-
tials is

T = T2T1. (7.5.24)
In general, for any number of potentials, we have that the T -matrix of the
system is the product of the T -matrices of the individual potentials.

The elements of the scattering matrix give the reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients for scattering from both directions. For a wave coming in
from the left, we set D = 0, and find that

R =

∣∣∣∣
B
A

∣∣∣∣
2
= |S11|2, T =

∣∣∣∣
C
A

∣∣∣∣
2
= |S21|2. (7.5.25)

Similarly, for a wave coming in from the right, A = 0, and

R =

∣∣∣∣
C
D

∣∣∣∣
2
= |S22|2, T =

∣∣∣∣
B
D

∣∣∣∣
2
= |S12|2. (7.5.26)

The scattering matrix has another interesting property, namely that
the energies of the bound states of the potential can be deduced by see-
ing where elements of the S-matrix diverge. Let us see how this comes
about. The free-particle solution can be turned into a solution describ-
ing a bound state by replacing k with iκ, and therefore the bound-state
solution has the form

ψ(x) =





Ae−κx + Beκx on the far left,
Ce−κx + Deκx on the far right.

(7.5.27)

In order to have a regular solution, we must take A = 0 and D = 0. On
the other hand, B and C, which are in general different from zero, are still
related to A and D by

B = S11 A + S12D, (7.5.28)
C = S21 A + S22D. (7.5.29)

We deduce from this that whenever there is a bound state, at least some
of the elements of the S-matrix must be infinite. So, in principle one way
to find the energy levels of a potential is to construct the S-matrix for
the potential, set the wave number to an imaginary value, and look for
divergences in the S-matrix elements.

Problem 7.5.4. One of the S-matrix
elements for the finite square well is

S21 = e−ik′L
[

cos kL− i(k′2 + k2)

2kk′
sin kL

]−1

,

(7.5.30)
where k and k′ are the wave numbers
inside the well and outside of it, re-
spectively. Reproduce Eqs. (7.4.17)
and (7.4.18) for the energy levels of
the well by setting k′ = iκ and see-
ing where S21 diverges. (The identity
tan(x/2) = − cot x ±

√
1 + cot2 x is

potentially useful.)

7.6 Periodic potentials

We will now take a small step in the direction of more realistic applica-
tions, and consider the problem of a particle moving under the influence
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of a periodic potential. This is a problem that comes up often in the
physics of solids, since solids have a periodic crystal structure that gener-
ates a periodic potential for the electrons moving in the solid.

We will first prove a general theorem that applies to any periodic po-
tential. We will then make use of the theorem in solving the Schrödinger
equation for a particle moving in a periodic potential of delta functions.
Even though this is a very simple problem, the solution nevertheless
displays the important general feature that arises with more realistic
periodic potentials as well.

7.6.1 Bloch’s theorem

Let us consider a Hamiltonian

H = − h̄2

2m
d2

dx2 + V(x), (7.6.1)

where the potential is periodic with period a, that is,

V(x + a) = V(x). (7.6.2)

Define T(a) as the operator that translates the function to the right by a,

T(a) f (x) = f (x + a). (7.6.3)

We want to establish that the Hamiltonian commutes with the translation
operator. For the momentum term, we have

− h̄2

2m
d2

dx2 T(a)ψ(x) = − h̄2

2m
d2

dx2 ψ(x + a) = − h̄2

2m
ψ′′(x + a), (7.6.4)

and

T(a)

[
− h̄2

2m
d2

dx2 ψ(x)

]
= − h̄2

2m
T(a)ψ′′(x) = − h̄2

2m
ψ′′(x + a). (7.6.5)

For the potential term, making use of the potential’s periodicity,

T(a)V(x)ψ(x) = V(x + a)ψ(x + a) = V(x)ψ(x + a), (7.6.6)

and
V(x)T(a)ψ(x) = V(x)ψ(x + a). (7.6.7)

It follows that
[T(a), H] = 0. (7.6.8)

Since the translation operator commutes with the Hamiltonian, the
eigenstates of H can be taken to be simultaneous eigenstates of T(a). Let
us assume that this has been done, and write

T(a)ψ(x) = λψ(x). (7.6.9)
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Now, in solid state physics, one usually considers a periodic lattice that
has a large number N of lattice sites. A standard trick that makes the
problem easier to handle is to impose the boundary condition that the
wave function is the same at both ends of the lattice. Physically, this
corresponds to taking the lattice and twisting it into a circle by joining the
two ends together. I guess the expectation is that if we only look at a small
part of the lattice, it doesn’t matter whether the lattice is linear or circular
on a much larger scale.

Let us therefore require that

ψ(x + Na) = ψ(x). (7.6.10)

In terms of the translation operator, we have

ψ(x + Na) = Tn(a)ψ(x) = λnψ(x). (7.6.11)

The boudary condition then implies that λn = 1. Therefore λ is a com-
plex number of unit modulus, and we can write

λ = eiξa (7.6.12)

for some real number ξ. From Eq. (7.6.9), it follows that the wave function
satisfies

ψ(x + a) = eiξaψ(x). (7.6.13)
The wave function of a particle in any kind of a periodic potential will
have this property. This is a famous result in solid state physics, and it
goes by the name of Bloch’s theorem. An appropriate generalization of
the theorem holds in two and three dimensions as well.

In books on solid state physics, Bloch’s theorem is usually stated in a
slightly different way. The standard statement of the theorem is that the
wave function of a particle in a periodic potential can be written in the
form

ψ(x) = eiξxu(x), (7.6.14)
where u(x) is a periodic function with period a. It is not difficult to see
that this is equivalent with Eq. (7.6.13).

7.6.2 The delta function lattice

Let us now consider a particle moving under the influence of a simple
periodic potential, namely

V(x) = −α
∞

∑
n=−∞

δ(x− na). (7.6.15)

In any region between two adjacent delta functions, say from x = 0 to
x = a, Schrödinger’s equation has the free-particle solution

ψ(x) = Aeikx + Be−ikx, k =

√
2mE

h̄2 . (7.6.16)
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Even though the lattice now has an infinite number of sites, we will still
impose the condition that the wave function be periodic with some large
period Na in the lattice. Then, by Bloch’s theorem, we can write

ψ(x + a) = eikaψ(x). (7.6.17)

This shows that in the region from x = a to x = 2a the wave function has
the form

ψ(x) = eika(Aeik(x−a) + Be−ik(x−a)). (7.6.18)

The conditions that the wave function is continuous at x = a, and its
derivative at that point is discontinuous by−(2mα/h̄2)ψ(a), read

Aeika + Be−ika = eiξa(A + B), (7.6.19)

ikeiξa(A− B)− ik
(

Aeika − Be−ika) = −2mα

h̄2

(
Aeika + Be−ika).(7.6.20)

Solving both equations for A/B and equating the results, we find

eiξa − eika

e−ika − eiξa =
ik
(
eiξa − eika)+ (2mα/h̄2)eika

ik
(
e−ika − eiξa

)
+ (2mα/h̄2)e−ika

. (7.6.21)

After some algebra, this reduces to

cos ξa = cos ka− mα

h̄2k
sin ka, (7.6.22)

which we will attempt to solve for the energy levels. Let us define the
function

f (x) = cos x− mαa
h̄2

sin x
x

. (7.6.23)

Then the condition for the energy levels can be written as

cos ξa = f (ka). (7.6.24)

It is straightforward to solve this equation graphically, by plotting the
function on the right and reading off the value of k corresponding to a
given value of ξ. However, there is a somewhat striking feature that can be
deduced by looking at Fig. 7.3. Namely, for some values of k, the function
f (ka) exceeds 1 in absolute value, and such values of k are not solutions
of the equation Eq. (7.6.24), because the left-hand side of the equation
is always at most 1 in absolute value. So, the picture that emerges from
our analysis is that there are certain forbidden values of energy that the
particle cannot have. There are many consecutive intervals of forbidden
energy, but their width decreases with increasing energy.

Figure 7.3: The function f (x) = cos x −
5 sin x

x
.

The motion of a particle in a periodic potential is a problem of great
practical importance, mainly because the electrons in a typical solid are
acted on by the periodic potential arising from the crystal lattice. The
problem can be analyzed with more sophistication, working in three
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dimensions instead of one, etc., but the general picture remains un-
changed. In general, for a particle moving in a periodic potential, there
are intervals of allowed energy, called energy bands, and between them
there are intervals of forbidden energy, called band gaps. The simple
picture of energy bands and gaps is remarkably succesful in explaining
various properties of solids.

Let us now think about a piece of solid that has atoms in a periodic
structure, and electrons. Some of the electrons are bound tightly to the
atoms. The highest energy band occupied by the bound electrons is
called the valence band, and the one above that is called the conduction
band. The electrons in the conduction band have been knocked out
of the atoms and canmove freely between the atoms, and so they are
effective in conducting electricity.

The electrical conductivity of various solids can be understood in
terms of their energy band structure. In some solids, particularly in met-
als, it happens that there is no energy gap between the valence band and
the conduction band. Solids like that conduct electricity very well, be-
cause it doesn’t take any energy to excite the electrons from the valence
band to the conduction band. In other solids, there is a large gap between
the valence band and the conduction band. Such solids are insulators –
they conduct electricity poorly because there aren’t many electrons in the
conduction band. In semiconductors, the gap between the conduction
band and the valence band is very small.

7.7 Wave mechanics in three dimensions

The generalization of the preceding ideas to three dimensions is very
straightforward, and we will not spend very much time dwelling upon it.
In the Hilbert space of states, we choose the basis {|~x〉}, where |~x〉 are the
eigenstates of the position operator,

~X|~x〉 = ~x|~x〉. (7.7.1)

The identity operator is expanded in terms of them as

1 =
∫

d3x |~x〉〈~x|. (7.7.2)

Wemay then define the wave function

ψ(~x) ≡ 〈~x|ψ〉, (7.7.3)

which is interpreted as the probability amplitude that the particle is
found at the point~x. More accurately, |ψ(~x)|2 d3x is the probability that
the particle is found at a small cube of volume d3x = dx dy dz centered
at~x. It then follows that the Hilbert space can be taken to be the space
L2(R3) of square integrable functions ψ(~x) : R3 → C.
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In the Hilbert space, the action of the position andmomentum opera-
tors is given by

~Xψ(~x) = ~xψ(~x), ~Pψ(~x) = −ih̄∇ψ(~x). (7.7.4)

They satisfy the canonical commutation relation [Xi, Pj] = ih̄δij. By
multiplying the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
=

(
~P2

2m
+ V(~X)

)
|ψ(t)〉 (7.7.5)

with 〈~x| from the left, and using the definition of ~X and ~P, we derive the
Schrödinger equation in the position representation

ih̄
∂ψ(~x, t)

∂t
=

(
− h̄2

2m
∇2 + V(~x)

)
ψ(~x, t). (7.7.6)

For stationary states, it reduces to the form

− h̄2

2m
∇2ψ(~x) + V(~x)ψ(~x) = Eψ(~x). (7.7.7)

It is possible to define a probability density and a probability current,
which satisfy a three-dimensional continuity equation.

The three-dimensional Schrödinger equation is a partial differen-
tial equation for the function ψ(x, y, z), and the mathematical problem
of solving it can be muchmore complicated than that of solving the
one-dimensional equation. It is often advantageous to look for the so-
lution using a coordinate system that is adapted to the symmetry of the
problem, e.g. using spherical coordinates for a spherically symmetric
potential.

Problem 7.7.1. Show that the three-
dimensional probability current

~j(~x, t) = − ih̄
2m

(
ψ∗∇ψ− ψ∇ψ∗

)
(7.7.8)

and the probability density

ρ(~x, t) = |ψ(~x, t)|2 (7.7.9)

satisfy the continuity equation
∂ρ

∂t
+∇ ·~j = 0. (7.7.10)

Problem 7.7.2. If the potential V(~x) is
replaced with V(~x)− iα(~x), show that the
continuity equation gets modified to

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ ·~j = − 2αρ

h̄
. (7.7.11)

What kind of a physical situation does this
describe?

A simple special case that is worth knowing is that if the potential has
the form

V(~x) = u(x) + v(y) + w(z), (7.7.12)

then the trial function

ψ(~x) = φ(x)χ(y)η(z) (7.7.13)

separates the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation into three in-
dependent one-dimensional equations. Let us see how this happens.
Inserting the trial function into the Schrödinger equation and dividing by
φ(x)χ(y)η(z), we find

1
φ(x)

(
− h̄2

2m
d2φ(x)

dx2 + u(x)φ(x)

)
+

1
χ(y)

(
− h̄2

2m
d2χ(y)

dy2 + v(y)χ(y)

)

+
1

η(z)

(
− h̄2

2m
d2η(z)

dz2 + w(z)η(z)

)
= E.

(7.7.14)
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Consider nowmaking a change in the value of x while not changing y
and z. Then only the first term in this equation can possibly change. On
the other hand, the sum of the three terms is equal to the constant E. It
follows that the first termmust be a constant by itself. A similar argument
shows that the second and third terms are constant as well. Therefore the
three-dimensional Schrödinger equation reduces to the system of three
independent equations

− h̄2

2m
d2φ(x)

dx2 + u(x)φ(x) = εxφ(x), (7.7.15)

− h̄2

2m
d2χ(y)

dy2 + v(y)χ(y) = εyχ(y), (7.7.16)

− h̄2

2m
d2η(z)

dz2 + w(z)η(z) = εzη(z), (7.7.17)

with the condition that

εx + εy + εz = E. (7.7.18)

In some cases, it is easier to solve the three one-dimensional equations
than it is to solve the three-dimensional equation directly.

Finally, we mention that in three dimensions as well as in one, it is
possible to expand a wave function ψ(~x) in terms of plane waves by
performing the Fourier transformation,

ψ(~x) =
1

(2πh̄)3/2

∫
d3x e−i~p·~x/h̄ψ̃(~p). (7.7.19)

The momentum space wave function ψ̃(~p) can be written in terms of
ψ(~x) by doing the inverse transformation.

7.8 Exercises

Exercise 7.8.1. The wave packet. Consider the superposition of plane
waves,

ψk(x) =
1

2
√

πδk

∫ k+δk

k−δk
dq eiqx,

assuming that δk� k.

(a) Show that the wave function is normalized to 1, and that wave func-
tions corresponding to different values of k are orthogonal.

(b) Calculate the expected values of the momentum and the energy
(H = P2/2m) for a free particle in the state ψk.

Exercise 7.8.2. The Gaussian wave packet. Study the time evolution of a
state that initially has the wave function

ψ0(x) =
1

(πa2)1/4 eipx/h̄e−x2/2a2
.
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(a) The initial state describes a particle that is initially localized around
x = 0 andmoves to the right with meanmomentum p. Furthermore,
the parameter a describes the uncertainty in the initial position of the
particle. Confirm these statements by showing that for the initial state

〈x〉 = 0, 〈p〉 = p,

and
∆x =

a√
2

, ∆p =
h̄√
2a

for the initial state.

(b) Show that the wave function at time t is

ψ(x, t) =
exp

[
ip
h̄

(
x− pt

2m

)]
exp

[
− (x− pt/m)2

2(a2 + ih̄t/m)

]

π1/4

√
a +

ih̄t
ma

.

(c) Show that at time t,

〈x〉 = p
m

t, ∆x =
a√
2

√
1 +

(
h̄t

ma2

)2
.

(d) Suppose that the wave function describes a macroscopic object
like a coin. Assume that initially the position of the coin has been
measured to within 1 ¯m, and estimate howmuch time it takes before
the uncertainty in the coin’s position becomes comparable to the size
of the coin due to quantum fluctuations.

Exercise 7.8.3.

(a) Show that if ψ(x) is real, the expected value of momentum is equal to
zero. What is 〈p〉ψ, if the wave function has the form ψ(x) = αχ(x),
where α is a complex constant and χ(x) is real?

(b) If the expected value of momentum in the state ψ(x) is 〈p〉, show
that in the state eip0x/h̄ψ(x) it is 〈p〉+ p0.

Exercise 7.8.4. Calculate the probability distribution of momentum for

(a) The state described by the Gaussian wave function ψ0(x) of Exercise
7.8.2,

(b) The n-th energy eigenstate of the infinite square well.

Exercise 7.8.5. Consider a particle in the n-th state in the infinite square
well. Show that

〈x〉 = 0,
〈

x2
〉
=

L2

12

(
1− 6

π2n2

)
.

Calculate the classical result corresponding to the second equation, and
check that the two results agree in the limit of large n.
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Exercise 7.8.6. Consider the eigenstates |n〉 of the infinite square well,
and the corresponding wave functions 〈x|n〉 = ψn(x).

(a) Calculate the uncertainty ∆x2
n ≡ 〈x2〉 − 〈x〉2 in the state |n〉.

(b) Calculate the matrix elements of the position and the momentum
operators:

Xmn = 〈m|X|n〉, Pmn = 〈m|P|n〉.

(c) Show that the Hamiltonian matrix

Hmn =
1

2m
(P2)mn =

1
2m ∑

k
PmkPkn

is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the energy eigenvalues En.

In part (c), the relations
∞

∑
k=0

(2k + 1)2
[
(2k + 1)2 −m2

][
(2k + 1)2 − n2

] = π2

16
δmn,

∞

∑
k=0

k2
[
k2 − (m + 1

2 )
2
][

k2 − (n + 1
2 )

2
] = π2

4
δmn

are potentially useful.

Exercise 7.8.7. Find the energy levels and the corresponding wave func-
tions for the potential

V(x) = Vwell(x)− αδ(x),

where Vwell is the infinite square well potential

Vwell =





0, −L/2 < x < L/2

∞ elsewhere

Explain why the odd solutions for this potential are the same as the odd
solutions for the infinite well without the delta function.

Exercise 7.8.8. Solve the Schrödinger equation for the bound states of
the potential well with unequal sides

V(x) =





V1, x < 0

0, 0 < x < L

V2, x > L

where V1 > 0 and V2 > 0. Show that the energy levels are determined
from the condition

kL = nπ − sin−1
(

kh̄√
2πV1

)
− sin−1

(
kh̄√
2πV2

)
,
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where k2 = 2m|E|/h̄2. Assuming that V1 < V2, show that the inequality

L
√

2mV1

h̄
≥ π

2
− sin−1

√
V1

V2

must be satisfied in order for a bound state to exist.

Exercise 7.8.9. The 1/cosh2 x potential. Consider the potential

V(x) = − h̄2λ(λ + 1)
2ma2

1
cosh2 ax

,

where λ is a positive integer. Somewhat surprisingly, it is possible to find
an exact solution for the Schrödinger equation with this ugly-looking
potential.

(a) Look for bound states and assume that E < 0. Define the dimension-
less variable y = ax, and show that the Schrödinger equation takes the
form

d2ψ

dy2 +
λ(λ + 1)
cosh2 y

ψ = q2ψ,

where q2 = −2ma2E/h̄2.

(b) Make another change of variables by z = tanh y, and show that the
Schrödinger equation becomes

d
dz

(
(1− z2)

dψ

dz

)
+

(
λ(λ + 1)− q2

1− z2

)
ψ = 0.

(c) Find a book on the differential equations of mathematical physics,
and look for Legendre’s equation. Conclude that the above equation
has regular solutions only when q is an integer and 0 ≤ q ≤ λ. Deduce
from this that the energy levels are

E = − h̄2n2

2ma2 , n = 0, 1, . . . , λ.

Notice that there is a nontrivial bound state solution having the energy
E = 0.

Another unusual property of the 1/ cosh2 x potential is that the reflec-
tion coefficient vanishes at all energies. However, the scattering states of
this potential are more easily studied using methods that will be intro-
duced in the next chapter. For this reason, the demonstration that the
reflection coefficient vanishes will be postponed to Exercise 8.6.10.

Exercise 7.8.10. Show that the transmission and reflection coefficients
for the delta function potential V(x) = −αδ(x) are given by

T =
h̄4k2

m2α2 + h̄4k2
, R =

m2α2

m2α2 + h̄4k2
.
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Note that the result is independent of the sign of α. Therefore the at-
tractive and repulsive delta function potentials are equivalent, as far as
scattering is concerned.

Exercise 7.8.11. Calculate the reflection and transmission coefficients
for the double delta function potential

V(x) = −α
(

δ(x + a) + δ(x− a)
)

in two different ways:

(a) By solving the Schrödinger equation directly.

(b) Using the transfer matrix formalism and the result of the previous
exercise.

Exercise 7.8.12. Solve the Schrödinger equation for a particle in a three-
dimensional potential box, whose sides have lengths Lx, Ly and Lz. (That
is, V = 0 inside the box, and V = ∞ outside of it.) Show that the energy
levels are given by

E =
π2h̄2

2m

(
n2

x
L2

x
+

n2
y

L2
y
+

n2
z

L2
z

)
,

and write down the normalized wave functions. (Hint: Use a trial func-
tion of the form ψ(x, y, z) = φ(x)χ(y)η(z) to show that the three-
dimensional Schrödinger equation separates into three independent
one-dimensional equations.)

Exercise 7.8.13. Use the Feynman–Hellmann theorem to calculate
the pressure on the walls of the previous exercise’s box caused by the
quantum excitations contained in it. Is there an equal pressure acting on
each wall of the box?

Exercise 7.8.14. The path integral formulation of quantummechan-
ics. In Chapter 2, we described an imaginary infinite-slit experiment,
thus giving an intuitive ”derivation” of the so-called path integral for-
mulation of quantummechanics. The central idea of the path integral
formulation is that the probability amplitude that a particle goes from
some location to another location can be found by calculating a path in-
tegral, or a sum over all paths that go from the initial location to the final
location. In this exercise we will explore this idea in some detail.

Recall that the probability amplitude for a particle that is at x0 at time
t0 to be found at x at time t is

U(x, t; x0, t0) = 〈x, t|U(t− t0)|x0, t0〉,

where the time evolution operator is U(t − t0) = e−iH(t−t0)/h̄. This
amplitude can be put into the form of a sum over paths by making a
calculation that begins by splitting the time interval from t0 to t into
infinitesimally small pieces.
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(a) Define ε = (t− t0)/N, and assume that N is very large. Explain why
we can write

U(x, t; x0, t0) = 〈x|U(ε) · · ·U(ε)|x0〉,

where there are N factors of U(ε) on the right. Insert a unit operator
between each of the U(ε)’s in the form 1 =

∫
dx |x〉〈x| to find

U(x, t; x0, t0) =
∫

dx1 · · · dxN−1〈x|U(ε)|xN−1〉〈xN1 |U(ε)|xN2〉 · · · 〈x1|U(ε)|x0〉.

(b) Focus now on a single matrix element of the form 〈xk+1|U(ε)|xk〉.
Argue that in the limit ε→ 0 we can write

U(ε) ' e−iεP2/2mh̄e−iεV(X)/h̄.

Insert this into the matrix element and use a unit operator in the form
1 =

∫
dp |p〉〈p| to find

〈xk+1|U(ε)|xk〉 =
1

2πh̄
e−iεV(xk)/h̄

∫
dp e−iεp2/2mh̄−i(xk+1−xk)p/h̄.

Perform the Gaussian integral using the identity
∫

dx e−ax2−bx =√
π/a eb2/4a, and conclude that

〈xk+1|U(ε)|xk〉 =
√

m
2πih̄ε

exp
[

i
h̄

(
m(xk+1 − xk)

2

2ε2 −V(xk)

)
ε

]
.

(c) Putting together the results of parts (a) and (b), show that

U(x, t; x0, t0) =
1
A

∫ dx1

A
· · · dxN1

A
exp

[
i
h̄

N−1

∑
k=0

(
m(xk+1 − xk)

2

2ε2 −V(xk)

)
ε

]

(where xN ≡ x). Explain why, in the limit ε→ 0, this can be written as

U(x, t; x0, t0) =
1
A

∫ dx1

A
. . .

dxN−1

A
exp

(
i
h̄

∫ t

t0

L dt
)

,

where A =
√

2πih̄ε/m, and L is the Lagrangian of classical mechanics
for the particle:

L =
1
2

mv2 −V(x).

(d) Now think about the meaning of the integration over the points
x1, . . . , xN−1 in the above result. Convince yourself that in the limit
ε → 0, i.e. in the limit N → ∞, the integration above effectively
performs a sum over all possible paths x(t) that go from x0 to x. We
therefore write the transition amplitude as

U(x, t; x0, t0) =
∫ x

x0

D[x(t)] exp
(

i
h̄

∫ t

t0

L dt
)

, (7.8.1)
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where
∫ x

x0
D[x(t)] stands for a sum over all the paths that go from x0 to

x and is defined by
∫ x

x0

D[x(t)] ≡ lim
N→∞

1
A

∫ dx1

A
· · · dxN−1

A
. (7.8.2)

We have therefore shown that it is a consequence of the standard
postulates of quantummechanics that the transition amplitude
U(x, t; x0, t0) can be written as a path integral, as shown by Eq. (7.8.1).
Alternatively, Eq. (7.8.1) can be taken as a postulate (instead of the
Schrödinger equation). It can then be shown that the Schrödinger
equation for the wave function ψ(x, t) follows from Eq. (7.8.1).

Exercise 7.8.15. The path integral for a free particle. Perform a con-
sistency check on the path integral formalism by using Eqs. (7.8.1) and
(7.8.2) to derive the free particle propagator of Eq. (7.3.18). Argue that you
must calculate the integral

U(x, x0; t) = lim
N→∞

1
A

∫ dx1

A
· · · dxN−1

A
exp

[
N−1

∑
k=0

im(xk+1 − xk)
2

2h̄ε

]
.

Start by collecting the terms in the exponential that involve x1 and do the
integral over x1. Then collect the terms involving x2 and do the integral
over x2. Convince yourself that the result of doing the first n integrals is

1√
n + 1

exp
(

im
2h̄ε

(xn+1 − x0)
2

n + 1

)
.

Conclude that

U(x, x0; t) = lim
N→∞

√
m

2πih̄Nε
exp

(
im(xN − x0)

2

2h̄Nε

)
=

√
m

2πih̄t
eim(x−x0)

2/2h̄t,

in agreement with Eq. (7.3.18).





8
The harmonic oscillator

The harmonic oscillator is one of the most important systems, in both
classical and quantummechanics. We have therefore placed it in its own
chapter, and not among the problems we solved in the last chapter, in
order to emphasize its importance.

8.1 The harmonic oscillator in classical mechanics

Youmay recall from elementary mechanics that a harmonic oscillator
refers to a mass tied to the end of an elastic spring, or more generally to
any system which experiences a total force that is linearly proportional to
the displacement from an equilibrium position. The potential energy of
such a system is proportional to the square of the displacement.

Classically, a particle that performs small oscillations around an equi-
librium position in nearly any kind of a potential behaves approximately
like a harmonic oscillator. Let V(x) be the potential in which the parti-
cle moves, and let x0 be the equilibrium position. The potential can be
expanded around x = x0 as

V(x) = V(x0) +
1
2

V′′(x0)(x− x0)
2 + . . . (8.1.1)

Notice that the linear term V′(x0)(x − x0) is absent. This is because
V′(x0) = 0, since x = x0 is an equilibrium position and thus a local
minimum of the potential. Moreover, the constant term V(x0) can be
eliminated by redefining the zero point of the potential energy. If the
displacement x − x0 is small, we can neglect the additional terms repre-
sented by the dots, and write the potential energy as

V(x) =
1
2

mω2(x− x0)
2, (8.1.2)

where ω =
√

V′′(x0)/m is the frequency of the oscillations about the
equilibrium point.

More generally, consider any system that executes small oscillations
about an equilibrium position. Assume that the system is described by
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the coordinates q1, . . . , qN . They may be the coordinates of a system of
particles, the center-of-mass coordinates and the angles describing the
position and the orientation of a rigid body, etc. Choose the coordinates
so that the equilibrium position is at q1 = 0, . . . , qN = 0, and choose
V(0) = 0. Then, for small displacements, we have

V(q1, . . . , qn) =
1
2 ∑

i,j

∂2V
∂qi∂qj

∣∣∣∣∣
q=0

qiqj ≡
1
2 ∑

i,j
Vijqiqj, (8.1.3)

where

Vij =
∂2V

∂qi∂qj

∣∣∣∣∣
q=0

(8.1.4)

are the elements of a Hermitian matrix V. We know from the theory of
Hermitian matrices that it is possible to introduce new coordinates, call
them q̄i, so that V is diagonal in these coordinates. In these coordinates,
the potential energy reads

V(q̄1, . . . , q̄N) =
1
2 ∑

i
vi q̄2

i , (8.1.5)

which is the potential energy of N independent harmonic oscillators.
This explains why the harmonic oscillator is such an important system
– any systemmaking small motions about an equilibrium configuration
can be approximately treated as a collection of independent harmonic
oscillators, which is not any more difficult a problem to treat than a single
harmonic oscillator.

8.2 The quantummechanical harmonic oscillator

After the motivating introduction, let us define the quantum system we
will study.

Remark 8.2.1. The motivations to study
such system are
1. The analysis of this system can be

applied to concrete physical systems.
2. There exists a classical system called

harmonic oscillator whose hamilto-
nian function is

H =
p2

2m
+

mω2

2
x2, (8.2.1)

and which leads to the above quantum
system when the classical variables
x and p are replaced by the quantum
mechanical operators X and P sat-
isfying the canonical commutation
relation.

Definition 8.2.2. The system described by the Hamiltonian

H =
P2

2m
+

1
2

mω2X2, (8.2.2)

where the self-adjoint operators X and P satisfy the commutation rela-
tion [X, P] = ih̄ and m and ω are real numbers, is called the quantum
harmonic oscillator.

In the position representation, the Schrödinger equation reads

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 +
1
2

mω2x2ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (8.2.3)

Similarly, in the momentum representation, we have

− h̄2mω2

2
d2ψ(p)

dp2 +
p2

2m
ψ(p) = Eψ(p). (8.2.4)
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However, to begin with we will not work in position or momentum rep-
resentation but we will solve the harmonic oscillator using the so called
algebraic menthol.

8.3 Solution using creation and annihilation operators

The calculations of this section are very important. Variations and gen-
eralizations of the construction we will now consider appear repeatedly
in many corners of theoretical physics, in one form or another. Two such
generalizations of a somewhat exotic variety are explored in the exercises.

Definition 8.3.1. The operator a and its Hermitian conjugate a† are
defined by

a =

√
mω

2h̄
X +

i√
2h̄mω

P, a† =

√
mω

2h̄
X− i√

2h̄mω
P. (8.3.1)

Note that these operators are not self-adjoint. A straightforward
calculation, which makes use of the canonical commutation relation
[X, P] = ih̄, shows that

[a, a†] = 1. (8.3.2)

Furthremore, we have

a†a =
mω

2h̄
X2 +

P2

2h̄mω
+

i
2h̄

(XP− PX) =
H

h̄ω
− 1

2
. (8.3.3)

Therefore, the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of the a operators as

H = h̄ω
(
a†a + 1

2
)
. (8.3.4)

To simplify the notation, we will define

N = a†a. (8.3.5)

Clearly, if we manage to solve the eigenvalue problem for N we have also
solved the eigenvalue problem of H.

First, a simple and straightforward calculation will show that the fol-
lowing holds:

Proposition 8.3.2. The operators a, a† and N defined above satisfy

[a, N] = a and [a†, N] = −a†, (8.3.6)

Let us now assume that N has one eigenstate |ν〉 6= 0 with eigenvalue
ν:

N|ν〉 = ν|ν〉. (8.3.7)

Using the operator algebra of operators {N, a, a†} we will now establish
few results which will then lead to the solution of the eigenvalue problem
of N (and the harmonic oscillator).
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Lemma 8.3.3. With the notation of the above definitions and results we
have

ν ≥ 0. (8.3.8)

Proof. Consider the norm of the state vector a|ν〉:
0 ≤ ||a|ν〉|| = 〈ν||a†a|ν〉 = 〈ν|N|ν〉 = ν|||ν〉||. (8.3.9)

Since |ν〉 6= 0, we have |||ν〉|| > 0 and hence ν ≥ 0.

Lemma 8.3.4. The vector a†|ν〉 is always nonzero and a†|ν〉 ∝ |ν + 1〉.
Proof. First note that

||a†|ν〉|| = 〈ν|aa†|ν〉 = 〈ν|(a†a− (a†a− aa†)|ν〉 = (ν + 1)|||ν〉||. (8.3.10)

Since |ν〉 6= 0 it follows that |||ν〉|| > 0 and hence ||a†|ν〉|| > 0 i.e. a†|ν〉 6= 0. Furthermore

N(a†|ν〉) = a†aa†|ν〉 = a†(a†a− (a†a− aa†)|ν〉 = (ν + 1)(a†|ν〉). (8.3.11)

Lemma 8.3.5. If ν 6= 0, the vector a|ν〉 ∝ |ν− 1〉. If ν = 0, then a|ν〉 = 0.
Proof. To establish the first statement, note that

N(a|ν〉) = a†aa|ν〉 = (aa† − (aa† − a†a))a|ν〉 = (ν− 1)(a|ν〉). (8.3.12)

Then assume that ν = 0. It follows from the proof of lemma 8.3.3 that ||a|ν〉|| = 0, i.e.
a|ν〉 = 0.

Now, if ν − 1 = 0 the state a|ν〉 is nonzero but the vector a2|ν〉 ∝
a|ν− 1〉 by the same argument as in the proof of lemma 8.3.5: ||a2|ν〉 =
(ν− 1)|||ν− 1〉||. Continuing this line of argument, we have proven

Lemma 8.3.6. If ν− p = 0, p ∈ N, we have ap+1|ν〉 = 0.

If we now consider the sequence of vectors,

{|ν〉, a|ν〉, a2|ν〉, . . . , ap|ν〉, . . . }, (8.3.13)

we know that these are, in respective order, eigenstates of N with eigen-
values {ν, ν − 1, ν − 2, . . . , ν − p, . . . }. By the same argument as in the
proof of lemma 8.3.3, for large enough p, the sequence will contain states
of negative norm unless, by lemma 8.3.6, ν is integer, ν = p, and the
sequence terminates at ap+1|ν〉 = 0.

On the other hand the sequence

{|ν〉, a†|ν〉, (a†)2|ν〉, . . . , (a†)p|ν〉, . . . }, (8.3.14)

consists of eigenstates of N with eigenvalues {ν, ν + 1, ν + 2, . . . , ν +

p, . . . }. On the basis of lemma 8.3.4 all these vectors are nonzero and of
positive norm.

Hence, given a nonzero eigenstate |ν〉, ν ∈ N, of N, we denote by |0〉
the state annihilated by a. Then the sequence of N-eigenstates is

{|0〉, |1〉, . . . , |n〉, . . . }, (8.3.15)
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and one can move between subsequent states by operators a and a†.
Finally, we determine the constants of proportionality appearing in rela-
tions a†|n〉 ∝ |n + 1〉 and a|n〉 ∝ |n− 1〉. Recursively:

a|n + 1〉 = C|n〉 ⇒ a†a|n + 1〉 = Ca†|n〉, (8.3.16)

and we obtain

(n + 1)2〈n + 1|n + 1〉 = |C|2〈n|aa†|n〉 = |C|2(n + 1)〈n|n〉. (8.3.17)

Now, assuming that the state |n〉 is normalised, 〈n|n〉 = 1, the state
|n + 1〉 is normalised provided C = eiα√n + 1. We choose the phase
α = 0. Hence, we have established

a†|n〉 =
√

n + 1|n + 1〉, a|n〉 =
√

n|n− 1〉. (8.3.18)

Moreover, all states are obtained from the state |0〉 by repeated applica-
tion of the operator a†:

|n〉 = 1√
n!
(a†)n|0〉. (8.3.19)

What remains to be done is to show that the construction we have
made exists and is unique. Eq. (8.3.19) shows explicitly that if the ground
state exists and is unique, then all the excited states are unique as well. To
show the existence, we provide an explicit construction. Let us consider
the Hilbert spaceH = L2(R). Then the position andmomentum oper-
ators are given by X = x and P = −ih̄d/dx. Passing to dimensionless
variable u =

√
mω/(2h̄)x, we find that1 1 To fix the domains of definition, we take

D(X) = D(P) = D ≡ span{xae−x2/2|a ∈
N} ⊂ L2(R)}. In particular this domain
is dense in L2(R) and, taking D(a) =
D(a†) = D, it is also invariant under
operation of a and a†.

a =
1√
2

(
u +

d
du

)
, a† =

1√
2

(
u− d

du

)
. (8.3.20)

The ground state is determined by aψ0(x) = 0. This has unique solution,

ψ0(x) =
1

π1/4 e−u2/2, (8.3.21)

which has been normalised. Then the entire sequence of N-eigenstates is
then given by

ψn(x) =
1

π1/4
1

2n
√

n!

(
u− d

du

)n
e−u2/2

(8.3.22)

=
1

π1/4
1

2n
√

n!
e−u2/2Hn(u), (8.3.23)

where Hn(u) are theHermite polynomials. We will encounter these solu-
tions again in the next chapter where we solve the harmonic oscillator via
an alternative method. Let us now collect our findings.
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Theorem 8.3.7. The operator N = a†a, such that [a, a†] = 1, satisfies the
eigenvalue equation

N|n〉 = n|n〉, (8.3.24)

where the eigenvalues n are positive integers. The eigenstates satisfy
a|n〉 = √n|n〉 and a†|n〉 =

√
n + 1|n + 1〉, so that in particular

a|0〉 = 0, n〉 = 1√
n!
(a†)n|0〉. (8.3.25)

Corollary 8.3.8. The Hamiltonian of the Harmonic oscillator,

H =
1

2m
P2 +

1
2

mω2X2, [X, P] = ih̄, (8.3.26)

satisfies eigenvalue equation

H|n〉 = En|n〉, (8.3.27)

where the eigenvalues are En = h̄ω(n + 1
2 ). In particular there exists the

ground state |0〉 with ground state energy E0 = h̄ω/2.

Problem 8.3.1. Consider the expected
value of the oscillator Hamiltonian, or in
other words, the expected value of the
energy,

〈H〉 = 〈P
2〉

2m
+

1
2

mω2〈X2〉. (8.3.28)

Begin by explaining why this can be
written as

〈H〉 = (∆p)2 + 〈P〉2
2m

+
1
2

mω2
(
(∆x)2 + 〈X〉2

)
.

(8.3.29)
Then use the uncertainty relation ∆x∆p ≥
h̄/2 to show that

〈H〉 ≥ h̄2

8m(∆x)2 +
1
2

mω2(∆x)2.

(8.3.30)
Finally, show that this inequality implies

〈H〉 ≥ 1
2

h̄ω. (8.3.31)

Therefore, the uncertainty relation
imposes a positive lower bound on the
eigenvalues of the oscillator Hamiltonian,
and the ground state is the only state in
which the bound is met.

Remark 8.3.9. The operators a† and a are called ladder operators, or
raising and lowering operators, or creation and annihilation operators.
The physical picture that goes with the last terminology is that the state
|n〉 is thought to contain n quanta of energy, each quantum having the
energy h̄ω. The operator a† creates a single quantum of energy, and so
raises the energy by h̄ω. Similarly, the operator a destroys a quantum,
thus lowering the energy by h̄ω. Notice that only because the energy
levels are evenly spaced is it possible to make a physical picture like this.

The ground state has a positive energy even though there are no
quanta in it. The Heisenberg uncertainty relation provides one way to
understand why such an energy should exist, as you are invited to dis-
cover in problem 8.3.1.

Remark 8.3.10. The operator

N = a†a (8.3.32)

is important enough that it has been given a name. On grounds of the
relation

N|n〉 = n|n〉, (8.3.33)

it is called the number operator.

By inverting the relations that define the creation and annihilation
operators, we find that X and P are written in terms of a and a† as

X =

√
h̄

2mω

(
a + a†), P = i

√
h̄mω

2
(
a† − a

)
. (8.3.34)
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These relations are very useful, as they allow one to calculate the ma-
trix elements of various combinations of X and P in the |n〉 states. For
example,

〈n|X2|n〉 = h̄
2mω

〈n|
(
a + a†)2|n〉 = h̄

2mω
〈n|a2 + (a†)2 + aa† + a†a|n〉.

(8.3.35)
On the right, we can neglect the first two terms, since a2|n〉 is propor-
tional to |n− 2〉, and similarly (a†)2|n〉 is proportional to |n + 2〉, and
these states are orthogonal to the state |n〉. We are left with

〈n|X2|n〉 =
h̄

2mω
〈n|aa† + a†a|n〉

=
h̄

2mω
〈n|a†a + 1 + a†a|n〉

=
h̄

2mω
〈n|2N + 1|n〉 = h̄

2mω
(2n + 1). (8.3.36)

In the middle line, we used the relation [a, a†] = 1 to replace aa† with
a†a + 1.

8.4 Solution using the power series method

We will now find the energy levels and the eigenstates of the oscillator by
directly solving the Schrödinger equation,

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 +
1
2

mω2x2ψ(x) = Eψ(x). (8.4.1)

This procedure, which consists of a series of standard steps, is also very
important. We will have an opportunity to make use of it again a cou-
ple of times, most importantly when we come to discuss the quantum
mechanical theory of the hydrogen atom.

Before we begin making calculations, it is useful to simplify the equa-
tion by eliminating the factors of h̄, ω, etc. by introducing suitable dimen-
sionless variables. Let us rewrite the equation as

d2ψ

dx2 +
2m
h̄2

(
E− 1

2
mω2x2

)
ψ = 0. (8.4.2)

By staring at this for long enough, we may eventually realize that if we
define

y =

√
mω

h̄
x and ε =

E
h̄ω

, (8.4.3)

the equation becomes

d2ψ

dy2 + (2ε− y2)ψ = 0. (8.4.4)

The first step towards an actual solution is to study the equation in the
limit where y is very large. In this limit, we neglect 2ε in comparison with
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y2, and find
d2ψ

dy2 = y2ψ. (8.4.5)

It follows that for large values of y, ψ(y) behaves like

ψ ∼ e−y2/2. (8.4.6)

This is a correct solution for ψ(y) in the limit of large y, since we have

ψ′′ = (y2 − 1)e−y2/2 ' y2e−y2/2. (8.4.7)

Notice that ψ ∼ e+y2/2 is also a solution of Eq. (8.4.5); however, it’s
not a physical solution, because it doesn’t lead to a normalizable wave
function, and we therefore reject it.

Now, our findings suggest that it’s potentially a good idea to write ψ(y)
as

ψ(y) = e−y2/2 f (y), (8.4.8)

and try to solve for the function f (y). Inserting this ψ(y) into the Schrödinger
equation, we are left with

d2 f
dy2 − 2y

d f
dx

+ (2ε− 1) f = 0. (8.4.9)

This equation can be solved by writing f (y) as a power series,

f (y) =
∞

∑
n=0

anyn. (8.4.10)

Negative powers of n are not included in the series, in order to not have a
wave function that diverges at y = 0. From the power series, we calculate

d f
dy

=
∞

∑
n=0

nanyn−1,
d2 f
dy2 =

∞

∑
n=0

n(n− 1)anyn−2. (8.4.11)

In the series for the second derivative, the first two terms vanish, and
the first nonzero term is the one with n = 2. Therefore, we can shift the
summation variable downward by two, and write

d2 f
dy2 =

∞

∑
n=0

(n + 1)(n + 2)an+2yn. (8.4.12)

We put d2 f /dy2 into the equation in this form, and d f /dx in the form
given above. We find

∞

∑
n=0

[
(n + 1)(n + 2)an+2 + (2ε− 1− 2n)an

]
yn = 0. (8.4.13)

Since different powers of y are linearly independent, it follows that

an+2 =
2n + 1− 2ε

(n + 1)(n + 2)
an. (8.4.14)
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This is a recursion relation that generates all the an, and thus determines
the function u(y), once a0 and a1 are specified.

There is one further restriction wemust put on the solutions we have
found. To find what this restriction is, let us look at the recursion relation
for large values of n. In this limit, the relation implies

an+2

an
' 2

n
an. (8.4.15)

Compare this with the power series of ey2 ,

ey2
=

∞

∑
n=0

y2n

n!
. (8.4.16)

For large values of n, we find

an+2

an
=

Coefficient of yn+2

Coefficient of yn =
1/(n/2 + 1)!

1/(n/2)!
=

1
n/2 + 1

' 2
n

. (8.4.17)

This shows that f (y) goes like ey2 in the limit y → ∞. Then u(y) =

e−y2/2 f (y) goes as ey2/2, and we have got back the unphysical solution,
even though we carefully threw it out when we studied the equation for
large values of y in the beginning.

However, notice that if the recursion relation were to terminate at
some value of n, so that am = 0 always when m > n, then f (y) would
be a polynomial in y, and u(y) = e−y2/2 f (y) would be a perfectly good
physical solution. Looking at the recursion relation, we find that if ε has
one of the values

ε = n + 1
2 , n ∈ N, (8.4.18)

then an+2 vanishes, and thus an+4, an+6, etc. also vanish. So, if we choose
one of these values for ε, and if we also choose a1 = 0 when n is even
and a0 = 0 when n is odd, then we will have found a physical solution of
the Schrödinger equation. The energy is therefore quantized – a physical
solution exists only if ε has one of the values n + 1

2 , or, if the energy has
one of the values

En =
(
n + 1

2
)
h̄ω. (8.4.19)

The wave function corresponding to the energy En has the form e−y2/2 f (y),
where f (y) is a polynomial of order n that can be determined from the re-
cursion relation.

8.5 Wave functions of the oscillator

The normalized wave functions of the oscillator have the form

ψn(x) =
1√
2nn!

(mω

πh̄

)1/4
e−mωx2/2h̄ Hn

(√
mω/h̄ x

)
. (8.5.1)
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The function Hn is a polynomial of order n, and is called aHermite poly-
nomial. The first few of the polynomials are

H0(y) = 1, (8.5.2)
H1(y) = 2y, (8.5.3)
H2(y) = 4y2 − 2, (8.5.4)
H3(y) = 8y3 − 12y. (8.5.5)

In general, H2n(x) is an even function of x, and H2n+1(x) is an odd func-
tion. The wave functions ψn(x) are therefore even or odd, corresponding
to whether n is even or odd.

Problem 8.5.1. Use the orthonormality
of the wave functions ψm(x) and ψn(x) to
show that
∫ ∞

−∞
dy e−y2

Hm(y)Hn(y) = 2nn!
√

πδmn.

(8.5.6)

Problem 8.5.2. Recursion relations for
Hermite polynomials.

(a) Starting from a|n〉 = √n|n− 1〉,
show that the Hermite polynomials
satisfy the identity

H′n(y) = 2nHn−1(y). (8.5.7)

(b) Acting with the operator a + a† =√
2y on the state |n〉, derive the

recursion relation

Hn+1(y) = 2yHn(y)− 2nHn−1(y).
(8.5.8)

Problem 8.5.3. Show that

〈m|X|n〉 =
√

h̄
2mω

(√
n + 1δm,n+1 +

√
nδm,n−1

)

(8.5.9)
in two different ways:
(a) By writing X in terms of a and a†.
(b) By calculating the integral∫ ∞

−∞ dx xψm(x)ψn(x), using the
relations from the previous two exer-
cises.

Let us conclude by recalling the relation of these results to the ladder
operator solution of the previous section. In terms of dimensionless
variable u =

√
mω/h̄x, the ladder operators had the simple form

a =
1√
2

(
u +

d
du

)
, a† =

1√
2

(
u− d

du

)
. (8.5.10)

The wave function of the ground state is determined from the equation
a|0〉 = 0, or (

u +
d

du

)
ψ0 = 0. (8.5.11)

This can be rearranged into the form
dψ0

ψ0
= −u du, (8.5.12)

whence it follows that
ψ0(u) = Ce−u2/2, (8.5.13)

or, eliminating u in favour of x, and evaluating the normalization con-
stant,

ψ0(x) =
(mω

πh̄

)1/4
e−mωx2/2h̄. (8.5.14)

Using the equation

|n〉 = (a†)n
√

n!
|0〉, (8.5.15)

we can then write down an explicit expression for the wave function of
any state. In terms of the dimensionless variable u, we have

ψn(u) =
1√
n!

[
1√
2

(
u− d

du

)]n
ψ0 =

1√
2nn!

(
u− d

du

)n
e−u2/2.

(8.5.16)
Incidentally, comparison with Eq. (8.5.1) shows that the Hermite polyno-
mials can be written as

Hn(u) = eu2/2
(

u− d
du

)n
e−u2/2. (8.5.17)

We will now conclude this chapter by giving one interesting exam-
ple of a situation where the harmonic oscillator comes up in a physical
problem.
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8.6 The shell model of nuclear physics

The starting point for a theoretical description of atomic nuclei is the so-
called shell model. The picture that the shell model gives of the nucleus
is somewhat analogous to the picture of a many-electron atom, in which
the electrons are distributed in various shells around the nucleus.

The basic principle of the shell model is that the complicated nu-
clear forces between the nucleons can be reasonably approximated with
the assumption that each nucleon moves in some kind of an external
potential V(~x), independently of the other nucleons. The simplest ver-
sion of the shell model is obtained by taking the potential to be a three-
dimensional harmonic oscillator potential,

V(~x) = −V0 +
1
2

mω2r2 = −V0 +
1
2

mω2(x2 + y2 + z2), (8.6.1)

so that the Schrödinger equation reads

− h̄2

2m

(
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 +
∂2

∂z2

)
Ψ(~x) + V(~x)Ψ(~x) = EΨ(~x). (8.6.2)

Using a trial function of the form Ψ(~x) = ψ(x)φ(y)χ(z), this can be
reduced into three independent one-dimensional equations, each of
which has the form

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ(x)

dx2 +
1
2

mω2x2ψ(x) = εxψ(x), (8.6.3)

with the condition that εx + εy + εz = E + V0. Therefore the three-
dimensional wave function is a product of three one-dimensional oscilla-
tor wave functions of the form (8.5.1), and the energy levels are

E = −V0 + h̄ω
(
nx + ny + nz +

3
2
)
. (8.6.4)

All of the energy levels except the lowest one are degenerate, and degen-
eracy of the n-th level, i.e. the level for which E = −V0 + (n + 3

2 )h̄ω,
is (n + 1)(n + 2). Therefore the nucleons are indeed distributed into
shells, if we call a shell the collection of all states which have the same en-
ergy, and the n-th shell can hold at most (n + 1)(n + 2) similar nucleons
(protons or neutrons).

Problem 8.6.1. Argue that the form of
Eq. (8.6.4) shows that as long as we don’t
account for spin, the degeneracy of the
n-th level is given by the number of ways
that one can distribute n identical objects
into three boxes. Show from this – or
by some other method, if you want to –
that the degeneracy is 1

2 (n + 1)(n + 2).
Because of spin, the degeneracy is actually
twice as much, that is, (n + 1)(n + 2).

Experimentally it is found a nucleus whose number of protons or neu-
trons is equal to 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82 or 126 is exceptionally stable against
nuclear decay. These numbers are called ”magic numbers”, because in
the early days of nuclear physics nobody was able to give any kind of
an explanation for them and they seemed very mysterious. Thinking
in analogy with the electron shell model, we would expect that a magic
number occurs when all of the shells in a nucleus are completely occu-
pied. Because (n + 1)(n + 2) =2, 6, 12, 20, 30, . . . for n =1, 2,. . . the magic
numbers predicted by our simple shell model are 2, 8, 20, 40, 70, etc. So
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the simple model correctly predicts the first three magic numbers but no
more than that. A proper discussion of how the model can be improved in
order to obtain a better agreement with experiment belongs to a course
on nuclear physics. In any case, the result is that after one introduces the
so-called spin-orbit interaction andmodifies the harmonic oscillator po-
tential to make its formmore realistic, the model correctly predicts all of
the experimentally observed magic numbers.

Before finishing this section, let us show how one can ”calculate” the
radius of a nucleus based on the shell model. The starting point is the
density of nucleons in space, which is given by the expression

ρ(~x) = ∑
k
|Ψk(~x)|2, (8.6.5)

where the index k enumerates the nucleons, and the sum is over all the
nucleons. We define the radius of the nucleus by the condition

∂2ρ

∂r2

∣∣∣∣
r=R

= 0, (8.6.6)

i.e. as the point in the radial direction where the nucleon density falls of
the most rapidly.

Let’s carry out the calculation explicitly for the nuclei 4He and 16O .
4He has two protons and two neutrons, all in the n = 0 shell, which is
thus completely filled. 16O has, in addition to a completely filled n = 0
shell, six protons and six neutrons in the n = 1 shell, which is therefore
also completely filled.

Based on the explicit form of the harmonic oscillator wave functions
and that of the Hermite polynomials, we would expect the wave functions
for the lowest two shells to have the form

Ψ0 = C0e−r2/2r2
0 , (8.6.7)

Ψ1 = C1
r
r0

e−r2/2r2
0 , (8.6.8)

where r0 =
√

h̄/mω. An analysis of the equation (8.6.2) in spherical
coordinates (see section 12.5) confirms that this expectation is correct
– however, it also shows that for the n = 2 shell, the wave function can
also have some other form than simply C2r2e−r2/2r2

0 . The complete wave
functions also have a factor that depends on the angles θ, φ, but we ignore
that factor since we’re interested in finding just the radial distance where
the nucleon density falls of the fastest.

Problem 8.6.2. Calculate the nor-
malization factors C0 and C1 from the
requirement that the wave functions Ψ0
and Ψ1 are correctly normalized, i.e.

∫ ∞

0
dr 4πr2 |Ψ0|2 = 1, (8.6.9)

and similarly for Ψ1. Answer: C2
0 =

1/(
√

πr0)
3, C2

1 = 2
3 C2

0 .

Now that we know the wave functions, we can calculate the nucleon
densities, and hence the nuclear radii. For 4He we have

ρ(r) =
2

(
√

πr0)3 e−r2/r2
0 , (8.6.10)
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while for 16O

ρ(r) =
2

(
√

πr0)3

[
1 + 2

(
r
r0

)2
]

e−r2/r2
0 . (8.6.11)

Calculating the second derivatives and setting them to zero, we find

R 4He =
r0√

2
' 0.71r0, R 16O ' 1.37r0. (8.6.12)

Problem 8.6.3. (a) Show that the
nucleon densities have the form given
above.

(b) Calculate the second derivatives of
the densities and verify Eq. (8.6.12).

(c) Explain why we can’t conclude from
this that the radius of 16O is about
twice as much as the radius of 4He
Since this is the case, was there any
point in doing a calculation like this at
all?

8.6.1 Exercises

Exercise 8.6.1.

(a) Calculate the matrix elements 〈n|X|m〉 and 〈n|P|m〉 of the momen-
tum and position operators in the basis {|n〉}.

(b) Calculate 〈X〉, 〈P〉, 〈X2〉, 〈P2〉 and ∆X∆P for the state |n〉.

(c) Show that 〈n|X4|n〉 = (3h̄2/4m2ω2)(2n2 + 2n + 1).

Exercise 8.6.2.

(a) Prove the commutation relations [N, am] = −mam and [N, (a†)m] =

m(a†)m.

(b) Let P = ∑n |n〉〈n|. Show that [P , a] = [P , a†] = 0.

Exercise 8.6.3. Find the energy levels and the wave functions for a parti-
cle in the potential

V(x) =





∞, x < 0
1
2 mω2x2, x > 0

Exercise 8.6.4. Solve the Schrödinger equation for a two-dimensional
harmonic oscillator, which has the Hamiltonian

H =
P2

x + P2
y

2m
+

1
2

mω2
xX2 +

1
2

mω2
yY2. (8.6.13)

(Hint: Use a trial function of the form ψ(x, y) = φ(x)χ(y).) Making use of
the results we have derived for the one-dimensional oscillator, show that
the energy levels are

E =
(
nx +

1
2
)
h̄ωx +

(
ny +

1
2
)
h̄ωy (8.6.14)

and write down the wave functions.

Exercise 8.6.5. The virial theorem. In classical mechanics, the virial
theorem states that if the potential energy of a particle is proportional to
rα, where r is the distance from a particular point, then the mean values
of the particle’s kinetic and potential energies are related by 2〈T〉 =

α〈V〉. Show that the virial theorem holds for the quantum-mechanical
harmonic oscillator (which has α = 2).
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Exercise 8.6.6. The Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn sum rule. Let |n〉 be the
eigenstates of a Hamiltonian of the form H = P2/2m + V(X). Prove the
so-called Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn sum rule:

∑
m
(Em − En)〈n|X|m〉〈m|X|n〉 =

h̄2

2m
.

(Hint: Try to introduce H in place of (Em − En).) Check that the sum rule
is satisfied by the eigenstates of the oscillator.

Exercise 8.6.7. In the Heisenberg picture, the ladder operators are

aH(t) = eiHt/h̄ae−iHt/h̄, a†
H(t) = eiHt/h̄a†e−iHt/h̄,

where H is the oscillator Hamiltonian. Show that

aH(t) = ae−iωt, a†
H(t) = a†eiωt.

Exercise 8.6.8. Thermodynamics of the harmonic oscillator. Recall
from section 1.1 that in classical statistical mechanics the probability
p(Ei) that a system in equilibrium has energy Ei is proportional to e−βEi ,
where β = 1/kBT and T is the temperature. In fact, p(Ei) = e−βEi /Z,
where the normalization factor is Z = ∑i e−βEi .

(a) The average value of the energy is defined by 〈E〉 = ∑i piEi. Show
that

〈E〉 = − ∂

∂β
ln Z.

(b) For the harmonic oscillator, whose energy levels are En = (n + 1
2 )h̄ω,

show that
Z =

e−βh̄ω/2

1− e−βh̄ω
,

and
〈E〉 = h̄ω

(
1

eβh̄ω − 1
+

1
2

)
.

(c) Now consider a crystal which consists of N atoms. A simple model
for such a crystal is obtained by considering each atom as a collection
of three independent quantum harmonic oscillators (three, because
each atom can vibrate in three independent directions). In thermody-
namics, the heat capacity is defined as C = ∂〈E〉/∂T. Show that the
vibrational heat capacity of the crystal is given by this model as

C = 3NkB

(
h̄ω

kBT

)2 eh̄ω/kBT

(eh̄ω/kBT − 1)2 .

Find the limiting forms of C when T → ∞ and T → 0.
This model was invented by Einstein in order to explain the heat ca-
pacities of crystals, which were experimentally observed to disagree
with the predictions of classical physics. Einstein’s model agrees fairly
well with experimental results, except when the temperature is very
small.
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Exercise 8.6.9. Coherent states. Coherent states are eigenstates of the
annihilation operator a. The coherent state |z〉 is defined by

|z〉 = eza† |0〉,

where z is a complex number.
Show:

(a) The state |z〉 can be expanded in the |n〉 states as

|z〉 =
∞

∑
n=0

zn
√

n!
|n〉

(b) The state |z〉 is an eigenstate of a with eigenvalue z, i.e.

a|z〉 = z|z〉.

(c) The action of eiαN , where N = a†a and α a real number, on a coher-
ent state gives another coherent state:

eiαN |z〉 = |z′〉, where z′ = eiαz.

(d) The inner product between two coherent states is

〈z2|z1〉 = ez∗2 z1 .

(Hint: Use eAeB = eBeAe[A,B], which is valid if [A, B] is a complex
number.)

(e) The identity operator can be written in terms of coherent states as

1 =
1
π

∫
dx dy e−z∗z|z〉〈z|,

where z = x + iy, and the integral is taken over the whole xy-plane.
(Hint: Use the identity from (a), and calculate the integral in polar
coordinates. You should find that the integral reduces to ∑n |n〉〈n|.)

Exercise 8.6.10. The 1/cosh2 x potential again. Recall the potential
from Exercise 7.8.9 and its Schrödinger equation,

−d2ψ

dy2 −
λ(λ + 1)
cosh2 y

ψ = q2ψ,

where q2 = 2ma2E/h̄2, and bound states have q2 < 0 while scattering
states have q2 > 0. This problem can also be solved by using appropri-
ately defined raising and lowering operators2, and it is perhaps easier to 2 R. L. Jaffe, An Algebraic Approach to

Reflectionless Potentials in One Dimen-
sion, 2009, http://stuff.mit.edu/
afs/athena/course/8/8.06/spring09/

termpaper/SamplePaper09final.pdf.

get the wave functions of the scattering states by this method.

http://stuff.mit.edu/afs/athena/course/8/8.06/spring09/termpaper/SamplePaper09final.pdf
http://stuff.mit.edu/afs/athena/course/8/8.06/spring09/termpaper/SamplePaper09final.pdf
http://stuff.mit.edu/afs/athena/course/8/8.06/spring09/termpaper/SamplePaper09final.pdf
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(a) Let us write
Hλ = − d2

dy2 −
λ(λ + 1)
cosh2 y

,

and consider the operators defined by

aλ = −i
d

dy
− iλ tanh y, a†

λ = −i
d

dy
+ iλ tanh y.

Show that

a†
λaλ = Hλ + λ2, aλa†

λ = Hλ−1 + λ2.

(b) Show that if |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of Hλ, then it is also an eigenstate of
Hλ−1 with the same eigenvalue, unless the operator aλ annihilates the
state |ψ〉.

(c) Look for eigenstates of Hλ that are annihilated by aλ. Show that there
is a single such state, and that its wave function is

ψ
(λ)
0 (x) ∼ 1

coshλ y
.

Argue that this is the ground state of Hλ.
On grounds of part (b), if we have solved the eigenvalue problem of
Hλ−1, then we also know the solution to the eigenvalue problem of Hλ

– it has the same set of eigenstates and eigenvalues as Hλ−1, plus the
state |ψ(λ)

0 〉 from part (c). Therefore the eigenvalue problem of any Hλ

can be solved working from the bottom up untin we reach the value of
λ that we want.

(d) For λ = 0, show that there are no bound states, and that the free
particle solutions have the form ψ

(0)
k (y) ∼ eiky.

(e) For λ = 1, show that there is one bound state with k2 = −1. Show
that the state |ψ(1)

k 〉 = a†
1|ψ

(0)
k 〉 is an eigenstate of H1 with eigenvalue

k2. Deduce from this that

ψ
(1)
k (y) =

(
k + i tanh x

)
eiky.

Find the asymptotic forms of ψ
(1)
k (y) as y → ±∞, and deduce that the

reflection and transmission coefficents are

R = 0, T =

∣∣∣∣
k + i
k− i

∣∣∣∣
2
= 1.

(f) For λ = 2, show that there are two bound states, with k2 = −1
and k2 = −4. Argue that the scattering states are given by |ψ(2)

k 〉 =
a†

2|ψ
(1)
k 〉, and hence show that

ψ
(2)
k (y) =

(
1 + k2 − 3 tanh2 y + 3ik tanh y

)
eiky.
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Show from this that

R = 0, T =

∣∣∣∣
(k + i)(k + 2i)
(k− i)(k− 2i)

∣∣∣∣
2

= 1.

(g) Convince yourself that the result for a general value of λ is that there
are λ bound states, whose energies are given by k2 = −λ2,−(λ −
1)2, . . . ,−1, and that the reflection and transmission coefficients are

R = 0, T =

∣∣∣∣
(k + i)(k + 2i) · · · (k + λi)
(k− i)(k− 2i) · · · (k− λi)

∣∣∣∣
2

= 1.

Notice that the transmission coefficient diverges if k is equal to any
of the values iκ that correspond to bound states. Also notice that for
some reason this analysis misses the bound state having zero energy.

Exercise 8.6.11. The fermionic oscillator. Consider the Hamiltonian

H =
1
2

h̄ω
(
c†c− cc†),

where c and c† satisfy the anticommutation relations

{c, c†} ≡ cc† + c†c = 1,

and
{c, c} = {c†, c†} = 0.

(a) Use the anticommutation relations to show that c2 = 0 and (c†)2 =

0.

(b) Suppose you are given a vacuum state |0〉 that is annihilated by c.
Show that the states

|0〉 and |1〉 = c†|0〉

are eigenstates of H with eigenvalues−h̄ω/2 and+h̄ω/2, respec-
tively. Convince yourself that it’s not possible to construct other, lin-
early independent eigenstates of H.

(c) By acting on the states |0〉 and |1〉 with the number operator N = c†c,
show that they contain zero quanta and one quantum, respectively.
Why do you think this system is called the fermionic oscillator?

Exercise 8.6.12. The supersymmetric oscillator.3 Supersymmetry 3 T. Wellman, An Introduction to Su-
persymmetry in QuantumMechanical
Systems, 2003, http://physics.brown.
edu/physics/undergradpages/theses/

SeniorThesis_Wellman.pdf.

is a speculative idea in particle physics, in which a key role is played
by transformations that relate bosons and fermions into each other.
This exercise explores what is perhaps the simplest supersymmetric
model, the supersymmetric harmonic oscillator. It is a combination of
the standard harmonic oscillator that is the subject of this chapter, and

http://physics.brown.edu/physics/undergradpages/theses/SeniorThesis_Wellman.pdf
http://physics.brown.edu/physics/undergradpages/theses/SeniorThesis_Wellman.pdf
http://physics.brown.edu/physics/undergradpages/theses/SeniorThesis_Wellman.pdf
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the fermionic oscillator that was the subject of the previous exercise. It is
described by the Hamiltonian

H = HB + HF =
1
2

h̄ω
(
a†a + aa†)+ 1

2
h̄ω
(
c†c− cc†),

where the a and c operators have the commutation and anticommutation
relations

[a, a†] = 1, {c, c†} = 1, {c, c} = {c†, c†} = 0,

and
[a, c] = [a, c†] = [a†, c] = [a†, c†] = 0.

(a) Show that the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = h̄ω
(

NB + NF
)
,

where NB = a†a and NF = c†c. Note that the zero point energy of
the fermionic part comes with the opposite sign and cancels the zero
point energy of the bosonic part.

(b) Construct explicitly the eigenstates of H in terms of a vacuum state
|0〉. Answer:

|nBnF〉 =
(a†)nB
√

n!
(c†)nF |0〉, nB = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; nF = 0, 1.

Show that the energy levels are EnBnF = (nB + nF)h̄ω.

(c) Consider the operators

Q = i
√

h̄ωac†, Q† = −i
√

h̄ωa†c.

Wemay call them supersymmetry operators, though people inclined
towards supersymmetry would rather call them supercharges. Show
that the supersymmetry operators satisfy the relations

{Q, Q} = 0, {Q†, Q†} = 0, {Q, Q†} = H,

and
[Q, H] = 0, [Q†, H] = 0.

(d) Consider then the operator

S = Q + Q†,

which performs a so-called supersymmetry transformation. Show that

S|nB, 0〉 ∼ |nB − 1, 1〉, S|nB, 1〉 ∼ |nB + 1, 0〉.

That is, the effect of a supersymmetry transformation is to turn
a fermion into a boson, or a boson into a fermion, depending on
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whether or not there is a fermion in the state that is being transformed.
In any theory involving supersymmetry, the action of a supersymme-
try transformation on bosonic and fermonic states has the schematic
form

S|boson〉 = |fermion〉, S|fermion〉 = |boson〉.

(e) Show that [S, H] = 0. This can be rewritten as SH = HS, and it
shows that it makes no difference whether one first operates with H
and then performs a supersymmetry transformation, or first performs
a supersymmetry transformation and then operates with H. This is
expressed by saying that the system described by H is invariant under
supersymmetry transformations.





9
Quantummechanics of many particles

Up to now, we have mostly been discussing the quantummechanics of a
single particle. We would now like to study, in a systematic way, how sys-
tems consisting of many particles are described in quantummechanics.
The main result of this chapter will be that there is a fundamental differ-
ence in how identical particles should be treated in quantummechanics,
compared to the analogous situation in classical mechanics. We will see
that the famous Pauli exclusion principle, with all of its powerful physi-
cal consequences, is more or less just a logical consequence of correctly
and consistently extending the principles of quantummechanics to the
description of several identical particles.

9.1 The formalism for many particles

9.1.1 The tensor product of two vector spaces

It is unfortunately necessary to begin by introducing some newmath-
ematical machinery. We will soon need to make use of this machinery
in defining the Hilbert space for a system of many particles. We want
to define what we mean by a tensor product of two vector spaces, and
understand how calculations are made in the tensor product space.

IfH1 andH2 are two Hilbert spaces of dimension n1 and n2, re-
spectively, and if {|em〉} and {| fn〉} are orthonormal bases inH1 and
H2, then we define the tensor product spaceH1 ⊗ H2 as the n1n2-
dimensional vector space which is spanned by the basis vectors

|em〉 ⊗ | fn〉 ≡ |em fn〉. (9.1.1)

The basis {|em fn〉} is orthonormal, the inner product between two basis
vectors being

〈em′ fn′ |em fn〉 ≡ 〈em′ |em〉〈 fn′ | fn〉 = δm′mδn′n. (9.1.2)

The inner product of any two vectors |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 inH1 ⊗H2 can be
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calculated by expanding them in terms of the basis vectors |em fn〉 as

|ψ1〉 = ∑
mn

amn|em fn〉, |ψ2〉 = ∑
mn

bmn|em fn〉, (9.1.3)

and using the orthonormality of the basis vectors to find

〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = ∑
m,n,m′ ,n′

a∗mnbm′n′〈em fn|em′ fn′〉 = ∑
m,n,m′ ,n′

a∗mnbm′n′δmm′δnn′ = ∑
m,n

a∗mnbmn.

(9.1.4)
From now on, we will write the basis vector |em fn〉more shortly as |mn〉,
with the understanding that the first label in |mn〉 refers to theH1 com-
ponent of the tensor product, and the second label to theH2 component.

Consider now any two vectors |φ〉 ∈ H1 and |χ〉 ∈ H2. Suppose they
have been expanded in the bases {|em〉} ≡ {|m〉} and {| fi〉} ≡ {|n〉} as

|φ〉 = ∑
m

cm|m〉, |χ〉 = ∑
n

dn|n〉. (9.1.5)

We then define the tensor product |φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 – often written more shortly
as |φ〉|χ〉, or even just as |φχ〉 – by

|φ〉⊗ |χ〉 =
(

∑
m

cm|m〉
)
⊗
(

∑
n

dn|n〉
)
= ∑

m,n
cmdn|m〉⊗ |n〉 = ∑

m,n
cmdn|mn〉.
(9.1.6)

For the mathematicians amongst you:

Problem 9.1.1. Show that the tensor
product spaceH1 ⊗H2, as defined above,
is a linear vector space.

Problem 9.1.2. Show that the definition
ofH1 ⊗H2 is independent of the choice
of bases inH1 andH2. That is, show that
if new bases {|ēi〉} and {| f̄ j〉} are defined
by the unitary transformations

|ēm〉 = ∑
i

Umi |ei〉, | f̄n〉 = ∑
j

Vnj| f j〉,

(9.1.7)
and if the vectors |φ〉 and |χ〉 are written
in the new bases as

|φ〉 = ∑
m

c̄m|ēm〉, |χ〉 = ∑
m

d̄m| f̄m〉,
(9.1.8)

then the tensor product of |φ〉 and |χ〉,
defined by Eq. (9.1.6), is given in the basis
{|ēi f̄ j〉} by

|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 = ∑
m,n

c̄m d̄n|ēm f̄n〉. (9.1.9)

The vector |φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 clearly belongs to the spaceH1 ⊗H2, since the
above definition explicitly expresses it as a linear combination of the
basis vectors |mn〉. On the other hand, an arbitrary element ofH1 ⊗H2

generally cannot be written as a tensor product of a vector inH1 and a
vector inH2.

Eq. (9.1.4) implies that the inner product between two tensor product
vectors of the form (9.1.6) can be written in a particularly simple form.
Let us invent two further vectors,

|φ′〉 = ∑
m

c′m|m〉, |χ′〉 = ∑
n

d′n|n〉, (9.1.10)

and calculate the inner product of |φ〉|χ〉 with the tensor product

|φ′〉|χ′〉 = |φ′〉 ⊗ |χ′〉 = ∑
m,n

c′md′n|mn〉. (9.1.11)

By Eq. (9.1.4), we have

〈φ′χ′|φχ〉 = ∑
m,n

(c′md′n)
∗cmdn = ∑

m,n
(c′m)

∗cm(d′n)
∗dn =

(
∑
m
(c′m)

∗cm

)(
∑
n
(d′n)

∗dn

)
.

(9.1.12)
That is,

〈φ′χ′|φχ〉 = 〈φ′|φ〉〈χ′|χ〉. (9.1.13)

The inner product reduces to the product of the inner products of the
individual components of the tensor products.
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Let us then consider linear operators onH1 ⊗H2. Suppose that A and
B are linear operators acting onH1 andH2, respectively. Then the tensor
product A ⊗ B is a linear operator acting onH1 ⊗H2. It is defined by
specifying its action on the basis vectors |mn〉 as

(A⊗ B)|mn〉 = (A|m〉)⊗ (B|n〉). (9.1.14)

The action of A ⊗ B on any vector |ψ〉 inH1 ⊗H2 can be found by ex-
panding |ψ〉 in terms of the basis vectors and using the above definition.
In particular, for the tensor product |φχ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉, we have the simple
result

(A⊗ B)|φχ〉 = |Aφ〉 ⊗ |Bχ〉, (9.1.15)

where |Aφ〉 ≡ A|φ〉 and |Bχ〉 ≡ B|χ〉. To demonstrate this, we make a
simple calculation, in which Eq. (9.1.6) is used:

(A⊗ B)|φχ〉 = ∑
m,n

cmdn(A⊗ B)|mn〉 = ∑
m,n

cmdn(A|m〉)⊗ (B|n〉)

=

(
∑
m

cm A|m〉
)
⊗
(

∑
n

dnB|n〉
)
= |Aφ〉 ⊗ |Bχ〉.

(9.1.16)

The matrix elements of A⊗ B in the |mn〉 basis are given by

〈m′n′|A⊗ B|mn〉 = 〈m′|A|m〉〈n′|B|n〉 = Am′mBn′n. (9.1.17)

As in the case of vectors, an arbitrary linear operator onH1 ⊗H2 cannot
generally be expressed in the form A ⊗ B, where A is a linear operator
onH1 and B onH2. The matrix elements of such an operator C are just
Cm′n′ ,mn = 〈m′n′|C|mn〉, and cannot be decomposed into a simpler
form.

An important special case is the one where either A or B is the unit
operator:

(A⊗ 1)|φχ〉 = A|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉, (1⊗ B)|φχ〉 = |φ〉 ⊗ B|χ〉. (9.1.18)

For example, if |φ〉 is an eigenvector of A, with the eigenvalue a, then
|φχ〉 is an eigenvector of A⊗ 1with the same eigenvalue,

(A⊗ 1)|φχ〉 = A|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 = a|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉 = a|φχ〉. (9.1.19)

A simple calculation also shows that A ⊗ 1 commutes with 1⊗ B. We
have

(A⊗ 1)(1⊗ B)|φχ〉 = (A⊗ 1)(|φ〉 ⊗ B|χ〉) = |Aφ〉 ⊗ |Bχ〉, (9.1.20)

and

(1⊗ B)(A⊗ 1)|φχ〉 = (1⊗ B)(A|φ〉 ⊗ |χ〉) = |Aφ〉 ⊗ |Bχ〉. (9.1.21)
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The identity operator is often not written explicitly; thus, A⊗ 1 is written
as something like A(1), with the label emphasizing that it acts onH1, or
even just as A, if it is clear on which component ofH1 ⊗H2 A acts.

The tensor product of more than two vector spaces can be defined
by a straightforward generalization of the above ideas. Explicitly, let
H1,H2, . . . ,HN be Hilbert spaces of dimension n1, n2, . . . , nN , having
the orthonormal bases {|ei〉}, {| f j〉}, . . . , {|gk〉}. Then the tensor product
space

H1 ⊗H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗HN (9.1.22)

is the n1n2 · · · nN-dimensional vector space, in which an orthonormal
basis is given by the vectors

|ei f j · · · gk〉 ≡ |ei〉 ⊗ | f j〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |gk〉. (9.1.23)

Tensor products of vectors and of linear operators are defined by ob-
Problem 9.1.3. Suppose thatH1 andH2
are two-dimensional vector spaces, and
that the linear operators A onH1 and B
onH2 are represented by the matrices

A =

(
a b
c d

)
, B =

(
e f
g h

)
.

(9.1.24)
Write down the 4-by-4 matrix representing
the operator A⊗ B on the spaceH1 ⊗H2.

vious generalizations of Eqs. (9.1.6) and (9.1.14). An observation that is
sometimes useful later on is that two operators of the form

1
(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1(m−1) ⊗ A(m) ⊗ 1(m+1) ⊗ . . .1(N) (9.1.25)

and
1
(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1(n−1) ⊗ B(n) ⊗ 1(n+1) ⊗ . . .1(N) (9.1.26)

always commute with each other, if the operators A(m) and B(n) act on
different Hilbert spacesHm andHn.

9.1.2 The postulates for a many-particle system

Let us now take a step in the direction of physics, and investigate how the
postulates of quantummechanics, which were formulated in Chapter
4 for a single particle, are appropriately generalized to the case of many
particles. The most substantial modification, in our view, happens in the
first postulate, which postulates the description of the system in terms of
state vectors, and specifies the relevant space of states. For a system of N
particles interacting with each other, the first postulate reads:

The state vector |ψ〉 describing the state of a system of N in-
teracting particles is an element of the tensor product space
H ≡ H1 ⊗ H2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HN ; hereHk denotes the Hilbert space in
which the state vector of the k-th particle would belong, if it were
isolated from the other particles.

The essential content of this postulate is that thewhole N-particle
system is described by the single state vector |ψ〉. In other words, it is not
possible to meaningfully assign separate state vectors to the individual
particles in the system.
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The rest of the postulates pass over from the single-particle case es-
sentially without modification. Physical quantities are represented by
Hermitian operators onH. The probability of finding a system described
by |ψ〉 in the state |φ〉 is given by |〈φ|ψ〉|2. When a quantity is measured
in the state |ψ〉, the result is one of the eigenvalues of the corresponding
operator, and after the measurement the system is in the eigenstate cor-
responding to that eigenvalue (or, if the eigenvalue is degenerate, in the
subspace corresponding to the eigenvalue). The time evolution of the
N-particle state vector is governed by the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψ〉

dt
= H|ψ〉. (9.1.27)

For N particles in three dimensions (in the absence of magnetic fields)
the Hamiltonian has the generic form

H =
N

∑
n=1

~P2
n

2mn
+ V

(
~X1, . . . , ~XN

)
, (9.1.28)

where, for example, ~Pn is a shorthand notation for the operator

~Pn = 11 ⊗ · · · ⊗ 1n−1 ⊗ ~Pn ⊗ 1n+1 ⊗ . . .1N . (9.1.29)

The position andmomentum operators of the different particles satisfy
the canonical commutation relation

[
(Xm)i, (Pn)j

]
= ih̄δmnδij. (9.1.30)

The remark made in Chapter 4 applies here as well. Namely, it is not
necessary, from a logical point of view, to include the Eqs. (9.1.28) and
(9.1.30) among the postulates; however, from the point of view of physics
it is not incorrect to include them, and the choice of whether or not to
include them is ultimately just a matter of taste.

We would now like to illustrate these ideas by describing the Hilbert
space of a system of two spin-1/2 particles. A basis in the individual
Hilbert spaceH1 of particle 1 is given by the states |±〉1, in which particle
1 has spin up or down along the z-axis. Similarly, a basis for the spaceH2

is given by the corresponding states |±〉2 for particle 2. The Hilbert space
of the two-particle system is the four-dimensional spaceH ≡ H1 ⊗H2,
in which a basis is given by the tensor product states

|+〉1 ⊗ |+〉2, |+〉1 ⊗ |−〉2, |−〉1 ⊗ |+〉2, |−〉1 ⊗ |−〉2.
(9.1.31)

Let us write these more shortly as

|++〉, |+−〉, |−+〉, |−−〉, (9.1.32)

where the first label refers to particle 1, and the second to particle 2.
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A simple example of a linear operator onH1 ⊗ H2 is given by S ≡
S1z ⊗ S2z, where S1z and S2z are the spin operators for particles 1 and 2.
The states |±〉1 and |±〉2 are eigenstates of S1z and S2z with eigenvalues
±h̄/2. A simple calculation then shows that the states |++〉, |+−〉, |−+〉
and |−−〉 are eigenstates of S . For example,

S|++〉 = (S1z⊗S2z)|++〉 = (S1z|+〉)⊗ (S2z|+〉) =
h̄2

4
|+〉⊗ |+〉 = h̄2

4
|++〉.

(9.1.33)
You can similarly show that

S|+−〉 = − h̄2

4
|+−〉, S|+−〉 = − h̄2

4
|+−〉, S|−−〉 = +

h̄2

4
|−−〉.

(9.1.34)
Let us then explicitly demonstrate that there are states inH1 ⊗ H2

which cannot be written as a tensor product of a state inH1 and a state
inH2. For this purpose, we consider two arbitrary states |χ1〉 ∈ H1 and
|χ2〉 ∈ H2. They can be written in the form

|χ1〉 = a1|+〉1 + b1|−〉1, |χ2〉 = a2|+〉1 + b2|−〉2. (9.1.35)

Their tensor product is given by

|χ1χ2〉 = a1a2|++〉+ a1b2|+−〉+ a2b1|−+〉+ b1b2|−−〉. (9.1.36)

On the other hand, any vector inH1 ⊗H2 has the form

|Ψ〉 = a|++〉+ b|+−〉+ c|−+〉+ d|−−〉. (9.1.37)

Comparing the last two equations, we see that |Ψ〉 can be written as a
tensor product only if the coefficients satisfy ad = bc. A state which
clearly does not satisfy this condition is

|Ψ〉 = 1√
2

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
. (9.1.38)

A state like this, which cannot be decomposed into a tensor product of
a state inH1 and one inH2, is called and entangled state. We will have
more to say about entangled states in Chapter 15.

Problem 9.1.4. Use the spin-1/2 rotation
matrix, Eq. (5.2.12), to find how the states
|+〉 and |−〉 transform under a rotation.
Form the tensor product of the rotated
states, and hence show that a rotation has
no effect on the state |Ψ〉 of Eq. (9.1.38).
(Even though the state |Ψ〉 happens to
be invariant under rotations, rotational
invariance is not a general property of
entangled states.)

9.1.3 The many-particle Schrödinger equation

As a simple application of the ideas we have introduced, let us consider a
system of two particles in one dimension, described by the Hamiltonian

H =
P2

1
2m1

+
P2

2
2m2

+ V1(~X1) + V2(~X2) ≡ H1 + H2, (9.1.39)

where P2
1 is shorthand for P2

1 ⊗ 12, and so on. Since the particles de-
scribed by this Hamiltonian interact only with some kind of an external
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potential, but not with each other, we would expect the state vectors
of the two particles to evolve in time independently of each other. We
will now show how this expectation is realized in the formalism we have
developed, in the case of stationary states.

We begin by showing that if |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 are stationary states of H1

and H2 with energies E1 and E2, respectively, then the tensor product
state |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 is a stationary state of H with the energy E = E1 + E2.
By direct calculation, we have

H(|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉) = (H1 ⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗ H2)(|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉)
= (H1|ψ1〉)⊗ (12|ψ2〉) + (11|ψ1〉)⊗ (H2|ψ2〉)
= E1|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉+ |ψ1〉 ⊗ E2|ψ2〉
= (E1 + E2)(|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉). (9.1.40)

Since |ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉 is a stationary state, we know that it evolves in time
simply with the phase factor e−iEt/h̄. Writing this out, we have

|ψ(t)〉 = e−iEt/h̄|ψ0〉 = e−i(E1+E2)t/h̄(|ψ1〉 ⊗ |ψ2〉)
=

(
e−iE1t/h̄|ψ1〉

)
⊗
(
e−iE2t/h̄|ψ2〉

)
. (9.1.41)

Therefore, provided that the two particles do not interact with each other,
the state vector of the two-particle system remains in the disentangled
form shown above for all time, in which each component of the tensor
product evolves in time independently of the other. In this special case,
it is meaningful to say that at time t, the state of particle 1 is e−iE1t/h̄|ψ1〉
and the state of particle 2 is e−iE2t/h̄|ψ2〉. If particles would interact with
each other, the state vector |ψ(t)〉 could not generally be written as a ten-
sor product, and it would not possible to assign individual state vectors to
particles 1 and 2.

Problem 9.1.5. Show that the
Schrödinger equation for the two-particle
system becomes in the position represen-
tation

(
− h̄2

2m
∂2

∂x2
1
+ V1(x1)−

h̄2

2m
∂2

∂x2
2
+ V2(x2)

)
ψ(x1, x2)

= Eψ(x1, x2). (9.1.42)

Reproduce the results we found above by
solving this equation, using the method
suggested in section 7.7.

Before moving on, let us, for fun, write down the Schrödinger equation
for a general many-particle system. In the position representation, the
position andmomentum operators of each particle are given by

~Xn = ~xn, ~Pn = −ih̄∇n. (9.1.43)

The Hamiltonian for the system then has the form

H =
N

∑
n=1
− h̄2

2mn
∇2

n + V(~x1, . . . ,~xN). (9.1.44)

In practice, the case one is usually interested in is one where the particles
interact with an external potential, and each particle interacts with all
the other particles according to some force law. For such a system of
particles, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H =
N

∑
n=1

(
− h̄2

2mn
∇2

n + vn(~xn)

)
+

1
2 ∑

m 6=n
Vmn(~xm −~xn). (9.1.45)
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Here vn(~xn) is the potential energy of the interaction between the n-th
particle and the external potential, and Vmn(~xm − ~xn) is the interaction
energy between the m-th and the n-th particle. In the last term, there is a
sum over both m and n, and the terms with m = n are excluded, because
presumably each particle interacts only with the other particles and not
with itself. A factor of half is inserted in front of the sum, because the sum
without the prefactor counts each pair of particles twice.

Having specified the Hamiltonian, we are now ready to write down the
Schrödinger equation. The state of the system is described by the wave
function ψ(~x1, . . . ,~xN ; t), which has the standard probability interpreta-
tion, namely that

|ψ(~x1, . . . ,~xN ; t)|2 dV1 . . . dVn. (9.1.46)

is the probability of observing the configuration where the particles are
found within the volume elements dVn centered around the positions~xn.
The wave function satisfies the rather formidable-looking equation

ih̄
∂ψ(~x1, . . . ,~xN ; t)

∂t

=

[
N

∑
n=1

(
− h̄2

2mn
∇2

n + vn(~xn)

)
+

1
2 ∑

m 6=n
Vmn(~xm −~xn)

]
ψ(~x1, . . . ,~xN ; t).

(9.1.47)

We are not going to calculate anything with this equation, but there is
one important thing we would like to emphasize. The wave function
ψ(~x1, . . . ,~xN ; t) is a function of 3N coordinates and of time. Thus the
computational complexity of the problem increases strongly with in-
creasing number of particles. In many practically interesting situations
there are enough particles that is not possible to solve the Schrödinger
equation directly even with the most powerful computers available. A
large part of theoretical solid state physics consists of developing and
applying various methods for finding approximate solutions of the many-
particle Schrödinger equation.

9.2 Identical particles

In classical mechanics, it is in principle possible to distinguish even com-
pletely identical particles from each other. What we mean by this is that
if we have a collection of identical particles moving about in some way,
we can, in principle, look at all the particles at some instant of time, and
mentally assign some labels to the particles. If we thereafter keep looking
at the particles and keep track of their trajectories, without disturbing
them in any way, we can also at a later time tell them apart from each
other.
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On the other hand, in quantummechanics, particles do not have well-
defined trajectories – even if a particle is localized in some place at a
given time, it will not have a definite location at a later time. It is therefore
not possible to keep track of which particle goes where, even if we were
able to momentarily assign labels to the particles. We conclude that in
quantummechanics, it is not possible even in principle to distinguish
identical particles from each other.

9.2.1 Symmetric and antisymmetric states

From the conclusion we have just made, it follows that two configurations
that differ by an exchange of two identical particles must be considered
as the same physical configuration in quantummechanics. More con-
cretely, think of two identical particles in one dimension. Then there is
just one possible configuration of the form ”a particle is at x1 and another
particle is at x2”. It makes no sense to think of ”particle 1 is at x1 and par-
ticle 2 is at x2”, and ”particle 2 is at x1 and particle 1 is at x2” as being two
different configurations of the system.

Suppose we describe the two-particle system by the wave function
ψ(x1, x2), which is the probability amplitude for observing the configura-
tion ”a particle is at x1 and another particle is at x2”. From what we have
said above, it follows that ψ(x2, x1)must represent the same physical
state as ψ(x1, x2), and wemust therefore have

ψ(x2, x1) = αψ(x1, x2) (9.2.1)

for some complex number α. Exchanging x1 and x2 again, we find

ψ(x1, x2) = α2ψ(x1, x2), (9.2.2)

and hence α = ±1. In other words, we have found the wave function of
two identical particles must satisfy

ψ(x2, x1) = ±ψ(x1, x2). (9.2.3)

It is not difficult to see that we can make the same argument for any
number of particles, and the conclusion is that the wave function of N
identical particles must have the property

ψ(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj, . . . , xN) = ±ψ(x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xi, . . . , xN). (9.2.4)

In words, the wave function of a system of identical particles is either
symmetric or antisymmetricwith respect to the interchange of any two
partices.

Note that all wave functions describing the samemany-particle system
must behave in the same way under the interchange of particles. For
example, suppose that ψ(x1, x2) and φ(x1, x2) are two solutions of the
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Schrödinger equation for two identical particles. If we would have, say,
ψ(x2, x1) = ψ(x1, x2) and φ(x2, x1) = −φ(x1, x2), then ψ(x1, x2) +

φ(x1, x2), which is also a solution of the Schrödinger equation, would
not have any definite symmetry under the exchange of x1 and x2, in
contradiction with the result that every wave function of the systemmust
be either symmetric or antisymmetric.

This is perhaps the right time to point out what is the correct way to
normalize the wave function for identical particles. Let us consider the
wave function of two identical particles – the generalization to more
particles will be obvious in the end. We would still like the wave function
to be defined so that |ψ(x1, x2)| dx1 dx2 is the probability of finding one
particle inside an interval of width dx1 at x1, and the other particle inside
an interval of width dx2 at x2. The general rule for normalizing any set of
probabilities pi is

∑
distinct

possibilities

pi = 1. (9.2.5)

For identical particles, the point is that ψ(x1, x2) and ψ(x2, x1) represent
the same physical configuration, and in the normalization condition for
the wave function, each physical configuration should be counted only
once. We can do this by restricting the counting to the configurations in
which, say, x2 ≤ x1. We therefore find that the correct way to normalize
the wave function is to require

∫ ∞

−∞
dx1

∫ x1

−∞
dx2 |ψ(x1, x2)|2 = 1. (9.2.6)

However, in practice it is more convenient to write this in another way.
Note that if we count all the configurations, without imposing any restric-
tion on x1 and x2, each physically distinct configuration gets counted
twice1. But if we count every configuration twice, we can compensate by 1 With the exception of the configurations

in which x1 = x2. But we believe that we
can get away with not paying attention
to these configurations in normalizing
the wave function, since the line x1 = x2
in the x1x2-plane has zero area, and so
we can exclude it from the normalization
integral without affecting the result (at
least as long as the wave function has a
finite value everywhere along the line
x1 = x2, which we assume that it does). In
the mathematician’s way of speaking, we
would say that the line x1 = x2 is a set of
measure zero inR2.

dividing the result by two. Therefore, an equally good condition for the
wave function to be normalized is

1
2

∫
dx1 dx2 |ψ(x1, x2)|2 = 1, (9.2.7)

where the integral is taken over all values of x1 and x2. You can similarly
convince yourself that a correct way to normalize the wave function of N
identical particles is

∫ ∞

−∞
dx1

∫ x2

−∞
dx2 · · ·

∫ xN−1

−∞
dxN |ψ(x1, . . . , xN)|2 = 1; (9.2.8)

however, in practice we prefer to use the equivalent, but simpler, condi-
tion

1
N!

∫
dx1 · · · dxN |ψ(x1, . . . , xN)|2. (9.2.9)
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9.2.2 Bosons and fermions

It is one of the great laws of Nature that particles do indeed behave ac-
cording to the ideas we have developed above. A system of truly identical
particles always has a wave function that is either symmetric or anti-
symmetric. Furthermore, which one of the two it is depends only on the
species of the particle in question. (In particular, it is not possible that a
system of two particles of some kind has a symmetric wave function and
a system of three particles of the same kind has an antisymmetric wave
function.)

For historical reasons, particles which have symmetric wave functions
are called bosons, and particles which have antisymmetric wave functions
are called fermions2. Let us summarize this in the form of an equation: 2 The statistical mechanics of identical

particles with symmetric wave functions
was developed by Bose and Einstein.
Fermi and Dirac developed the corre-
sponding theory for identical particles
with antisymmetric wave functions.

ψ(x2, x1) = ψ(x1, x2) for bosons,
ψ(x2, x1) = −ψ(x1, x2) for fermions. (9.2.10)

This idea is not limited to the wave functions, but holds as well if we are
working in some other representation than the position representation.
In any representation at all, bosons are always found in symmetric states
while fermions are always found in antisymmetric states.

The idea that all elementary particles are either bosons or fermions
has important consequences, which we will soon have something to say
about. But let us first consider the question of how can we tell whether a
given particle is a boson or a fermion. The answer is given by a result of
quantum field theory, the so-called spin-statistics theorem, which states
that the bosonic or fermionic nature of a particle is related to its spin,
in such a way that particles of spin 0, 1, 2, . . . are bosons, while particles
of spin 1

2 , 3
2 , . . . are fermions. (We remind you that spin is an intrinsic

angular momentum that some particles have. The magnitude of the spin
angular momentum is an intrinsic property of the particle. Moreover, the
magnitude of spin is quantized, and can have only one of the values 0,
h̄/2, h̄, 3h̄/2, etc. Spin angular momentum is conventionally measured
in units of h̄, so that, for example, a spin-1 particle is one whose spin
angular momentum has magnitude h̄.)

Problem 9.2.1. Consider a composite
particle that consists of several elemen-
tary particles. Argue that the composite
particle is a fermion if it contains an odd
number of fermions, and is a boson if it
contains an even number of fermions.
Give examples of composite particles that
are bosons, and fermions.

Let us now deduce an important physical consequence which follows
from the idea that fermions are always in antisymmetric states. In or-
der to have some generality, let us no longer work in terms of the wave
functions. Instead, suppose that |a〉 are the eigenstates of some physi-
cal quantity A, with eigenvalues a. If we measure A on a system of two
identical fermions, and find the results a1 and a2, we know that the two-
particle system is in the antisymmetric state

|a1a2〉F = |a1〉1|a2〉2 − |a2〉1|a1〉2. (9.2.11)

We have included the label F to emphasize that the state vector describes
the state of two identical fermions. Consider what happens if we set
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a1 = a2. We find the somewhat dramatic result

|a1a1〉F = 0. (9.2.12)

That is to say, two identical fermions cannot simultaneously occupy the
same quantum-mechanical state. This is the famous Pauli exclusion prin-
ciple. It has far-reaching consequences in very many fields of physics.
One example you are probably familiar with is that the chemical pro-
preties of atoms depend on the fact that not all electrons can go to the
lowest shell. We will give another example in section 9.4. (I also can’t re-
sist mentioning a calculation which was first made by Dyson and Lenard,
and has since been improved by other people, which shows that the sta-
bility of ordinary matter depends critically on the Pauli principle.)

9.2.3 Wave functions of bosons and fermions

In order to illustrate these ideas, let us consider two non-interacting
particles in an infinite potential well. In the previous section it was shown
that, by virtue of the particles not interacting with each other, the wave
functions of the energy eigenstates have the simple form ψ(x1, x2) =

ψ1(x1)ψ2(x2). This is the correct solution as long as the two particles
are not identical. If the two particles are identical, we must form the
appropriately symmetrized or antisymmetrized wave functions.

Suppose now that, by making an appropriate measurement, we have
found that the two particles are in the n1-th and n2-th energy eigenstates.
If the particles are not identical, we can tell which particle is in which
state. If, for example, particle 1 is in the state n1 and particle 2 is in n2, we
know that the wave function of the system is

ψ(x1, x2) = ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2). (9.2.13)

On the other hand, if the two particles are identical, we cannot tell which
particle is in which state. If the particles are bosons, we know as a result
of the experiment that the wave function of the system is

ψB(x1, x2) = ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2) + ψn2(x1)ψn1(x2). (9.2.14)

Similarly, if the particles are fermions, the correct wave function is

ψF(x1, x2) = ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2)− ψn2(x1)ψn1(x2). (9.2.15)

(Note that these wave functions are correctly normalized, according to
Eq. (9.2.7). There is no need to include a normalization factor like 1/

√
2.)

Consider nowmaking a position measurement on the particles inside
the box. We would like to calculate the probability that both particles will
be found at the same location x0 inside the well. We will first calculate
the probability for the case that the two particles are not identical, and
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then compare the corresponding probabilities for two bosons and two
fermions against the case of two non-identical particles.

In the case that the two particles are not identical, it takes some sub-
tlety to correctly calculate the probability that they are both found at x0.
It is perhaps the clearest to start by calculating the probability that the
particles will be found at two different locations within the box. We as-
sume that we don’t pay attention to which particle is in which location.
Then the result that a particle is found at x1 and the other is found at x2

can come out in two ways: particle 1 can be at x1 and particle 2 at x2, or
vice versa. The probability for observing this result is proportional to

|ψ(x1, x2)|2 + |ψ(x2, x1)|2 = |ψn1(x1)|2|ψn2(x2)|2 + |ψn1(x2)|2|ψn2(x1)|2.
(9.2.16)

The more accurate statement is that (|ψ(x1, x2)|2 + |ψ(x2, x1)|2)dx1 dx2

is the probability of finding the particles inside two small intervals whose
widths are dx1 and dx2 and which are centered at x1 and x2.

Now note that when we talk about the probability of finding both par-
ticles at x0, what we really mean is the probability of finding both of them
inside an interval of width dx0 centered at x0. Even when both of the par-
ticles are inside this interval, they still are at two different points (which
nevertheless are very close to each other). The probability of finding both
particles at the same exact point is zero. Therefore the correct way to cal-
culate the probability that both particles are found within an interval dx0

at x0 is to set x1 = x2 = x0 and dx1 = dx2 = dx0 in the result above. We
then have that the probability is

2|ψn1(x0)|2|ψn2(x0)|2 (dx0)
2. (9.2.17)

Let us then analyze what happens if the measurement is made on two
identical particles. For identical particles, we have defined the wave func-
tion so that the probability of finding the particles inside the intervals
dx1 and dx2 at x1 and x2 is |ψ(x1, x2)|2 dx1 dx2. So, if the two particles are
identical bosons, the probability of finding them both inside an interval
dx0 at x0 is

|ψB(x0, x0)|2 (dx0)
2 = 4|ψn1(x0)|2|ψn2(x0)|2 (dx0)

2. (9.2.18)

On the other hand, if the particles are identical fermions, they cannot be
found in the same location simultaneously:

|ψF(x0, x0)|2 = 0. (9.2.19)

Notice that the probability of finding both particles at x0 is increased by a
factor of 2 in the case of two identical bosons, in comparison to the case
that the particles are not identical.

This effect is even more dramatic if we have N particles in the well
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instead of 2. Then the wave function of bosons has the form

ψB(x1, . . . , xN) = ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2) . . . ψnN (xN)+ψn1(x2)ψn2(x1) . . . ψnN (xN)+ . . . .
(9.2.20)

The sum on the right contains one term for each possible permutation
of the particles 1, . . . , N into the states n1, . . . , nN . There are N! such
permutations, and so N! terms in the sum. The wave function is cor-
rectly normalized, because on squaring it and performing the integral∫

dx1 · · · dxN , there will be N! nonvanishing terms, each equal to 1, can-
celing the 1/N! in the normalization condition.

To construct the wave function for the fermions, we must write down
a sum that has one term for each permutation of the particles into the
states, with the additional requirement that it changes sign always when
two particles are interchanged. Fortunately there is a trick for writing
down a simple expression for such a wave function. It is

ψF(x1, . . . , xN) =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ψn1(x1) ψn2(x1) . . . ψnN (x1)

ψn1(x2) ψn2(x2) . . . ψnN (x2)
...

...
ψn1(xN) ψn2(xN) . . . ψnN (xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

. (9.2.21)

A determinant like this that gives the wave function for a system of
fermions is often called a Slater determinant. If you imagine expand-
ing the determinant, you can convince yourself that there is a single
term for every possible permutation of the particles into the states. Also
notice that exchanging two particles corresponds to exchanging two
columns, and so it follows from the propreties of determinants that the
wave function is antisymmetric under the interchange of particles. If you
feel unsure about how this works, try writing the determinant explicitly
for N = 3 and expanding it.

Let us now ask the same question of the N-particle system: What is the
probability to simultaneously find all the particles at the same location x0

within the well. For non-identical particles, the wave function is

ψ(x1, . . . , xN) = ψn1(x1) . . . ψnN (xN). (9.2.22)

The probability of finding all the particles at x0 is found by setting all the
x’s equal to x0 in the expression

|ψ(x1, x2, . . . , xN)|2 + |ψ(x2, x1, . . . , xN)|2 + . . . , (9.2.23)

where there is one term for each permutation of the particles. Hence we
have

P(x0, x0) ∼ N!|ψn1(x0)|2 . . . |ψnN (x0)|2. (9.2.24)
For bosons, if we set all of the x’s equal to x0 in the wave function, the
sumwill then have N! identical terms, and we find

ψB(x0, . . . , x0) = N!ψn1(x1) . . . ψnN (xN), (9.2.25)
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and hence

PB(x0, . . . , x0) ∼ (N!)2|ψn1(x0)|2 . . . |ψnN (x0)|2. (9.2.26)

For fermions, when all the x’s equal x0, all the columns in the Slater deter-
minant are identical, and the determinant vanishes. Thus

|ψF(x0, . . . , x0)|2 = 0. (9.2.27)

So, we found that, for the case of N particles in a box, it is N! times
as likely to find all the particles in the same place if they are identical
bosons, compared to them being non-identical particles. For fermions, it
is of course still not possible to find all of them in the same place. (Try to
show, using the Slater determinant, that it is not possible to find even two
of them in the same place.) If we had to summarize the result of this cal-
culation in words, we would say that bosons like to go into places where
many similar bosons are already present, whereas fermions avoid places
where there is a similar fermion already.

We emphasize that in order to interpret the Pauli principle correctly,
the state of the systemmust be completely specified, meaning that all the
degrees of freedom of the systemmust be included. For example, con-
sider what happens if we set n1 = n2 = 1 in the wave function (9.2.15).
The wave function vanishes, and so we would be inclined to conclude
that it is not possible for two identical fermions to simultaneously be in
the ground state of the potential well. However, this would not be the
correct conclusion. The reason is that we must account for the spin of
the fermions – the state of the fermion is not completely specified by
giving only the quantum number n. We must include another label that
specifies the particle’s spin component along some direction (it is usually
taken to be the z-direction). So, for two fermions in the box, the correct
wave function, including spin, is

ψF(x1, x2) = ψn1,s1(x1)ψn2,s2(x2)− ψn2,s2(x1)ψn1,s1(x2). (9.2.28)

If the fermions are spin-1/2 particles, the spin label si can take two val-
ues,+ and−, corresponding to spin up and down along the z-axis. We
then find that it is possible to find both of the fermions in the ground
state, provided that one of them has spin up, and the other spin down.
Such a configuration has the not-identically-vanishing wave function

ψF(x1, x2) = ψ1,+(x1)ψ1,−(x2)− ψ1,−(x1)ψ1,+(x2). (9.2.29)

There is one more thing that we feel compelled to point out. Many
people – most people, in fact, in our experience – prefer to define the
wave function for identical particles so that it is normalized according to

∫
dx1 · · · dxN |ψ(x1, . . . , xN)|2, (9.2.30)
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with no restriction on the integrations over x1, . . . , xN . In this convention,
the correctly normalized wave function for a system of N bosons is

ψB(x1, . . . , xN) =
1√
N!

[
ψn1(x1)ψn2(x2) . . . ψnN (xN)+ψn1(x2)ψn2(x1) . . . ψnN (xN)+ . . .

]
.

(9.2.31)
Similarly, the Slater determinant for N fermions is

ψF(x1, . . . , xN) =
1√
N!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ψn1(x1) ψn2(x1) . . . ψnN (x1)

ψn1(x2) ψn2(x2) . . . ψnN (x2)
...

...
ψn1(xN) ψn2(xN) . . . ψnN (xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

. (9.2.32)

I guess the advantage of this is that it may lead to fewer mistakes in cal-
culations, because the factors of

√
N! go with the wave function and

not with the normalization, and so it is not as easy to forget about them
when, say, calculating somematrix elements.

However, the disadvantage is that in this convention, the probabil-
ity interpretation of the wave function is no longer the simple one that
|ψ(x1, . . . , xN)|2 dx1 · · · dxN is the probability of finding the particles at
the intervals dxi centered at xi. The probability density associated with a
wave function normalized according to Eq. (9.2.30) is N!|ψ(x1, . . . , xN)|2.
Since in this course we are not going to calculate matrix elements using
many-particle wave functions, we prefer to use the convention where the
simple probability interpretation of the wave function is preserved. But
you might do well to remember that most people seem to use a conven-
tion different from ours.

9.2.4 When not to symmetrize and antisymmetrize?

The rule that identical particles must have symmetric or antisymmetric
wave functions, if read to the letter, sometimes leads to conclusions
that may seem somewhat absurd. For example, if we would like to write
down a wave function for a single, isolated electron in the lab, the rule
would imply that we should actually construct a huge wave function
that includes every electron in the universe, and make the wave function
so that it is antisymmetric under the interchange of any two electrons.
On the other hand, one certainly feels that if there is any sense in our
quantummechanics, then it should be possible to describe the single
electron that does not interact with any other electrons by using a wave
function that includes only the one electron.

We nowmake the claim that it is indeed possible to correctly describe
a single, isolated electron by neglecting the fact that there are also other
electrons in the universe and using a wave function for the single electron
only. We give a simple example which should make the claim seem plau-
sible. Suppose there are two electrons in the universe: one inside a box
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in our lab, and the other in outer space many light years away from the
Earth. We would like to show that even though the electrons are identi-
cal, we can still make correct physical predictions about the electrons by
assuming that the system of two electrons has the wave function

ψ(xE, xS) = ψE(xE)ψS(xS) (9.2.33)

(where the labels E and S refer to the electron on the Earth and the elec-
tron in space). If this is the case, we can then immediately go one step
further, and claim that ψE(xE) is the wave function for the electron on the
Earth, and go on to make calculations about the Earth electron using just
the wave function ψE(xE). For example, provided that (9.2.33) is the wave
function for the two-electron system, the probability for finding the Earth
electron at xE is

P(xE) =
∫

dxS |ψ(xE, xS)|2 = |ψE(xE)|2
∫

dxS |ψS(xS)|2 = |ψE(xE)|2.
(9.2.34)

This is the same result we would have found using just the wave function
ψE(xE) for the electron.

The completely correct way to describe the two electrons would be to
use the antisymmetrized wave function

ψA(x1, x2) = ψE(x1)ψS(x2)− ψE(x2)ψS(x1). (9.2.35)

But we have assumed that in our problem, one of the electrons is local-
ized inside our lab on the Earth, and the other electron is localized in
some region in outer space. In other words, we assume that the wave
function ψE(x) is vanishingly small outside the lab, and we similarly as-
sume that ψS(x) is vanishinlgly small outside the region where the other
electron is. In particular, we assume that if xE is a point on the Earth and
xS is a point in outer space, we can set ψE(xS) = 0 and ψS(xE) = 0 to a
very good approximation.

With these assumptions, let us see what the antisymmetrized wave
function gives for the physically relevant configurations in which one
electron is on the Earth and the other is in its location in outer space.
Since the wave function is antisymmetrized, there is no loss of generality
if we take x1 = xE and x2 = xS. According to our assumptions, the wave
function then reduces to

ψA(xE, xS) = ψE(xE)ψS(xS). (9.2.36)

So we indeed find that using the non-symmetrized wave function ψ(xE, xS) =

ψE(xE)ψS(xS) for the system two isolated electrons is equivalent with us-
ing the correctly antisymmetrized wave function. The accuracy of the
approximation is determined by the probability of finding the space elec-
tron on the Earth. If the space electron is really very far away, we expect
that this probability is equal to zero for all practical purposes.
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9.2.5 Bosonic and fermionic Hilbert spaces

Consider the Hilbert spaceH = H1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HN of N identical particles.
The principle that identical particles are always found in states that are
symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to intechange of particles has
the perhaps surprising consequence that not every element ofH repre-
sents a physical state of the N-particle system. The physical states are
represented by those vectors inH that have the required symmetry or
antisymmetry under exchange of particles.

It is not too difficult to see that the set of all elements ofH that are
symmetric under the interchange of particles form a subspace ofH
(in the sense of vector spaces). The same is true of the elements ofH
that are antisymmetric under the interchange of particles. We therefore
conclude that the physical states of a system of N identical bosons are
represented by the elements of the symmetric subspaceHS. Similarly, the
physical states of N identical fermions are represented by elements of the
antisymmetric subspaceHA.

Let us now take another look at the two-particle Hilbert spaceH =

H1 ⊗ H2 from this point of view. The elements ofH have the form
|ψ〉1|χ〉2 ≡ |ψχ〉. For every vector of the form |ψχ〉, the ”interchanged”
vector |χφ〉 also belongs toH. Out of these two vectors, we can form the
symmetric vector |ψχ〉+ |χψ〉 and the antisymmetric vector |ψχ〉− |χψ〉.
In the case |ψ〉 = |χ〉, the vector |ψψ〉 is symmetric by itself. For the
case of two particles, we therefore find that the elements ofH1 ⊗ H2

can be put into a one-to-one correspondence with the elements of the
subspacesHS andHA. In other words, there are just enough vectors in
H1 ⊗H2 to construct the symmetric subspaceHS and the antisymmetric
subspaceHA. This is expressed symbolically by writing

H1 ⊗H2 = HS ⊕HA. (9.2.37)

However, we emphasize that this is a special property of the two-
particle Hilbert space, and does not generalize to a higher number of
particles. You can convince yourself, by examining the three-particle
Hilbert spaceH = H1 ⊗H2 ⊗H3, that there are more vectors inH than
there are in the spaceHS ⊕HA. In other words, not all elements ofH
are needed in the construction of the subspacesHS andHA. So, for three
or more particles, we must conclude that there genuinely are vectors in
the spaceH1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HN that do not represent physical states, and the
Hilbert space of physical states is only a proper subspace of the full tensor
product space.

We conclude this discussion with a practical remark on what the cor-
rect resolution of the identity is in the Hilbert space of N identical parti-
cles. Note that the resolution of the identity can be viewed as expressing
the requirement that the sum of all probabilities must sum up to one.
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More precisely, let |ai〉 be the eigenstates of an observable A. We can then
”derive” the resolution of the identity by considering a particle in an arbi-
trary state |ψ〉 and requiring that it must be found in some eigenstate of
A with a probability of 1:

1 = ∑
i
|〈ai|ψ〉|2 = ∑

i
〈ψ|ai〉〈ai|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|

(
∑

i
|ai〉〈ai|

)
|ψ〉, (9.2.38)

from which we deduce that ∑i |ai〉〈ai| = 1, since |ψ〉 is arbitrary and
normalized.

Consider now what is the appropriate way to do this for identical
particles. For the sake of simplicity, let us take two identical bosons. Then
an orthonormal basis in the Hilbert spaceHS is given by the eigenstates
of an observable A, written in the form

|aiai〉S = |ai〉1|ai〉2, (9.2.39)

|aiaj〉S =
1√
2

(
|ai〉1|aj〉2 + |aj〉1|ai〉2

)
(for ai 6= aj). (9.2.40)

The requirement that the system in the state |ψ〉 is found in some eigen-
state of A with unit probability must now be written as

1 = ∑
distinct

possibilities

|〈aiaj|ψ〉|2. (9.2.41)

The condition ”distinct possibilities” reminds us that |aiaj〉S and |ajai〉S
represent the same physical configuration of the system andmust not be
counted twice. One way to count each configuration only once is to write

1 = ∑
i

∑
j≤i
|S〈aiaj|ψ〉|2, (9.2.42)

from which we deduce that the identity operator for the two-particle
system can be written in the form

1 = ∑
i

∑
j≤i

S|aiaj〉〈aiaj|S. (9.2.43)

More generally, for N identical particles, the correct way to write the
identity operator is

1 = ∑
i1

∑
i2≤i1

· · · ∑
iN≤iN−1

|ai1 · · · aiN 〉〈ai1 · · · aiN |, (9.2.44)

where |ai1 · · · aiN 〉 is either |ai1 · · · aiN 〉S or |ai1 · · · aiN 〉A. This can also be
written in the simpler form

1 =
1

N! ∑
i1,...,iN

S/A|ai1 · · · aiN 〉〈ai1 · · · aiN |S/A (9.2.45)

with no restriction on the summations.
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9.3 The density operator

9.3.1 Definition and general properties

The general picture of quantummechanics that we have developed so
far is that a quantum system is described by its state vector |ψ〉, which
contains complete information about the system. But suppose we don’t
know what the state of the system is – there are many states |ψi〉, and all
that is known are the probabilities pi of the system being in the state |ψi〉.
The usual terminology is that a system whose state vector is known is in a
pure state, while a system about which we have incomplete information is
in amixed state.

In practice, a situation like this arises for example when we have a
large number of systems – let us think of particles for the sake of con-
creteness – called an ensemble of systems. Suppose there are N particles
in the ensemble, and ni of them are in the state |ψi〉. A problem like this
can be treated by considering each particle in the ensemble as being in a
mixed state, with the probabilities given by pi = ni/N.

The information about a mixed state is conveniently represented by
the density operator, which is defined by

ρ = ∑
i

pi|ψi〉〈ψi|. (9.3.1)

Note that for a pure state, this reduces to |ψ〉〈ψ|; thus, the density opera-
tor is in some sense the generalization to a mixed state of the projection
operator that projects to the state of the particle.

We claim that the density operator contains complete statistical infor-
mation about the mixed state. Let us try to justify this claim by consider-
ing the measurement of some physical quantity A on a mixed state. The
probability of obtaining the result a is related to the density operator in a
simple way, namely

p(a) = Tr (Paρ), where Pa = |a〉〈a|. (9.3.2)

This is shown by a straightforward calculation:

Tr (Paρ) = ∑
i
〈ψi|Paρ|ψi〉 = ∑

i
〈ψi|a〉〈a|

(
∑

j
pj|ψj〉〈ψj|

)
|ψi〉

= ∑
ij

pj〈ψi|a〉〈a|ψj〉〈ψj|ψi〉 = ∑
i

pi〈a|ψi〉〈ψi|a〉

= ∑
i

pi|〈a|ψi〉|2 = p(a). (9.3.3)

The expected value of A can be similarly expressed in terms of the den-
sity operator. We have

〈A〉 = Tr (Aρ). (9.3.4)
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Problem 9.3.1. Prove the above result by
appropriately using an identity operator
of the form 1 = ∑i |φi〉〈φi |.

In general, the density operator satisfies the following properties,
which you are encouraged to prove:

• ρ is Hermitian: ρ† = ρ;

• Tr ρ = 1;

• ρ is positive semidefinite, that is, 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 ≥ 0 for any state |ψ〉;

• ρ2 = ρ is a necessary and sufficient condition for ρ to describe
a pure state.

In the formal theory of quantummechanics, any Hermitian op-
erator that satisfies the first three conditions is called a density
operator.

Problem 9.3.2. If ρ1 and ρ2 are density
operators, show that sρ1 + (1 − s)ρ2
also is a density operator, provided that
0 ≤ s ≤ 1.

9.3.2 Examples

Let us now give two examples, one simple and one which is the starting
point for the construction of somemagnificently complicated theoretical
machinery, when the methods of quantummechanics and quantum field
theory are applied to systems in a finite temperature.

The simple example is the density matrix for a spin-1/2 particle. Spin
1/2 is described by the two basis vectors |+〉 and |−〉, which are the
states where the particle has spin up and down along the z-axis. The most
general two-by-twomatrix that has all the properties required of a density
operator has the form

ρ =

(
a b
b∗ 1− a

)
(9.3.5)

with a real and b complex. From the requirement that 〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉 ≥ 0
for any |ψ〉 it follows (by taking |ψ〉 to be an eigenstate of ρ) that the
eigenvalues must be positive. On the other hand, the eigenvalues satisfy

λ1 + λ2 = Tr ρ = 1, λ1λ2 = det ρ = a(1− a)− |b|2. (9.3.6)

We deduce from this that the matrix elements of ρ must satisfy the con-
straint

0 ≤ a(1− a)− |b|2 ≤ 1
4

. (9.3.7)

The condition for ρ to describe a pure state is ρ2 = ρ. Taking the determi-
nant, we find (det ρ)2 = det ρ. Since det ρ ≤ 1/4, this implies that the
condition for a pure state is that the determinant of the density operator
vanishes.

Problem 9.3.3. Construct the density
matrix describing the state |χ〉 = α|+〉+
β|−〉, with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. Show that the
determinant of the matrix vanishes.

The other example is the density operator for a quantum system in a
temperature T. Such a systemmust necessarily be described by a density
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operator, since by statistical mechanics there is a probability proportional
to e−Ei/kBT to find the system in the state with energy Ei. This implies
that the system cannot be in a single, definite state, unless the tempera-
ture is equal to zero. The density operator for the system is

ρ =
e−H/kBT

Tr
(
e−H/kBT

) , (9.3.8)

where H is the Hamiltonian of the system. The expected value of a quan-
tity A would then be calculated as

〈A〉 = Tr
(
e−H/kBT A

)

Tr
(
e−H/kBT

) . (9.3.9)

In the adjacent problem you are invited to show that this density operator
is consistent with the ideas of classical statistical mechanics.

Problem 9.3.4. Show that Tr
(
e−H/kBT)=

∑n e−En/kBT by calculating the trace in the
basis of energy eigenstates. Then show
that when the energy of the system is
measured, the probability of the result
being Em is e−Em/kBT/Z, where Z =

∑n e−En/kBT .

Let us also briefly mention what the origin of the theoretical develop-
ments is that we claimed to have Eq. (9.3.8) as their starting point. Recall
that the time evolution operator is U(t) = e−iHt/h̄. Then observe that if
we define an imaginary time by τ = −ih̄/kBT, we have U(τ) = e−H/kBT ,
and we can write Eq. (9.3.8) as

ρ =
U(τ)

Tr U(τ)
. (9.3.10)

Then it is possible to make progress in the analysis of a quantum system
that has a temperature by extending various known properties of the
time evolution operator U(t) to imaginary values of t. But all of this is
considered rather advanced, and it certainly does not belong into this
course at all.

9.3.3 Time evolution of the density operator

Recall the general definition of the density operator

ρ(t) = ∑
i

pi|ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)|, (9.3.11)

where we now have allowed for the states to depend on time. We would
like to find an equation for the time dependence of the density operator.
Using the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
d|ψi(t)〉

dt
= H(t)|ψi(t)〉 (9.3.12)

and its conjugate, we find

ih̄
d
dt
|ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)| = ih̄

d|ψi(t)〉
dt

〈ψi(t)|+ ih̄|ψi(t)〉
d〈ψi(t)|

dt
= H(t)|ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)| − |ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)|H(t)

=
[
H(t), |ψi(t)〉〈ψi(t)|

]
. (9.3.13)
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It is now easy to see that if we include the probabilities pi and perform a
sum over i, the result is

ih̄
dρ(t)

dt
=
[
H(t), ρ(t)

]
. (9.3.14)

The time dependence of ρ(t) can also be expressed in terms of the time
evolution operator as

ρ(t) = U(t, t0)ρ(t0)U(t0, t). (9.3.15)

Problem 9.3.5. Show that ρ(t) of Eq.
(9.3.15) is a solution of Eq. (9.3.14).
(To calculate dU(t0, t)/dt, recall that
U(t0, t) = U−1(t, t0), and take the time
derivative of the equation UU−1 = 1.)

9.3.4 The reduced density operator

A question of some interest now is this: Suppose we have a system of two
particles that is described by a density operator ρ inH1 ⊗H2. How can
we derive from ρ a density operator, call it ρ(1), that corresponds to the
first particle only? Consider a quantity C that ”depends only on the first
particle”, by which wemean that C has the form C = A⊗ 1. We want to
construct a density operator ρ(1) that satisfies

〈A〉 = Tr (Aρ(1)). (9.3.16)

Let us write

ρ = ∑
m1n1,m2n2

ρm1m2n1n2 |m
(1)
1 m(2)

2 〉〈n
(1)
1 n(2)

2 |, (9.3.17)

and calculate the expected value of A⊗ 1. We get

〈A⊗ 1〉 = Tr
[
ρ(A⊗ 1)

]
= ∑

m1n1,m2n2

ρm1m2,n1n2 An1m1 δn2m2

= ∑
m1n1

An1m1 ∑
m2

ρm1m2,n1m2 = ∑
m1n1

An1m1 ρ
(1)
m1n1

= Tr (ρ(1)A), (9.3.18)

where we have defined the operator ρ(1) as the operator with the matrix
elements

ρ
(1)
m1n1 ∑

m2

ρm1m2,n1m2 (9.3.19)

in the basis |n(1)
1 〉 ofH1. We see that we get ρ(1) from ρ by taking a kind

of a trace, called a partial trace, over the indices referring to the Hilbert
space of the second particle. We therefore write

ρ(1) = Tr2 ρ. (9.3.20)

This operator is called the reduced density operator of the first particle.
Problem 9.3.6. For the pure state
|Ψ〉 = |ψ〉|χ〉, with the density operator
ρ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ|, show that the reduced
density operator for the first particle is
ρ(1) = |ψ〉〈ψ|.

Problem 9.3.7. Consider the more
general pure state,

|Ψ〉 =
N

∑
i=1

M

∑
j=1

cij|ψi〉|χj〉. (9.3.21)

Show that

ρ(1) =
N

∑
i,k=1

M

∑
j,l=1

cijc∗kl〈χl |χj〉 |ψi〉〈ψk |.

(9.3.22)
Investigate under which conditions this
reduces to the form ρ(1) = ∑i pi |ψi〉〈ψi |,
for some numbers pi .

Problem 9.3.8. Calculate the reduced
density operator ρ(1) for the ”entangled
state” of two spin-1/2 particles,

|Ψ〉 = 1√
2

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
. (9.3.23)

Write the result as a 2-by-2 matrix. Explain
how the result shows that it is not possible
to assign a definite state vector to particle
1, even though the two-particle system
is described by a pure state vector in
H1 ⊗H2.
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9.3.5 The general form of the postulates

The postulates of quantummechanics, as we stated them in Chapter 4,
apply without modification only to pure states. We will be satisfied with
giving, without discussion, the postulates in a more general form that
apply as well to mixed states that must be described by density operators.

• The state of a quantum system is represented by a density operator
ρ on the Hilbert space of states. The density operator is a positive
semidefinite Hermitian operator with unit trace.

• The probability of finding the system in the state |φ〉 is given by

pφ = Tr (Pφρ), (9.3.24)

where Pφ = |φ〉〈φ|.

• When a physical quantity A is measured, the result is one of the eigen-
values of A, and there results a corresponding change in the density
operator. If the value a is found, the density operator changes accord-
ing to

ρ→ PaρPa

Tr (Paρ)
, (9.3.25)

where Pa is the projection operator to the eigenspace of a – in other
words, if a is not degenerate, Pa = |a〉〈a|, while if a is N-fold degener-
ate, Pa = ∑N

i=1 |ai〉〈ai|.

• The density operator evolves in time according to the equation

ih̄
dρ(t)

dt
=
[
H(t), ρ(t)

]
. (9.3.26)

Problem 9.3.9. Show that the postulates
formulated above are equivalent with
those given in Chapter 4, if ρ represents a
pure state.

9.4 Pressure inside compact stars

We would now like to show how the quantummechanics we have learned
thus far can be used to consrtuct a simple model for so-called white
dwarfs, which are a certain kind of stars of very high density. Such stars
are born out of normal stars like the Sun after the star has used all of
its available fuel for nuclear fusion, if the star is not too massive. (If the
star is massive enough, it will collapse further, and form a neutron star
or a black hole.) In such stars, the force that compensates for the star’s
own gravitational pull, and makes the star stable against gravitational
collapse, is provided by the electrons within the stellar matter. It is the
Pauli exclusion principle that is ultimately responsible for this pressure by
not allowing all of the electrons to occupy the same states, and effectively
generating a strong repulsive interaction between the electrons by this
mechanism.
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Let us suppose that the star is a collection of ordinary matter – that
is, nucleons and electrons. We imagine that the star constitutes some
kind of a potential well, within which the matter is confined. We would
therefore like to develop a theory for electrons in a three-dimensional
potential well. Let us make use of the results for the infinite square well,
which was considered in one of the exercises in Chapter 7. Assuming that
the sides of the box all have a common length L, the energy levels are
given by

E =
π2h̄2

2mL2

(
n2

x + n2
y + n2

z
)
, (9.4.1)

where the quantum numbers nx, ny and nz take positive integer values.3 3 We will use the equation for the rect-
angular well even though the star has
a spherical shape, and we assume that
L corresponds roughly to the radius
of the star. In principle we could solve
Schrödinger’s equation for a spherical
potential well if we wanted to (though
in practice we don’t have the necessary
machinery available just yet) and use the
resulting energy levels here, but there
wouldn’t be much point in doing that,
because our model will be a very rough
one anyway.

We expect that there are really many electrons in the star, so that the Pauli
principle forces many of them to go into states of high energy, and so
the total energy of all the electrons can be relatively high. Notice that the
energy increases with decreasing L, so this energy indeed gives rise to a
force that tends to prevent the star from collapsing.

In the case that there are really many electrons, it is convenient to
think of the quantum numbers nx, ny, nz as the components of a vector
~n in an n-space. Due to the high number of particles, we expect that we
can treat the n-space as if it were an ordinary continuous space, and
neglect the fact that the values of the ni really change in discrete steps. In
n-space, the energy of an electron is written in the simple form

E =
π2h̄2

2meL2 |~n|
2. (9.4.2)

We now assume that the temperature of the stellar matter is not too
high, so that all the electrons will go into the lowest energy states avail-
able. (If the temperature were high, the electrons would go into the states
of higher energy as well, according to the Boltzmann factor e−E/kBT .) But
if the temperature is low, then all the electrons will be within a certain
sphere in n-space. If nmax is the radius of this sphere, then

Ne = 2× 1
8
× 4

3
πn3

max =
π

3
n3

max. (9.4.3)

The factor of 2 is because two electrons can go into a state with given nx,
ny and nz because of spin, and the 1/8 is because the ni take only positive
values, so that only one eighth of the sphere represents distinct physical
states of the electrons.

At this point we remark that the energy of the most energetic electrons
is usually called the Fermi energy, and is denoted by EF. We have

EF =
π2h̄2

2meL2 n2
max. (9.4.4)

From Eq. (9.4.3), we can express nmax in terms of the number of elec-
trons. This way we find that the Fermi energy is related to the number of
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electrons by

EF =
π2h̄2

2meL2

(
3Ne

π

)2/3
=

h̄2

2meL2

(
3π2Ne

)2/3. (9.4.5)

Since L3 is the volume of the box, we can also write this in terms of the
electron density ne = Ne/V as

EF =
h̄2

2me

(
3π2ne

)2/3. (9.4.6)

Let us now calculate the total energy of the electrons. There are two
states per unit volume in n-space, and so a spherical shell of radius n and
thickness dn contains 4πn2 dn states. However, only one eighth of these
are physically distinct states. We can therefore find the total energy by
calculating the integral

Ee =
1
8

∫ nmax

0
dn 4πn2 π2h̄2

2mL2 n2. (9.4.7)

We find
Ee =

π3h̄2

10meL2 n5
max =

π4/3h̄2(3Ne)5/3

10me
V−2/3, (9.4.8)

where the second form is obtained from the first by using Eq. (9.4.3) and
recalling that V = L3. Using the Fermi energy, we can also express the
energy of the electrons in the simple form

Ee =
3
5

NeEF. (9.4.9)

We are now ready to apply our theory to make an analysis of a white
dwarf star. The electrons in the star have an energy given by Eq. (9.4.8)
that increases with increasing volume. (Notice that this energy is in-
versely proportional to mass, so we feel safe in neglecting the similar
energy that belongs to the nucleons in the star.) On the other hand, the
gravitational potential energy of the stellar matter presumably increases
with decreasing volume, since the gravitational interaction tends to pull
the matter together. So we expect that there will be an equilibrium size
for the star, in which the two energies are balanced against each other to
give a total energy as low as possible.

Let us make rough estimate of the gravitational potential energy of the
star by assuming that the mass density is constant throughout the star.
Then the gravitational energy is given by

Eg = −
∫ R

0
dr 4πr2 ρ

GM(r)
r

, (9.4.10)

with M(r) = (4/3)πR3ρ. We have

Eg = −16π2

3
Gρ2

∫ R

0
dr r4 = −16π2

15
Gρ2R5 = −3GM2

5R
. (9.4.11)
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It is useful to rewrite this result slightly. We eliminate R in favour of V
using V = 4πR3/3. Also, since most of the star’s mass is in the nucleons,
we write M = Nn Mn, where Nn is the number of nucleons in the star and
Mn is the mass of a single nucleon. The expression for the gravitational
energy then takes the form

Eg = −3
5

GN2
n M2

n

(
4π

3V

)1/3
. (9.4.12)

The equilibrium configuration of the star can now be found by solving
the equation

∂

∂V
(
Ee + Eg

)
= 0. (9.4.13)

We want to solve this for the radius of the star, using V = 4
3 πR3. It takes

some algebra, and the realization that the electron number is related to
the nucleon number by Ne ' Nn/2, to show that the result is

R =
(9π)2/3h̄2

8Gme M2
n

N−1/3
n . (9.4.14)

The Sun is a star that will collapse into a white dwarf once it runs out of
nuclear fuel. Let us calculate what the radius of the Sun will then be. The
mass of the Sun is very close to 2× 1030 kg, while the mass of a nucleon
is roughly 2× 10−27 kg; from these we get Nn ' 1057. Putting in the
numbers to the above equation, we find R ' 8000 km – approximately
the same size as the Earth. (You can entertain yourself by calculating how
much a handful of white dwarf matter would weigh.)

Notice that the radius in Eq. (9.4.14) decreases with increasing number
of nucleons. Therefore more massive stars will collapse into smaller white
dwarfs, until, if the mass of the star exceeds a particular critical mass,
the pressure from the electrons will not be able to stop the gravitational
collapse, and the star will collapse further into a considerably smaller
object. The pressure from the neutrons that is analogous to the pressure
from the electrons may be able to stop the collapse; in this case the result
will be a neutron star. But if the star is massive enough, the collapse will
not be stopped by anything. The result of such a complete gravitational
collapse is a black hole.

Problem 9.4.1. (a) Use Eqs. (9.4.2),
(9.4.3) and (9.4.14) to show that the
energy of the most energetic electrons
in the star is related to the star’s mass
by

Emax =
8

(9π)2/3
G2me M8/3

n

h̄2 M4/3.

(9.4.15)
Note that Emax increases with increas-
ing M, and so the electrons will be
more energetic the more massive the
star is. We therefore expect that the
electrons can become relativistic if the
star is massive enough. The impor-
tance of this is that the total energy of
a gas of relativistic electrons is pro-
portional to V−1/3, instead of V−2/3.
Now, since the gravitational potential
energy of the star is also proportional
to V−1/3, the pressure of relativistic
electrons will not be able to stop the
gravitational collapse of the star, in
contrast to that of non-relativistic
electrons.

(b) Show that Emax is equal to the rest
energy of the electron when

M =
(9π)2/3

8

(
h̄c
G

)3/2 1
M2

n
.

(9.4.16)
Compare this to the mass of the Sun.
(A proper calculation gives M '
1.4MSun, the so-called Chandrasekhar
limit, as the upper limit above which
a star will collapse into a neutron star
or a black hole, instead of becoming a
white dwarf.)

We conclude this discussion by saying a fewmore words about the
electron gas. We said in the beginning that we assume the temperature is
low enough that all the electrons will go into the lowest states available.
We can now put this assumption into a more precise form. Wemake
two observations, on which our argument is based. Firstly, according to
statistical mechanics, the probability of being in a state with energy E is
proportional to e−E/kBT ; and secondly, the average energy of an electron
in the gas is 3EF/5, so the Fermi energy is a measure of the typical energy
of the electrons in the gas.
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Suppose now that the Fermi energy is much lower than the energy
scale kBT. Then the factor e−E/kBT has relatively large values even if the
energy is larger than EF, and therefore the electrons will not all go into
the lowest available states. In this case, the Pauli principle is more or
less irrelevant, and the electron gas behaves very much like a classical
gas. The analysis we made by assuming that all the electrons go into the
lowest states, and form a sphere in n-space, is valid in the opposite case
that the average energy of the electrons is high compared to kBT, because
then e−E/kBT � 1 whenever E & EF. That is, by saying that we assume
the temperature to be low, we mean that we assume

kBT � EF. (9.4.17)

A gas of electrons satisfying this condition is called degenerate. The op-
posite case kBT � EF is called non-degenerate. The properties of a
degenerate electron gas differ considerably from what we would expect
of a classical gas, as you are invited to find out in one of the exercises by
calculating the pressure of the degenerate electron gas and comparing it
with the prediction of the classical ideal gas law.

9.5 Exercises

Exercise 9.5.1. Suppose there are two particles, and three different states
available to them. Howmany different configurations there are for the
two-particle system, if the particles are (a) non-identical, (b) identical
bosons, (c) identical fermions? What if there are three particles and three
different states?

Exercise 9.5.2. Consider two particles in the infinite square well. Write
down the four lowest energy levels of the system. Find the degeneracy
of each level, if the particles are (a) non-identical spinless particles, (b)
identical spin-0 particles, (c) identical spin-1/2 particles. If the energy is
measured and the result E = 5π2h̄2/2mL2 is found, what is the wave
function of the system in each of the three cases? (Neglect spin when
writing down the wave function in case (c).)

Exercise 9.5.3. Suppose there are two particles in the states n1 and
n2 6= n1 of the infinite square well. Consider the expected value of their
relative distance squared, 〈(x1 − x2)

2〉. Introducing the notation

〈 f (x)〉n =
∫

dx f (x)|ψn(x)|2, 〈 f (x)〉n1n2 =
∫

dx f (x)ψ∗n1
(x)ψn2(x),

show that

〈(x1 − x2)
2〉N.I. = 〈x2〉n1 + 〈x2〉n2 − 2〈x〉n1〈x〉n2 ,

〈(x1 − x2)
2〉B = 〈(x1 − x2)

2〉N.I. − 2|〈x〉n1n2 |2,

〈(x1 − x2)
2〉F = 〈(x1 − x2)

2〉N.I. + 2|〈x〉n1n2 |2,
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for non-identical particles, identical bosons and identical fermions,
respectively. Is this result consistent with the general ”theorem” that
bosons like to be together and fermions like to avoid each other?

Exercise 9.5.4. Consider the exchange operator, which is a linear op-
erator on the two-particle Hilbert spaceH1 ⊗ H2, and is defined by
specifying its action on the basis states |x1x2〉 as

E|x1x2〉 = |x2x1〉.

(a) Show that the eigenvalues of E are±1.

(b) Show that elements ofHS andHA are eigenstates of E with eigenval-
ues+1 and−1, respectively.

(c) Show that EX1E = X2, EX2E = X1, and EP1E = P2, EP2E = P1.
Then show that

EA(X1, X2, P1, P2)E = A(X2, X1, P2, P1),

assuming A can be expanded in a power series.

(d) Show that time evolution operator for a system of two identical parti-
cles satisfies EU(t)E = U(t). (Argue that it suffices to show EHE = H
for the Hamiltonian of the two-particle system.) Deduce from this that
elements ofHS andHA cannot be taken out ofHS andHA by time
evolution.

Exercise 9.5.5. Let a spin-1/2 particle be described by the density matrix

ρ =

(
a 0
0 1− a

)

in the basis {|+〉, |−〉}.

(a) The component of spin along the x-axis is represented by the opera-
tor

Sx =
h̄
2

(
0 1
1 0

)
.

When this spin component is measured, what are the possible results
and the probabilities for finding them?

(b) Calculate 〈Sx〉 using the results of part (a), and check that it agrees
with Tr (ρSx).

Exercise 9.5.6. Consider the density operator

ρ =
1
2
(
1+ ~P ·~σ

)
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describing the spin state of an electron. Here ~P ·~σ is a shorthand notation
for Pxσx + Pyσy + Pzσz, and σi are the Pauli spin matrices,

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

(a) Show that ρ is a density operator. Show also that it can be written
explicitly as

ρ =
1
2

(
1 + Pz Px − iPy

Px + iPy 1− Pz

)
.

Show that the condition for to ρ describe a pure state is |~P| = 1.

(b) If the electron’s spin along the z-axis is measured, what are the prob-
abilities for the result being±h̄/2?

(c) Show that 〈~σ〉 = ~P. (That is, show that 〈σi〉 = Pi for i = x, y, z.)
Show also that |~P| = p+ − p−, where p± are the probabilities for the
electron to have spin up and down along the direction of ~P.

(d) Take now ~P to be along the z-axis. Show that in this case |+〉 and
|−〉 are eigenstates of ρ, with eigenvalues (1 + Pz)/2 and (1− Pz)/2,
respectively. What do you think the eigenstates and eigenvalues of ρ

are when ~P points in some arbitrary direction?

Exercise 9.5.7. The density of states is defined by saying that the number
of states having energies in the interval from E to E + dE is D(E) dE,
where D(E) is the density of states. Calculate the density of states for an
electron gas in a three-dimensional box of volume L3. Do the same for a
one-dimensional box of length L and a two-dimensional box of area L2.

Exercise 9.5.8. Thermodynamics of the degenerate electron gas.

(a) Show that the pressure of the degenerate electron gas is

P ≡ − ∂E
∂V

=
2
5

neEF.

Compare with the classical prediction P = NkBT/V, recalling what
we mean by saying that the electron gas is degenerate.

(b) The bulk modulus is defined as B = V(∂P/∂V). Show that for the
degenerate electron gas,

B =
π4/3h̄2

31/3me
n5/3

e .

Find the electron density for some typical metal, e.g. from an appro-
priate book or from the Internet, calculate the bulk modulus given
by the above formula, and compare with the actual, experimentally
determined value.
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Exercise 9.5.9. Calculate the Fermi energy of an ultrarelativistic electron
gas, in which the relation between energy andmomentum is given by
E = pc. (Aim for a result like Eq. (9.4.6), in which the Fermi energy is
expressed in terms of the electron density.) If you want to, consider also
the case E =

√
p2c2 + m2

e c4.
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10
Symmetries in quantummechanics

10.1 Warm-up: Symmetries in classical mechanics

When we say in physics that a system has a symmetry, we mean that it is
possible to do some kind of a transformation on the system, so that the
physical properties of the transformed system are the same as those of
the original system. For example, a sphere has a complete rotational sym-
metry, which means that you can rotate the sphere in any way you like,
and the sphere will look just the same. As an introduction to the subject
of this chapter, we will briefly discuss the role of symmetries in classical
mechanics. We will see that symmetries have important consequences in
mechanics, namely, if a system has some kind of a symmetry, then there
will be a conservation law as a consequence of the symmetry.

Recall from your course on classical mechanics that if we have a clas-
sical system of particles, which is described by the coordinates qi(t) and
the corresponding velocities dqi(t)/dt ≡ q̇i(t), the dynamics of the
system can be described in terms of a Lagrangian L(qi, q̇i, t). The law
of motion is that the particles move in such a way that the action inte-
gral S =

∫
L dt takes a minimum value. It is a standard exercise in the

calculus of variations to derive from this the Euler–Lagrange equations

dL
dqi
− d

dt

(
∂L
∂q̇i

)
= 0. (10.1.1)

We will assume that whenever there is a symmetry in the system, the
form of the Lagrangian remains unchanged under the symmetry transfor-
mation. This guarantees that the equations of motion, and therefore the
physics of the system, will also be unchanged by the transformation.

Let us first consider a system which has the symmetry that its prop-
erties are independent of time – in other words, the system is invariant
under translations in time. The Lagrangian of such a system satisfies
L(qi, q̇i, t1) = L(qi, q̇i, t2), and so ∂L/∂t = 0. Hence the total time
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derivative of the Lagrangian is

dL
dt

=
∂L
∂t

+ ∑
i

(
∂L
∂qi

dqi
dt

+
∂L
∂q̇i

dq̇i
dt

)
= ∑

i

(
∂L
∂qi

dqi
dt

+
∂L
∂q̇i

dq̇i
dt

)
.

(10.1.2)
In the first term inside the sum, we use the equations of motion to replace
∂L/∂qi with (d/dt)(∂L/∂q̇i). We then have

∂L
∂t

= ∑
i

[
d
dt

(
∂L
∂q̇i

)
q̇i +

∂L
∂q̇i

dq̇i
dt

]
=

d
dt ∑

i

∂L
∂q̇i

q̇i, (10.1.3)

from which it follows that
dE
dt

= 0, (10.1.4)

where we have defined the quantity

E = ∑
i

∂L
∂q̇i

q̇i − L, (10.1.5)

and we choose to call this quantity the total energy of the system. The
conservation of energy therefore is a consequence of the system’s symme-
try under time translations.

We can do the same thing with a system that is symmetric under
translations in space. That is, we assume that the Lagrangian remains
unchanged when all the particles in the system are displaced by the
infinitesimal1 constant vector δ~r. We take the coordinates qi to be the po- 1 It is enough to consider an infinitesimal

translation, since a finite translation can
be achieved by applying many infinites-
imal translations in sequence, and so
invariance under finite translations fol-
lows from invariance under infinitesimal
transformations.

sition vectors~ri of the particles; then, under an infinitesimal translation,
the Lagrangian changes by2

2 The derivative of a function with respect
to a vector is defined as

dF
d~u

=
∂F
∂ux

êx +
∂F
∂uy

êy +
∂F
∂uz

êz.

δL = ∑
i

∂L
∂~ri
· δ~r = δ~r · d

dt

(
∂L
∂~̇ri

)
, (10.1.6)

where we have again used the equations of motion. On the grounds of the
system’s symmetry, we have δL = 0. Because δ~r is an arbitrary vector, this
leads to

d~P
dt

= 0, (10.1.7)

where
~P = ∑

i

∂L
∂~̇ri

= ∑
i
~pi (10.1.8)

is the total momentum of the system, and where the momentum of the
i-th particle is defined by

~pi =
∂L
∂~̇ri

. (10.1.9)

Problem 10.1.1. For a single particle of
mass m moving in a potential V(~x), the
Lagrangian is given by

L =
1
2

m~̇x2−V(~x) =
1
2

m
(

ẋ2 + ẏ2 + ż2)−V(x, y, z).
(10.1.10)

Calculate the particle’s energy andmo-
mentum using Eqs. (10.1.5) and (10.1.8),
and verify that they are what you would
expect from your knowledge of elemen-
tary mechanics.

In much the same way, the conservation of angular momentum fol-
lows if the system is symmetric under rotations. An infinitesimal rotation
can be characterized by the vector δ~φ, whose direction is the direction
of the rotation axis, and whose length gives the angle of rotation. Un-
der such a rotation, the position vector of a particle at~ri changes by
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δ~ri = δ~φ×~ri, and consequently the velocity changes by δ~̇ri = δ~φ×~̇ri.
The Lagrangian then changes by

δL = ∑
i

(
∂L
∂~ri

δ~ri +
∂L
∂~̇ri

δ~̇ri

)
. (10.1.11)

Recalling that the momentum of the i-th particle is ~pi = ∂L/∂~̇ri, and
using the equations of motion, we find ~̇pi = ∂L/∂~ri. The change in the
Lagrangian then becomes

δL = ∑
i

(
~̇pi · δ~φ×~ri + ~pi · δ~φ×~̇ri

)

= ∑
i

(
δ~φ ·~ri × ~̇pi + δ~φ ·~̇ri × ~pi

)

= δ~φ · d
dt ∑

i
~ri × ~pi, (10.1.12)

so that the requirement δL = 0 leads to the conservation of total angular
momentum:

d~L
dt

= 0, where ~L = ∑
i
~ri × ~pi = ∑

i

~Li. (10.1.13)

If a particular system has a symmetry with respect to, say, translations
along the x-axis, but not with respect to translations in other directions,
then there is a conservation law saying that the x-component of the total
momentum is conserved, while there are no conservation laws for the y-
and z-components of momentum. (Try to see if you can show this.)

It is possible to elevate the preceding discussion of conservation laws
to a somewhat more impressive level by looking at it from a slightly differ-
ent point of view. Consider a closed system – that is, a system whose con-
stituents interact only with each other, but the system does not interact
with its surroundings in any way. For such a system, which is completely
oblivious to its surroundings, the statement that the mechanical prop-
erties of the system are independent of time becomes a statement of the
homogeneity of time – that there is no intrinsic difference between some
instant of time and any other instant of time.

We therefore have that the law that the total energy of a closed system
is conserved is a consequence of the homogeneity of time. Similarly, the
law of conservation of total momentum for a closed system follows from
the homogeneity of space, which implies that the properties of a closed
system do not depend on the system’s absolute location in space. Finally,
from the isotropy of space it follows that the properties of a closed system
are independent of the system’s rotational orientation in space, which in
turn implies that the total angular momentum of the system is conserved.

The statement that every symmetry of a system gives rise to a corre-
sponding conservation law is one of the most important ideas in modern
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theoretical physics, if not the single most important one. It is often re-
ferred to asNoether’s theorem, after Emmy Noether, who discovered it and
formulated it mathematically in the early 1900’s.

Problem 10.1.2. Consider a classical
point particle moving in a force field; you
can think of a gravitational field for the
sake of concreteness. Which components
of the particle’s momentum and angular
momentum are conserved, if the field is
generated by
(a) An infinite homogeneous plane,
(b) An infinite homogeneous half-plane,
(c) An infinite homogeneous cylinder,
(d) An infinite homogeneous prism (see

figure below),
(e) Two stationary point masses,
(f) A homogeneous cone,
(g) A homogeneous circular ring,
(h) An infinite homogeneous helix (see

figure below).
(Answer: (d/dt)(Lz + apz/2π) = 0,
if the axis of the helix is the z-axis,
and a is the distance along the axis
corresponding to a single full rotation
along the helix.)

(Pictures fromWikipedia.)

Figure 10.1: On the left, a hexagonal
prism. On the right, a helix.

10.2 Translations in space

It is not completely straightforward to define what a translation through
space means in quantummechanics, since a particle in some state usu-
ally does not have a definite position. Nevertheless, we have previously
seen that the expected values of operators behave much in the same
way as the corresponding variables in classical mechanics. We there-
fore expect, considering a one-dimensional system for simplicity, that a
translation through a should have the effect

〈X〉 → 〈X〉+ a, 〈P〉 → 〈P〉 (10.2.1)

on the expected values of position andmomentum.
It is possible to formulate translations in two different, but equiva-

lent ways. First of all, we can say that the effect of the translation is to
transform any state |ψ〉 into a translated state |ψa〉 in such a way that

〈ψa|X|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|X|ψ〉+ a, (10.2.2)
〈ψa|P|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|P|ψ〉. (10.2.3)

If we assume that there is a translation operator T(a), which acts on state
vectors and takes the state |ψ〉 into |ψa〉, i.e. |ψa〉 = T(a)|ψ〉, then these
equations read

〈ψ|T†(a)XT(a)|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|X|ψ〉+ a, (10.2.4)
〈ψ|T†(a)PT(a)|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|P|ψ〉. (10.2.5)

From this we see that an equally valid point of view is to say that a trans-
lation does nothing to the states, but the operators get transformed ac-
cording to

X → T†(a)XT(a) = X + a, (10.2.6)
P→ T†(a)PT(a) = P. (10.2.7)

The transformation that modifies the states and leaves the operators un-
changed is called an active transformation, while the transformation that
changes the operators and does not touch the states is called a passive
transformation. The physical consequences of either transformation are
of course the same. We will now examine each of the transformations in
turn.
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10.2.1 Active transformations

Consider first the active transformation that transforms |ψ〉 into |ψa〉 =
T(a)|ψ〉. We would like to find out how T(a) acts on a general state, and
we are able to do this if we realize that the action of T(a) on the position
eigenstates |x〉 is particularly simple:

T(a)|x〉 = |x + a〉. (10.2.8)

This actually allows us to find the action of T(a) on any state, since any
state can be expanded in terms of the vectors |x〉. We have

T(a)|ψ〉 = T(a)
∫

dx |x〉〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dx |x + a〉〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dx |x〉〈x− a|ψ〉.
(10.2.9)

(In the last step, we made the change of variable x → x + a.) The wave
function of the original state was ψ(x) = 〈x|ψ〉, and so the wave function
of the translated state is

ψa(x) = 〈x|T(a)|ψ〉 = ψ(x− a). (10.2.10)

Note that the minus sign on the right is indeed correct, since now the
graph of the function ψ(x) gets translated to the right by a, just as it
should. Note also that Eq. (10.2.8) implies that T(a) is unitary, since it
transforms the orthonormal basis {|x〉} into another orthonormal basis
{|x + a〉}.

Problem 10.2.1. Show that from Eq.
(10.2.8) it follows that

〈ψa|X|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|X|ψ〉+ a, 〈ψa|P|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|P|ψ〉
(10.2.11)

for any state |ψ〉.
This is a somewhat strange result,

because it appears that by making sure
that we have 〈X〉 → 〈X〉+ a, it follows
that 〈P〉 → 〈P〉, even though in classical
mechanics a translation through a is
determined by the two independent
equations x → x + a, p→ p. The solution
to this problem is that Eq. (10.2.8), which
expresses the physical requirement that
a particle located at x should be taken
to x + a by the translation is not entirely
correct, since the following, more general
equation is also consistent with this
physical requirement:

T(a)|x〉 = eia f (x)/h̄|x + a〉. (10.2.12)

Show that, with this definition of T(a), we
have

〈ψa|X|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|X|ψ〉+ a,

〈ψa|P|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|P|ψ〉+ a〈ψ| d f (X)

dX
|ψ〉.

(10.2.13)

Now, in order to have 〈P〉 → 〈P〉, we
must set f to a constant. Then the eia f /h̄

becomes just a phase factor, and we can
throw it away, which amounts to taking
f = 0.

We would then like to find an explicit expression for the translation
operator T(a). For a = 0, this should be just the unit operator, and
therefore, for an infinitesimal transformation through δa, we expect that
we can write T(δa) as

T(δa) = 1− iG δa. (10.2.14)

You can think of the right-hand side just as the first two terms of a Tay-
lor expansion for T(δa); we have only introduced the notation G =

(dT/da)|a=0.
By Eq. (10.2.10), we have

〈x|T(δa)|ψ〉 = ψ(x− δa), (10.2.15)

and expanding each side to first order in δa, we find

〈x|ψ〉 − iδa〈x|G|ψ〉 = ψ(x)− dψ

dx
δa, (10.2.16)

or
Gψ(x) = −i

dψ

dx
, (10.2.17)

where Gψ(x) = 〈x|G|ψ〉 is the wave function of the state G|ψ〉. But the

Problem 10.2.2. Use the unitarity of T,
i.e. T†(δa)T(δa) = 1, to show that G is
Hermitian.

momentum operator acts on wave functions as P = −ih̄(d/dx), and so
we see from this equation that G = P/h̄, and consequently

T(δa) = 1− i
h̄

P δa. (10.2.18)
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In general, in an expression like this but for any transformation, the
operator in place of P is called the generator of the transformation. We
have therefore found that the momentum operator is the generator of
translations.

10.2.2 Passive transformations

Let us now see whether we find the same expression for T(δa) working
with passive transformations. In the passive picture the position and
momentum operators should satisfy

T†(a)XT(a) = X + a, T†(a)PT(a) = P. (10.2.19)

We again consider an infinitesimal translation,

T(δa) = 1− iG δa. (10.2.20)

Putting this into the transformation law for X, we find
(
1 + iG δa

)
X
(
1− iG δa

)
= X + δa, (10.2.21)

which can be rearranged into

[X, G] = i. (10.2.22)

From the equation for P, we similarly find

[P, G] = 0. (10.2.23)

On grounds of the canonical commutation relation [X, P] = ih̄, we
deduce from the previous two equations that G = P/h̄. Thus we were
able to again show that

T(δa) = 1− i
h̄

P δa. (10.2.24)

Some people might consider this as a more satisfying way of arriving
at this result, since it does not appeal to the particular form of the mo-
mentum operator in the position representation, but only on the general
relation [X, P] = ih̄, which holds in any representation.

10.2.3 The operator of finite translations

We have now constructed the operator of an infinitesimal translation.
The knowledge of this operator actually allows us to find the operator of
a translation of any size, because a finite translation can be constructed
by making a lot of infinitesimal translations one after another. More pre-
cisely, if we want to make a translation through a, we divide the interval
into N steps, so that each step has length a/N, and we take N to be very
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large, so that each step can be considered infinitesimal. Then we know
that

T(a/N) = 1− iP
h̄

δa
N

. (10.2.25)

On the other hand, for the translation by a we can write

T(a) =
(
T(a/N)

)N
=

(
1− iP

h̄
a
N

)N
. (10.2.26)

We can evaluate this using the identity

ebx = lim
N→∞

(
1 +

bx
N

)N
, (10.2.27)

which holds for complex numbers b and x. We are free to use it here
even though P is not a complex number, because now there are no other
operators that would not commute with P, and so P can be treated as
if it were a complex number. We then find that the operator of a finite
translation is

T(a) = e−iPa/h̄. (10.2.28)
Problem 10.2.3. Show that in the
position representation, T(a) = e−a(d/dx).
Then use a series expansion to show that

〈x|T(a)|ψ〉 = ψ(x− a). (10.2.29)

10.2.4 Translational invariance

We say that a quantum-mechanical system is translationally invariant if
its Hamiltonian satisfies

〈ψa|H|ψa〉 = 〈ψ|H|ψ〉 (10.2.30)

for any state ψ, or, equivalently,

T†(a)HT(a) = H. (10.2.31)

This is a sensible definition, because the time evolution of the system is
determined by its Hamiltonian, and this definition guarantees that if a
system is translationally invariant, the translated system evolves in time
similarly as the untranslated system.

We saw that in classical mechanics, invariance under translations
implied the conservation of momentum, and in fact something similar
happens in quantummechanics. For a translationally invariant system,
we have, considering an infinitesimal translation,

H = T†(δa)HT(δa) =
(

1 +
i
h̄

P δa
)

H
(

1− i
h̄

P δa
)
= H +

i
h̄
[P, H] δa,

(10.2.32)
or

[P, H] = 0. (10.2.33)

From Ehrenfest’s theorem, it then follows that

d〈P〉
dt

= − i
h̄
〈[P, H]〉 = 0. (10.2.34)
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That is, the conservation of momentum as a consequence of translational
invariance carries over to quantummechanics as the statement that the
expected value of the momentum operator of a translationally invariant
system is conserved.

We now consider the question of what kind of systems are translation-
ally invariant, so that their Hamiltonian satisfies Eq. (10.2.31). Assume
that the Hamiltonian is any function of X and P, and imagine expanding
it in a series in X and P. For any term in the expansion, say XPX2P, we
have (writing T(a) shortly as T)

T†XPX2PT = T†XTT†PTT†XTT†XTT†PT

= (T†XT)(T†PT)(T†XT)(T†XT)(T†PT).(10.2.35)

on the grounds of the unitarity of T. In this way we see that the Hamilto-
nian obeys

T†(a)H(X, P)T(a) = H
(
T†XT, T†PT

)
= H(X + a, P) (10.2.36)

and therefore the requirement for translational invariance, Eq. (10.2.31),
reads

H(X, P) = H(X + a, P). (10.2.37)
It follows from this that a system consisting of a single particle is trans-

lationally invariant only if the particle is free, since the Hamiltonian of a
single particle has the form H = P2/2m + V(X), and then the above
condition for translational invariance implies V(X) = V(X + a), i.e.
V(X) = constant. In the case of many particles, the situation can be
more interesting. For an N-particle system, we define the translation
operator T(a) by the conditions

T†(a)XiT(a) = Xi + a, T†(a)PiT(a) = Pi, (10.2.38)

where i = 1, . . . N. Considering an infinitesimal translation, so that
T = 1− iPδa/h̄, and expanding to linear order in δa, we find

[Xi, P] = ih̄, [Pi, P] = 0. (10.2.39)

From this we deduce that the generator of translations now is

P = ∑
i

Pi (10.2.40)

that is, the operator of total momentum.
Problem 10.2.4. Show that the definition
of the translation operator by the equation

〈x1, . . . , xN |T(a)|ψ〉 = ψ(x1− a, . . . , xN − a)
(10.2.41)

also leads to the generator of translations
being the total momentum P = ∑i Pi .

The definition of translational invariance now reads

H(Xi, Pi) = T†(a)H(Xi, Pi)T(a) = H(Xi + a, Pi). (10.2.42)

In contrast to the one-particle case, a many-particle system can be trans-
lationally invariant even if is something else than a system of free parti-
cles – the requirement of translational invariance is satisfied if the Hamil-
tonian is any function of the differences Xi − Xj between the different
particles’ coordinates.
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10.2.5 Translations in three dimensions

Let us briefly consider the generalization of the above ideas to three di-
mensions. Based on what we have learned so far, we would perhaps be
inclined to guess that also in three dimensions the generator of transla-
tions is related to the momentum operator

~P = Px~ex + Py~ey + Pz~ez. (10.2.43)

If the translation is along one of the coordinate axes, say the x-axis, we
know that in this case the generator of the translation is Px. But Px =
~P ·~ex, and since the x-direction shouldn’t be any different from any other
direction, we assume that

Pn = ~P ·~n (10.2.44)

is the generator of translations along the direction of the unit vector~n.
To check that this is indeed so, consider an infinitesimal translation by

δ~a. The translated state is T(δ~a)|ψ〉, and we have

〈~x|T(δa)|ψ〉 = 〈~x|
(

1− i
h̄
~P · δ~a

)
|ψ〉

= 〈~x|ψ〉 − i
h̄
〈~x|Px δax + Py δay + Pz δaz|ψ〉

= ψ(~x)− ∂ψ

∂x
δax −

∂ψ

∂y
δay −

∂ψ

∂z
δaz

= ψ(~x− δ~a), (10.2.45)

as expected.
The operator of finite translations is found exactly in the same way as

in the one-dimensional case, and is given by

T(~a) = e−i~P·~a/h̄. (10.2.46)

Note that because the different components of ~P commute with each
other, we have that successive translations combine with each other in
the simple way that we would expect, namely

T(~a)T(~b) = T(~a +~b). (10.2.47)

Alternatively, and rather interestingly, we can take it as a fact of geometry,
known to us through our experience about the world around us, that
translations in different directions combine with each other according
to Eq. (10.2.47). Starting from this assumption we can then derive that
different components of ~P commute with each other.

For example, consider moving a system first by a small distance δa
along the x-axis, then by another small distance δb along the y-axis, then
back along the x-axis by δa in the other direction, and finally back along
the y-axis by δb in the other direction. We know that the result of this
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sequence is to take the system back to exactly the same point from which
it started. Therefore we also know that the translation operators should
satisfy the identity

Ty(δb)Tx(−δa)Ty(δb)Tx(δa) = 1, (10.2.48)

where we denote by Tx and Ty the operators of translations along the x-
and y-axes. Expanding each translation operator to second order in the
small distances, this is the same as
(

1 +
i δb
h̄

Py −
(δb)2

2h̄2 P2
y

)(
1 +

i δa
h̄

Px −
(δa)2

2h̄2 P2
x

)

×
(

1− i δb
h̄

Py −
(δb)2

2h̄2 P2
y

)(
1− i δa

h̄
Px −

(δa)2

2h̄2 P2
x

)
= 1.

(10.2.49)

If you carefully carry out the multiplication on the left, working to second
order – i.e. setting to zero any term which involves a third or higher power
of the small quantities – you will get

1 +
δa δb

h̄2 [Px, Py] = 1. (10.2.50)

From this we may deduce that

[Px, Py] = 0. (10.2.51)

That is, the fact that Px and Py commute can be seen as a consequence of
the geometrical properties of successive translations in different direc-
tions.

10.2.6 The canonical commutation relation

Above we defined a translation through a by the requirement that its
effect on the expected values of X and P should be given by Eq. (10.2.1).
Starting from this definition we were able to show that the generator of
traslations is the momentum operator.

One can also think of the relation between translations and the mo-
mentum operator from another, slightly different point of view, which we
already have used above in our derivation of the commutation relation
[Px, Py] = 0. In this point of view, the momentum operator is defined to
be the operator that generates spatial translations, so that the operator
of translations is T(~a) = e−i~P·~a/h̄ by definition. This is a rather satisfying
point of view, because it allows one to understand the canonical commu-
tation relation as a consequence of the homogeneity of space, like it has
already allowed us to understand [Px, Py] = 0 as a consequence of the
fact that translations in different directions commute.

For simplicity we will only consider the one-dimensional case, though
it is not difficult to generalize the argument to three dimensions. We
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would like the relation 〈X〉 → 〈X〉+ a to be valid also in this new point
of view on physical grounds, since it just expresses the requirement that
position measurements made by an observer displaced from the origin
through a should all differ by a compared to an observer at the origin –
this is what we mean by saying that space is homogeneous. The trans-
lated position operator is given by

U†(δa)XU(δa) =
(

1 +
i
h̄

P δa
)

X
(

1− i
h̄

P δa
)
= X− i

h̄
[X, P] δa,

(10.2.52)
and if we require this to be equal to X + δa, we find that we must take

[X, P] = ih̄. (10.2.53)

Thus, if we take the point of view that momentum is defined as the
generator of space translations, then the canonical commutation relation
is forced on us by the requirement that spatial translations should behave
in a way that respects the properties of physical space. The commutator
essentially follows from a symmetry principle, namely that the result of a
physical experiment should not depend on which location in space the
experiment is peformed at, provided, of course, that everything which is
relevant to the experiment is taken from one location in space to another.

10.3 Translations in time

The way in which a state vector |ψ(t)〉 changes with time is determined
by the Schrödinger equation,

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H(t)|ψ(t)〉. (10.3.1)

For an infinitesimal time δt, we have

|ψ(t + δt)〉 =
(

1− i
h̄

H(t) δt
)
|ψ(t)〉. (10.3.2)

On the grounds of this, we say that the Hamiltonian is the generator of
translations in time.

10.3.1 Finite time translations

If the Hamiltonian does not depend on time, we can make a similar argu-
ment as we made above for the operator of finite space translations, and
write

U(t, t0) = e−iH(t−t0)/h̄ (10.3.3)

as the operator of finite time translations; this is just the time evolution
operator. On the other hand, if H = H(t), it is no longer possible to write
the time evolution operator in such a simple form, since H(t2) in general
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does not commute with H(t1) when t2 6= t1, and so we will not be able to
make use of the identity (10.2.27). To emphasize this, the time evolution
operator for a time-dependent Hamiltonian is often written as

U(t, t0) = T exp
(
− i

h̄

∫ t

t0

H(t) dt
)

, (10.3.4)

where the object on the right is the so-called time ordered exponential.
We already described the time ordered exponential in Chapter 4, but

it does not hurt to figure out again how to make sense out of it. We can
break the interval from t0 to t into many infinitesimal segments, and
write

|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, tn)|ψ(tn)〉 = U(t, tn)U(tn, tn − 1)|ψ(tn−1)〉 = . . .

= U(t, tn)U(tn, tn−1) . . . U(t1, t0)|ψ(t0)〉. (10.3.5)

Because each segment tk+1 − tk ≡ δtk is infinitesimal, we can write

U(tk+1, tk) = 1− i
h̄

H(tk)δtk. (10.3.6)

Inserting this into Eq. (10.3.5), we have

|ψ(t)〉 =
n

∏
k=0

(
1− i

h̄
H(tk)δtk

)
|ψ(t0)〉. (10.3.7)

The product that appears on the right defines the time ordered exponen-
tial – that is,

T exp
(
− i

h̄

∫ t

t0

H(t) dt
)
≡ lim

δtk→0

n

∏
k=0

(
1− i

h̄
H(tk)δtk

)
|ψ(t0)〉.

(10.3.8)
If we were to expand the product, we would end up with an expression
like

1− i
h̄

n

∑
k=0

H(tk)δtk +

(
− i

h̄

)2 n

∑
k=0

k−1

∑
j=0

H(tk)H(tj)δtkδtj

+

(
− i

h̄

)3 n

∑
k=0

k−1

∑
j=0

j−1

∑
i=0

H(tk)H(tj)H(ti)δtkδtjδti + . . . (10.3.9)

This explains why the thing is called a time ordered exponential – in all
the terms with multiple H’s, the H’s are ordered according to their time
arguments, in decreasing order from left to right.

10.3.2 Invariance under time translations

It maybe seemsmore or less obvious that a system is invariant under time
translations provided that its Hamiltonian is independent of time. We are
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indeed able to show this as follows: Consider an initial state |ψ0〉, which is
prepared at time t1. After a short time δt, the state has evolved to

|ψ(t1 + δt)〉 = |ψ0〉 −
iδt
h̄

H(t1)|ψ0〉. (10.3.10)

An identical initial state, only prepared at another time t2, evolves as

|ψ(t2 + δt)〉 = |ψ0〉 −
iδt
h̄

H(t2)|ψ0〉. (10.3.11)

If these two states are the same, we say that the system is invariant under
time translations. The condition for such invariance clearly is

H(t2) = H(t1), that is, ∂H
∂t

= 0. (10.3.12)

Recall that for a time dependent operator A(t), Ehrenfest’s theorem reads

d〈A〉
dt

= − i
h̄
〈[A, H]〉+

〈
∂A
∂t

〉
. (10.3.13)

Therefore, provided that a system is invariant under time translations,
so that the Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly on time, we have the
conservation law

d〈H〉
dt

= 0, (10.3.14)

just as we had for the momentum.

10.4 Parity

In classical physics, the parity operation is defined as a reflection through
the origin, i.e. it takes~x → −~x and ~p → −~p. In quantummechanics, the
parity operation P can be defined either by

Problem 10.4.1. Show that the parity
operator, as defined by Eq. (10.4.2)
satisfies P2 = 1, that its eigenvalues are
±1, and that it is Hermitian and unitary.

Problem 10.4.2. Assuming P is unitary,
argue that if P†XP = −X is given,
then consistency with the canonical
commutation relation dictates that we
must take P†PP = −P.

P†XP = −X, P†PP = −P, (10.4.1)

or by
P|x〉 = |−x〉. (10.4.2)

The second definition implies that for any state |ψ〉,

P|ψ〉 = P
∫

dx |x〉〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dx |−x〉〈x|ψ〉 =
∫

dx |x〉〈−x|ψ〉,
(10.4.3)

so that parity transforms the wave function 〈x|ψ〉 = ψ(x) into 〈−x|ψ〉 =
ψ(−x). In particular, the momentum eigenfunction 〈x|p〉 = φp(x) =

eipx/h̄ gets transformed into φp(−x) = e−ipx/h̄ = φ−p(x) = 〈x|−p〉.
This shows that in quantummechanics it is sufficient to define the parity
operation by only Eq. (10.4.2), since from this definition it follows that
P|p〉 = |−p〉.
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We say that a system is invariant under parity, if its Hamiltonian obeys

P† H(X, P)P = H(X, P), or H(−X,−P) = H(X, P). (10.4.4)

If this condition is satisfied, then H and P commute, and it is possible
to find a basis of simultaneous eigenstates of H and P . For example, the
Hamiltonian of a particle in an infinite square well is invariant under
parity, if the walls of the box are at−L/2 and L/2. Then wave function of
the n-th state indeed obeys ψn(−x) = (−1)n+1ψn(x), so that |ψn〉 is a
parity eigenstate with eigenvalue (−1)n+1.

The time evolution operator of a parity invariant system satisfies

PU(t) = U(t)P . (10.4.5)

It follows from this that if at t = 0 two states are prepared, |ψ(0)〉 and the
parity transformed state |χ(0)〉 = P|ψ(0)〉, then at any time t the states
|ψ(t)〉 and |χ(t)〉 are related to each other by a parity transformation:

|χ(t)〉 = U(t)|χ(0)〉 = U(t)P|ψ(0)〉 = PU(t)|ψ(0)〉 = P|ψ(t)〉.
(10.4.6)

An important point about parity is that there are processes in Na-
ture – those involving weak interactions – that are not invariant under
parity, even though every natural phenomenon apparently is invariant
under translations in space and time. In other words, it is possible to
prepare two initial states, |ψ(0)〉 and P|ψ(0)〉, so that the evolved states
U(t)|ψ(0)〉 and U(t)P|ψ(0)〉 are not related by a parity transformation.
A famous example is the beta decay of 60Co , which goes according to

60Co → 60Ni + e− + ν̄e; (10.4.7)

here e− denotes an electron and ν̄e an electron antineutrino. In this pro-
cess, the electron tends to be emitted in the direction opposite to the
spin of the initial 60Co , and we will now explain how this implies non-
invariance under parity.

First of all, we argue that, in three dimensions, invariance under parity
is equivalent to invariance under a mirror reflection. A mirror in the
xy-plane takes z into−z; after that, a 180◦ rotation about the z-axis
takes x and y into−x and−y, so the two transformations together are
equivalent to a parity transformation. Therefore, as long as we believe
that the laws of Nature are invariant under rotations, invariance under a
mirror reflection is equivalent to invariance under parity.

Figure 10.2: On the left, beta decay of
60Co . On the right, a mirror reflection of
the decay.

Then, consider what a mirror-reflected version of the decay of 60Co
would look like – this is illustrated in Fig. 10.2. To find what the mirror
reflection does to the spin of the 60Co , you can imagine that the nucleus
is a little spinning ball; then you should be able to guess that the spin is
reversed in the mirror reflection. On the other hand, the mirror reflec-
tion does nothing to the electron’s momentum. In the mirror reflected
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experiment, the electron therefore tends to come out in the direction
parallel to the spin of the 60Co , and this is not what is observed in a real
experiment. So we have here a situation where a phenomenon of Nature
is not invariant under a mirror reflection, and thus not invariant under
parity – in other words, the mirror-reflected version of the phenomenon
is something that does not happen in Nature.

10.5 Time reversal

Time reversal is defined in classical physics as the transformation t →
−t. For example, if a point particle has the trajectory x(t), then the time-
reversed trajectory is x̄(t) ≡ x(−t). It follows from this that the velocity
gets reversed under time reversal: v̄(t) = dx̄(t)/dt = dx(−t)/dt =

−dx(−t)/d(−t) = −v(−t).
Classical mechanics is invariant under time reversal, since a time

reversed trajectory x̄(t) is a solution of Newton’s law whenever x(t) is:

m
d2 x̄(t)

dt2 = m
d2x(−t)

dt2 = m
d2x(−t)
d(−t)2 = F(x(−t)) = F(x̄(t)). (10.5.1)

In fact, all laws of classical physics are invariant under time reversal.
We would now like to find what operator T performs time reversal

in quantummechanics. We will not be interested in finding the most
mathematically precise and logically satisfying way of constructing T ; we
will satisfy ourselves with giving an argument which makes it plausible
that T is what is called an antiunitary operator, and that it can be taken
to be the operator of complex conjugation3. 3 If you can read mathematics, and

want to know what is the minimal set
assumptions one has to make in order to
construct a time reversal operator, you
are encouraged to read B. W. Roberts’
paper Three Myths About Time Reversal
in Quantum Theory, available at http:
//www.pitt.edu/~bwr6/research/

RobertsB_TimeReversal.pdf.

Consider Schrödinger’s equation with a time-independent Hamilto-
nian,

ih̄
d|ψ(t)〉

dt
= H|ψ(t)〉. (10.5.2)

We would like the time reversed state |ψ̄(t)〉 = T |ψ(t)〉 to obey the
equation

ih̄
d|ψ̄(t)〉
d(−t)

= −ih̄
d|ψ̄(t)〉

dt
= H|ψ̄(t)〉, (10.5.3)

or
−ih̄

d
dt
T |ψ(t)〉 = HT |ψ(t)〉. (10.5.4)

Multiplying by left with T −1 gives

T −1(−ih̄)T d|ψ(t)〉
dt

= T −1HT |ψ(t)〉 = H|ψ(t)〉, (10.5.5)

since we expect to have HT = T H, because H does not depend on time.
Comparing Eqs. (10.5.2) and (10.5.5), we are forced to conclude that

T −1(−i)T = i, (10.5.6)

http://www.pitt.edu/~bwr6/research/RobertsB_TimeReversal.pdf
http://www.pitt.edu/~bwr6/research/RobertsB_TimeReversal.pdf
http://www.pitt.edu/~bwr6/research/RobertsB_TimeReversal.pdf
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that is, the time reversal operator changes the sign of i.
If we write T = UK, where U is an ordinary unitary operator, and K

complex conjugates the object that it operates on, then we see that Eq.
(10.5.6) is satisfied. Furthermore, we have

〈T χ|T ψ〉 =
∫

dx
(
(T χ)(x)

)†(
(T ψ)(x)

)

=
∫

dx
(
Uχ∗(x)

)†Uψ∗(x) =
∫

dx χ(x)U†Uψ∗(x)

=
∫

dx ψ∗(x)χ(x) = 〈ψ|χ〉 = 〈χ|ψ〉∗. (10.5.7)

Any operator A that obeys

〈Aχ|Aψ〉 = 〈χ|ψ〉∗ (10.5.8)

is called by mathematicians an antiunitary operator. We have found
that the time reversal operator T = UK is an example of an antiuni-
tary operator. Note that its antiunitarity guarantees that the transition
probabilities |〈χ|ψ〉|2 are preserved under time reversal.

The form of the unitary operator U depends on the representation in
which one is working. By analogy with classical mechanics, we want the
position andmomentum operators to transform as

T −1XT = X, T −1PT = −P. (10.5.9)

In the position representation, X = x is real, while P = −ih̄(d/dx)
is imaginary, and so, in this representation, the simplest operator U
that is consistent with Eq. (10.5.9) is U = 1. On the other hand, in the
momentum representation, where P = p is real, U has to be an operator
that transforms p into−p.

Although we are not going to prove it here, for a single spin-1/2 parti-
cle, the operator U is

U = −iσy, where σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, (10.5.10)

so that

T =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
K. (10.5.11)

Since K2 = 1, this operator satisfies T 2 = −1. More generally, the time
reversal operator for a system containing an odd number of spin-1/2 par-
ticles obeys T 2 = −1, because it is essentially a tensor product of an odd
number of single-particle time reversal operators. This has an interesting
consequence, the so-called Kramers degeneracy theorem. The theorem
states that, for any system with an odd number of spin-1/2 particles in
an electric field, each energy level is at least doubly degenerate. Proof:
Time reversal leaves an electric field unchanged, so the Hamiltonian of
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this system is invariant under time reversal, i.e. HT = T H. Let |ψ〉 be
an energy eigenstate; then the states |ψ〉 and T |ψ〉 have the same en-
ergy. If they were the same state, we would have T |ψ〉 = eiα|ψ〉, and so
T 2|ψ〉 = T eiα|ψ〉 = e−iαT |ψ〉 = |ψ〉, in contradiction with T 2 = −1.
Thus |ψ〉 and T |ψ〉 are two different states; this proves the theorem.

Problem 10.5.1. Does the Kramers
degeneracy theorem hold for a system
with an odd number of spin-1/2 particles
in a magnetic field?

10.6 Galilean invariance and the Hamiltonian

It is one of the fundamental principles of classical physics that all inertial
coordinate systems are equally good for the purpose of describing phys-
ical phenomena, or, in other words, that the laws of physics appear the
same in all inertial coordinate systems. If two inertial coordinate systems
are moving with respect to each other with velocity v, the quantities of
the two systems are related to each other by

x′ = x− vt, (10.6.1)
ẋ′ = ẋ− v, (10.6.2)
p′ = p−mv. (10.6.3)

The coordinate transformation that takes one from a stationary inertial
coordinate system to a moving one is known as a Galilean transforma-
tion. The principle that the laws of physics are the same in all inertial
coordinate systems is sometimes called the principle of Galilean invari-
ance.

An important assumption of the coordinate transformation x′ =
x − vt is that there exists a universal time t common to all inertial ob-
servers. While this seems like a very natural assumption, it is actually
not true. It is approximately valid as long as all observers are moving at
slow enough speeds relative to each other. That the assumption is not
true becomes apparent only when the observers are moving at speeds
comparable to the speed of light, and therefore it is not surprising that
the falsity of the assumption cannot really be inferred from any of our ev-
eryday experiences. The study of what consequences the abandonment
of this assumption has constitutes the special theory of relativity, and the
continuation of this story belongs to another course.

Let us now consider the implementation of Galilean transformations
in quantummechanics. We assume that Galilean transformations are
performed on state vectors by the unitary operator

U(v) = e−iGv/h̄, (10.6.4)

where G is a Hermitian operator, the generator of Galilean transforma-
tions. Under such a transformation, the expected value of any quantity A
transforms as

〈A〉 = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 → 〈ψ|U†(v)AU(v)|ψ〉 ≡ 〈A〉v, (10.6.5)
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and, according to the discussion in section 10.2 on active and passive
transformations, we can interpret the transformation as leaving the wave
functions untouched and transforming the operators as

A→ U†(v)AU(v). (10.6.6)

We then require that the transformation laws (10.6.1)–(10.6.3) carry over
to quantummechanics as relations between operators – that is, we re-
quire

U†(v)XU(v) = X− vt, (10.6.7)
U†(v)PU(v) = P−mv (10.6.8)

(Eq. (10.6.2) will be considered after a while). For an infinitesimal velocity,
we have

U†(v)XU(v) =
(

1 +
i
h̄

Gv
)

X
(

1− i
h̄

Gv
)
= X +

i
h̄
[G, X]v, (10.6.9)

and similarly
U†(v)PU(v) = P +

i
h̄
[G, P]v. (10.6.10)

These relations allow us to determine the generator G, because wemust
have

i
h̄
[G, X]v = −vt, and i

h̄
[G, P]v = −mv. (10.6.11)

Remembering that [X, P] = ih̄, we see that the first equation is satisfied
if G = −Pt + A(X), and then the second equation determines A(X) as
mX, so that

G = mX− Pt. (10.6.12)

That is, from the requirement that the position andmomentum operators
transform under Galilean transformations the way we would expect them
to, we were able to find the explicit form of the operator that generates
Galilean transformations. This might seem like a perfectly good point to
stop calculating, but we nevertheless press on, since our ultimate goal in
this section is to present a wonderful theorem about the implications of
Galilean invariance to the Hamiltonian operator.

Consider therefore Eq. (10.6.2). We define a velocity operator Ẋ by the
requirement that it satisfies

d
dt
〈X〉ψ = 〈Ẋ〉ψ (10.6.13)

for any state |ψ〉. For any time-independent operator, we have by Ehren-
fest’s theorem

d
dt
〈A〉 = − i

h̄
〈[A, H]〉, (10.6.14)
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and so wemay take the velocity operator to be

Ẋ =
i
h̄
[H, X]. (10.6.15)

The velocity operator should transform as

Ẋ → U†(v)ẊU(v) = Ẋ− v. (10.6.16)

Multiplying both sides by m and subtracting from Eq. (10.6.8), we find

U†(v)
(

P−mẊ
)
U(v) = P−mẊ, (10.6.17)

which can be true only if

[P−mẊ, G] = 0. (10.6.18)

At this point we can make a significant simplification by appealing to
the following argument. Our goal is to prove a theorem about the Hamil-
tonian. In quantummechanics, the time t is only a parameter, without
any intrinsic significance. By this we mean that, in the case where the
external conditions do not change with time, t only labels which events
happen after which, and a particular value of t, like t = 10 sec, does not
have any fundamental meaning, since somebody else can use a different
clock to label the same physical events, and when our clock is showing
t = 10 sec, the other observer’s clock may show any other value, like
t = −35 sec. Therefore, if we choose a particular value for t, and prove a
theorem about the Hamiltonian using that value of t, we have every rea-
son to expect the theorem to hold for any value of t, because there is not
any real significance in what value t has, at least for an isolated system.

Let us therefore choose t = 0, because then the generator is simply
G = mX, and Eq. (10.6.18) reduces to

[P−mẊ, X] = 0. (10.6.19)

Now, any operator that commutes with X is a function of X only, so we
may write

P−mẊ = f (X). (10.6.20)

As long as we work in one dimension, it is possible to set the function
f (X) to zero by the following trick. Define the unitary operator

W = e(i/h̄)F(X), (10.6.21)

where dF(x)/dx = f (x). (In several dimensions, given a function ~f (~x),
there does not in general exist a function ~F(~x) so that ~f (~x) = ∇~F(~x).)
The operator W transforms X and P as

X → W†XW = X, (10.6.22)

P → W†PW = P + W†[P, W] = P + W†
(
−ih̄

∂W
∂X

)

= P + W† f (X)W = P + f (X), (10.6.23)
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where we have made use of the relation [P, g(X)] = −ih̄(∂g(X)/∂X).
Therefore, in one dimension, one can use the operator W to perform a
suitable unitary change of basis, the result of which is to set f (X) = 0, so
that

P−mẊ = 0. (10.6.24)

We have now developed everything we need in order to prove the won-
derful theorem. The theorem states that the requirement that quantum
mechanics behaves correctly under Galilean transformations constrains
the Hamiltonian operator to have exactly the form

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X). (10.6.25)

In order to show this, we define the operator

K =
1
2

mẊ2 =
P2

2m
, (10.6.26)

and calculate
[K, X] =

1
2m

[P2, X] = −ih̄
P
m

. (10.6.27)

On the other hand, from Eqs. (10.6.24) and (10.6.15), we have

P
m

= Ẋ =
i
h̄
[H, X], or [H, X] = −ih̄

P
m

. (10.6.28)

Subtracting this from Eq. (10.6.27) gives

[H − K, X] = 0, (10.6.29)

which implies that H − K is a function of X only. If we call this function
V(X), we find

H =
P2

2m
+ V(X). (10.6.30)

Problem 10.6.1. The time evolution of a
state |ψ(t)〉 is determined by the equation

|ψ(t)〉 = U (t, t0)|ψ(t0)〉, (10.6.31)

where we have used the letter U for
the time evolution operator, in or-
der to not confuse it with the operator
U(v, t) = e−iG(t)v/h̄ of a Galilean transfor-
mation. If we have managed to correctly
implement Galilean invariance into quan-
tummechanics, the Galilean transformed
state U(v, t)|ψ(t)〉 should evolve in time
according to the same equation:

U(v, t)|ψ(t)〉 = U (t, t0)U(v, t0)|ψ(t0)〉.
(10.6.32)

(a) Comparing Eqs. (10.6.31) and
(10.6.32), show that the time evo-
lution operator must obey

U†(v, t)U (t, t0)U(v, t0) = U (t, t0).
(10.6.33)

(b) Considering an infinitesimal time
interval t − t0 = δt, show that the
equation of part (a) implies

U†(v, t)
(

H − ih̄
∂

∂t

)
U(v, t) = H.

(10.6.34)
(c) Show that this equation is satisfied by

the Hamiltonian (10.6.30), assuming
the potential is invariant under
Galilean transformations. (Hint: The
identity

eB Ae−B = A+[B, A]+
1
2!
[B, [B, A]]+ . . .

(10.6.35)
will be useful.)

This is a very satisfying result. It shows that Eq. (10.6.30) is essentially
determined by the requirement that the principle of Galilean invariance
carries over from classical physics to quantummechanics. In particular,
Eq. (10.6.30) is not in any way a ”consequence” of classical mechanics,
even though it is not difficult to get this impression, since often the only
motivation that is given for Eq. (10.6.30) are arguments about its formal
similarity with classical mechanics. Classical mechanics certainly was an
indispensable guide for the people who invented quantummechanics
in the old days; however, from a logical point of view it is by no means a
necessary ingredient in the construction of quantummechanics – even
though a really famous physicist once wrote: ”Quantummechanics oc-
cupies a very unusual place among physical theories: it contains classical
mechanics as a limiting case, yet it requires this limiting case for its own
formulation.”

In two or three dimensions, where one generally cannot get rid of
the function f (X), the kinetic energy operator is still defined by K =
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(m/2)~̇X2. Then it is possible to show, by a similar argument as we made
in the one-dimensional case, that the most general form of the Hamilto-
nian is

H =
1

2m
(
~P− ~f (~X)

)2
+ V(~X). (10.6.36)

The unusual-looking form of the kinetic energy term turns out to have a
natural physical interpretation; it is possible to show that describes the
interaction of a charged particle with a magnetic field.

A final word of caution concerning this theorem is perhaps in order
here. One can also do the argument about the significance of time in
quantummechanics the opposite way, saying that if the actual value of
t is irrelevant, then, if the theorem is true, it should be possible to prove
it without setting t equal to any particular value. Even so, we have nei-
ther been able to prove the theorem without setting t = 0, nor to find
such a proof in the literature. The theorem was apparently invented by
the Swiss physicist Josef Jauch4, but even though he proves the theorem 4 J. M. Jauch, Gauge Invariance as a

Consequence of Galilei-Invariance for
Elementary Particles, Helv. Phys. Acta
37, 284, 1964. The proof also appears in
Jauch’s book Foundations of Quantum
Mechanics, AddisonWesley, 1968. A
criticism of Jauch’s proof is given by H.
R. Brown and P. R. Holland, The Galilean
covariance of quantummechanics in the
case of external fields, Am. J. Phys. 67, 204,
1999.

using somewhat heavier mathematical machinery, his proof neverthe-
less amounts to setting t = 0. We wanted to make the reader aware of
this point, in order to give him an opportunity to judge for himself how
strongly he wants to believe in this theorem.

10.7 An aside: The Poisson bracket

Not very long ago we have seen that the canonical commutation relation
[Xi, Pj] = ih̄δij can be understood as a consequence of the homogeneity
of space, but this was not how it was originally figured out. In this section
we will again take a short detour into classical mechanics, this time in
order to shed some light on how the people who invented quantum
mechanics discovered what form the commutation relation should take.

Consider, as in the beginning of this chapter, a classical system of
particles, which is described by coordinates qi and the corresponding
velocities q̇i, and which has a Lagrangian L(qi, q̇i, t). The equations of
motion are the Euler–Lagrange equations

∂L
∂qi
− d

dt

(
∂L
∂q̇i

)
= 0. (10.7.1)

We define the momentum pi corresponding to the coordinate qi by

pi =
∂L
∂q̇i

, (10.7.2)

and we assume that this relation is invertible, so that the velocities qi

can be expressed in terms of the momenta pi. The classical Hamiltonian
H(qi, pi, t) is then defined as

H = ∑
i

pi q̇i − L, (10.7.3)
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where it is implied that all the velocities should be expressed in terms of
the momenta. The equations of motion in the Hamiltonian formalism are
theHamilton’s equations

q̇i =
∂H
∂pi

, ṗi = −
∂H
∂qi

. (10.7.4)

Problem 10.7.1. Derive Hamilton’s
equations, starting from the expression

dL =
∂L
∂t

dt + ∑
i

(
∂L
∂qi

dqi +
∂L
∂q̇i

dq̇i

)

(10.7.5)
and showing that it can be rewritten as

dH =
∂H
∂t

dt + ∑
i

(
− ṗi dqi + q̇i dpi

)
.

(10.7.6)

Consider now a quantity A(qi, pi, t), a function of the coordinates and
the momenta, and possibly of time. Making use of Hamilton’s equations,
we have by direct calculation

dA
dt

= ∑
i

(
∂A
∂qi

dqi
dt

+
∂A
∂pi

dpi
dt

)
+

∂A
∂t

= ∑
i

(
∂A
∂qi

∂H
∂pi
− ∂A

∂pi

∂H
∂qi

)
+

∂A
∂t

≡ {A, H}+ ∂A
∂t

, (10.7.7)

where
{A, H} = ∑

i

(
∂A
∂qi

∂H
∂pi
− ∂A

∂pi

∂H
∂qi

)
(10.7.8)

is the so-called Poisson bracket. Even though the Hamiltonian appears
in the above equation, the Poisson bracket of any two functions f (qi, pi)

and g(qi, pi) is defined by a similar equation.
The algebraic properties of the Poisson bracket are very similar to

those of the commutator. For example, we have

[A, B] = −[B, A], (10.7.9)
[AB, C] = B[A, C] + [A, B]C, (10.7.10)

0 = [A, [B, C]] + [B, [C, A]] + [C, [A, B]], (10.7.11)

and the Poisson bracket has the analogous properties

{ f , g} = −{g, f }, (10.7.12)
{ f , gh} = g{ f , h}+ { f , g}h, (10.7.13)

0 = { f , {g, h}}+ {g, {h, f }}+ {h, { f , g}}. (10.7.14)

Without going into a detailed discussion on why that was so5, we will 5 More information can be found e.g. in
§21 of Dirac’s book – P. A. M. Dirac, The
Princples of QuantumMechanics (Oxford
University Press, 1981).

merely say that in the early days of quantummechanics people used the
rule of thumb – I believe it was invented by Dirac – that you quantize a
classical system by promoting the classical quantities into operators, and
the commutator of the quantum operators is proportional to the Poisson
bracket of the corresponding classical quantities. In particular, is not
difficult to show that

{qi, pj} = δij. (10.7.15)

According to Dirac’s prescription, this tells us that in quantummechanics
we should write

[Xi, Pj] = ih̄δij. (10.7.16)
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Incidentally, this also gives one explanation for why in quantumme-
chanics the Hamiltonian is usually identified with the total energy of the
system, because in most cases in classical mechanics the Hamiltonian is
equal to the total energy.

Problem 10.7.2. For a single particle
moving in a potential V(x), the La-
grangian is

L =
1
2

mẋ2 −V(x). (10.7.17)

Show that the Hamiltonian is

H =
p2

2m
+ V(x). (10.7.18)

Work out Hamilton’s equations of mo-
tion, and show that they imply Newton’s
law mẍ = −∂V/∂x.

10.8 Exercises

Exercise 10.8.1. Gauge invariance in quantummechanics. Classical
electrodynamics can be formulated in terms of the scalar potential φ(~x, t)
and the vector potential ~A(~x, t), in terms of which the electric field and
the magnetic field are expressed as

~E = −∇φ− ∂~A
∂t

, ~B = ∇× ~A. (10.8.1)

Notice that if the potentials are redefined according to

φ→ φ +
∂λ

∂t
, ~A→ ~A−∇λ, (10.8.2)

with any function λ(~x, t), then the new potentials give rise to the same
electric and magnetic fields, and hence to the same physics, as the old
potentials. This transformation is called a gauge transformation, and
the invariance of the fields under gauge transformations is described by
saying that classical electrodynamics is gauge invariant.

The goal of this exercise is to investigate how a charged particle mov-
ing in electric and magnetic fields is described in quantummechanics,
and how gauge invariance is implemented in that description. Our start-
ing point is the Lagrangian

L =
1
2

m~̇x2 − qφ + q~̇x · ~A, (10.8.3)

which describes a classical particle of charge q moving under the influ-
ence of the potentials φ and ~A.

(a) Use the calculus of variations to show that the equation of motion
arising from the Lagrangian is the Lorentz force law,

m~̈x = q
(
~E + ~̇x× ~B

)
. (10.8.4)

(b) Show that the momentum, as defined by Eq. (10.7.2), is

~p = m~̇x + q~A. (10.8.5)

Then show from Eq. (10.7.3) that the classical Hamiltonian is

H =

(
~p− q~A

)2

2m
+ qφ. (10.8.6)

On grounds of this, we expect that the correct quantum-mechanical
Hamiltonian operator for the charged particle is

H =

(
~P− q~A(~X, t)

)2

2m
+ qφ(~X, t). (10.8.7)
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(c) Write down the gauge transformed Hamiltonian Hλ, which results
when the gauge transformation (10.8.2) is performed on the potentials.
Show that if ψ(~x, t) is a solution of the Schrödinger equation

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= Hψ, (10.8.8)

then it is not a solution of the gauge transformed equation

ih̄
∂ψ

∂t
= Hλψ. (10.8.9)

However, show that if we introduce the additional rule that under a
gauge transformation the wave function is transformed according to

ψ→ ψλ = e−iqλ(~x,t)/h̄ψ, (10.8.10)

then the gauge transformed wave function satisfies the equation

ih̄
∂ψλ

∂t
= Hλψλ. (10.8.11)

On grounds of this, we conclude that gauge transformations are per-
formed on state vectors by the unitary operator

Uλ = e−iqλ(~X,t)/h̄. (10.8.12)

(d) Gauge invariant theories play a very important role in particle
physics. We therefore want to show you an alternative method of
demonstrating the gauge invariance of the Schrödinger equation6, 6 J. Zinn-Justin and R. Guida (2008),

Gauge invariance. Scholarpedia, 3 (12):
8287, http://www.scholarpedia.org/
article/Gauge_invariance.

which is similar to the way gauge symmetries are treated in particle
physics. Consider the so-called covariant derivatives, defined as

D
Dt

=
d
dt
− iq

h̄
φ and ~D = ∇− iq

h̄
~A. (10.8.13)

Show that the Schrödinger equation can be written in terms of the
covariant derivatives as

ih̄
D
Dt
|ψ〉 = − h̄2

2m
D2|ψ〉. (10.8.14)

Then show that the covariant derivatives obey

Uλ
D
Dt

U†
λ =

(
D
Dt

)

λ

, Uλ
~DU†

λ = ~Dλ, (10.8.15)

where
(

D
Dt

)

λ

=
d
dt
− iq

h̄
φλ, ~Dλ = ∇− iq

h̄
~Aλ, (10.8.16)

and
φλ = φ +

∂λ

∂t
, ~Aλ = ~A−∇λ. (10.8.17)

Deduce from this that if |ψ〉 satisfies the Schrödinger equation with the
potentials φ and ~A, then Uλ|ψ〉 satisfies the equation with the gauge
transformed potentials φλ and ~Aλ.

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Gauge_invariance
http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Gauge_invariance


11
Rotations and angular momentum

In the previous chapter we learned how translations in space and time are
treated in quantummechanics, and what implications invariance under
such translations has. We will now do the same thing with rotations. This
is a problem of great practical importance, since many physically inter-
esting systems, e.g. the hydrogen atom, are described by Hamiltonians
that are invariant under rotations. In this chapter, our goal is to become
familiar with the formalism of rotations and angular momentum. The
application of the formalism to physical problems will be the subject of
the next chapter.

11.1 The angular momentum operator

11.1.1 Rotations in two dimensions

We would like to find out what operator is the generator of rotations in
quantummechanics. Let us first consider the effect of rotations about the
z-axis on vectors that live in the xy-plane. A counterclockwise rotation
about z by the angle α transforms the components Vx, Vy of any vector ~V
into

V′x = Vx cos α−Vy sin α, (11.1.1)
V′y = Vx sin α + Vy cos α. (11.1.2)

We expect that a similar relation holds in quantummechanics between
the rotated and unrotated components of the position andmomentum
operators. That is, if Rz(α) is the operator of rotations about the z-axis,
we assume that

R†
z(α)XRz(α) = X cos α−Y sin α, (11.1.3)

R†
z(α)YRz(α) = X sin α + Y cos α. (11.1.4)
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and similarly for Px and Py. In particular, for an infinitesimal rotation by
δα,

Rz(δα)†XRz(δα) = X−Yδα, Rz(δα)†YRz(δα) = Y + Xδα,
(11.1.5)

and

Rz(δα)†PxRz(δα) = Px − Pyδα, Rz(δα)†PyRz(δα) = Py + Pxδα.
(11.1.6)

We write the operator of an infinitesimal rotation as

Rz(δα) = 1− i
h̄

Lz δα, (11.1.7)

where Lz is the generator of rotations about the z-axis. Inserting this into
Eqs. (11.1.5) and (11.1.6), we find that the generator must obey

[X, Lz] = −ih̄Y, [Y, Lz] = ih̄X, (11.1.8)

and
[Px, Lz] = −ih̄Py, [Py, Lz] = ih̄Px. (11.1.9)

Recalling that [Xi, Pj] = ih̄δij, and that any component of ~X or ~P com-
mutes with any other component of the same operator, we see that these
relations uniquely determine the generator as

Lz = XPy −YPx. (11.1.10)

Problem 11.1.1. Derive Eq. (11.1.10)
in the coordinate representation. As-
sume that Rz(δα) acts on the position
eigenstates as

Rz(δα)|x, y〉 = |x− y δα, y + x δα〉,
(11.1.11)

and expand an arbitrary state |ψ〉 in the
states |x, y〉 to show that

〈x, y|1− iδα

h̄
Lz|ψ〉 = ψ(x+ y δα, y− x δα).

(11.1.12)
Conclude from this that

Lz = x
(
−ih̄

∂

∂y

)
− y

(
−ih̄

∂

∂x

)
.

(11.1.13)

In exactly the same way in which we constructed the operator of a
finite translation, we find that the operator of a finite rotation is

Rz(α) = lim
N→∞

(
1− iα

h̄N
Lz

)N
= e−iαLz/h̄. (11.1.14)

That this really gives a rotation by α is the most easily seen by going to
polar coordinates,

x = r cos φ, y = r sin φ, (11.1.15)

in which
Lz = −ih̄

∂

∂φ
. (11.1.16)

Then, the rotation operator becomes Rz(α) = e−α ∂/∂φ, and the effect of a
rotation by α on a wave function ψ(r, φ) is what we would expect:

Rz(α)ψ(r, φ) = e−α ∂/∂φψ(r, φ) =
∞

∑
n=0

(−α)n

n!
∂n

∂φn ψ(r, φ) = ψ(r, φ− α),

(11.1.17)
because the sum is the Taylor expansion of ψ(r, φ− α) about α = 0.
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11.1.2 Rotations in three dimensions

In three dimensions, there are three orthogonal directions about which
one can perform a rotation, and so there are three operators,

Lx = YPz − ZPy, (11.1.18)
Ly = ZPx − XPz, (11.1.19)
Lz = XPy −YPx, (11.1.20)

which generate rotations about the x-, y- and the z-axis, respectively. We
identify these operators with the components of angular momentum, be-
cause they have the same form as the components of the classical angular
momentum vector~l = ~r × ~p. Also, we will later find that if a system is
invariant under rotations about, say, the x-axis, we have d〈Lx〉/dt = 0,
which is consistent with our ideas about conservation of angular momen-
tum in classical mechanics. Thus, the angular momentum operator is the
vector

~L = Lx~ex + Ly~ey + Lz~ez. (11.1.21)

Because Lx, the generator of rotations about the x-axis, can be written
as Lx = ~L ·~ex, and similarly for Ly and Lz, we guess that the generator of
rotations about an arbitrary direction, given by the unit vector~n, is

L~n = ~n ·~L. (11.1.22)

This is indeed correct, and it can be verified in the position representa-
tion as follows. Take an infinitesimal rotation represented by the vector
δ~φ, so that the direction of the vector gives the rotation axis and its length
gives the rotation angle. Under such a rotation, the vector~r gets rotated
into~r + δ~φ×~r. The effect of the rotation on a wave function ψ(~r) there-
fore is

ψ(~r)→ ψ(~r− δ~φ×~r) = ψ(~r)− δ~φ×~r · ∇ψ(~r). (11.1.23)

On the other hand, if G~φ denotes the generator of the rotation, we have

ψ(~r)→ U~φ(δφ)ψ(~r) =
(

1− iδφ

h̄
G~φ

)
ψ(~r). (11.1.24)

Comparing the two equations, and using the identity~a · (~b×~c) =~b · (~c×
~a), we see that

G~φ = −ih̄~φ ·~r×∇ = ~φ · ~X× ~P = ~φ ·~L, (11.1.25)

where ~φ is a unit vector in the direction of δ~φ. Therefore, the operator of a
finite rotation by the angle α about the direction~n is

R~n(α) = e−iα~n·~L/h̄. (11.1.26)
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From the requirement that successive rotations combine with each
other in a consistent way, there follow relations that the components of~L
must satisfy. For example, consider the following sequence of infinitesi-
mal rotations:

• First by a small angle δα about the x-axis;

• Then by another small angle δβ about the y-axis;

• Then by−δα about the x-axis;

• Finally by−δβ about the y-axis.

If you try to do this carefully, say with a book, you will find that the book
does not come back in the same way as it was in the beginning, but it will
be rotated around the z-axis by a very small amount. In fact, the rotation
matrices that represent these rotations satisfy

Ry(−δβ)Rx(−δα)Ry(δβ)Rx(δα) ' Rz(−δαδβ). (11.1.27)

We can verify this by calculating the matrix product on the right, working
to second order in the small angles. The rotation matrices are given by

Rx(δα) =




1 0 0
0 cos δα − sin δα

0 sin δα cos δα


 '




1 0 0
0 1− 1

2 (δα)2 −δα

0 δα 1− 1
2 (δα)2


 ,

(11.1.28)
and

Ry(δβ) =




cos δβ 0 sin δβ

0 1 0
− sin δβ 0 cos δβ


 '




1− 1
2 (δβ)2 0 δβ

0 1 0
−δβ 0 1− 1

2 (δβ)2


 .

(11.1.29)
If you carry out the product, throwing away terms of third or higher order
in the angles, you will find




1 δα δβ 0
−δα δβ 1 0

0 0 1


 . (11.1.30)

But a rotation about the z-axis is represented by the matrix

Rz =




cos δβ 0 sin δβ

0 1 0
− sin δβ 0 cos δβ


 '




1− 1
2 (δβ)2 0 δβ

0 1 0
−δβ 0 1− 1

2 (δβ)2


 .

(11.1.31)
and so we see that (11.1.30) is indeed the matrix a rotation about the
z-axis by the angle−δα δβ.
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This geometrical property of rotations should be respected by the
rotation operators in quantummechanics. In other words, we require
that the rotation operators satisfy

Ry(−δβ)Rx(−δα)Ry(δβ)Rx(δα) = Rz(−δα δβ). (11.1.32)

Expanding the R’s to second order,

Rx(δα) = 1− i δα

h̄
Lx −

(δα)2

2h̄2 L2
x, (11.1.33)

and so on, and carefully calculating the product on the left-hand side of
Eq. (11.1.32), we get

1 +
δα δβ

h̄2 [Lx, Ly] = 1 +
iδα δβ

h̄
Lz. (11.1.34)

From this we deduce that the components of~L satisfy the commutation
relation

[Lx, Ly] = ih̄Lz. (11.1.35)

A similar analysis can be done for rotations about the y- and z-axes, and
about the x- and z-axes. In this way one finds the relations

[Ly, Lz] = ih̄Lx, [Lz, Lx] = ih̄Ly. (11.1.36)

These three relations can be written in one equation as

[Li, Lj] = ih̄
3

∑
k=1

εijkLk, (11.1.37)

where (L1, L2, L3) = (Lx, Ly, Lz), and εijk is the Levi–Civita symbol. They
can also be expressed in the somewhat amusing form~L×~L = ih̄~L.

Problem 11.1.2. Work out the details
of the calculation that leads from Eq.
(11.1.32) to Eq. (11.1.35).11.1.3 Rotational invariance

We say that a system is invariant under rotations if its Hamiltonian obeys

R†
~n H(~X, ~P)R~n = H(~X, ~P). (11.1.38)

If this holds for any~n, i.e. if the system is invariant under a rotation in
any direction, we have, by considering an infinitesimal rotation in the
direction of the i-axis,

[H, Li] = 0. (11.1.39)

From this it follows that
[H, L2] = 0. (11.1.40)

Therefore, for a system like this, L2 and all the components of~L are con-
served, in the sense that d〈L2〉/dt = 0 and d〈Li〉/dt = 0.
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For a rotationally invariant system, because the Hamiltonian com-
mutes with L2 and Li, it is possible to find a basis of simultaneous eigen-
vectors of L2, H, and one of the components Li, say Lz. (It is not possible
to include another Li, because it doesn’t commute with Lz.) We will later
discuss several examples on how this is done in practice.

Of course, it is possible to have a system that is invariant under rota-
tions about, say, the z-axis, but not under rotations in any other direction.
In this case only Lz is conserved, but L2 and the other components of~L
are not.

11.1.4 The angular momentum operator

As the result of Problem 11.1.3 shows, the generator of rotations is not
always simply the operator~L = ~X × ~P. On the other hand, any operator
that satisfies the relations (11.1.37) is a generator of rotations, because the
commutation relations were derived as a consequence of nothing but the
requirement that multiple rotation operators combine in a way that ro-
tations should. In quantummechanics, any vector operator vhose com-
ponents satisfy Eq. (11.1.37) is called an angular momentum operator. To
emphasize this, from now on we denote a general angular momentum
operator by~J, reserving the symbol~L for the operator ~X× ~P.

To repeat, when we say that~J is an angular momentum operator, we
mean that its components obey

[Ji, Jj] = ih̄ ∑
k

εijk Jk. (11.1.41)

Problem 11.1.3. If the wave function of a
particle is not a scalar, then the generator
of rotations is not simply the operator
~L = ~X × ~P. For example, consider a
wave function ~ψ(x, y), which is a vector
in the xy-plane. The effect on ~ψ(x, y) of
an infinitesimal rotation by the angle εz
about the z-axis can be figured out by
imagining doing the rotation in two steps:
first, we take the vector from (x, y) to
(x′, y′) without changing its direction, and
then we rotate it by the angle εz.
(a) Making use of Fig. 11.1, show that

the components of the rotated wave
function ~ψ′(x, y) are related to the
unrotated components by

ψ′x(x, y) = ψx(x′, y′)− ψy(x′, y′)εz,

ψ′y(x, y) = ψx(x′, y′)εz + ψy(x′, y′),

where x′ = x + yεz and y′ = y− xεz.
(b) Expand everything to first order in εz,

and show that
(

ψ′x
ψ′y

)
=

(
ψx
ψy

)

− iεz

h̄

[(
Lz 0
0 Lz

)
+

(
0 −ih̄
ih̄ 0

)](
ψx
ψy

)
.

This shows that the the generator of
rotations is

Jz =

(
Lz 0
0 Lz

)
+

(
0 −ih̄
ih̄ 0

)

= L(1)
z ⊗ 1(2) + 1(1) ⊗ S(2)

z ≡ Lz + Sz,

where

Lz = −ih̄
(

x
∂

∂y
− y

∂

∂x

)
, Sz = h̄

(
0 −i
i 0

)
,

(11.1.42)
and the ”(1)” operators operate on
the x and y in ~ψ(x, y), while the ”(2)”
operators are 2-by-2 matrices that
operate on the vector components of
~ψ(x, y).

Note that the eigenvalues of the spin
operator Sz are±h̄, or±1 in units where
h̄ = 1. Because of this, we say that the
particle described by the vector wave
function ~ψ(x, y) is a spin-1 particle.
Indeed, in particle physics and related
contexts, spin-1 particles are sometimes
called vector particles.

(Picture from Shankar.)

Figure 11.1: Infinitesimal rotation of a
vector wave function living in the xy-
plane.

The squared angular momentum operator is defined as

J2 = J2
x + J2

y + J2
z . (11.1.43)

Using Eq. (11.1.41), it can be shown that

[J2, Ji] = 0 (11.1.44)

for any component Ji of~J. On the other hand, the different components
Ji do not commute with each other. It therefore follows that there exists a
basis of common eigenvectors for J2 and one of the components Ji, which
is conventionally chosen to be Jz.

If the total angular momentum of a system is not equal to~L = ~X × ~P,
we write

~J = ~L + ~S, (11.1.45)

where ~S is called the spin angular momentum, or simply spin, and will
be discussed in more detail after a while. Also,~L is often called the orbital
angular momentum. For such a system,~n ·~J is the generator of rotations,
and the operator of a rotation about the direction~n is

R~n(α) = e−iα~n·~J/h̄. (11.1.46)
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Before moving on, we point out a small notational adjustment. In
calculations which involve a lot of angular momentum operators, it is
slightly annoying to keep writing h̄ all the time. It is therefore convenient
to set h̄ = 1, and that can be achieved by choosing to measure angular
momentum in units of h̄. That is, we define the new operator~J/h̄, and
call that operator~J. For example, Eq. (11.1.41) can be written as

[Ji/h̄, Jj/h̄] = i ∑
k

εijk Jk/h̄, (11.1.47)

and according to the convention we just introduced, we write this as

[Ji, Jj] = i ∑
k

εijk Jk. (11.1.48)

If we need to, we can restore h̄ into our equations by replacing each Ji

with Ji/h̄.
For reasons of pedagogical clarity, we will mostly not set h̄ = 1 in this

chapter, but prefer to write the factors of h̄ explicitly. We only set h̄ = 1
in sections 11.3 and 11.7, which are somewhat more advanced ”extra”
material, and do not really belong to the essential content of this course.
However, nothing should stop you from simplifying your calculations
by choosing h̄ = 1, if you feel you aren’t going to be confused by the
”missing” factors of h̄.

11.2 The eigenvalue problem of angular momentum

Having now agreed on what we mean by an angular momentum oper-
ator, we move on to study its eigenvalues and eigenstates. Remarkably,
the eigenvalue problem can be completely solved using only the funda-
mental commutation relation Eq. (11.1.41). We attempt to simultane-
ously diagonalize J2 and Jz, which we should to be able to do, because
[J2, Jz] = 0. We denote the eigenvalues by a and b, and the eigenvectors
by |ab〉, so that the eigenvalue equations read

J2|ab〉 = ah̄2|ab〉, (11.2.1)
Jz|ab〉 = bh̄|ab〉. (11.2.2)

where we have included the factors of h̄ on dimensional grounds. It turns
out to be very useful to define the so-called raising and lowering opera-
tors,

J± = Jx ± i Jy. (11.2.3)

Note that they obey J†
± = J∓.

Problem 11.2.1. Show that the rais-
ing and lowering operators satisfy the
following identities:

[Jz, J±] = ±h̄J±, (11.2.4)
[

J2, J±
]

= 0, (11.2.5)

[J+, J−] = 2h̄Jz, (11.2.6)

J2 =
1
2
(J+ J− + J− J+) + J2

z ,

J+ J− = J2 − J2
z + h̄Jz, (11.2.7)

J− J+ = J2 − J2
z − h̄Jz. (11.2.8)

To begin with, we show that we have named the raising and lowering
operators correctly, in that they raise and lower the eigenvalue of Jz by h̄
(while doing nothing to the eigenvalue of J2). We have

J2 J+|ab〉 = J+ J2|ab〉 = ah̄2 J+|ab〉, (11.2.9)
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and

Jz J+|ab〉 = (J+ Jz + h̄J+)|ab〉 = (b + 1)h̄J+|ab〉. (11.2.10)

Comparison with Eq. (11.2.1) makes it clear that J+|ab〉 is proportional to
the eigenvector with eigenvalues a and b + 1, i.e.

J+|ab〉 = C(a, b)|a, b + 1〉, (11.2.11)

where the normalization factor C(a, b) ensures that |a, b + 1〉 is normal-
ized to unity, even though J+|ab〉 not necessarily is. A similar calculation
can be made to show that

J−|ab〉 = D(a, b)|a, b− 1〉. (11.2.12)

We then show that the eigenvalues b of Jz are restricted to lie inside a
certain range. We have

〈ab|J2 − J2
z |ab〉 = 〈ab|J2

x + J2
y |ab〉 ≥ 0, (11.2.13)

because J2
x + J2

y is a positive definite operator. From this it follows that
h̄2(a− b2) ≥ 0, or

b2 ≤ a. (11.2.14)

This shows that there must be a largest eigenvalue bmax, so that operating
with J+ on the state |abmax〉 gives not |a, bmax + 1〉, in order to not violate
the inequality b2 ≤ a, but instead

J+|abmax〉 = 0. (11.2.15)

Similarly, there must be a smallest eigenvalue bmin, so that

J−|abmin〉 = 0. (11.2.16)

Problem 11.2.2. Operate with J− on Eq.
(11.2.15), and use J− J+ = J2 − J2

z − h̄Jz to
show that

a = bmax(bmax + 1). (11.2.17)

Starting from Eq. (11.2.16), make a similar
calculation to show that

a = bmin(bmin − 1). (11.2.18)

Conclude that the largest and smallest
eigenvalues are related by

bmin = −bmax. (11.2.19)

This result could have been expected on
physical grounds, since there should not
be any physical difference between the
two directions of the z-axis.

Imagine now operating repeatedly with J− on the state |abmax〉. Each
operator lowers the value of b by one, and eventually we must end up
with the state |abmin〉. Assume it takes N operations with J− to go from
|abmax〉 to |abmin〉. Then we have N = bmax − bmin = 2bmax, so

bmax =
N
2

h̄, and a = bmax(bmax + 1)h̄2 =
N
2

(
N
2
+ 1
)

h̄2.

(11.2.20)
The number bmax is called the angular momentum of the state |ab〉, and it
is conventionally denoted by j. The state |ab〉 is then labeled by the value
of j, instead of the value of a. Also, the eigenvalue of Jz is conventionally
called m instead of b. The m is sometimes referred to as themagnetic
quantum number. With these changes in notation, the eigenvalue equa-
tions for J2 and Jz read

J2|jm〉 = j(j + 1)h̄2|jm〉, (11.2.21)
Jz|jm〉 = mh̄|jm〉, (11.2.22)
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where j is either an integer or a half-integer, and m takes values from−j
to j in steps of 1.

To complete the solution of the eigenvalue problem, we must find the
normalized eigenstates, which amounts to calculaing the normalization
factors C(a, b) ≡ C(j, m) and D(a, b) ≡ D(j, m) in Eqs. (11.2.11) and
(11.2.12). Multiplying Eq. (11.2.11),

J+|jm〉 = C(j, m)|j, m + 1〉, (11.2.23)

with its adjoint,
〈jm|J− = C∗(j, m)〈j, m + 1|, (11.2.24)

we find

|C(j, m)|2 = 〈jm|J− J+|jm〉 = 〈jm|J2− J2
z − h̄Jz|jm〉 = h̄2(j(j+ 1)−m(m+ 1)

)
,

(11.2.25)
so that, up to an irrelevant phase factor,

C(j, m) = h̄
√

j(j + 1)−m(m + 1). (11.2.26)

A similar calculation (which should be made by you) shows that

D(j, m) = h̄
√

j(j + 1)−m(m− 1). (11.2.27)

Therefore, the action of the raising and lowering operators on the nor-
malized eigenstates is given by

J±|jm〉 = h̄
√

j(j + 1)−m(m± 1)|j, m± 1〉. (11.2.28)

This completes the solution of the eigenvalue problem. Incidentally, the
above relation shows that J+ gives zero acting on the state with m = j,
and similarly J− gives zero on the state with m = −j.

It should be noted that even though J2 and Jz can be simultaneously
diagonalized, they often do not form a complete set of compatible ob-
servables, so that additional quantum numbers are required to resolve all
degeneracies. We will see a concrete example of this when we study the
hydrogen atom, where bound states having the same angular momentum
quantum numbers are distinguished from each other by their different
values of the so-called principal quantum number n.

It is trivial to write down the matrix elements of J2, Jz and J± in the
basis {|jm〉}:

〈j′m′|J2|jm〉 = j(j + 1)h̄2δj′ jδm′m, (11.2.29)
〈j′m′|Jz|jm〉 = mh̄δj′ jδm′m, (11.2.30)

〈j′m′|J±|jm〉 = h̄
√

j(j + 1)−mm′δj′ jδm′ ,m±1. (11.2.31)

From these, the matrix elements of Jx and Jy can also be constructed,
because we have

Jx =
1
2
(J+ + J−), and Jy =

1
2i
(J+ − J−). (11.2.32)

Problem 11.2.3. Show that if j = 1/2, the
operators Jx , Jy and Jz are proportional to
the Pauli matrices. For j = 1, show that

Jx =
h̄√
2




0 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0


 ,

Jy =
h̄√
2




0 −i 0
i 0 −i
0 i 0


 ,

Jz = h̄




1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −1


 .

(The convention for the matrices is that
the rows and columns are labeled by
values of m in decreasing order from left
to right and from top to bottom.)
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11.3 Rotation matrices for finite rotations

The construction of the operators of finite rotations for an arbitrary angu-
lar momentum~J is somewhat complicated, even though we know how to
write down the generators Jx, Jy and Jz, and so in principle we can calcu-
late the exponential of−iα~n ·~J. Note, first of all, that the generators Ji are
block diagonal, by which wemean that

〈j′m′|Ji|jm〉 ∼ δj′ j. (11.3.1)

Therefore the rotation operator R is also block diagonal, because it is
a function of the Ji. The block that belongs to a specific value of j is a
(2j + 1)× (2j + 1)-matrix and is denoted by D(j)(R). Its matrix elements
are

D(j)
m′m(R) = 〈j′m′|R|jm〉. (11.3.2)

From the block diagonality of U(R) it follows that

R|jm〉 = ∑
j′m′
|j′m′〉〈j′m′|R|jm〉 = ∑

m′
D(j)

m′m(R)|jm′〉. (11.3.3)

What this means is the following. Denote byHj the subspace of the full
Hilbert space that consists of all state vectors with a given value of j. Then
the above calculation shows that any state inHj stays inHj under an
arbitrary rotation. For this reason, the spacesHj are called invariant
subspaces ofH. Even though we will not prove it here, the invariant sub-
spacesHj are also irreducible, meaning thatHj cannot be broken down
into smaller invariant subspaces.

To find the effect of a rotation on any state |ψj〉 belonging to the in-
variant subspaceHj, we need only the matrix D(j)(R), which is given by

D(j)(R) = exp
(
−iα~n ·~J(j)) = ∑

n

(−iα)n

n!
(
~n ·~J(j))n, (11.3.4)

where J(j) stands for the vector whose components J(j)
i are (2j + 1) ×

(2j + 1)-matrices which can be written down using the results of the
previous section. It is possible to evaluate the sum explicitly, at least if the
value of j is not too large. The way to do so rests on the observation that,
if we denote~n ·~J(j) shortly by J, then

(
J − j

)(
J − (j− 1)

)
· · ·
(

J + j− 1
)(

J + j
)
= 0. (11.3.5)

This follows because the eigenvalues of J are−j,−j + 1, . . . ,+j, and so
the operator on the left gives zero on any eigenstate of J. On the other
hand, the eigenstates of J form a basis onHj, and so any state belonging
toHj can be expanded in this basis, which shows that the above relation
is true for any state.

From the above relation it follows that J2j+1, and consequently any
higher power of J, can be expressed as a linear combination of J0, J1, . . . , J2j.
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Therefore, the sum in Eq. (11.3.4) can be reduced so that involves only the
powers of~n ·~J(j) up to 2j, so that

D(j)(R) =
2j

∑
n=0

fn(α)
(
~n ·~J(j))n, (11.3.6)

where fn(α) are some functions of the rotation angle α.
We will show how this works for the simplest case, j = 1/2. Write the

unit vector~n as

~n = sin θ cos φ~ex + sin θ sin φ~ey + cos θ~ez. (11.3.7)

Using the explicit form of the J(1/2)
i matrices, one can work out that

~n ·~J(1/2) =
1
2

(
cos θ e−iφ sin θ

eiφ sin θ − cos θ

)
. (11.3.8)

From this it follows that

(
~n ·~J(1/2))2

=
1
4

, (11.3.9)

and, consequently,

(
~n ·~J(1/2))2n

=
1

22n ,
(
~n ·~J(1/2))2n+1

=
1

22n ~n ·~J
(1/2) (11.3.10)

for any integer n. On grounds of this, we split the sum in Eq. (11.3.4), for
j = 1/2, into two parts, as

D(1/2)(R) = ∑
n

(−iα)2n

(2n)!
(
~n ·~J(1/2))2n

+ ∑
n

(−iα)2n+1

(2n + 1)!
(
~n ·~J(1/2))2n+1

= ∑
n

(−1)n

(2n)!

(α

2

)2n
− 2i ∑

n

(−1)n

(2n + 1)!

(α

2

)2n+1
~n ·~J(1/2),

(11.3.11)

that is,
D(1/2)(R) = cos

α

2
− 2i sin

α

2
~n ·~J(1/2). (11.3.12)

For a challenge, you can try to show that, for rotations about the y-axis,

D(1)(Ry) = exp
(
−iαJ(1)y

)
= 1− i sin α J(1)y + (cos α− 1)(J(1)y )2.

(11.3.13)
There is actually a formula, due to Wigner, that gives D(j)(R) explicitly
for any j, but we don’t need it for anything. The formula, as well as a
derivation, appears e.g. in Vol. III of the Feynman Lectures on Physics.
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11.4 Orbital angular momentum

The problem we would like to take up next is to find out what the eigen-
functions of the orbital angular momentum operator~L look like in the
position representation. We have the eigenvalue equations

L2|`m〉 = `(`+ 1)h̄2|`m〉, (11.4.1)
Lz|`m〉 = mh̄|`m〉, (11.4.2)

and we would like to turn them into differential equations for the eigen-
functions ψ(~r).

11.4.1 Angular momentum operators in spherical coordinates

It turns out that it is the most convenient to solve this problem in spher-
ical coordinates. We could of course transform the operators Lx =

−ih̄(x ∂/∂y− y ∂/∂x), etc. into spherical coordinates by a direct calcula-
tion. However, that would be a tedious and not particularly enlightening
calculation, and we are able to avoid having to do it, since we can find
the form of Lx, Ly and Lz by making use of the fact that they generate
rotations about the respective coordinate axes.

We start with Lz, which is the simplest. We have

e−iδαLz/h̄ψ(r, θ, φ) = ψ(r, θ, φ− δα), (11.4.3)

and expanding both sides to first order in δα, we find
(

1− iδα

h̄
Lz

)
ψ(r, θ, φ) = ψ(r, θ, φ)− ∂ψ

∂φ
δα, (11.4.4)

which shows that
Lz = −ih̄

∂

∂φ
. (11.4.5)

Consider then Lx. The direction specified by the angles θ and φ is
given by the unit vector

~n(θ, φ) = sin θ cos φ~ex + sin θ sin φ~ey + cos θ~ez. (11.4.6)

Wemust figure out what happens to this vector under a rotation about
the x-axis by δα. On the one hand, the angles θ and φ get changed into
θ + δθ and φ + δφ, so we have

ny → sin(θ + δθ) sin(φ + δφ)

= sin θ sin φ + cos θ sin φ δθ + sin θ cos φ δφ, (11.4.7)
nz → cos(θ + δθ) = cos θ − sin θ δθ. (11.4.8)

On the other hand, from geometry one can see that the y- and z-components
of~n transform as

ny → ny − nz δα = sin θ sin φ− cos θ δα, (11.4.9)
nz → nz + ny δα = cos θ + sin θ sin φ δα. (11.4.10)
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Comparing with Eqs. (11.4.7) and (11.4.8), we find that the changes δθ

and δφ are related to δα by

δθ = − sin φ δα, δφ = − cot θ cos φ δα. (11.4.11)

Note that, using these values for δθ and δα, we have

nx → sin θ cos φ + cos θ cos φ δθ − sin θ sin φ δφ = sin θ cos φ = nx,
(11.4.12)

which gives us confidence that we have solved the problem correctly,
since nx should indeed not transform under a rotation about the x-axis.

After this exercise in geometry, we are ready to find Lx. We have

e−iδαLx/h̄ψ(r, θ, φ) = ψ(r, θ − δθ, φ− δφ), (11.4.13)

or
(

1− iδα

h̄
Lx

)
ψ(r, θ, φ) = ψ(r, θ, φ)− ∂ψ

∂θ
δθ − ∂ψ

∂φ
δφ, (11.4.14)

from which we find

Lx = ih̄
(

sin φ
∂

∂θ
+ cot θ cos φ

∂

∂φ

)
. (11.4.15)

Now the easiest way to get Ly is to calculate the commutator [Lz, Lx],
because [Lz, Lx] = ih̄Ly. This gives

Ly = ih̄
(
− cos φ

∂

∂θ
+ cot θ sin φ

∂

∂φ

)
. (11.4.16)

Now that we know Lx, Ly and Lz, we can work out L± and L2. The result
is

L± = h̄e±iφ
(
± ∂

∂θ
+ i cot θ

∂

∂φ

)
, (11.4.17)

L2 = −h̄2
(

1
sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2

∂φ2

)
. (11.4.18)

11.4.2 Spherical harmonics

The eigenfunctions of L2 and Lz are called spherical harmonics and are
denoted by Ym

` (θ, φ). They are functions of only θ and φ, and not of r,
because the operators L2 and Lz do not involve r in any way. Using Eqs.
(11.4.5) and Eq. (11.4.18), we can write down the differential equations
satisfied by Ym

` (θ, φ):
∂Ym

`

∂φ
= imYm

` , (11.4.19)

and

1
sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂Ym
`

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2Ym
`

∂φ2 + `(`+ 1)Ym
` = 0. (11.4.20)
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The first equation is easy to solve, and it implies that

Ym
` (θ, φ) = eimφ f m

` (θ). (11.4.21)

If we require that Ym
` (θ, φ) be a single-valued function of φ – that is,

Ym
` (θ, φ + 2π) = Ym

` (θ, φ) – we must have e2πimφ = 1, which implies that
m is an integer. Note that it follows from this that also ` is an integer, since
for a given `, m takes values between−` and+` in steps of 1.

The single-valuedness requirement on Ym
` can be understood as a

consequence of the operator Lz being Hermitian, as we will now show.
That Lz is Hermitian means that
∫ π

0
dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

0
dφ ψ∗2

(
−i

∂

∂φ

)
ψ1 =

[∫ π

0
dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

0
dφ ψ∗1

(
−i

∂

∂φ

)
ψ2

]∗

(11.4.22)
should hold for any functions ψ1(θ, φ) and ψ2(θ, φ). Using a partial inte-
gration, the integral on the right can be brought into the form
∫ π

0
dθ sin θ

(
iψ∗2 ψ1

)∣∣∣∣
2π

0
+
∫ π

0
dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

0
dφ ψ∗2

(
−i

∂

∂φ

)
ψ1. (11.4.23)

This shows that if we impose the condition

ψ(φ = 2π) = ψ(φ = 0) (11.4.24)

on all of our wave functions, this condition guarantees that Lz is Hermi-
tian.

We still have to try to determine the function f m
` (θ). We could do it by

inserting the expression (11.4.21) into Eq. (11.4.20), and hoping that we
can find the solution from a book on differential equations. However, we
have already solved the equation, because we have solved the eigenvalue
problem of a general angular momentum operator in section 11.2. For a
given `, the maximum value of m is `, and so we have the equation

L+|``〉 = 0. (11.4.25)

Using the explicit expression for L+, this becomes
(

∂

∂θ
+ i cot θ

∂

∂φ

)
Y`
` (θ, φ) = 0. (11.4.26)

Writing Y`
` = ei`φ f `` (θ) then gives the equation

d f ``
dθ
− ` cot θ f `` = 0, or

d f ``
f ``

= `
d(sin θ)

sin θ
, (11.4.27)

whose solution is
f `` (θ) = (sin θ)`. (11.4.28)

The normalized solution for Y`
` then is

Y`
` (θ, φ) = (−1)`

√
(2`+ 1)!

4π

1
2``!

(sin θ)`ei`φ, (11.4.29)
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where the (−1)` is a conventionally chosen phase factor.
The rest of the functions Ym

` can be found by repeatedly using the
lowering operator, according to Eq. (11.2.28). For example, L−|``〉 =√

2`|`, `− 1〉 implies Y`−1
` = (2`)−1/2L−Y`

` . We do not go into the
details of this analysis, but merely write down the result. For m ≥ 0, we
have

Ym
` (θ, φ) =

(−1)`

2``!

√
(2`+ 1)!

4π

(`+ m)!
(2`)!(`−m)!

× eimφ(sin θ)−m d`−m

d(cos θ)`−m (sin θ)2`,

(11.4.30)
and for m < 0, there is the relation

Y−m
` (θ, φ) = (−1)mYm

` (θ, φ)∗. (11.4.31)

Eq. (11.4.30) is commonly written in the form

Ym
` (θ, φ) = (−1)m

√
(2`+ 1)(`−m)!

4π(`+ m)!
Pm
` (cos θ)eimφ, (11.4.32)

where the functions Pm
` , the so-called associated Legendre polynomials,

are defined by

Pm
` (u) =

(−1)m

2``!
(1− u2)m/2 d`+m

du`+m (u2 − 1)`. (11.4.33)

A few of the lowest spherical harmonics are

Y0
0 =

√
1

4π
, (11.4.34)

Y0
1 =

√
3

4π
cos θ, Y±1

1 = ∓
√

3
8π

sin θ e±iθ , (11.4.35)

Y0
2 =

√
5

16π
(3 cos2 θ − 1), (11.4.36)

Y±1
2 = ∓

√
15
8π

sin θ cos θ e±iθ , Y±2
2 =

√
15

32π
sin2 θ e±2iθ . (11.4.37)

A final remark on the parity of the spherical harmonics: Recall that the
parity operator P acts on a wave function ψ(~r) as

Pψ(~r) = ψ(−~r). (11.4.38)

The transformation~r → −~r corresponds to
r → r, θ → π − θ, φ→ φ + π, (11.4.39)

and this leads to

Ym
` (θ, φ) = (−1)`Ym

` (π − θ, φ + π). (11.4.40)

That is, Ym
` is a parity eigenfunction, with eigenvalue (−1)`.
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11.5 Spin 1/2

If you have done Problem 11.1.3, you have seen theoretical evidence for
the existence of the so-called spin, or a kind of an internal angular mo-
mentum that some particles may have. There is no quantity correspond-
ing to spin in classical physics, and so the question of how spin should
be treated in quantummechanics cannot be answered by appealing to
classical analogies. Perhaps the best way to arrive at a description of spin
is to treat spin simply a special case of angular momentum, for which a
general formalism has been worked out in section 11.2. In this section we
will illustrate the quantum-mechanical description of spin by considering
the simplest example, which is the spin of a spin-1/2 particle such as the
electron.

11.5.1 The operator of spin

With the understanding that the real experiments through which the spin
of the electron has been discovered have been different, let us imagine
the following, highly idealized experiment. We prepare an electron so
that its wave function is constant in space, and wemeasure the electron’s
angular momentum along, say, the z-axis. Since the wave function is spa-
tially constant, the action of Lz on it gives zero; however, the experiment
always gives the result±h̄/2.

The result of this experiment tells us that the spin of the electron corre-
sponds to the special case of j = 1/2 of the general formalism developed
earlier in this chapter. In the case of spin it is customary to denote the
quantum number of total angular momentum by s and the quantum
number of the z-component by sz. For s = 1/2, the possible values of
sz are±1/2, and so the result of our imaginary experiment has been
reproduced from the theory.

The spin state of the electron can be described in terms of the two ba-
sis states |s = 1

2 , sz =
1
2 〉 and |s = 1

2 , sz = − 1
2 〉. We will write these states

shortly as |+〉 and |−〉. The operator representing the spin of the electron
is called ~S, and we are interested in finding an explicit representation for
this operator. For the z-component, the general result Jz|jm〉 = mh̄|jm〉
allows us to immediately write

Sz|+〉 =
h̄
2
|+〉, Sz|−〉 = −

h̄
2
|−〉, (11.5.1)

and therefore

Sz =
h̄
2

(
1 0
0 −1

)
(11.5.2)

in the basis {|+〉, |−〉}. Furthermore, using Eq. (11.2.28) for the raising
and lowering operators, we find

S+|+〉 = 0, S−|−〉 = h̄|+〉 (11.5.3)
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and
S−|+〉 = h̄|−〉, S−|−〉 = 0. (11.5.4)

Hence we see that

S+ = h̄

(
0 1
0 0

)
, S− = h̄

(
0 0
1 0

)
. (11.5.5)

Since S± = Sx ± iSy, it follows that

Sx =
h̄
2

(
0 1
1 0

)
, Sy =

h̄
2

(
0 −i
i 0

)
. (11.5.6)

11.5.2 The Pauli matrices

Above we have derived an explicit matrix representation for the compo-
nents of the spin operator ~S of a spin-1/2 particle. The result is very often
written in the form

~S =
h̄
2
~σ, (11.5.7)

where the Pauli matrices are defined by

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

(11.5.8)
We now list some of their propreties, which you are invited to prove:

• From the commutation rules of the spin operators Si, it follows that

[σi, σj] = 2i ∑
k

εijkσk. (11.5.9)

• They anticommute with each other, that is, σiσj = −σjσi when i 6= j.
Moreover, (σi)

2 = 1. These properties are summarized by the equation

{σi, σj} ≡ σiσj + σjσi = 2δij; (11.5.10)

the object {σi, σj} is called the anticommutator of σi and σj.

• Making use of the commutator and the anticommutator, one can show
that

σiσj = δij + i ∑
k

εijkσk. (11.5.11)

• It follows from the previous property that for any vectors ~A and ~B that
commute with~σ, we have

(~A ·~σ)(~B ·~σ) = ~A · ~B + i(~A× ~B) ·~σ. (11.5.12)

In particular, (~n ·~σ)2 = 1 for any unit vector~n.
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• Tr σi = 0, and Tr (σiσj) = 2δij.

• Let us introduce the notation σ0 = 1; then we have

Tr (σµσν) = 2δµν, (11.5.13)

where the Greek indices take values from 0 to 3. From this it follows
that the matrices σµ are linearly independent. Therefore any 2-by-2
matrix can be written as

M = ∑
µ

mµσµ. (11.5.14)

The expansion coefficients are explicitly given by mµ = 1
2 Tr (Mσµ).

11.5.3 Spinors

We have seen that the spin of a spin-1/2 particle is represented by oper-
ators which are 2-by-2 matrices. This finding suggests that the state of a
spin-1/2 particle such as an electron is described in quantummechanics
by a two-component wave function1, 1 In fact, the description of the electron in

terms of a two-component wave function
arises in a natural way also when one
tries to construct a relativistic quantum-
mechanical equation for the electron.
If we assume that the equation involves
only the first time derivative of the wave
function, then it should only involve the
first spatial derivatives, too, since space
and time should be treated on an equal
basis in a relativistic theory. When one
writes down an equation that is linear
in all the derivatives and requires it to
be consistent with the first principles of
relativity, it turns out that one is forced
to take the wave function to be a four-
component object. Two of these four
components can be associated with
the electron, and the other two with its
antiparticle, the positron. The equation is
known as the Dirac equation, but you will
have to wait until QuantumMechanics II
to learn about it.

ψ(~x) =

(
ψ+(~x)
ψ−(~x)

)
. (11.5.15)

Such a wave function is called a spinor. If we introduce the two basis
spinors

χ+ =

(
1
0

)
,

(
0
1

)
, (11.5.16)

we can write a general spinor as

ψ(~x) = ψ+(~x)χ+ + ψ−(~x)χ−. (11.5.17)

The basis spinors χ± are eigenstates of Sz with eigenvalues±h̄/2; in
other words, they are just the states that we have called |+〉 and |−〉
above.

The interpretation of the components of a spinor such as (11.5.17)
is that ψ+(~x) is the probability amplitude for finding the particle at~x
with spin up along the z-axis, and a similar interpretation is associated
to ψ−(~x). To find the correct way to normalize a spinor, we require that
the probability of finding the particle somewhere with the spin in some
direction should equal one. In other words,

∫
d3x

(
|ψ+(~x)|2 + |ψ−(~x)|2

)
= 1. (11.5.18)

Introducing a label s, which takes the values+ and−, we can write this in
the form

∑
s

∫
d3x |ψs(~x)|2, (11.5.19)
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which incidentally is valid for a spinor describing a particle of any spin.
(For a spin-j particle, s would take values from−j to j.)

Note that the operator of total spin squared is

S2 = S2
x + S2

y + S2
z =

3h̄2

4

(
1 0
0 1

)
. (11.5.20)

This may not seem like an interesting result, but it does imply that any
spinor ψ is an eigenstate of S2 with s(s + 1) = 3/4, or s = 1/2. Therefore,
the magnitude of spin, s = 1/2, is an intrinsic property of the particle,
like its charge or its mass. In particular, the magnitude of spin cannot be
changed, say, by putting the particle in an external field, or by any other
means one might want to try to imagine. This is why it makes sense to
give the electron the label ”spin-1/2 particle”.

Example 11.5.1. As a simple application of the spinor formalism, let
us consider the following problem. We have measured the spin of an
electron along the z-axis and found, say, the result sz = +1/2. We then
measure the the spin component along some other direction~n, and
we want to know what is the probability that we get sn = +1/2, or
sn = −1/2.

Step-by-step solution

The spin component in the direction~n is~n · ~S. The probabilities for sn = ±1/2 are
|〈~n,±|+〉|2, where |+〉 is the eigenstate of Sz with eigenvalue+h̄/2, and |~n,±〉 are
the eigenstates of~n · ~S with eigenvalues±h̄/2.
• If we write the unit vector~n using spherical coordinates as

~n = sin θ cos φ~ex + sin θ sin φ~ey + cos θ~ez, (11.5.21)

then a direct caclulation shows that

~n · ~S =
h̄
2

(
cos θ e−iφ sin θ

eiφ sin θ − cos θ

)
. (11.5.22)

• It is not too difficult to show that the eigenstates of this operator are

|~n,+〉 =
(

e−iφ/2 cos θ/2
eiφ/2 sin θ/2

)
, |~n,−〉 =

(−e−iφ/2 sin θ/2
eiφ/2 cos θ/2

)
. (11.5.23)

The eigenstate |+〉 of Sz is simply

|+〉 =
(

1
0

)
. (11.5.24)

• Hence, the probabilities we are looking for are given by

P(+) = |〈~n,+|+〉|2 = cos2 θ

2
, P(−) = |〈~n,−|+〉|2 = sin2 θ

2
. (11.5.25)

Making use of what we found above, we can also solve another, related
problem, which is to find the expected value of ~S in the states |~n,±〉. A
direct calculation gives

〈~n,±|~S|~n,±〉 = ± h̄
2
(
sin θ cos φ~ex + sin θ sin φ~ey + cos θ~ez

)
= ± h̄

2
~n.

(11.5.26)
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Physically this seems like a very reasonable result. Also, as a consequence
of this result, we have the theorem that every spinor is the eigenstate of
the operator~n · ~S for some~n. To see this, note that any normalized spinor
can be written in the form

ψ =

(
a
b

)
=

(
eiα1 cos β/2
eiα2 sin β/2

)
(11.5.27)

for some angles α1, α2 and β. This can further be written as

ψ = ei(α1+α2)/2

(
e−iγ cos β/2
eiγ sin β/2

)
, (11.5.28)

where γ = (α2 − α1)/2. Comparing with Eq. (11.5.23), we see that this
indeed is an eigenstate of~n · ~S with eigenvalue+h̄/2, where

~n = sin β sin γ~ex + sin β cos γ~ey + cos β~ez. (11.5.29)

11.5.4 The rotation operator for spinors

A rotation by angle α about the direction~n is effected on spinors by the
operator

R~n(α) = e−iα~n·~S/h̄ = e−i(α/2)~n·~σ. (11.5.30)

The fact that (~n ·~σ)2 = 1 makes it possible to write down the matrix
representing this operator. By direct calculation, we have

R~n(α) =
∞

∑
k=0

(
− iα

2

)k (~n ·~σ)k

k!

= ∑
k=even

(
− iα

2

)k (~n ·~σ)k

k!
+ ∑

k=odd

(
− iα

2

)k (~n ·~σ)k

k!

=
∞

∑
k=0

(−1)k

(2k)!

(α

2

)2k
− i

∞

∑
k=0

(−1)k

(2k + 1)!
(~n ·~σ)

= cos
α

2
− i sin

α

2
(~n ·~σ). (11.5.31)

For rotations about the x, y and z-axes, we have

Rx(α) =

(
cos α/2 −i sin α/2
−i sin α/2 cos α/2

)
, (11.5.32)

Ry(α) =

(
cos α/2 − sin α/2
sin α/2 cos α/2

)
, (11.5.33)

Rz(α) =

(
e−iα/2 0

0 eiα/2

)
. (11.5.34)

Note that a rotation through 2π about any axis transforms a spinor ψ into
−ψ, and it takes a rotation through 4π in total to transform the spinor
back into itself.

Problem 11.5.1. Write the matrices σ−1
x ,

(3 + 2σy)−1 and (1 + iσx)1/2 as linear
combinations of the Pauli matrices. (Hint:
Write 1 + iσx in terms of a rotation matrix
R~n(α) for some direction~n and angle α.
Then (1 + iσx)1/2 = R~n(α/2).)
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11.5.5 Dynamics of spin

In order to be able to answer questions about how the state vector of a
spin-1/2 particle changes with time, we must first write down the Hamil-
tonian which is responsible for the dynamics of spin. To motivate the
form of this Hamiltonian, we will remind you that in classical physics
there is a magnetic moment associated with the angular momentum of
a charged particle. By definition, a loop of wire carrying a current I has a
magnetic moment

~µ = IA~e⊥, (11.5.35)

where A is the area enclosed by the loop, and~e⊥ is a unit vector perpen-
dicular to the loop. (The direction of~e⊥ is related to the direction of the
current by the right-hand rule.) In particular, consider a charged par-
ticle moving in a circular orbit of radius R with speed v. The current is
I = dQ/dt = qv/2πR, and the associated magnetic moment is

µ =
qv

2πR
πR2 =

q
2m

mvR =
qL
2m

, (11.5.36)

where L is the magnitude of the angular momentum vector~L. In fact,~µ
and~L are parallel, so we can write

~µ =
q

2m
~L. (11.5.37)

This is sometimes written as~µ = γ~L, where the constant γ = q/2m is
called the gyromagnetic ratio.

When a current loop having a magnetic moment~µ is placed in a con-
stant magnetic field ~B, the torque on the loop is

~τ = ~µ× ~B. (11.5.38)

From this it is possible to show the potential energy of the interaction
between the loop and the magnetic field is

U = −~µ · ~B. (11.5.39)

These classical ideas carry over to quantummechanics with only
minimal modifications. A particle having an angular momentum also
has a magnetic moment associated with this magnetic moment. The
interaction between a magnetic field and the particle’s magnetic moment
is described by the Hamiltonian

H = −~µ · ~B. (11.5.40)

However, the relation between the magnetic moment and the angu-
lar momentum of a particle is not always that given by Eq. (11.5.37).
Even though we are not able to show it here2, it is a consequence of 2 See, however, Exercise 11.7.13, where

Eq. (11.5.41) is demonstrated for a weak
constant magnetic field.
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Schrödinger’s equation for a charged particle that the magnetic mo-
ment arising from orbital angular momentum is given by Eq. (11.5.37)
also in quantummechanics, in the sense that the Hamiltonian describing
the interaction between a constant magnetic field and an orbital angular
momentum is

H = − q
2m

~L · ~B, (11.5.41)

and where~L now is the angular momentum operator. On the other hand,
the magnetic momenet associated with a spin angular momentum is
given by

~µ = g
q

2m
~S, (11.5.42)

where the value of the so-called g-factor is generally different from 1. For
an electron, both experimental evidence and theoretical considerations
show that g ' 2 to a very good approximation3. For the proton and the 3 It is sometimes said that the relation

g = 2 for the electron is a consequence of
the Dirac equation. However, even though
the fact that quantummechanics predicts
g = 2 for the electron was first discovered
by considering the non-relativistic limit
of the Dirac equation, it is perhaps not
completely correct to say that the g-factor
of the electron is predicted by the Dirac
equation, since one can also make g = 2
come out of the Schrödinger equation, as
you will see if you do Exercise 11.7.13.
Quantum electrodynamics, the theory

of electrons and photons and their in-
teractions, explains that g is not exactly
equal to 2 due to virtual particles sur-
rounding the electron, and provides a
way to calculate the correction. In 1948,
Julian Schwinger calculated the effect of
the virtual particle states to g in the first
approximation; the result he obtained was
g = 2 + α/π, where α ≈ 1/137 is the
fine-structure constant. Today, the mag-
netic moment of the electron is probably
the most accurately verified prediction of
physics matching the measured value to
the tenth decimal place!

neutron, experiments show that gp ' 5.586 and gn ' −3.826. No theory
is capable of reproducing these values at the moment, but it is easy to
imagine that the large deviations from the value g = 2 are a reflection of
the fact that the proton and the neutron are not really point particles, but
rather very complicated composite objects consisting of three quarks and
a cloud of gluons binding the quarks together.

Problem 11.5.2. For H = −γ~L · ~B,
where ~B does not depend on the spatial
coordinates, use Ehrenfest’s theorem to
show that

d〈~L〉
dt

= 〈~µ〉 × ~B. (11.5.43)

Convince yourself that this shows that~L
changes with time just like the classical
angular momentum vector.

Thus, the Hamiltonian describing the interaction of the electron’s spin
with a magnetic field

H = −~µ · ~B = −γ~S · ~B, (11.5.44)

where, for an electron, γ = g(−qe/2m) = −qe/m. The time evolution
operator of this Hamiltonian turns out to be rather interesting. It is

U(t) = e−iHt/h̄ = eiγt(~B·~S)/h̄. (11.5.45)

Comparing with Eq. (11.5.30), we see that this is just a rotation operator
for a rotation about the direction of ~B by the angle α(t) = −γBt. In
particular, the effect of the magnetic field is to rotate the expected value
〈~S〉 about the direction of ~B with the frequency ω = γB.

It is interesting to compare this with how a classical angular momen-
tum behaves in a magnetic field. The equation of motion is

d~L
dt

= ~τ = ~µ× ~B = γ~L× ~B. (11.5.46)

During a small time δt, the change in~L is

δ~L = γ~L× ~B δt, (11.5.47)

and if you draw a diagram, you can see that this implies that~L rotates
around the direction of ~B, in the direction of decreasing φ, with the fre-
quency ω = γB.
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11.5.6 A spin-1/2 particle in a periodic magnetic field

Let us now solve a practical problem. Suppose an electron is in a mag-
netic field which has the form

~B(t) = ~B0 + ~B1(t), (11.5.48)

where ~B0 is a constant field in the z-direction, and B1(t) is a rotating field
given by

~B1(t) = B1 cos ωt~ex + B1 sin ωt~ey. (11.5.49)

The Hamiltonian for the electron now is, from Eq. (11.5.44),

H = −γ
(
SxBx + SyBy + SzBz

)
= − h̄γ

2
(

Bxσx + Byσy + B0σz
)
. (11.5.50)

If we write this as a matrix, it becomes

H =
h̄
2

(
−ω0 −ω1eiωt

−ω1e−iωt ω0

)
, (11.5.51)

where we have defined ω0 = γB0 and ω1 = γB1. We will indicate
the steps by which the Schrödinger equation for this problem is solved,
leaving many details for you to fill in.

Step-by-step solution

• Write the state of the electron as

|ψ(t)〉 = c+(t)|+〉+ c−(t)|−〉. (11.5.52)

The Schrödinger equation then gives

i
dc+
dt

= −ω0

2
c+ −

ω1

2
eiωtc−, (11.5.53)

i
dc−
dt

=
ω0

2
c− −

ω1

2
e−iωtc+. (11.5.54)

• To solve these equations, write

c±(t) = e−iω0t/2a±(t). (11.5.55)

Putting this in, we find

i
da+
dt

= −ω1

2
eiδωta−(t), i

da−
dt

= −ω1

2
e−iδωta+(t), (11.5.56)

where δω = ω−ω0.
• The above equations are easy to solve in the case of ”perfect resonance”, when

the frequency of the periodic field is ω = ω0. Then δ = 0, and we have

i
da+
dt

= −ω1

2
a−, i

da−
dt

= −ω1

2
a+ (11.5.57)

Taking the time derivative of each equation and substituting into the other, we
get

d2a±
dt

= −ω2
1

4
a±. (11.5.58)
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• Wemust now specify an initial condition. If we require |ψ(t)〉 = |+〉 at t = 0,
the solution is

a+(t) = cos
ω1t

2
, a−(t) = sin

ω1t
2

. (11.5.59)

It follows that the probabilities to find the electron in the states |+〉 and |−〉 at
time t are

P+(t) = |a+(t)|2 = cos2 ω1t
2

, P−(t) = |a−(t)|2 = sin2 ω1t
2

. (11.5.60)

Therefore, the spin oscillates between the states |+〉 and |−〉 with the fre-
quency ω1/2; these oscillations are called Rabi oscillations.

It remains to solve the off-resonance case.
• Differentiating the first of Eqs. (11.5.56) with respect to t and eliminating a−

using the second one, we find for a+

d2a+
dt2 − iδω

da+
dt

+
ω2

1
4

a+ = 0. (11.5.61)

The general solution of this equation is

a+(t) = αeiΩ+ t + βe−iΩ− t, (11.5.62)

where
Ω± =

δω±Ω
2

, Ω =
√

ω2
1 + δω2. (11.5.63)

• If we again specify the initial condition a+(0) = 1, a−(0) = 0, we get

a+(t) = eiδωt/2
(

cos
Ωt
2
− i δω

Ω
sin

Ωt
2

)
, (11.5.64)

a−(t) = −ie−iδωt/2 ω2
1

Ω
sin

Ωt
2

. (11.5.65)

The probability to find the electron spin down at time t is

P−(t) =
ω2

1
Ω2 sin2 Ωt

2
=

ω2
1

ω2
1 + (ω−ω0)2

sin2 Ωt
2

. (11.5.66)

We see that the amplitude of the oscillation exhibits a resonance: it is the
largest when ω = ω0, but decreases significantly as the value of ω starts to
move away from ω0; if ω is completely different from ω0, the amplitude be-
comes very small. We can intuitively understand this if we imagine the spin
precessing around the z-axis because of the field ~B0; then the influence of the
periodic field ~B1(t) on the electron is the strongest when its frequency is the
same as the frequency of the precession, because then the field ”seen” by the
electron is a constant field instead of an oscillating one.

11.5.7 Magnetic resonance imaging

The above analysis also applies to nuclei that have spin 1/2. In that case
the effect is called nuclear magnetic resonance. An interesting practi-
cal use of nuclear magnetic resonance is to determine the structure of
molecules in chemistry or biology. We will now give a very short overview
of this subject. The object that one is interested in is placed in a uniform
magnetic field ~B0 of the order of some teslas. A number which can be
used to characterizes the setup is the resonant frequency for the proton,
ν0 = ω0/2π = γB0/2π. For example, a field of 1 T corresponds to a
frequency of about 42.5 MHz. By statistical mechanics, the effect of the
magnetic field is that the |+〉 level becomes more populated than the |−〉
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level, by the fraction
p+
p−

= exp
(

h̄ω0

kBT

)
. (11.5.67)

For example, for a resonance of 600 MHz at room temperature, the rela-
tive difference in the occupation of the two levels is p+ − p− ' 5× 10−5.

One then applies the periodic field ~B1(t) near resonance, for a time
t defined by ω1t = π. The applied field rotates the spins, causing the
spins in the |+〉 state to flip to the state |−〉, thus inducing a ”population
inversion” relative to the equilibrium situation, pushing the sample out
of equilibrium. The return to equilibrium is characterized by a so-called
relaxation time T1. As the sample comes back to equilibrium, electromag-
netic radiation is emitted at the frequency ω0. By a Fourier analysis of
the frequency spectrum of the radiation, it is possible to reconstruct the
structure of the molecule being studied.

In the case of magnetic resonance imaging one is exclusively inter-
ested in the protons contained in water and fats. In this case a nonuni-
form field ~B0 is effected on the sample. This makes the resonant fre-
quency ω0 spatially dependent. This, together with the fact that the
amplitude of the emitted radiation is directly proportional to the den-
sity of spins, and so to the density of protons, enables one to construct,
through an elaborate numerical analysis, a three-dimensional picture of
the density of water in a biological tissue.

11.6 Addition of angular momenta

In many physical situations, there are two (or even more) angular mo-
mentum operators present. Consider two such operators,~J1 and~J2. In
classical physics, we can easily construct a total angular momentum
~J = ~J1 +~J2 simply by adding the individual angular momentum vectors.
The goal of this section is to find what is the corresponding procedure in
quantummechanics.

According to what we have learned earlier, the state vectors of a com-
bination of two quantum-mechanical systems belong to the tensor prod-
uct space of the Hilbert spaces of the two individual systems. In particu-
lar, we can consider the combining of two particles which have associated
angular momentum operators~J1 and~J2. In each particle’s Hilbert space,
we can choose the eigenstates of the particle’s angular momentum oper-
ator, namely {|j1m1〉} and {|j2m2〉}, as basis states. Therefore a basis in
the Hilbert space of the combined system is given by the tensor product
states {|j1m1〉|j2m2〉}. The basis states are simultaneous eigenstates of J2

1 ,
J2
2 , J1z and J2z, and these operators constitute a complete set of commut-
ing observables, because each state in the basis can be uniquely labeled
by specifying the eigenvalues of all these operators.

On the other hand, we can define a total angular momentum operator
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for the system by
~J = ~J1 ⊗ 1 + 1⊗~J2. (11.6.1)

Using the properties of~J1 and~J2, it is not difficult to show that~J is
an angular momentum operator according to the general definition
[Ji, Jj] = ih̄ ∑k εijk Jk. Furthermore, the operators J2 and Jz commute with
J2
1 and J2

2 , and so it is possible to simultaneously diagonalize these four
operators. In fact, J2

1 , J2
2 , J2 and Jz also form a complete set of commuting

observables, and so the set of their simultaneous eigenvectors, which we
denote by |j1 j2, jm〉 ≡ |jm〉, can also be used as a basis in the Hilbert
space of the combined system.

In this section our goal is to solve the eigenvalue problem of the op-
erators J2 and Jz, and establish the transformation between the bases
{|j1 j2, jm〉} ≡ {|jm〉} and {|j1m1〉|j2m2〉}. The basis {|jm〉}, whose ele-
ments are eigenstates of the total angular momentum operator~J, is called
in this context the coupled basis. Similarly, the basis {|j1m1〉|j2m2〉},
whose elements are eigenstates of the individual angular momentum
operators~J1 and~J2, is called the uncoupled basis.

11.6.1 Two spin-1/2 angular momenta

As a warm-up problem, we will take up the simplest case, which is the ad-
dition of two spin-1/2 angular momenta. We will first solve this problem
more or less by inspection, and then we will show how to solve it using
a more systematic method, which is better suited for the general case of
adding two arbitrary angular momenta.

Step-by-step solution I

• A basis in the two-particle Hilbert space is given by the tensor product states
|s1m1〉|s2m2〉. Since each mi can only take the values±1/2, we will introduce
the simple notation

|++〉, |+−〉, |−+〉, |−−〉 (11.6.2)
for the basis states; for example, |+−〉 = |s1 = 1

2 m1 = 1
2 〉|s2 = 1

2 m2 = − 1
2 〉.

We also denote the spin operators simply by ~S1 and ~S2; these stand for ~S1 ⊗ 1
and 1 ⊗ ~S2, respectively, and wemust remember that ~S1 operates only on the
first state in the tensor product, while ~S2 operates only on the second state.

• The addition of ~S1 and ~S2 amounts to finding the eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of S2 and Sz, where ~S = ~S1 + ~S2. For Sz = S1z + S2z, we have by direct
calculation

Sz|++〉 = h̄|++〉, Sz|−−〉 = −h̄|−−〉, (11.6.3)
Sz|+−〉 = 0|+−〉, Sz|−+〉 = 0|−+〉. (11.6.4)

Thus, the eigenvalues of Sz are+h̄, 0 and−h̄, and there are two states having
the eigenvalue sz = 0. Note that we denote the quantum numbers associ-
ated with S2 and Sz by s and sz. That is, eigenstates of S2 and Sz are written as
| 12 1

2 , ssz〉 ≡ |ssz〉, and they satisfy

S2|ssz〉 = s(s + 1)h̄2|ssz〉, Sz|sz〉 = sz h̄|ssz〉. (11.6.5)
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• Consider then

S2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + 2~S1 · ~S2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + 2
(

S1zS2z +
1
2

(
S1+S2− + S1−S2+

))
.

(11.6.6)
Using Eq. (11.2.28) for the action of the raising and lowering operators, one can
show that

S2|++〉 = 2h̄2|++〉, S2|−−〉 = 2h̄2|−−〉, (11.6.7)
and

S2|+−〉 = S2|−+〉 = h̄2(|+−〉+ |−+〉
)
. (11.6.8)

This shows that |++〉 and |−−〉 are eigenstates of S2 with eigenvalue
s(s + 1) = 2, or s = 1. Furthermore, the linear combinations

1√
2
(|+−〉+ |−+〉), and 1√

2
(|+−〉 − |−+〉) (11.6.9)

are eigenstates of S2, with eigenvalues s = 1 and s = 0, respectively. Note that
both of these states are eigestates of Sz with eigenvalue 0.

We have thus solved the problem of adding two spin-1/2 angular
momenta. The possible values for the total spin are s = 0 and s = 1.
For s = 1, sz can take the values+1, 0 and−1, and for s = 0, the only
possible value of sz is 0. Using the notation |ssz〉 for the eigenstates, we
have

|11〉 = |++〉 (11.6.10)

|10〉 =
1√
2
(|+−〉+ |−+〉), (11.6.11)

|1−1〉 = |−−〉, (11.6.12)

|00〉 =
1√
2
(|+−〉 − |−+〉). (11.6.13)

These states form another basis for the two-particle Hilbert space. They
are states with a definite value of total angular momentum. The three
states with s = 1 are often called the triplet, and the one s = 0 state is
called the singlet.

Step-by-step solution II

It is also possible to solve this problem in another way, with the help of raising and
lowering operators, using the results developed when we solved the eigenvalue
problem of a general angular momentum operator in section 11.2.
• We have shown above that the state |++〉 is an eigenstate of S2 and Sz with

eigenvalues s = 1 and sz = 1. On the other hand, using Eq. (11.2.28) for the
action of the raising operators S1+ and S2+, we find

S+|++〉 = (S1+ + S2+)|++〉 = 0. (11.6.14)

Hence, remembering our discussion in section 11.2, we deduce that the maxi-
mum value of sz in this case is 1, and so the value of the total angular momen-
tum in the state |++〉 is s = 1. We therefore write

|++〉 = |s = 1, sz = 1〉c ≡ |11〉c, (11.6.15)

where the c emphasizes that the vector is an element of the coupled basis,
whose elements have definite values of S2 and Sz, while |++〉 belongs to the
uncoupled basis, whose elements have definite values for S1z and S2z.
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• Let us then work to the other direction, and operate with the lowering operator
S− = S1− + S2− on the state |11〉c. This is done using Eq. (11.2.28) and re-
membering that S1− operates only on the first state in |++〉 = | 12 1

2 〉| 12 1
2 〉, and

S2− operates only on the second state. On the left-hand side of the equation,
we find

S−|11〉c =
√

2|10〉c. (11.6.16)
On the right-hand side, we have

(S1− + S2−)| 12 1
2 〉| 12 1

2 〉 = |−+〉+ |+−〉. (11.6.17)

Solving for |10〉c, we therefore obtain

|10〉c =
1√
2
(|+−〉+ |−+〉). (11.6.18)

• We can check that this is indeed a state with sz = 0 by operating on the state
with Sz = S1,z + S2,z and seeing that we get zero. Continue then, and operate
again with S− on the state |10〉c:

S−|10〉c = (S1− + S2−)
1√
2
(|+−〉+ |−+〉) =

√
2|−−〉, (11.6.19)

while on the left we get S−|10〉c =
√

2|1−1〉c. From this we deduce that

|1−1〉c = |−−〉. (11.6.20)

• Operating with Sz on this state we find Sz|1−1〉 = −h̄|1−1〉 as expected. At-
tempting to operate once more with S− naturally yields zero, S−|1−1〉c = 0.

Hence, we have found three basis vectors {|11〉c, |10〉c, |1−1〉c} corresponding to
the eigenvalue s = 1 of the total angular momentum operator S2. Since the tensor
product space of two spin-1/2 particles is four dimensional we are short of one
state. We can find the fourth state by constructing a state which is orthogonal to
|10〉c; this state is

|00〉c =
1√
2
(|+−〉 − |−+〉). (11.6.21)

Simple calculation shows that it satisfies

S2|00〉c = 0, Sz|00〉c = 0, (11.6.22)

so it is a state of zero total angular momentum. You can also check that it is not
possible to make new states from it with the raising and lowering operators, since
S±|00〉c = 0.

To summarize: combining two spin-1/2 particles results in a system
which may have s = 1 or s = 0 for the eigenvalue of its total angular
momentum. To s = 1, there corresponds a triplet of states |11〉, |10〉 and
|1−1〉, while to s = 0 there corresponds a singlet state |00〉. Our calcu-
lation above gives a change of basis from the eigenbasis of the operators
{S2

1, S2
2, S1,z, S2,z} to the eigenbasis of the operators {S2

1, S2
2, Sz, S2}.

Which one of the bases one should use is typically dictated by the
physical situation. For example, for two spin-1/2 particles in a magnetic
field ~B = B~ez, we have

H = −(γ1~S1 + γ2~S2) · B = −B(γ1S1z + γ2S2z), (11.6.23)

and it is obviously the easiest to make calculations in the uncoupled
basis, in which S1z and S2z are diagonal. On the other hand, the Hamil-
tonian describing an interaction between two spins might have the form
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H = A~S1 · ~S2. (11.6.24)

Noting that S2 = S2
1 + S2

2 + 2~S1 · ~S2, we see that we can write the Hamil-
tonian as

H =
A
2
(
S2 − S2

1 − S2
2
)
, (11.6.25)

and therefore in this case one should use the coupled basis, since it is an
eigenbasis of the operators S2, S2

1, S2
2 (and Sz).

11.6.2 Two general angular momenta

We will nowmove on to generalize the calculation wemade for two spin-
1/2 angular momenta and develop it into a systematic method for the
addition of any two angular momenta. Consider two angular momenta~J1

and~J2, operating in Hilbert spacesH1 andH2 with bases {|j1m1〉} and
{|j2m2〉}, respectively. The Hilbert space of the combined system isH1 ⊗
H2 and a basis in it is given by {|j1m1〉|j2m2〉}. This is the uncoupled
basis, and its elements are eigenstates of the operators {J2

1 , J2
2 , J1,z, J2,z}.

The total angular momentum is defined as

~J = ~J1 ⊗ 12 + 11 ⊗~J2 ≡ ~J1 +~J2. (11.6.26)

We now want to establish the transformation to the coupled basis, which
is the eigenbasis of {J2, Jz, J2

1 , J2
2}. The coupled basis consists of the states

|j1 j2, jm〉, and they satisfy

J2
1 |j1 j2, jm〉 = j1(j1 + 1)h̄2|j1 j2, jm〉 (11.6.27)

J2
2 |j1 j2, jm〉 = j2(j2 + 1)h̄2|j1 j2, jm〉 (11.6.28)

and

J2|j1 j2, jm〉 = j(j + 1)h̄2|j1 j2, jm〉, (11.6.29)
Jz|j1 j2, jm〉 = mh̄|j1 j2, jm〉. (11.6.30)

The problem of adding the angular momenta~J1 and~J2 consists of writing
the states |j1 j2, jm〉 as linear combinations of the states |j1m1〉|j2m2〉. In
other words, we would like to write an expansion like

|j1 j2, jm〉 = ∑
m1,m2

|j1m1〉|j2m2〉〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉, (11.6.31)

and our problem essentially is to find the coefficients 〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉 –
the so-called Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.

To begin with, we must find out what possible values j can have. In-
tuitively you might be able to guess that when~J1 and~J2 are combined
into a total angular momentum~J, the largest possible value of j is j1 + j2,
corresponding to adding~J1 and~J2 parallel to each other, and the smallest
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possible value of j is j1 − j2, corresponding similarly to adding the two
angular momenta opposite to each other. What is less easy to guess is
that the possible values of j go in steps of one. Thus:

In the addition of angular momenta j1 and j2, the possible values of the
total angular momentum are

j = j1 + j2, j1 + j2 − 1, . . . , |j1 − j2|+ 1, |j1 − j2|. (11.6.32)

(For each value of j, m naturally takes values from−j to j in steps of one.)

A precise proof of this is given in the appendix at the end of this section.
For now, we will give a counting of states argument which should make
the statement seem plausible. In the uncoupled basis, there clearly are
(2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1) states. The number of states in the coupled basis
should be the same. But for each value of j we have 2j + 1 states in the
coupled basis, and so the total number of states is

j1+j2

∑
j=j1−j2

(2j + 1) =
j1+j2

∑
j=0

(2j + 1)−
j1−j2−1

∑
j=0

(2j + 1) = (2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1),

(11.6.33)
as it should be. Let us state the conclusion once again: The coupled basis
consists of the states |j1 j2, jm〉 with |j1 − j2| ≤ j ≤ j1 + j2, and for each
value of j, m takes the values−j,−j + 1, . . . , j− 1, j.

Our task now is to write the coupled states in terms of the uncou-
pled states. The observation that enables us to do so is that not only the
coupled states are eigenstates of Jz, but so are also the elements of the
uncoupled basis, since we have

Jz|j1m1〉|j2m2〉 = (J1z + J2z)|j1m1〉|j2m2〉 = (m1 + m2)h̄|j1m1〉|j2m2〉.
(11.6.34)

That is, also the uncoupled states have definite values of m, and this m
value is just the sum of the individual m’s.

In particular, consider the largest possible value of m, which is j1 + j2.
Now there is only one state in the uncoupled basis that has this value of
m, namely the state |j1, m1 = j1〉|j2, m2 = j2〉. Therefore we can immedi-
ately write

|j1 j2; j = j1+j2, m = j1+j2〉 = |j1 j1〉|j2 j2〉. (11.6.35)

We can now construct all the states having total angular momentum
j = j1 + j2 by repeatedly acting on this state with the lowering operator
J− = J1− + J2−. Recalling that the action of the lowering operator is given
by

J−|jm〉 = h̄
√

j(j + 1)−m(m− 1)|j, m− 1〉, (11.6.36)

we have on the one hand,

J−|j1 j2; j1+j2, j1+j2〉 = h̄
√

2(j1 + j2)|j1 j2, j1+j2 j1+j2−1〉, (11.6.37)
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but on the other hand,

(J1− + J2−)|j1 j1〉|j2 j2〉 = h̄
√

2j1|j1, j1 − 1〉|j2 j2〉+ h̄
√

2j2|j1 j1〉|j2, j2 − 1〉.
(11.6.38)

We therefore find

|j1 j2; j1+j2, j1+j2 − 1〉 =
√

j1
j1 + j2

|j1, j1 − 1〉|j2 j2〉+
√

j2
j1 + j2

|j1 j1〉|j2, j2 − 1)〉.
(11.6.39)

If one keeps doing this, one eventually ends up with the state |j1 + j2,−(j1 + j2)〉.
In the process, one will have found all the 2j + 1 states in which j has the
value j1 + j2.

Consider then the states with j = j1 + j2− 1. For the state |j1 j2, j1+j2−1, j1+j2−1〉,
there are two states in the uncoupled basis that have the correct value for
m and can therefore appear in the expansion of this state. These are the
states |j1 j1〉|j2(j2−1)〉 and |j1(j1−1)〉|j2 j2〉. The coefficients are deter-
mined by requiring that this state be normalized, and orthogonal to the
other coupled state constructed out of these vectors, the state (11.6.39).
The result is

|j1 j2; j1+j2−1, j1+j2−1〉 =
√

j2
j1 + j2

|j1, j1 − 1)〉|j2 j2〉−
√

j1
j1 + j2

|j1 j1〉|j2, j2 − 1)〉.
(11.6.40)

Acting repeatedly on this state with the lowering operator, one can now
construct all the states with j = j1 + j2 − 1.

At this point it should be clear how this process is continued until one
has found all the states in the coupled basis. After having found all the
states having j = j1 + j2− 1, one writes down the state |j1 j2; j1+j2−2, j1+j2−2〉
in terms of the three appropriate states in the uncoupled basis, and de-
termines the coefficients by imposing normalization and orthogonality
to the other coupled states involving the same states from the uncou-
pled basis. Then one uses the lowering operator to find all the states with
j = j1 + j2 − 2.

To summarize, the coupled states |j1 j2, jm〉 are expressed in terms
of the uncoupled states |j1m1〉|j2m2〉 through the following three-
step program:

1. For given j1 and j2, identify the state of ”highest weight”,
i.e. the state with the largest eigenvalue of both J2 and Jz:
jmax = j1 + j2 and m = jmax

|j1 j2, h = j1+j2 m = j1+j2〉 = |j1 j1〉|j2 j2〉. (11.6.41)
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2. Operate with the lowering operator J− until arriving at the
state |j1 j2; j, m = −j〉. This results in 2jmax + 1 states. The total
number of states is (2j1 + 1)(2j2 + 1) and to obtain more states
we take the third step.

3. Identify the state |j1 j2; j−1, m = j−1〉 in terms of the states
{|j1m1〉|j2m2〉} and orthonormalize with the states already
obtained. Then repeat step 2 on the state |j− 1, j− 1〉. This
gives the 2(jmax − 1) + 1 states with j = jmax − 1. The pro-
cess eventually ends on the state |j1 j2; jmin, m = jmin〉 where
jmin = |j1 − j2|.

During the process, remember that m = m1 + m2 and j = j1 +

j2, j1 + j2 − 1, . . . , |j1 − j2|, m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j.

The coupling of two spin-1/2 particles provides a simple example
on the application of this program. You should learn the method for
calculating the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients by hand – if not for any other
reason, then because you might be asked to do it in the exam. In practical
applications, however, one always uses tables or numerical tools like
Mathematica to evaluate the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients. An example
of such table is in Fig. 11.2; make sure that you understand the table by
checking that you are able to correctly look up the coefficients for the
coupling of two spin-1/2 states.

Appendix:

Theorem 11.6.1. For fixed j1, j2 and−j1 ≤ m1 ≤ j1,−j2 ≤ m2 ≤ j2, the
quantum numbers j and m take on the values

j = |j1 − j2|, |j1 − j2|+ 1, . . . , |j1 + j2|, (11.6.42)
m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j, (11.6.43)

so that m = m1 + m2. If m 6= m1 + m2, then 〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉 = 0.

Proof. Since |j1 j2, jm〉 is an eigenstate of Jz, we have

〈j1m1, j2m2|Jz|jm〉 = m〈j1m1 j2m2|jm〉 (11.6.44)
=

(
〈j1m1 j2m2|j1,z + J2,z

)
|jm〉 = (m1 + m2)〈j1m1 j2m2|jm〉. (11.6.45)

Hence it follows that
(
m− (m1 + m2)

)
〈j1m1 j2m1|jm〉 = 0, (11.6.46)

so either m = m1 + m2 or 〈j1m1 j2m1|jm〉 = 0. On the other hand, since−j1 ≤
m1 ≤ j1 and−j2 ≤ m2 ≤ j2, we have

−(j1 + j2) ≤ m ≤ j1 + j2. (11.6.47)

The biggest possible value of m is j1 + j2 and this will be reached for j = jmax =

j1 + j2 (since j is angular momentum, the eigenvalue m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j).
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Therefore, for fixed j, the states {|jm〉} form a 2j + 1 dimensional invariant
subspace. Given a state |j, m∗〉 (for some value of m = m∗), then the remaining
2j vectors can be constructed (by repeated application of raising and lowering
operators). Is this construction unique? Let us denote N(J) as the number of such
sets constructed for given j, and n(j) as the number of states |jm〉 corresponding
to a given m. (For example m = j1 + j2 − 1 can be reached when j = jmax or
j = jmax − 1). Then we have

n(m) = ∑
j≥|m|

N(j), (11.6.48)

and N(j) = n(j) − n(j + 1). Since |jm〉 is a linear combination of the states
|j1m1〉|j2m2〉 for which m1 + m2 = m, the number n(m) = 0 if |m| > j1 + j2, and
n(m) = j1 + j2 + 1− |m| if j1 + j2 ≥ |m| ≥ |j1 − j2| and n(m) = 2(min(j1, j2)) +
1 if |j1 − j2| ≥ |m| ≥ 0. It follows that N(j) = 1 if |j1 − j2| ≥ j ≥ j1 + j2 and
N(j) = 0 otherwise.

Hence we have shown that the construction is unique (and actually even
exists) only when j = |j1 − j2|, |j1 − j2 − 1|, . . . , j1 + j2 and then for fixed j the
eigenvalue m = −j,−j + 1, . . . , j.

11.6.3 Properties of Clebsch–Gordan coefficients

The Clebsch–Gordan coefficients are the expansion coefficients in the
expansion

|j1 j2, jm〉 = ∑
m1m2

|j1m1〉|j2m2〉〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉. (11.6.49)

A number of other notations, like Cj1 j2 j
m1m2m, are also used for them, though

typically only in the older literature.
We list here some of the properties of the coefficients:

• The so-called triangle inequality, that is, 〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉 6= 0 only if
|j1 − j2| ≤ j ≤ j1 + j2.

• 〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉 6= 0 only if m = m1 + m2.

• By convention, they are chosen to be real.

• Their signs are fixed by the choice 〈j1 j1, j2(j− j1)|jj〉 > 0.

• 〈j1m1, j2m2|jm〉 = (−1)j1+j2−j〈j1 −m1, j2 −m2|j −m〉. This relation
allows one to stop doing the calculation with the lowering operator as
soon as one has reached the state with m = 0 or m = 1

2 , since from
there on one can use this relation to find the coefficients with negative
m from those with positive m.

11.6.4 Example: Addition of~L and ~S

As a practical example, which also illustrates the fact that addition of
angular momenta amounts to a change of basis, and one can carry out
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the change of basis using any method one likes to, consider the electron
in a hydrogen atom, and the addition of its orbital angular momentum~L
and spin ~S into a total angular momentum~J = ~L + ~S.

Step-by-step solution

Let the eigenvalue of~L be `; then the possible values of~J are j = ` ± 1
2 . We

want to express the eigenstates of J2 and Jz, |jm〉, in terms of the product states
|`m`〉|s = 1

2 , ms〉.
• For given values of j and m there are two suitable product states – we can either

have m` = m− 1
2 and ms = + 1

2 , or m` = m + 1
2 and ms = − 1

2 . Let us write the
spin part of the product state shortly as |s = 1

2 , ms = ± 1
2 〉 = |± 1

2 〉. We then
have

|j = `+ 1
2 , m〉 = a|`, m− 1

2 〉| 12 〉+ b|`, m+ 1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉, (11.6.50)
|j = `− 1

2 , m〉 = c|`, m− 1
2 〉| 12 〉+ d|`, m+ 1

2 〉|− 1
2 〉 (11.6.51)

with some coefficients a, b, c and d that must be determined.
• Demanding that these states are orthogonal and normalized to one, we find

three equations for the coefficients,

a2 + b2 = 1, c2 + d2 = 1, ac + bd = 0. (11.6.52)

• We are able to solve for the coefficients if we can find one more equation
amongst them. Such an equation can be found starting from the relation

J2|j = `+ 1
2 , m〉 = (`+ 1

2 )(`+
3
2 )|`+ 1

2 , m〉; (11.6.53)

see Problem 11.6.1. The result of the calculation will be

|`+ 1
2 , m〉 =

√
`+ m + 1

2
2`+ 1

|`, m− 1
2 〉| 12 〉+

√
`−m + 1

2
2`+ 1

|`, m+ 1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉,

(11.6.54)

|`− 1
2 , m〉 = −

√
`−m + 1

2
2`+ 1

|`, m− 1
2 〉| 12 〉+

√
`+ m + 1

2
2`+ 1

|`, m+ 1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉.

(11.6.55)

Problem 11.6.1. Write J2 as

J2 = L2 +S2 + 2~L ·~S = L2 +S2 + 2LzSz + L+S−+ L−S+,
(11.6.56)

and show that Eq. (11.6.53) implies

b
a
=

√√√√ `−m + 1
2

`+ m + 1
2

. (11.6.57)

Using this and Eq. (11.6.52) find a, b, c and
d.

Problem 11.6.2. Write down the
Clebsch–Gordan coefficients for the
addition of j1 = 1 and j2 = 1/2 as a
special case of the general result derived
above.

11.6.5 Another method for calculating Clebsch–Gordan coefficients
We would now like to show you an alternative way to calculate Clebsch–Gordan coefficients,
in which only minimal use is made of raising and lowering operators. This method is
presented in Feynman’s book, but usually not advertized in other books. In most of the
simple cases that you might be asked to calculate by hand it is perhaps more effective than
the standard method we have described above, and so youmight like to know that such an
alternative method exists.

We will illustrate this method by working out the addition of j1 = 1/2 and j2 = 1.
First of all, we have to assume that we know that the result of adding two spin-1/2 angular
momenta is

|11〉 = |++〉, (11.6.58)

|10〉 =
1√
2

(
|+−〉+ |−+〉

)
, (11.6.59)

|1 −1〉 = |−−〉, (11.6.60)

|00〉 =
1√
2

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
. (11.6.61)

We can then add spin-1/2 and spin-1 by imagining that the spin-1 particle is made out of
two spin-1/2 particles; we can then use Eqs. (11.6.58)–(11.6.60) for the states |j2m2〉 of the
spin-1 particle. For each of the |j = 3

2 , m = 3
2 〉 and |j = 3

2 , m = − 3
2 〉 states there is only one
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appropriate state in the uncoupled basis, and so we can immediately write

| 32 3
2 〉 = | 12 1

2 〉|11〉 = |+〉|++〉 = |+++〉. (11.6.62)

and
| 32 − 3

2 〉 = | 12 − 1
2 〉|1 −1〉 = |−〉|−−〉 = |− −−〉. (11.6.63)

For the |j = 3
2 , m = 1

2 〉 state the claim now is that

| 32 1
2 〉 =

1√
3

(
|++−〉+ |+−+〉+ |−++〉

)
. (11.6.64)

You can convince yourself that this is correct if you imagine acting on Eq. (11.6.62) with the
lowering operator J− = S1− + S2− + S3−, where Si− acts on the i-th state in the product
|+++〉. Since each of these states is an identical |+〉 state, each lowering operator will act
on its state in the same way, and therefore we will get the symmetrical combination that
appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (11.6.64). On the other hand, the j = 3/2, m = 1/2
state must also have the form

| 32 1
2 〉 = a| 12 1

2 〉|10〉+ b| 12 − 1
2 〉|11〉. (11.6.65)

Using Eqs. (11.6.58) and (11.6.59) on the right, we get

| 32 1
2 〉 =

a√
2
|++−〉+ a√

2
|+−+〉+ b|−++〉. (11.6.66)

Comparing with Eq. (11.6.64), we see that a =
√

2/3 and b = 1/
√

3, and so

| 32 1
2 〉 =

√
2
3
| 12 1

2 〉|10〉+ 1√
3
| 12 − 1

2 〉|11〉. (11.6.67)

Let us then find the state with j = 3/2, m = −1/2. If you have accepted Eq. (11.6.64), then
you will also believe that for this state we can write

| 32 − 1
2 〉 =

1√
3

(
|+−−〉+ |−+−〉+ |− −+〉

)
. (11.6.68)

But we also have
| 32 − 1

2 〉 = c| 12 1
2 〉|1 −1〉+ d| 12 − 1

2 〉|10〉. (11.6.69)
Inserting on the right the states |1 −1〉 and |10〉 from Eqs. (11.6.59) and (11.6.60), we find

| 32 − 1
2 〉 = c|+−−〉+ d√

2
|−+−〉+ d√

2
|− −+〉. (11.6.70)

Comparing with Eq. (11.6.68), we deduce c = 1/
√

3, d =
√

2/3, and therefore

| 32 − 1
2 〉 =

1√
3
| 12 1

2 〉|1 −1〉+
√

2
3
| 12 − 1

2 〉|10〉. (11.6.71)

The remaining coupled states are those with j = 1/2. Requiring that they are orthogonal to
the corresponding j = 3/2 states, we easily see that

| 12 1
2 〉 =

1√
3
| 12 1

2 〉|10〉 −
√

2
3
| 12 − 1

2 〉|11〉, (11.6.72)

| 12 − 1
2 〉 =

√
2
3
| 12 1

2 〉|1 −1〉 − 1√
3
| 12 − 1

2 〉|10〉. (11.6.73)

The disadvantage of this method is that it does not always give you all the coupled states
in a straightforward way. As an example, let us consider what would happen if you would
add j1 = 1 and j2 = 1 using this method. You would begin by arguing that you can write

|22〉 = |++++〉,

|21〉 =
1
2
(
|+++−〉+ |++−+〉+ |+−++〉+ |−+++〉

)
,

|20〉 =
1√
6

(
|++−−〉+ |+−+−〉+ |+−−+〉

+|−++−〉+ |−+−+〉+ |− −++〉
)
, (11.6.74)

|2 −1〉 =
1
2
(
|+−−−〉+ |−+−−〉+ |− −+−〉+ |− −−+〉

)
,

|2 −2〉 = |− −−−〉.
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Then you would find without much trouble that

|22〉 = |11〉|11〉,

|21〉 =
1√
2
|11〉|10〉+ 1√

2
|10〉|11〉,

|20〉 =
1√
6
|11〉|1 −1〉+

√
2
3
|10〉|10〉+ 1√

6
|1 −1〉|11〉,

(11.6.75)

|2 −1〉 =
1√
2
|10〉|1 −1〉+ 1√

2
|1 −1〉|10〉,

|2 −2〉 = |1 −1〉|1 −1〉,
and

|11〉 =
1√
2
|11〉|10〉 − 1√

2
|10〉|11〉, (11.6.76)

|1 −1〉 =
1√
2
|10〉|1 −1〉 − 1√

2
|1 −1〉|10〉. (11.6.77)

The problem is the states |10〉 and |00〉, about which we know only that they must have the
form

|10〉 = a|11〉|1 −1〉+ b|10〉|10〉+ c|1 −1〉|11〉, (11.6.78)
|00〉 = d|11〉|1 −1〉+ e|10〉|10〉+ f |1 −1〉|11〉. (11.6.79)

In particular, there is not any obvious way to know how the states |10〉 and |00〉 should be
written in terms of the states |++−−〉, etc. Requiring normalization and orthogonality
with the state (11.6.75) is not good enough, since it only gives two conditions on the three
unknown coefficients. A perfectly good way to resolve this situation would be to fall back on
your knowledge of the raising and lowering operators, and find the state |10〉 by acting with
J− on (11.6.75). After having done that, you could find |00〉 by requiring it to be orthogonal
to both |20〉 and |10〉.

However, it is also possible to avoid the use of the lowering operator completely, by a
trick which works at least in this particular example, though it would be muchmore difficult
to carry out a similar trick in the addition of higher angular momenta. Consider the state
|00〉, which we can write as

|00〉 = d|++−−〉+ e
2
(
|+−〉+ |−+〉

)(
|+−〉+ |−+〉

)
+ f |− −++〉

= d|++−−〉+ e
2

(
|+−+−〉+ |+−−+〉+ |−++−〉

+ |−+−+〉
)
+ f |− −++〉. (11.6.80)

Since this is a state of zero total angular momentum, it should be possible to write it com-
pletely in terms of spin zero states of the form |+−〉 − |−+〉. We first observe that if we take
e = −d, the second and fourth terms on the right combine with the first term to give

d
[
|++−−〉 − 1

2
|+−+−〉 − 1

2
|−++−〉

]
(11.6.81)

=
d
2

[
|+−〉14

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
23 +

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
13|+−〉24

]
,

where, say, in the first term, we have grouped the states in second and third positions to
form a spin zero state. Similarly, with the choice f = −e (= d), the remaining terms on the
right of Eq. (11.6.80) can be written as

d
[
|− −++〉 − 1

2
|+−−+〉 − 1

2
|−+−+〉

]

=
d
2

[
−|−+〉14

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
23 −

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
13|−+〉24

]
.

Thus we have managed to write the state |00〉 as a combination of spin zero states as

|00〉 = d
2

[(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
14

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
23 +

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
13

(
|+−〉 − |−+〉

)
24

]
.

(11.6.82)
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The choice of the coefficients which made it possible to do this was d = −e = f , and
therefore, normalizing the coefficients, we get

|00〉 = 1√
3
|11〉|1 −1〉 − 1√

3
|10〉|10〉+ 1√

3
|1 −1〉|11〉. (11.6.83)

The coefficients for the state |10〉 can now be found by requiring that it is orthogonal to both
|20〉 and |00〉. This gives

|10〉 = 1√
2
|11〉|1 −1〉 − 1√

2
|1 −1〉|11〉. (11.6.84)

11.7 Vector operators and tensor operators

We have seen, in the angular momentum operator~J, an example of a
so-called vector operator. We would like to make a small digression, and
conclude this chapter with a short discussion on the properties of vector
operators and the related, but more general objects known as tensor
operators, in quantummechanics.

We define a vector operator ~V as any operator whose three compo-
nents Vx, Vy and Vz transform under rotations like the components of a
vector inR3 – that is,

R†(α)ViR(α) = ∑
j

RijVj, (11.7.1)

where Rij is a standard 3-by-3 rotation matrix. An equivalent way to write
this is

R(α)ViR†(α) = ∑
j

RjiVj, (11.7.2)

since replacing α with−α is equivalent to replacing R with R−1 = R†.
We will use the latter form as a definition of a vector operator. Its con-
tent is that, under the transformation Vi → RViR†, the components of
Vi transform similarly as the basis vectors |i〉 ofR3 under the rotation
represented by R, since

R|i〉 = ∑
j
|j〉〈j|R|i〉 = ∑

j
Rji|j〉. (11.7.3)

It is possible to write the definition of a vector operator in a different
form, involving its commutator with the components of~J. Under an
infinitesimal rotation by δ~α, the change in a vector~v is δ~v = δ~α×~v. That
is,

vi → vi + (δ~α×~v)i = vi + ∑
jk

εijkδαjvk = ∑
k

(
δik + ∑

j
εijkδαj

)
vk,

(11.7.4)
so, for this rotation,

Rij = δij −∑
k

εijkδαk. (11.7.5)
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For a vector operator ~V, we therefore have
(
1− iδ~α ·~J

)
Vi
(
1 + iδ~α ·~J

)
= Vi −∑

jk
εjikδαkVj, (11.7.6)

from which it is possible to deduce that

[Vi, Jj] = i ∑
k

εijkVk. (11.7.7)

An equivalent definition of a vector operator is that its components sat-
isfy this commutation relation. In particular, this shows that~J is a vector
operator.

A tensor operator is a generalization of the concept of a vector opera-
tor, in the sense that a tensor operator is also defined by its transforma-
tion properties under rotations. Even though there are also other kinds of
tensor operators, we will focus our attention on so-called spherical tensor
operators. A spherical tensor operator of rank k is defined as an operator
consisting of 2k + 1 components T(k)

q , where q = −k,−k + 1, . . . , k,
so that under the transformation T(k)

q → RT(k)
q R†, the components

transform similarly as the angular momentum eigenstates |j = k, m = q〉:

R(α)T(k)
q R†(α) = ∑

r
D(k)

rq (R)T(k)
r , (11.7.8)

where D(k)
rq (R) is the rotation matrix for angular momentum k.

This can also be written in an equivalent form involving a commutator.
For an infinitesimal rotation, we have

(
1− iδ~α ·~J

)
T(k)

q
(
1 + iδ~α ·~J

)
= ∑

r
〈kr|1− iδ~α ·~J|kq〉T(k)

r . (11.7.9)

It follows from this that

[~n ·~J, T(k)
q ] = ∑

r
〈kr|~n ·~J|kq〉T(k)

r , (11.7.10)

where~n is a unit vector in the direction of δ~α. In particular,

[Jz, T(k)
q ] = ∑

r
〈kr|J±|kq〉T(k)

r = qT(k)
q , (11.7.11)

and

[J±, T(k)
q ] = ∑

r
〈kr|J±|kq〉T(k)

r =
√

k(k + 1)− q(q± 1)T(k)
q±1. (11.7.12)

Eqs. (11.7.11) and (11.7.12) can equivalently be taken as the definition of
a spherical tensor operator of rank k.

The simplest example of a spherical tensor operator is the operator
of rank 0, which has just one component T(0)

0 , and is invariant under
rotations. This is just a scalar operator; any rotationally invariant Hamil-
tonian is an example of such an operator. A spherical tensor operator of
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rank 1 has three components T(1)
q with q = −1, 0, 1. Since a vector opera-

tor also has three components, we might guess that vector operators and
spherical tensor operators of rank 1 are somehow related to each other. In
fact, given a vector operator ~V, the linear combinations

V(1)
1 = − 1√

2
(Vx + iVy), V(1)

0 = Tz, V(1)
−1 =

1√
2
(Vx − iVy)

(11.7.13)
are the components of a spherical tensor operator V(1)

q , as one can check
by showing that they obey Eqs. (11.7.11) and (11.7.12).

An important property of spherical tensor operators can be deduced
by considering how the state T(k)

q |jm〉 behaves under rotations. We have

R(α)T(k)
q |jm〉 = R(α)T(k)

q R†(α)R(α)|jm〉
= ∑

r
D(k)

rq (R)T(k)
r ∑

m′
D(j)

m′m|jm′〉

= ∑
r,m′

D(k)
rq (R)D(j)

m′mT(k)
r |jm′〉. (11.7.14)

That is, the state T(k)
q |jm〉 transforms under rotations as the product state

|kq〉|jm〉. Therefore, in some sense, the action of T(k)
q on a state adds the

angular momentum j = k, m = q to the state. This is an important
result with many useful consequences. However, we will be satisfied with
pointing out that it allows us to understand why the operators J± =

Jx ± i Jy act as raising and lowering operators for angular momentum,
since we can recognize them (up to a constant factor) as the q = ±1
components of the rank-1 spherical tensor operator J(1)q .

11.7.1 Exercises

Exercise 11.7.1. A particle is described in spherical coordinates by the
(unnormalized) wave function

ψ(~r) = e−r/r0 cos2 φ.

Show that, when Lz is measured, the possible outcomes are Lz =

+2h̄, 0,−2h̄, and the respective probabilities are 2/3, 1/6 and 1/6. (Hint:
Expand cos2 φ in powers of eiφ.)

Exercise 11.7.2. Let a system be in a state

|Ψ〉 = a|1, 1〉+ b|1, 0〉+ c|1,−1〉,

where |a|2 + |b|2 + |c|2 = 1 and the states |`, m〉 are eigenstates of L2 and
Lz with eigenvalues `(`+ 1)h̄2 ja mh̄.

(a) Compute the expected values of Lx and L2 in state |Ψ〉.
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(b) How should the coefficients a, b and c be chosen in order for |Ψ〉 to be
an eigenstate of Lx with eigenvalue+h̄?

Exercise 11.7.3.

(a) Use Eqs. (11.2.31) and (11.2.32) to show that

〈j′m′|Jx|jm〉 =
1
2

h̄δjj′
(√

j(j + 1)−m(m + 1)δm′ ,m+1

+
√

j(j + 1)−m(m− 1)δm′ ,m−1

)
,

〈j′m′|Jy|jm〉 = −
i
2

h̄δjj′
(√

j(j + 1)−m(m + 1)δm′ ,m+1

−
√

j(j + 1)−m(m− 1)δm′ ,m−1

)
.

(b) For the state |jm〉, show that 〈Jx〉 = 〈Jy〉 = 0, and

〈J2
x〉 = 〈J2

y〉 =
h̄2

2
(

j(j + 1)−m2).

(c) Show that ∆Jx∆Jy satisfies the generalized uncertainty relation,
Eq. (4.4.14), and show that the equality is satisfied for the states
|j, m = ±j〉.

Exercise 11.7.4. Spherical coordinates are defined by

x = r sin θ cos φ,

y = r sin θ sin φ,

z = r cos θ.

The inverse relations read

r =
√

x2 + y2 + z2,

θ = sin−1

(√
x2 + y2

r

)
= cos−1

( z
r

)
,

φ = tan−1
( y

x

)
.

(a) Show that the basis vectors for spherical coordinates are

~er = sin θ cos φ~ex + sin θ sin φ~ey + cos θ~ez,

~eθ = cos θ cos φ~ex + cos θ sin φ~ey − sin θ~ez,

~eφ = − sin φ~ex + cos φ~ey.

(b) Show that the gradient operator is given by

∇ = ~er
∂

∂r
+~eθ

1
r

∂

∂θ
+~eφ

1
r sin θ

∂

∂φ
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(c) Show that
~L = −ih̄

(
~eφ

∂

∂θ
−~eθ

1
sin θ

∂

∂φ

)
,

and therefore

Lz = −ih̄
∂

∂φ

L2 = −h̄2
(

1
sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2

∂φ2

)
.

Exercise 11.7.5. In this exercise, we give an alternative proof that the
eigenvalues of the orbital angular momentum~L are integers.

(a) Consider the operators

Q1 =
1√
2

(
X +

a2

h̄
Py

)
, P1 =

1√
2

(
Px −

h̄
a2 Y

)
,

Q2 =
1√
2

(
X− a2

h̄
Py

)
, P2 =

1√
2

(
Px +

h̄
a2 Y

)
,

where a is some parameter with the dimension of length. Show that

[Q1, Q2] = 0, [P1, P2] = 0, [Q1, P1] = [Q2, P2] = ih̄.

(b) Write Lz in terms of the operators of part (a). Answer:

Lz =
a2

2h̄
P2

1 +
h̄

2a2 Q2
1 −

a2

2h̄
P2

2 −
h̄

2a2 Q2
2.

(c) On grounds of the commutation relations for the Qi and Pi, argue
that Lz has the form of a difference between two independent har-
monic oscillator Hamiltonians, each with mass h̄/a2 and frequency
1. Recalling the energy eigenvalues of the oscillator, conclude that the
eigenvalues of Lz are integers.

Exercise 11.7.6. Suppose the spin of an electron has been measured and
found to be up along the z-axis. Immediately after this measurement, a
constant magnetic field of one tesla is turned on in the x-direction. At
what times would a measurement of the electron’s spin along the z-axis
then give the result ”down” with certainty?

Exercise 11.7.7. Use symmetry arguments to show that any function of
a +~b ·~σ can be written in the form

f (a +~b ·~σ) = A + Bb̂ ·~σ

for some numbers A and B. Then, taking~b along the z-axis, show that

A =
1
2

(
f (a + |~b|) + f (a− |~b|)

)
, B =

1
2

(
f (a + |~b|)− f (a− |~b|)

)
.
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Exercise 11.7.8. Consider the coupling of the angular momenta j1 = 1/2
and j2 = 1.

(a) Write down all elements of the uncoupled and coupled bases. Verify
that both bases have the same number of elements.

(b) Express all the elements of the coupled basis as linear combinations of
the uncoupled states. You should compute the Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients by hand, using the method of raising and lowering operators
explained in the text; you can use tables to verify your results.

Exercise 11.7.9. Consider a system consisting of a spin-1/2 particle and
a spin-1 particle. Suppose that the spins of both particles has been mea-
sured along the z-axis, and the results+h̄/2 for the first particle and−h̄
for the second particle have been found. If the total angular momentum
of the system is measured immediately after this measurement, what is
the probability that the result will be j = 3/2?

Exercise 11.7.10. Consider two spin-1/2 particles, whose spin operators
are ~S1 and ~S2, and ~S = ~S1 + ~S2 is the operator of total spin. Calculate the
expected values of the operators ~S1 · ~S2, ~S · ~S1 and ~S · ~S2 in the singlet and
triplet states of the coupled basis.

Exercise 11.7.11. A system of two spin-1/2 particles is described by the
Hamiltonian

H = αS1z + βS2z + γ~S1 · ~S2.

Find the eigenvalues and eigenstates of this Hamiltonian. Write the
eigenstates both in terms of the uncoupled states |s1m1〉|s2m2〉 and the
coupled states |s1s2, ssz〉.
Exercise 11.7.12.

(a) Show that P1 = 3/4 + ~S1 · ~S2 and P1 = 1/4− ~S1 · ~S2 are projection
operators, that is, P2

1 = P1, P2
2 = P2 and P1P2 = P2P1 = 0.

(b) Show that P1 and P0 project to the spin-1 and spin-0 subspaces in the
coupling of two spin-1/2 angular momenta.

(c) Construct the projection operators that project to the j = ` ± 1
2

subspaces in the coupling of~L and ~S.

Exercise 11.7.13. The Pauli equation. In this exercise we consider the
problem of trying to write down a Schrödinger equation for a spin-1/2
particle.

(a) Begin by arguing that the equation

ih̄
d|ψ〉

dt
= H|ψ〉 with H =

(
~σ · ~P

)2

2m
+ V

where |ψ〉 is a two-component object, is equivalent with the usual
Schrödinger equation.
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(b) If you have done the exercise of Chapter 10, you have seen that the
way to introduce a magnetic field to the Schrödinger equation is to
replace the momentum operator ~P with ~P − q~A, where the vector
potential ~A is related to the magnetic field by ~B = ∇× ~A. Do this in
the equation of part (a) to get

H =
1

2m

[
~σ ·
(
~P− q~A

)]2
+ V.

Show that ~P× ~A = −ih̄∇× ~A− ~A× ~P, and use this and Eq. (11.5.12)
to put the Hamiltonian into the form

H =

(
~P− q~A

)2

2m
− q

m
~S · ~B + V,

where ~S = (h̄/2)~σ. Observe that this gives the correct g-factor g = 2
for the electron.

(c) Consider now a weak constant magnetic field in the z-direction.
Show that the vector potential ~A = (Bz/2)(−y~ex + x~ey) gives rise to
such a magnetic field. Then expand the first term in the Hamiltonian
of part (b), observing that∇ · ~A = 0, and dropping the A2 term on
grounds of the field being weak. Show that this gives Eq. (11.5.41) for
the interaction of the electron’s orbital angular momentum and the
magnetic field.

The equation discussed in this exercise bears the name of Pauli, who was
the first to write it down. The Pauli equation is the non-relativistic limit of
the Dirac equation, and as such it is the correct equation for the electron
in the limit of low velocities.
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34. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 010001-1

34. CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS, SPHERICAL HARMONICS,

AND d FUNCTIONS

Note: A square-root sign is to be understood over every coefficient, e.g., for −8/15 read −
√

8/15.

Y 0
1 =

√
3

4π
cos θ

Y 1
1 = −

√
3

8π
sin θ eiφ

Y 0
2 =

√
5

4π

(3

2
cos2 θ − 1

2

)

Y 1
2 = −

√
15

8π
sin θ cos θ eiφ

Y 2
2 =

1

4

√
15

2π
sin2 θ e2iφ

Y −m` = (−1)mYm∗` 〈j1j2m1m2|j1j2JM〉
= (−1)J−j1−j2〈j2j1m2m1|j2j1JM〉d `m,0 =

√
4π

2`+ 1
Ym` e−imφ

d
j
m′,m = (−1)m−m

′
d
j
m,m′ = d

j
−m,−m′ d 1
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Figure 34.1: The sign convention is that of Wigner (Group Theory, Academic Press, New York, 1959), also used by Condon and Shortley (The
Theory of Atomic Spectra, Cambridge Univ. Press, New York, 1953), Rose (Elementary Theory of Angular Momentum, Wiley, New York, 1957),
and Cohen (Tables of the Clebsch-Gordan Coefficients, North American Rockwell Science Center, Thousand Oaks, Calif., 1974). The coefficients
here have been calculated using computer programs written independently by Cohen and at LBNL.

Figure 11.2: A table of Clebsch–Gordan
coefficients



12
Rotationally invariant problems

12.1 The radial equation

In many practical problems, we will be concerned one way or another
with a particle moving in a so-called central potential, that is, V(~r) =

V(r). This brings about a considerable simplification, because it allows
the three-dimensional Schrödinger equation to be reduced into a one-
dimensional equation, as we will now show.

In spherical coordinates, the Laplacian operator is

∇2 =
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)
+

1
r2

[
1

sin θ

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

∂

∂θ

)
+

1
sin2 θ

∂2

∂φ2

]

=
1

h̄2r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)
− 1

r2 L2, (12.1.1)

where L2 is the squared orbital angular momentum operator from the
previous chapter. The Hamiltonian,

H = − h̄2

2m
1
r2

∂

∂r

(
r2 ∂

∂r

)
+

1
2mr2 L2 + V(r), (12.1.2)

is manifestly invariant under rotations, [H,~L] = 0. This tells us that we
should seek solutions of the Schrödinger equation that are simultaneous
eigenfunctions of H, L2 and Lz. An appropriate trial function is

ψn`m(~r) = Rn`(r)Ym
` (θ, φ), (12.1.3)

where n stands for the additional quantum numbers besides ` and m.
We expect that such quantum numbers will exist and will serve the job of
resolving possible degeneracies in the energy eigenvalues.

By inserting the trial function into the equation Hψ = Eψ, we find the
so-called radial equation,

− h̄2

2m
1
r2

d
dr

(
r2 dRn`(r)

dr

)
+

(
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mr2 + V(r)

)
Rn`(r) = En`Rn`(r).

(12.1.4)
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Note that the subscripts in the function Rn` have been chosen correctly,
because there is no dependence on m in this equation. This equation can
be simplified even more by introducing the so-called radial wave function
un`(r) by writing Rn` = un`/r. A straightforward calculation shows that
the radial equation reduces to

− h̄2

2m
d2un`(r)

dr2 +

(
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mr2 + V(r)

)
un`(r) = En`un`(r). (12.1.5)

Notice that this has the form of a one-dimensional Schrödinger equation,
where the potential is modified so that in addition to the real potential
V(r), there is the additional term h̄2`(`+ 1)/2mr2. By a classical analogy,
it can be thought of as a repulsive centrifugal energy. The combination of
these two terms is sometimes called the effective potential. Also note that
the variable r takes values only from 0 to+∞, and not from−∞ to+∞,
like the variable x in the true one-dimensional Schrödinger equation.

There are some conditions that we should impose on the function un`.
First of all, if we are looking for solutions that represent bound states, the
wave function should be normalized, so that

∫
dr r2 |Rn`(r)|2 =

∫
dr |un`(r)|2 = 1. (12.1.6)

Secondly, we should only accept such solutions that the operator

H`(r) = −
h̄2

2m
d2

dr2 +
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mr2 + V(r) (12.1.7)

is Hermitian with respect to them. That is, for any two solutions u1 and
u2, we require

∫ ∞

0
u∗1 H`u2 =

(∫ ∞

0
u∗2 H`u1

)∗
=
∫ ∞

0
u2
(

H`u1
)∗. (12.1.8)

After a short calculation involving a partial integration, this reduces to
(

u1
du2

dr
− u2

du1

dr

)∣∣∣∣
∞

0
= 0. (12.1.9)

Assuming the u functions are normalizable, the upper limit vanishes1, 1 Even if we have a solution that does
not describe a bound state, so that it is
normalized to a delta function, the upper
limit vanishes, if the limit is taken in an
appropriate way.

and so we are left with
(

u1
du2

dr
− u2

du1

dr

)∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0. (12.1.10)

In order to satisfy this condition, we will only accept solutions satisfying
un`(r = 0) = 0. The condition would also be satisfied if we would take
un` → c as r → 0 for some constant c. However, in light of the identity
∇2(1/r) = −4πδ(3)(~r), the wave function Rn` = un`/r ∼ c/r would not
be a solution of the Schrödinger equation at r = 0, unless there is a delta
function potential at the origin.

Problem 12.1.1. Show that
∇2(1/r) = −4πδ(3)(~r). First of all,
show that∇2(1/r) = 0, if r 6= 0. Then,
using Gauss’s theorem, show that if S is
an infinitesimal sphere centered at the
origin,

∫

S
d3r∇2

(
1
r

)
f (~r) = −4π f (0).

(12.1.11)
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We are now able to deduce something about the behaviour of un`(r) in
the limit r → 0, if we assume that in this limit the potential V(r) is less
singular than the centrifugal term h̄2`(`+ 1)/2mr2. This is the case for
example for the Coulomb potential, which goes as 1/r. If the centrifugal
term is the dominant term, the equation satisfied by un`(r) is

d2un`
dr2 ∼

`(`+ 1)
r2 un`. (12.1.12)

Inserting a trial solution of the form un` ∼ ra, we find

a(a− 1) = `(`+ 1), so a = `+ 1; (12.1.13)

the solution a = −` is discarded because it does not give a solution that
vanishes at the origin – if ` 6= 0, it does not even give a normalizable
solution. Therefore, we have shown that when r → 0, the function un`

behaves as
un`(r) ∼ r`+1. (12.1.14)

12.2 The hydrogen atom

We have now come a long enough way that we will be able to look into
one of the more celebrated achievements of quantummechanics, namely
the solution of Schrödinger’s equation for the hydrogen atom. Recall that
even though Bohr’s simple model for the hydrogen atom predicted the
energy levels correctly, it still is not a satisfactory model by any means,
because it is based on arbitrary guesses and handwaving arguments, and
not on solid physical principles. It is therefore very satisfying that quan-
tummechanics is able to provide a more solidly motivated description of
the hydrogen atom.

12.2.1 Solution of the Schrödinger equation

Just as in classical mechanics, in quantummechanics the two-body
problem of a proton and an electron can be reduced to the problem of a
single particle whose mass is the reduced mass µ = me Mp/(me + Mp),
and whose coordinate is the relative coordinate~r = ~rp −~re. To see
explicitly how this happens, define

~X =
me~Xe + Mp~Xp

me + Mp
, ~P = ~Pe + ~Pp, (12.2.1)

and
~R = ~Xe − ~Xp, ~P′ =

Mp~Pe −me~Pp

me + Mp
. (12.2.2)

A simple calculation shows that ~X and ~P, as well as ~R and ~P′ are canon-
ically conjugate, and that [~X, ~P′] = [~R, ~P] = 0. By inverting the above
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relations, we find

~Pe =
me

me + Mp
~P + ~P′, ~Pp =

Mp

me + Mp
~P− ~P′. (12.2.3)

A straightforward calculation then shows that a Hamiltonian of the form

H =
P2

e
2me

+
P2

p

2Mp
+ V(~Xe − ~Xp), (12.2.4)

where the potential depends only on the relative distance between the
two particles, reduces to

H =
P2

2(me + Mp)
+

(P′)2

2µ
+ V(~R), (12.2.5)

which describes the free particle motion of the center of the mass and
the motion of a particle of mass µ = me Mp/(me + Mp) in the potential
V(~R).

For the hydrogen atom, since me/Mp ∼ 1/2000, it is a very good
approximation to set the reduced mass µ equal to me. Then the relative
coordinate ~R is just the electron’s coordinate, corresponding physically
to the electron moving in the field of a stationary proton. Furthermore,
since we are using the Schrödinger equation to describe the elecron, we
are neglecting relativistic effects, as well as the electron’s spin. A more
accurate description of the electron that takes these effects into account
is provided by the Dirac equation.

Let us then go on to actually try to solve the equation. Classically, the
potential energy of the electrostatic interaction between the proton and
the electron is V(r) = −e2/r, and so the radial equation for the function
un`(r) reads

− h̄2

2me

d2un`(r)
dr2 +

(
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mr2 − e2

r

)
un`(r) = En`un`(r). (12.2.6)

In SI units, the parameter e is related to the electron charge by e2 =

q2
e /4πε0.
For this problem, an appropriate dimensionless variable is x = r/a0,

where a0 = h̄2/mee2 is the Bohr radius. In terms of this variable, the
radial equation becomes

−d2un`(x)
dx2 +

(
`(`+ 1)

x2 − 2
x

)
un`(x) = −εn`un`(x), (12.2.7)

where εn` = −2h̄2En`/mee4 is positive, since for bound states we have
En` < 0.

In the end, we will have to solve this equation using a power series.
Before we do that, it is useful to split off the asymptotic behaviour of the
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solution when x → ∞. In this limit, the potential terms fall off, and we are
left with the equation

d2u(x)
dx2 = εu(x), (12.2.8)

of which the solution is
u(x) ∼ e−

√
ε x. (12.2.9)

(The other solution, u(x) ∼ e
√

ε x, is not acceptable because it does not
lead to a normalizable wave function.)

The above result suggests that it might be a good idea to write the
function u(x) as

u(x) = e−
√

εx f (x), (12.2.10)

and try to solve for the function f (x). When we put this into the radial
equation, the following equation comes out:

d2 f (x)
dx2 − 2

√
ε

d f
dx

+

(
2
x
− `(`+ 1)

x2

)
f (x) = 0. (12.2.11)

Now there is nothing left to do except to bring out the power series. We
include the known behaviour near x = 0 – see Eq. (12.1.14) – and write

f (x) = x`+1
∞

∑
k=0

akxk. (12.2.12)

Inserting this into the equation for f gives

∞

∑
k=0

(k + `)(k + `+ 1)akxk+`−1 − 2
√

ε
∞

∑
k=0

(k + `+ 1)akxk+`

+ 2
∞

∑
k=0

akxk+` − `(`+ 1)
∞

∑
k=0

akxk+`−1 = 0.

(12.2.13)

This can be rearranged into the form
∞

∑
k=0

[(
(k+ `+ 1)(k+ `+ 2)− `(`+ 1)

)
ak+1 +

(
2− 2

√
ε(k+ `+ 1)

)
ak

]
xk+` = 0,

(12.2.14)
from which we read off the recursion relation relating the coefficients ak:

ak+1 =
2
(√

ε(k + `+ 1)− 1
)

(k + `+ 1)(k + `+ 2)− `(`+ 1)
ak. (12.2.15)

Once a0 is specified, this relation determines all of the remaining coeffi-
cients.

We will now bring our analysis to a conclusion. We note that for large
values of k, the recursion relation implies that

ak+1 ∼
2
√

ε

k
ak, (12.2.16)
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or
ak ∼

(2
√

ε)k

k!
, (12.2.17)

and so the series goes as

∑
k

akxk ∼∑
k

(2
√

ε)k

k!
xk ∼ e2

√
ε x. (12.2.18)

Then
u(x) = e−

√
ε x f (x) ∼ e

√
ε x. (12.2.19)

That is, we got back the rejected, divergent solution that we so carefully
eliminated a short while ago! Fortunately there is a way out. If it were to
happen that ak = 0 for some particular value of k, then all the higher
a coefficients would also be zero by the recursion relation. Then the
function f (x) would be a polynomial, and u(x) = e−

√
ε x f (x) would be

a perfectly good, normalizable solution. Therefore we can find a solution
only when ε has one of the particular values that makes

√
ε(k + `+ 1)−

1 = 0 for some k. In other words, the energy is quantized – it must have
one of the values

ε =
1

(k + `+ 1)2 , (12.2.20)

or
E = −mee4

2h̄2
1

(k + `+ 1)2 = −E0

n2 , (12.2.21)

where E0 = mee4/2h̄2, and n = k + ` + 1 is the so-called principal
quantum number.

Problem 12.2.1. Work through the details
in the above analysis. In particular, show
that the radial equation can be written as
in Eq. (12.2.7) and that Eq. (12.2.10) leads
to Eq. (12.2.11), and go through the steps
that begin from (12.2.12) and end in Eq.
(12.2.15).

Let us summarize the steps by which we were able to obtain the solu-
tion:

• Start by writing the radial equation in terms of a suitable dimension-
less variable.

• Figure out the asymptotic behavior of the radial function:

– In general, u(r)→ r`+1 as r → 0.
– The behavior in the limit r → ∞ is found from the radial equation

by keeping the terms that dominate as r → ∞. Be careful to choose
only the normalizable solution.

• Split off the behavior at infinity by inserting an ansatz

u(r) = u∞(r) f (r), (12.2.22)

where u∞(r) corresponds to the asymptotic behavior at large r, into
the radial equation.

• Solve the resulting equation by the power series method, incorporating
the small r form of the radial function into the power series ansatz.
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• Having obtained the recursion relation, study it for large values of the
index, to see whether it leads to a non-normalizable wave function.
(It is usually possible to guess what the form of this non-normalizable
wave function will be, since it virtually always happens that the re-
cursion relation will give back the divergent solution that has been
rejected in step 2.) To avoid such a divergence, require termination of
the series. The condition for the termination leads to a quantization
condition for the eigenvalues of the radial equation and consequently
for the energies.

12.2.2 Degeneracy of the energies

For a given value of n, the relation n = k + ` + 1 shows that ` takes
values from 0 to n− 1 in steps of 1. There is therefore a large degeneracy
in the energies; only the ground state, which has n = 1, ` = 0, m = 0 is
non-degenerate. The degeneracy of the n-th energy level is

G(n) =
n−1

∑
`=0

(2`+ 1) = n2, (12.2.23)

since for each value of ` there are 2`+ 1 different values of m.
A very interesting feature is that states with different ` are degenerate.

This is sometimes called an accidental degeneracy, because it cannot be
explained by any obvious symmetry of the Hamiltonian, in contrast to the
degeneracy in the states with the same value of ` but different values of
m, which is explained by rotational symmetry. However, the degeneracy
is not really accidental, because it can be attributed to an additional
”hidden” symmetry of the Hamiltonian, which we will now attempt to
describe.

In classical mechanics, it is possible to show that for a particle in a
1/r potential, unlike in any other rotationally invariant potential, the
so-called Laplace–Runge–Lenz vector

~a =
~p×~l

m
− e2

r
~r (12.2.24)

is conserved, d~a/dt = 0. In quantummechanics, there is an analogous
operator,

~A =
1

2m
(
~P×~L−~L× ~P

)
− e2~X√

X2 + Y2 + Z2
, (12.2.25)

which commutes with the Hamiltonian with a 1/r potential, and conse-
quently d〈~A〉/dt = 0, in agreement with the classical result. In a general
sense, the operator ~A is a generator of symmetry transformations, even
though there is no obvious geometrical interpretation for the action of
the operator U(~λ) = e−i~λ·~A/h̄.
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Recall that the rotational symmetry of the Hamiltonian implies
[H,~L] = 0. In particular, the ladder operators satisfy [L±, H] = 0,
and this allows us to raise and lower the values of m within a given value
of ` without changing the energy. In the same way, it is in fact possible to
construct the operators A± out of the components of ~A, so that the effect
of these operators is to raise and lower the value of ` within a given value
of n, without changing the energy, by virtue of the relation [A±, H] = 0.
Thus the ”accidental” degeneracy can actually be explained as a conse-
quence of a symmetry of the Hamiltonian.

12.2.3 The wave functions

We now have everything we need to start writing down the wave func-
tions for the electron, as according to the general analysis in section 12.1,
the wave function is a product of the radial function and a spherical har-
monic function, and the recursion relation (12.2.15) allows us to find the
radial wave functions. The wave functions are usually labeled by the val-
ues of n, ` and m as ψn`m. A few of the lowest wave functions then come
out as

ψ100 =
1√
πa3

0

e−r/a0 , (12.2.26)

ψ200 =
1√

32πa3
0

(
2− r

a0

)
e−r/2a0 , (12.2.27)

ψ210 =
1√

32πa3
0

r
a0

e−r/2a0 cos θ, (12.2.28)

ψ21±1 = ∓ 1√
32πa3

0

r
a0

e−r/2a0 sin θe±iφ, (12.2.29)

where the Bohr radius is

a0 =
h̄2

mee2 . (12.2.30)

Some people, particularly chemists, like to label the states in a differ-
ent way. The states with ` = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . are called the s, p, d, f , g, h, . . .
states. This notation is a relic from an old time when various spectral
lines of hydrogen were called ”sharp”, ”principal”, ”diffuse” and ”funda-
mental”; after f the letters just go on in alphabetical order. For example,
1s stands for the ground state, which has n = 1 and ` = 0, while 4p refers
to a state with n = 4 and ` = 2. The value of m is not written down in this
notation.

In general, because the recursion relation terminates at k = n− `− 1
for a given value of n, the radial function Rn`(r) = un`(r) is proportional
to r` times a polynomial of degree n − ` − 1. Therefore, in the limit
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r → ∞, the radial function goes as

Rn`(r) ∼ rn−1e−r/na0 , (12.2.31)

independently of what value ` has.
The general expression for the radial wave function is

Rn`(r) = Nn`

(
r

na0

)n
L(2`+1)

n−`−1(2r/na0)e−r/na0 , (12.2.32)

where Nn` is a normalization factor, and the function L(2`+1)
n−`−1 is an associ-

ated Laguerre polynomial. It is explicitly given by the expression

L(`)
k (y) =

1
k!

eyy−k dk

dyk

(
e−kyk+`

)
. (12.2.33)

The three lowest polynomials are

L(`)
0 (y) = 1, L(`)

1 (y) = −y + `+ 1, (12.2.34)

L(`)
2 (y) =

1
2

(
y2 − 2(`+ 2)y + (`+ 1)(`+ 2)

)
. (12.2.35)

For ` = 0, the functions L(0)
k ≡ Lk are called just the Laguerre polynomi-

als.
Let us then say something about the shape of the wave functions. The

Bohr radius a0 gives a natural distance scale that describes the ”size of the
atom” or, more accurately, the size of the region where the electron can
be found with a significant probability. For the ground state, a reasonable
notion of ”size” is given by the most likely radial location of the electron,
which is at the maximum of

r2|R00|2 ∼ r2e−2r/a0 . (12.2.36)

A simple calculation shows that the maximum is at r = a0. For a general
state, the radial function Rn` has some zeros and so the radial probability
density is a sequence of ”bumps”. For such a state, a more meaningful
measure of ”size” is perhaps the expected value of r, which is given by

〈r〉n`m =
a0

2
(
3n2 − `(`+ 1)

)
. (12.2.37)

In Fig. 12.1, there is a plot of the probability density of the electron for
various states. The states with ` = 0 are spherically symmetric, as we
would expect. In the states with m = 0, the electron tends to be near the
z-axis, which is the vertical direction in the picture. On the other hand,
if m 6= 0, the electron avoids the z-axis, and in fact the wave function
vanishes on the z-axis for these states. This seems very reasonable, since
physically m is related to the z-component of the angular momentum,
and a classical point particle which is on the z-axis cannot have any
angular momentum about that axis. Similarly, if ` > 0, the electron tends
to stay away from the origin – the more strongly, the larger the value of `
is – as a particle sitting at the origin cannot have any angular momentum
about any axis.

(Picture fromWikipedia.)

Figure 12.1: The electron probability
density for various states of the hydrogen
atom.
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12.2.4 Another look at the radial/angular separation

Feynman has given a very nice physical explanation for why the wave
function of the electron is a product of a radial part and an angular part2, 2 The Feynman Lectures on Physics, Vol. III,

section 19–3.and we would like to digress for a moment in order to tell you what the
explanation is. Imagine the hypothetical situation that we have been able
to write down the equation

− h̄2

2m
∇2ψn`m(~r)−

e2

r
ψn`m(~r) = En`mψ(~r), (12.2.38)

but we haven’t done any of the analysis in section 12.1, so we don’t know
that it’s a good idea to separate the wave function into a radial part and a
spherical harmonic part. Howmight we be able to discover that?

One possible way is the following. Suppose the electron is in a general
state where it has some values for n and `. We claim, on physical grounds,
that the electron can be found on the z-axis only if it’s in a state with
m = 0. Let’s write Fn`(r) for the amplitude that the electron is found
on the z-axis a distance r from the origin, if it has m = 0. Somewhat
remarkably, the wave function ψn`m(~r) – that is, the amplitude to find the
electron at~r if it’s in the state |n`m〉 – can be written down in terms the
amplitude Fn`(r), by the following trick.

Consider a general state |n`m〉. Suppose wemake another z-axis in the
direction of~r; call that axis z′. Then the electron can be found at~r only if
its angular momentum in the direction of z′ is zero, or if m′ = 0. But if
m′ = 0, the amplitude to find the electron at~r is Fn`(r). Therefore, the
amplitude to find the electron at~r is the product of the amplitude Fn`(r)
and the amplitude that the electron has m′ = 0 given it’s in the state
|n`m〉.

To find the second amplitude, note that if the spherical coordinates
of~r are r, θ, φ, then the z-axis can be rotated into the z′-axis by first ro-
tating about the z-axis by φ and then about the rotated y-axis by θ. The
amplitude that the electron has m = 0 after the rotation is given by

〈n`0|Ry(θ)Rz(φ)|n`m〉. (12.2.39)

Therefore, the amplitude to find the electron at~r, that is, the wave func-
tion, is

ψn`m(~r) = Fn`(r)〈n`0|Ry(θ)Rz(φ)|n`m〉. (12.2.40)

Behold! We have been able to split the wave function into two factors: a
radial part and a part depending on the angles only3. 3 In fact, the matrix element on the right is

related to the spherical harmonics by

〈n`0|Ry(θ)Rz(φ)|n`m〉 =
√

4π

2`+ 1
Ym
` (θ, φ).

(12.2.41)
12.2.5 Comparison with experiment

The predictions that the Schrödinger equation gives for the hydrogen
atom have been tested against experiments with great success. The for-
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mula

En = −E0

n2 , where E0 =
mee4

2h̄2 = 13.6 eV (12.2.42)

for the energy levels can be tested by observing radiation that comes out
of the atom when it makes a transition from an excited state to a state
of lower energy. The energy eigenstates |nlm〉 are stationary states and
do not evolve into other states by themselves; transitions between states
can be induced by putting some kind of an external perturbation, like an
electric field, on the atom. When the atom transitions from a state n′ to a
lower state n, it emits a photon, whose frequency is

ωnn′ =
En − En′

h̄
=

E0

h̄

(
1

n′2
− 1

n2

)
. (12.2.43)

For a given value of n′, there is a series of spectral lines corresponding to
different values of n, and these have been observed in experiments for
many values of n′. For example, n′ = 1 corresponds to transitions to the
ground state, and the corresponding series is called the Lyman series. The
n′ = 2 and n′ = 3 series are called the Balmer series and the Paschen
series.

The predictions of Eq. (12.2.43) are in very good agreement with ex-
periments. One of the most important reasons that convinced people to
believe in quantummechanics in its early days was that it gave such an
excellent description of the spectra of some simple atoms. However, the
agreement between Eq. (12.2.43) and experiment is not perfect - there are
small disagreements, but they can be satisfactorily explained by introduc-
ing various corrections into the theory.

First of all, the hydrogen atom is really a two-body problem, and so in
place of me we should really use the reduced mass me Mp/(me + Mp) '
0.9995 me. There is also a small effect due to the electron’s spin, because
the proton moves around in a small circular orbit and produces a mag-
netic field, with which the electron’s spin interacts. A further adjustment
is dictated by special relativity, which says that the kinetic energy is not
just P2/2m. The Dirac equation includes special relativity and the elec-
tron’s spin, and so gives a complete description of these corrections. We
will later see how to account for the corrections in an approximate way.

In the improbable circumstance that one has to calculate numerical
values for things like wavelengths of the spectral lines, and there is no
computer or a book at hand, the following relations are very useful:

α =
e2

h̄c
' 1

137
, h̄c ' 200 eV nm, mec2 ' 0.5 MeV. (12.2.44)

For example, we can get a rough value for the energy E0 as follows:

E0 =
mee4

2h̄2 =
1
2

mec2
(

e2

h̄c

)2

' 0.25 MeV
1372 ' 13.3 eV. (12.2.45)
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As another example, suppose that you want to know the wavelength of
the first spectral line in the Lyman series. For the frequency, we have

ω =
E0

h̄

(
1− 1

22

)
=

3
4
× 13.6 eV

h̄
' 10 eV

h̄
, (12.2.46)

and hence the wavelength is

λ =
c
f
=

2πc
ω

=
2π

10
h̄c
eV
' 2× 6

10
× 200 eV nm = 120 nm. (12.2.47)

Problem 12.2.2. Which one of the
Lyman, Balmer and Paschen series do you
think was discovered first, considering
that the wavelength of visible light is
roughly in the range from 400 nm to
700 nm?

Problem 12.2.3. Consider the follow-
ing method for estimating the surface
temperature of the Sun. On the surface,
there are hydrogen atoms, which absorb
the light coming out from the inside of
the Sun at the frequencies given by Eq.
(12.2.43). The atoms in the ground state
will absorb the Lyman series, while the
atoms in the first excited state will absorb
the Balmer series, leading to dark absorp-
tion lines in the spectrum of sunlight.
By looking at the relative strength of the
different absorption lines, one can deter-
mine the ratio N2/N1 of the number of
atoms in the excited state to the number
of atoms in the ground state. On the other
hand, by statistical mechanics, the ratio is
given by

N2

N1
= 4e−(E2−E1)/kBT , (12.2.48)

where T is the temperature, kB ' 9×
10−5 eV/K, and the 4 is because of
the degeneracy of the n = 2 level.
How accurately do you think one could
determine the Sun’s surface temperature
using this method, knowing that the
temperature is approximately T =
6000 K?

12.2.6 The periodic table4

4 Our discussion of the periodic table is
patterned after the excellent discussion
that appears in Vol. III of The Feynman
Lectures on Physics.

Having been so successful with the hydrogen atom, the natural thing to
do next would be to see what we can do with other atoms. Unfortunately,
the situation gets very complicated very quickly. Even in the next simplest
case, that of helium, we are faced with the unenviable task of having to
solve the equation

− h̄2

2me

(
∇2

1 +∇2
2
)
ψ +

(
−2e2

r1
− 2e2

r2
+

e2

|~r1 −~r2|

)
ψ = Eψ, (12.2.49)

where the wave function depends on~r1 and~r2. In fact, an analytical so-
lution to this equation does not exist. When the number of electrons
gets higher, the problem of solving the Schrödinger equation even nu-
merically becomes very complicated, and in practice one has to resort to
various approximation methods.

Even so, we can use what we have learned about the hydrogen atom
to get a reasonably good qualitative understanding of the properties of
the various atoms that populate the chemist’s periodic table of elements.
We will not try to account for the details of the interactions between the
electrons – instead, we imagine that each electron moves in a central
field, which is some kind of an average field generated by the nucleus
and all the other electrons. Then each electron can be treated indepen-
dently of the others, and the states are still labeled by n, ` and m. There
will still be degeneracy in m within a given `, because the potential is ro-
tationally invariant. However, there will be no degeneracy in ` within a
given n, mathematically because the potential no longer goes as 1/r, and
physically because states of higher ` tend to avoid the origin more, and
therefore they ”see” less of the nuclear charge because of screening from
the other electrons.

For hydrogen, we know that the ground state has one electron in the
1s state. The energy that it takes to remove the electron, or the ionization
energy, is 13.6 eV. The ground state of helium has two electrons both
in the 1s state, one spin up and the other spin down. The electrons are
strongly bound to the nucleus – experimentally, the ionization energy is
24.6 eV. The charge distribution is spherically symmetric, and as such
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it screens the charge of the nucleus very strongly. Thus there is very little
tendency for electrons to be attracted from other atoms, and helium is
chemically inert.

The next element is lithium. Since the n = 1 states can hold only
two electrons, the third electron must go into a n = 2 state. It goes into
the state of lowest energy, which is is the 2s state, because some of the
wave function for that state is near the nucleus, in contrast to the 2p state,
where the wave function is concentrated away from the origin. For this
reason, the 2s state is more strongly attracted to the nucleus than the 2p
state. Even so, the 2s state has a relatively high energy, and the electron is
quite easily removed, making lithium a chemically active element.

The next in line is beryllium, which has two electrons in the 2s state.
After that, the electrons must go into the 2p states. As we fill up the 2p
states, we are at the same time increasing the nuclear charge, which tends
to pull the electron distribution closer to the nucleus and so increase
the ionization energy. When all the 2p states are filled, we have reached
neon, which has ten electrons, and a high ionization energy of 21.6 eV.
The charge distribution is again spherically symmetric5, and neon is 5 It can be shown, that ∑m

`=−m |Ym
` |2 is a

constant, independent of θ and φpractically an inert element.
An interesting point that can be seen from Fig. 12.2 is that even though

the ionization energy generally tends to increase with an increasing
number of electrons within a given ”shell”, there is a drop when we go
from nitrogen to oxygen, that is, from seven to eight electrons. Why is
that? It is because nitrogen has three electrons in the 2p states, and they
all can go into states with different m. The fourth electron must go into
a state where there already is one electron, and there results a strong
repulsion between the two electrons, and consequently to a decrease in
the ionization energy.

(Picture fromWikipedia.)

Figure 12.2: Ionization energies of chemi-
cal elements.

After neon, the next element is sodium (Na). The eleventh electron
must go into a 3s state, and it is very weakly bound, since it tends to be
relatively far from the center, and it effectively ”sees” a charge of+e in
the center, eleven nucleons screened by ten electrons. On the other hand,
an element like fluorine has an unoccupied 2p state, where the binding
energy is muchmore, and so when sodium and fluorine get together, they
can reach a state of lower energy if the 3s electron of the sodium goes into
the vacant 2p state of the fluorine. But then the sodium and the fluorine
have each acquired a net charge, and so they are attracted to each other;
this is the chemist’s ”ionic bond”.

When going from sodium to argon, the 3s and 3p states become occu-
pied in the same order as the 2s and 2p states when going from lithium to
neon. For this reason, the chemical properties of the elements repeat in
a periodic manner – lithium and sodium both are very active, neon and
argon are both essentially inert, etc. This periodicity in the properties of
the elements is why Mendeleev named his table the periodic table back in
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the old time.
After all the 3p states are filled, it happens that the 3d states are actu-

ally higher in energy than the 4s states, but only by very little. Thus, in
potassium (K), the 19th electron goes into a 4s state. Similarly, calcium
has two electrons in the 4s state. However, the differences between the
different states are so small that sometimes the states are filled in a seem-
ingly random order. For example, vanadium has three electrons in the 3d
states and two in the 4s states, but the next element, chromium, has five
in the 3d states and one in a 4s state.

Incidentally, the four consequtive elements, manganese, iron, cobalt
and nickel, all have two electrons in the 4s states, and it is the 3d states
that are getting filled. Consequently, the chemical properties of all these
elements are very similar. There is also the mysterious bunch of elements
from 57La to 71Lu that are called the rare earth elements and are all
listed under the same entry in the periodic table, presumably because
they all are so similar chemically. The reason is that in all these elements,
all the 6s states are filled and the 4 f states are getting filled. Similarly, the
elements from 90Th to 103Lw have all the 7s states occupied and the 5 f
states are being occupied.

Before we finish, we would like to point out that the ideas we have
learned are also useful in understanding the shape of somemolecules,
at least in a rough way. Consider, for example, H2O. Oxygen has four
electrons in the 2p states, and it forms the water molecule by taking the
electrons of the two hydrogens into the two vacant 2p states. If you look
at Fig. 12.1, you see that the 2p state with m = 0 is more or less clearly
directed along the z-axis. Furthermore, by forming appropriate linear
combinations of the m = ±1 states, we can make states that look like the
m = 0 state but are directed along the x- and the y-axes. So, assuming the
oxygen has two electrons in the m = 0 state, we expect that the two extra
electrons would go one each into the states directed along x and y, and
so in the water molecule the hydrogens should be roughly at a right angle
to each other. We would even expect the angle to be slightly larger than a
right angle, because by giving their electrons to the oxygen, the hydrogens
become positively charged, and therefore repel each other. Chemists
have somehow been able to measure that the angle is in fact 105◦.

Another example is the ammonia molecule NH3. The nitrogen has
three unoccupied 2p states, and on grounds of what we said above, we
expect that the electrons from the three hydrogens would go one each
into the states directed along the x, y and z directions, and so in NH3

the hydrogens would all be at right angles to each other. This is roughly
correct, but in reality, the angle is again more than 90◦.
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12.3 The free particle

For the rest of this chapter, we will give further examples of solving
Schrödinger’s equation for various spherically symmetric problems.
We begin with the free particle. Setting V(r) = 0 in Eq. (12.1.4), we have

(
d2

dr2 +
2
r

d
dr
− `(`+ 1)

r2 + k2
)

R`(r) = 0, (12.3.1)

where k2 = 2mE/h̄2. Defining the new variable s = kr, we can put this
equation in the form

s2 d2Rn`
ds2 + 2s

dRn`
ds

+
(
s2 − `(`+ 1)

)
R` = 0. (12.3.2)

At this point, we could plunge into a book on differential equations, and
find that this equation is called the spherical Bessel equation, and that
its solutions are the spherical Bessel functions j`(s), and the spherical
Neumann functions n`(s).

However, we can also do better than that, and solve the equation di-
rectly without the help of a book of special functions6. For a free particle, 6 See Shankar, p. 346
we can write Eq. (12.1.5) in terms of the variable s as

(
− d2

ds2 +
`(`+ 1)

s2

)
u` = u`. (12.3.3)

It is possible to solve this using appropriately defined raising and low-
ering operators, much like we solved the equation for the harmonic
oscillator. The operators are given by

d` =
d
ds

+
`+ 1

s
, d†

` = −
d
ds

+
`+ 1

s
. (12.3.4)

In terms of these operators, Eq. (12.3.3) is written simply as

d`d†
`u` = u`. (12.3.5)

Problem 12.3.1.

(a) Show that Eq. (12.3.5) is equivalent to
Eq. (12.3.3).

(b) Show that

d†
`d` = d`+1d†

`+1. (12.3.6)

From Eq. (12.3.5), we now have

d†
l d`d†

`u` = d†
l u`, (12.3.7)

or
d`+1d†

`+1(d
†
`u`) = d†

`u`. (12.3.8)

This shows that
d†
`u` = u`+1, (12.3.9)

up to a constant factor which can be set to 1. This shows that d†
` acts as a

raising operator for `, and so knowledge of the solution for ` = 0 allows
us to find the solutions for all `.
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For ` = 0, Eq. (12.3.3) is easy to solve, and has two linearly indepen-
dent solutions,

uR
0 (s) = sin s, and uI

0(s) = − cos s; (12.3.10)

the minus sign in the second solution is a convention. Note that uI
0 is not

an acceptable solution in a region which contains the origin, because
it does not vanish at s = 0. (The letters R and I stand for the regular
solution and the irregular solution, respectively.)

Let us write the equation

u`+1 = d†
`u` (12.3.11)

in terms of R`, which is the function we want to solve for in the end. We
have

sR`+1 = d†
` (sR`) =

(
− d

ds
+

`+ 1
s

)
(sR`), (12.3.12)

from which

R`+1 =

(
− d

ds
+

`

s

)
R` = s`

(
− d

ds

)
R`

s`
, (12.3.13)

and so

R`+1

s`+1 =

(
−1

s
d
ds

)
R`

s`
=

(
−1

s
d
ds

)2 R`−1

s`−1 = · · · =
(
−1

s
d
ds

)`+1
R0.

(12.3.14)
Therefore,

R`(s) = (−s)`
(

1
s

d
ds

)`

R0(s). (12.3.15)

For R0, we can take either sin s/s, or− cos s/s. These lead to the spheri-
cal Bessel and Neumann functions that were already advertized:

j`(s) = (−s)`
(

1
s

d
ds

)` sin s
s

, (12.3.16)

n`(s) = (−s)`+1
(

1
s

d
ds

)` cos s
s

. (12.3.17)

In the limit s→ ∞, these behave as

j` →
1
s

sin
(

s− `π

2

)
, n` → −

1
s

cos
(

s− `π

2

)
. (12.3.18)

Furthermore, when s→ 0,

j` →
s`

(2`+ 1)!!
, n` → −

(2`− 1)!!
s`+1 . (12.3.19)

Thus, the Bessel functions are finite near the origin, and so are acceptable
solutions everywhere, whereas the Neumann functions are divergent and
must be excluded in a region that contains the origin.
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The few lowest Bessel and Neumann functions are

j0(s) =
sin s

s
, j1(s) =

sin s
s2 −

cos s
s

, (12.3.20)

j2(s) =

(
3
s3 −

1
s

)
sin s− 3 cos s

s2 , (12.3.21)

and

n0(s) = −cos s
s

, n1(s) = −
cos s

s2 −
sin s

s
, (12.3.22)

n2(s) = −
(

3
s3 −

1
s

)
cos s− 3 sin s

s2 . (12.3.23)

Problem 12.3.2. (A thought problem.)
Recall that in Cartesian coordinates,
a free particle has the wave function
ψ(~r) = ei~p·~r/h̄, which does not look at all
like the Bessel and Neumann functions
we found above. How can it be that we
find different solutions for the same
physical situation, depending on which
coordinates we use? Or can it be that the
two solutions do not represent the same
physical situation after all?
Note that a similar thing happens with

the wave equation

∇2φ− (1/v2)∂2φ/∂t2 = 0. (12.3.24)

In Cartesian coordinates, for a wave
moving in, say, the x-direction, the
general solution is φ = f (x − vt) +
g(x + vt). On the other hand, if you write
the equation in spherical coordinates
and look for a solution which depends
only on the radial coordinate, you will
find φ = (1/r)[ f (r − vt) + g(r + vt)],
with a factor of 1/r that is absent from
the solution found using Cartesian
coordinates.

12.4 The spherical potential well

We leave this one for you, dear student – by no means do we want to keep
all the fun to ourselves. Consider the potential defined by

V(r) =





0, when r < a,

V0, when r > a.
(12.4.1)

We want to solve for the bound states, so we assume E < V0.

Problem 12.4.1. Take first the case of the infinite well, V0 = ∞. Note
that the origin is inside the well, so only the Bessel functions are now
acceptable solutions of Schrödinger’s equation. Write down the boundary
condition that the wave function must satisfy at r = a, and explain how
the energy levels are determined from it. Then specialize to the case
` = 0, and solve the wave functions and the energy levels directly from
Eq. (12.3.3).

Problem 12.4.2. Having championed the infinite well, you are now
sufficiently prepared to move on to tackle the finite one.

(a) Inside the well, the solution of Schrödinger’s equation still is R`(r) =
Aj`(s) = Aj`(kr), where k2 = 2mE/h̄2. Argue that the solution
outside of the well is given by a linear combination of Bessel and Neu-
mann functions with imaginary arguments, j`(is′) and n`(is′), where
s′ = k′r, and k′2 = 2m(V0 − E)/h̄2.

(b) Using the asymptotic expressions for the j` and n` functions, show
that in order for the outside solution to be normalizable, it must have
the form

R`(r) = B
(

j`(ik′r) + in`(ik′r)
)
. (12.4.2)

(c) Show that the boundary condition at r = a can be written as
(

1
j`(kr)

dj`(kr)
dr

)∣∣∣∣
ra

=

(
1

h`(ik′r)
dh`(ik′r)

dr

)∣∣∣∣
ra

, (12.4.3)

where h`(s) = j`(s) + in`(s).
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(d) For ` = 0, show that the boundary condition reduces to

k
k′

= − tan ka. (12.4.4)

Show that there are no bound states if V0 < π2h̄2/8ma2.

(e) For ` = 1, show that the boundary condition gives

cot ka
ka
− 1

(ka)2 =
1

k′a
+

1
(k′a)2 . (12.4.5)

(f) Finally, show that you can reproduce Eq. (12.4.4) by solving Eq
(12.1.5) for ` = 0 directly, pretending you have never heard of the
functions j` and n`.

12.5 The isotropic oscillator

As another example of solving a differential equation by the power series
method, we shall consider the so-called isotropic harmonic oscillator.
In general, a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator is described by the
Hamiltonian

H =
P2

2m
+

1
2

m
(
ωxX2 + ωyY2 + ωzZ2). (12.5.1)

The isotropic oscillator is one for which all the ω’s are equal. In that case,
the potential simplifies to V(r) = 1

2 mω2r2, and we can write down the
radial equation

− h̄2

2m
d2un`(r)

dr2 +

(
1
2

mω2r2 +
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mr2

)
un`(r) = En`un`(r).

(12.5.2)

Problem 12.5.1.

(a) Show that if we define the dimensionless variable y =
√

mω/h̄ r, the
radial equation becomes

−1
2

d2u(y)
dy2 +

(
1
2

y2 +
`(`+ 1)

2y2

)
u(y) = εu(y), (12.5.3)

where ε = En`/h̄ω.

(b) Show that as y→ ∞,

d2u(y)
dy2 ∼ y2u(y). (12.5.4)

Deduce from this that u(y) ∼ e−y2/2.
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(c) To split off the asymptotic behaviour, write

u(y) = e−y2/2g(y). (12.5.5)

Show that this gives the following equation for g:

d2g
dy2 − 2y

dg
dy

+

(
2ε− 1− `(`+ 1)

y2

)
g = 0. (12.5.6)

(d) Show that a power series solution of the form

g(y) = y`+1
∞

∑
k=0

akyk (12.5.7)

leads to
∞

∑
k=0

[[
(k+ `)(k+ `+ 1)− `(`+ 1)

]
akyk+`−1− 2

(
ε− k− `− 3

2
)
akyk+`+1

]
= 0.

(12.5.8)
Looking at the coefficient of y`, deduce that a1 = 0.

(e) Derive the following recursion relation for the coefficients ak:

ak+2 =
2
(
ε− k− `− 3

2
)

(n + `+ 2)(n + `+ 3)− `(`+ 1)
ak. (12.5.9)

Since a1 = 0, this recursion relation implies that all the odd coeffi-
cients vanish.

(f) Look at the recursion relation for large values of k, and show that a
divergent solution obtains unless the series terminates at some (even)
value of k. Conclude that this leads to the quantization condition

E = h̄ω
(
2k + `+ 3

2
)

(12.5.10)

for the energies.

If we introduce the ”principal” quantum number n = 2k + `,
we can write this in a form that looks more like the result for the one-
dimensional oscillator, namely

E = h̄ω
(
n + 3

2
)
. (12.5.11)

For each n, ` takes the values n, n− 2, . . . . For a given `, there are 2`+ 1
states with different values of m. Therefore the degeneracy at a given
value of n is ∑`(2`+ 1) = (n + 1)(n + 2)/2, where the sum is taken over
the values ` = n, n− 2, . . .

Note that there is again an ”accidental” degeneracy between states of
different `, which cannot be explained by any obvious symmetry of the
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Hamiltonian. The hidden symmetry becomes apparent if one realizes
that the Hamiltonian can be written in the form

H = h̄ω
(
~a† ·~a + 3

2
)
, (12.5.12)

where~a and~a† are vectors whose components are the oscillator raising
and lowering operators for x, y and z. It then becomes clear that the
Hamiltonian is invariant under rotations in the complex vector space
where the vectors~a and~a† live, and in fact the degeneracy between states
with different ` can be attributed to this symmetry.

For completeness, we write down the radial wave functions. They are
labeled by the values of k and `, and have the form

Rk`(r) = Nk`r`e−y2/2L(`+1/2)
k (y2), (12.5.13)

where Nk` is a normalization factor for which an explicit expression is
available, y is the dimensionless variable introduced above, and L(`+1/2)

k
is the associated Laguerre polynomial.

12.5.1 Exercises

Exercise 12.5.1. Assume that the potential V(r) is invariant under ro-
tations and let ψn`m be a solution of the time-independent Schrödinger
equation,

Hψn`m = En`mψn`m. (12.5.14)

Use the commutation relation [L+, H] = 0 to show that En`m is indepen-
dent of m.

Exercise 12.5.2. Assuming the wave function (12.2.26) is valid even for
very small values of r, calculate the probability of finding the electron
inside the nucleus in the ground state of the hydrogen atom. Calculate a
numerical value, taking the radius of the nucleus to be 10−15 m.

Exercise 12.5.3.

(a) Suppose a hydrogen atom is in the state |210〉, and the electron has
spin up along the z-axis. Show that a measurement of the atom’s total
angular momentumwould give the result j = 3/2 with probability 2/3,
and j = 1/2 with probability 1/3.

(b) Generalize to the case where the atom is in the state |n`m〉.

Exercise 12.5.4. Consider an analogue of the hydrogen atom in two-
dimensional space with a rotationally invariant potential. The time-
independent Schrödinger equation is

[
− 1

2m
∇2 + V(r)

]
ψ(~r) = Eψ(~r). (12.5.15)
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Using polar coordinates,

x = r cos θ, y = r sin θ, (12.5.16)

the Laplacian is

∇2 =
∂2

∂x2 +
∂2

∂y2 =
1
r

∂

∂r
r

∂

∂r
+

1
r2

∂2

∂θ2 . (12.5.17)

Furthermore, the angular momentum is

Lz = xPy − yPx = −ih̄
∂

∂θ
. (12.5.18)

Note that in two dimensions L has only one component!

(a) Show that the eigenfunctions of Lz are of the form ei`θ .

(b) Seek solutions of the Schrödinger equation in the form

ψn`(~r) =
1√
r

ei`θun`(r),

and show that un`(r) and En` satisfy the radial equation
[

d2

dx2 +
2
x
− `2 − 1/4

x2

]
un` = εn`un`,

where x = me2r/h̄2, and εn` = 2h̄2|En`|/me4.

(c) Find the behaviour of un`(r) as r → ∞ and r → 0. Split off the asymp-
totic behaviour at infinity, and then insert a power series solution with
the appropriate behaviour near origin. Thus show that the energy
levels are given by

En = − E0(
n + 1

2 )
2

,

where E0 = me4/2h̄2 and n = 0, 1, 2, . . .

Exercise 12.5.5. Parabolic coordinates (ξ, η, φ) are defined in terms of
the spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ) by

ξ = r(1 + cos θ), η = r(1− cos θ), φ = φ.

(a) Show that in parabolic coordinates the Laplacian is

∇2 =
4

ξ + η

[
∂

∂ξ

(
ξ

∂

∂ξ

)
+

∂

∂η

(
η

∂

∂η

)]
+

1
ξη

∂2

∂φ2 .

(b) Consider a hydrogen atom in a uniform electric field in the z-direction.
The Hamiltonian is then H = H0 − qe|~E|z, where H0 is the usual hy-
drogen atomHamiltonian. Write down the Schrödinger equation for
this problem in parabolic coordinates.
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(c) Show that the Schrödinger equation is separable in parabolic coor-
dinates. That is, show that a trial function of the form ψ(ξ, η, φ) =

f (ξ)g(η)h(φ) yields three independent equations for the three func-
tions f , g and h.

(d) Set the electric field to zero and solving the resulting equation. Com-
pare with the results we found in section 12.2 using spherical coordi-
nates. (Hint: The solutions of the equation

xu′′(x) +
(
`+ 1− x

)
u′(x) + ku(x) = 0

are the associated Laguerre polynomials, u(x) = L(`)
k (x).)



13
Time independent perturbation theory

Exactly solvable systems are a relatively rare sight in quantummechanics.
Moreover, even the systems that admit an exact solutions are often very
much idealized and simplified, and when one moves on to consider more
realistic systems, there is often no hope of finding an exact solution.
Therefore, for practical purposes, it is clearly very important to have
various approximation methods that allow one to extract information
about a system even if one is not able to solve the problem exactly.

One of the most useful approximation methods is related to the fol-
lowing scenario. There is a simple Hamiltonian H0 which we know how
to solve exactly. The Hamiltonian H of the system we would like to solve
is not exactly H0, but is very close to H0, so that the difference H − H0 is
small in some sense. Therefore, we write

H = H0 + λV, (13.0.1)

where λ is a parameter that describes the smallness of the second term.
In this context, the term λV is called a perturbation, and H0 is called
the unperturbedHamiltonian. To give an example, a problem that is
given as an exercise in the end of this chapter is where we take H0 to
be the Hamiltonian of the hydrogen atom, and the perturbation is a
modification on the Coulomb potential−e2/r that accounts for the finite
size of the proton.

We assume that the unperturbed Hamiltonian and the perturbation
are both independent of time, and we will develop an approximation
scheme which is based on our knowledge of the exact solution for H0,
and which accounts for the effects of the perturbation systematically in
powers of the small parameter λ.
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13.1 The non-degenerate case

Let us first assume that the spectrum of H0 is non-degenerate. Let |ψ(0)
n 〉

be the eigenstates of H0 and E(0)
n the eigenvalues, so that

H0|ψ(0)
n 〉 = E(0)

n |ψ(0)
n 〉. (13.1.1)

Consider then the equation

H|ψn〉 = (H0 + λV)|ψn〉 = En|ψn〉. (13.1.2)

It turns out that if λ is small, we can solve this approximately if we write

|ψn〉 = |ψ(0)
n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

n 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)
n 〉+ . . . , (13.1.3)

En = E(0)
n + λE(1)

n + λ2E2
n + . . . (13.1.4)

and try to solve for the corrections |ψ(1)
n 〉, E(1)

n , etc. systematically in
powers of λ. Inserting these expansions into the eigenvalue equation, we
have

(H0 + λV)
(
|ψ(0)

n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)
n 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)

n 〉+ . . .
)

=
(
E(0)

n + λE(1)
n + λ2E(2)

n + . . .
)(
|ψ(0)

n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)
n 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)

n 〉+ . . .
)
.

(13.1.5)

Expanding the products and collecting terms with the same powers of λ,
this becomes

H0|ψ(0)
n 〉+ λ

(
H0|ψ(1)

n 〉+ V|ψ(0)
n 〉
)
+ λ2(H0|ψ(2)

n 〉+ V|ψ(1)
n 〉
)
+ . . .

= E(0)
n |ψ(0)

n 〉+ λ
(
E(0)

n |ψ(1)
n 〉+ E(1)

n |ψ(0)
n 〉
)

+ λ2(E(0)
n |ψ(2)

n 〉+ E(1)
n |ψ(1)

n 〉+ E(2)
n |ψ(0)

n 〉
)
+ . . .

(13.1.6)

Comparing the terms with no λ, we find just H0|ψ(0)
n 〉 = E(0)

n |ψ(0)
n 〉,

which we already knew. Then comparing the terms with a single λ, we
find something we did not know, namely

H0|ψ(1)
n 〉+ V|ψ(0)

n 〉 = E(1)
n |ψ(0)

n 〉+ E(0)
n |ψ(1)

n 〉. (13.1.7)

Multiply this equation from the left with 〈ψ(0)
n |. We get

E(0)
n 〈ψ(0)

n |ψ(1)
n 〉+ 〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(0)
n 〉 = E(1)

n 〈ψ(0)
n |ψ(0)

n 〉+ E(0)
n 〈ψ(0)

n |ψ(1)
n 〉,
(13.1.8)

which reduces to
E(1)

n = 〈ψ(0)
n |V|ψ(0)

n 〉. (13.1.9)

That is, we were able to write down the first correction to the energy in
terms of a quantity that we know how to calculate (since we assumed that
we know the unperturbed eigenstates |ψ(0)

n 〉).
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Let us then see if we could have equally good luck with the eigenstates.
Multiply Eq. (13.1.7) from the left by 〈ψ(0)

m |, where m 6= n. This gives

E(0)
m 〈ψ(0)

m |ψ(1)
n 〉+ 〈ψ(0)

m |V|ψ(0)
n 〉 = E(1)

n 〈ψ(0)
m |ψ(0)

n 〉+ E(0)
n 〈ψ(0)

m |ψ(1)
n 〉,

(13.1.10)
from which we find

〈ψ(0)
m |ψ(1)

n 〉 =
〈ψ(0)

m |V|ψ(0)
n 〉

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

. (13.1.11)

This shows us that we can write the first correction to the eigenstate as

|ψ(1)
n 〉 = ∑

m
|ψ(0)

m 〉〈ψ(0)
m |ψ(1)

n 〉 = a|ψ(0)
n 〉+ ∑

m 6=n

〈ψ(0)
m |V|ψ(0)

n 〉
E(0)

n − E(0)
m

|ψ(0)
m 〉,

(13.1.12)
where we wrote a = 〈ψ(0)

n |ψ(1)
n 〉, since Eq. (13.1.11) tells us the ampli-

tudes 〈ψ(0)
m |ψ(1)

n 〉 only for m 6= n. We should determine a so that the state

|ψ(0)
n 〉+λ|ψ(1)

n 〉 = (1+λa)|ψ(0)
n 〉+λ ∑

m 6=n

〈ψ(0)
m |V|ψ(0)

n 〉
E(0)

n − E(0)
m

|ψ(0)
m 〉 (13.1.13)

is normalized to 1, at least to first order in λ. By direct calculation, re-
membering that the states |ψ(0)

n 〉 are orthogonal and normalized to one,
we find for the norm of the state (13.1.13)

(
〈ψ(0)

n |+ λ∗〈ψ(1)
n |
)(
|ψ(0)

n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)
n 〉
)
= 1 + λ(a + a∗) +O(λ2).

(13.1.14)
This shows that an acceptable choice is a = 0 (we don’t care about
showing whether this is the only acceptable choice).

Therefore, we have been able to solve our problem to first order in λ.
The solution reads

En = E(0)
n + λE(1)

n , |ψn〉 = |ψ(0)
n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

n 〉 (13.1.15)

with

E(1)
n = 〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(0)
n 〉, |ψ(1)

n 〉 = ∑
m 6=n

〈ψ(0)
m |V|ψ(0)

n 〉
E(0)

n − E(0)
m

|ψ(0)
m 〉. (13.1.16)

The result for the energy is very important. It says that the first-
order correction to the energy is the expected value of the perturba-
tion in the unperturbed state.We suggest that you remember it by
heart.

Incidentally, we can now give a more precise meaning to the statement
that λ should be small in order for our approximation method to be a
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good one. The whole business of expanding things in powers of λ makes
sense only if each term in the expansion is considerably smaller than the
previous one. In particular, in the expression

|ψn〉 = |ψ(0)
n 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

n 〉, (13.1.17)

the second piece should be small compared with the first one. Looking at
the expansion of |ψ(1)

n 〉 in terms of |ψ(0)
m 〉, we see that the second piece is

small if the expansion coefficients satisfy
∣∣∣∣∣
〈ψ(0)

m |λV|ψ(0)
n 〉

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

∣∣∣∣∣� 1. (13.1.18)

If this condition is met, we are justified in treating the perturbation as
”small” and using the methods described above. An important case when
the condition is not met is when there are degenerate energy levels. In
such a case one has to make a small modification to the present formal-
ism; this will be done in the next section.

Problem 13.1.1. Show that the first order
approximation for the matrix elements
Amn = 〈ψm|A|ψn〉 of an operator A is

Amn = A(0)
mn + λA(1)

mn, (13.1.19)

where A(0)
mn = 〈ψ(0)

m |A|ψ(0)
n 〉 are the

unperturbed matrix elements of A, and

A(1)
mn = ∑

k 6=m

V(0)
mk A(0)

kn

ψ
(0)
n − ψ

(0)
k

+ ∑
k 6=n

A(0)
mk V(0)

kn

ψ
(0)
m − ψ

(0)
k

.

(13.1.20)

Problem 13.1.2. If you like doing messy
calculations, show that the second order
correction to the state |ψn〉 is

|ψ(2)
n 〉 = ∑

m 6=n

(
∑
k 6=n

VmkVkn
∆Enm∆Enk

|ψm〉

− VnnVmn

(∆Enm)2 |ψm〉 −
1
2
|Vmn|2
(∆Enm)2 |ψn〉

)
,

(13.1.21)

where we have introduced the shorthand
notation

Vmn = 〈ψ(0)
m |V|ψ(0)

n 〉, ∆Enm = E(0)
n −E(0)

m .
(13.1.22)

Wemay now consider going to the next order in the approximation.
Comparing terms with λ2 in Eq. (13.1.6), we have

H0|ψ(2)
n 〉+ V|ψ(1)

n 〉 = E(0)
n |ψ(2)

n 〉+ E(1)
n |ψ(1)

n 〉+ E(2)
n |ψ(0)

n 〉. (13.1.23)

We will only calculate the second-order correction to the energy. (You
can find the correction to the eigenstate for yourself, if you are interested
in things like that.) Multiplying from the left by 〈ψ(0)

n |, and realizing that
|ψ(0)

n 〉 is orthogonal to |ψ(1)
n 〉, we get an equation that reduces to

E(2)
n = 〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(1)
n 〉. (13.1.24)

Using the expansion for |ψ(1)
n 〉 in terms of the |ψ(0)

m 〉, we find

E(2)
n = ∑

m 6=n

〈ψ(0)
n |V|ψ(0)

m 〉〈ψ(0)
m |V|ψ(0)

n 〉
E(0)

n − E(0)
m

= ∑
m 6=n

|〈ψ(0)
n |V|ψ(0)

m 〉|2

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

.

(13.1.25)
From this it follows, among other things, that the second order correction
to the ground state energy is always negative. This is because the squared
matrix element in the numerator is always positive, and E(0)

n − E(0)
m < 0

for all m, if n is the ground state. This is a particularly useful thing to know
if for some reason the first order correction to the ground state energy
vanishes.

13.2 The degenerate case

Let us then move on to consider the case where there are degenerate en-
ergy levels. Suppose that the n-th energy level is degenerate, and there are
several eigenstates |ψ(0)

ni 〉, i = 1, . . . , N, corresponding to the eigenvalue
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E(0)
n . It is clear that this case requires a more careful treatment, since if

we tried to straightforwardly calculate the corrections from Eqs. (13.1.16)
and Eq. (13.1.25), we would not have much success, since some of the
terms in the sums will become divergent, if Em = En for some m 6= n.

The overall strategy for developing the perturbative corrections will be
the same in the degenerate case as well. That is, we will try to solve the
equation

(H0 + λV)|ψni 〉 = Eni |ψni 〉 (13.2.1)

order by order in λ by writing

|ψni 〉 = |ψ(0)
ni 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

ni 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)
ni 〉 . . . , (13.2.2)

Eni = E(0)
n + λE(1)

ni + λ2E(2)
ni . . . . (13.2.3)

Here the new feature is that there is a certain freedom in choosing the
eigenstates belonging to a degenerate eigenvalue. Any complete set of
eigenstates belonging to the subspace of the degenerate eigenvalue will
constitute a satisfactory set of eigenstates, and so it would seem that
the state |ψ(0)

ni 〉 in Eq. (13.2.2) could be chosen in many different but
equivalent ways.

However, there actually is a single, definite ”best” choice for the states
|ψ(0)

ni 〉. The condition that determines this choice is thatwhen a small
perturbation is put on the system, the eigenstates should change only by a
small amount. Clearly this condition must be satisfied, or else it would
not make sense to write an expansion like (13.2.2) for the eigenstates.
If the condition is not met – that is, if a small perturbation changes the
eigenstates by amounts that are not small – then the ”first-order term” in
Eq. (13.2.2) will not be small compared to the zeroth-order term, and so
(13.2.2) will not be a sensible perturbative expansion.

Let us take some time to illustrate this idea with the simplest possible
example. Let the unperturbed Hamiltonian be

H0 =

(
E 0
0 E

)
. (13.2.4)

The eigenvalue E is twice degenerate, and any set of two orthogonal vec-
tors will serve as a suitable set of eigenstates. In particular, two possible
choices for the eigenstates are

|1〉 =
(

1
0

)
, |2〉 =

(
0
1

)
, (13.2.5)

and

|I〉 = 1√
2

(
1
1

)
, |II〉 = 1√

2

(
1
−1

)
. (13.2.6)
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Suppose now that a perturbation of the form

V1 =

(
0 v
v 0

)
(13.2.7)

is introduced on the system. The total Hamiltonian of the system them
becomes

H = H0 + λV1 =

(
E λv

λv E

)
. (13.2.8)

The eigenstates of this operator are the states |I〉 and |II〉. Note, in par-
ticular, that |1〉 and |2〉 are not eigenstates of H, regardless of how small
the value of λ is (as long as it is different from zero). Therefore, in this
case, the states |I〉 and |II〉 would form the appropriate starting point for a
perturbative treatment of this problem. The states |1〉 and |2〉 would not
be suitable for this purpose, since an arbitrarily small perturbation would
cause a change of finite size in the eigenstates.

In general, the states which have the property of changing only by a
small amount under a small perturbation can be written as some linear
combinations of the states that we have originally chosen as the eigen-
states belonging to the degenerate eigenvalue. Calling these states |φ(0)

ni 〉,
we thus have

|φ(0)
ni 〉 =

N

∑
k=1

c(i)k |ψ
(0)
nk 〉. (13.2.9)

The appropriate form for the expansions by which we try to solve Eq.
(13.2.1) will then be

|ψni 〉 = ∑
k

c(i)k |ψ
(0)
nk 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

ni 〉+ λ2|ψ(2)
ni 〉, . . . (13.2.10)

Eni = E(0)
n + λE(1)

ni + λ2E(2)
ni . . . . (13.2.11)

The coefficients c(i)k are implicitly determined by Eq. (13.2.10), since
we are assuming that the second term is small compared with the first
term, and this will only happen with a certain, definite choice of the
coefficients.

We will now be satisfied with solving for the first-order corrections to
the energy. To do this, we insert the first two terms of Eqs. (13.2.10) and
(13.2.11) into Eq. (13.2.1), finding

(H0 + λV)

( N

∑
k=1

c(i)k |ψ
(0)
nk 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

ni 〉
)

= (E(0)
n + λE(1)

ni )

( N

∑
k=1

c(i)k |ψ
(0)
nk 〉+ λ|ψ(1)

ni 〉
)

.

(13.2.12)

Carrying out the products, using that the unperturbed eigenstates satisfy
H0|ψ(0)

ni 〉 = E(0)
n |ψ(0)

ni 〉, and throwing away terms of second order in λ,
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this reduces to
N

∑
k=1

c(i)k V|ψ(0)
nk 〉+ H0|ψ(1)

ni 〉 = E(1)
ni

N

∑
k=1

c(i)k |ψ
(0)
nk 〉+ E(0)

n |ψ(1)
ni 〉. (13.2.13)

We nowmultiply with 〈ψ(0)
j | from the left, assuming that the unperturbed

eigenstates satisfy 〈ψ(0)
j |ψ

(0)
k 〉 = δjk. The terms involving H0 and E(0)

n

cancel, and we get
N

∑
k=1

V(0)
jk c(i)k = E(1)

ni c(i)j , (13.2.14)

where V(0)
jk = 〈ψ(0)

j |V|ψ
(0)
k 〉.

Imagine now arranging the coefficients c(i)k into a column vector;
this vector simply represents the state |φ(0)

ni 〉 in the basis {|ψ(0)
ni 〉}. Eq.

(13.2.14) can then be written as



V(0)
11 . . . V1N
... . . . ...

V(0)
1N . . . V(0)

NN







c(i)1
...

c(i)N


 = E(1)

ni




c(i)1
...

c(i)N


 . (13.2.15)

But we recognize this simply as an eigenvalue equation for the matrix
of the perturbation. As you have learned, a nontrivial solution for the
eigenvector exists only when E(1)

ni has one of the special values such that

det




V11 − E(1)
ni . . . V1N

... . . . ...
VN1 . . . VNN − E(1)

ni


 = 0. (13.2.16)

We have therefore found that the first-order corrections to the en-
ergy of a degenerate level can be calculated as the eigenvalues of the
matrix representing the perturbation in the degenerate subspace.
Furthermore, the states which change only by a small amount as
a result of a small perturbation, and thus form the appropriate
starting point for the perturbative expansion, are just the eigen-
vectors of the matrix of the perturbation.

Note that the last statement above is equivalent to saying that the cor-
rect starting point for the perturbative expansion is given by the states
in which the perturbation is diagonal. There is another, perhaps more
intuitive way of arriving at the conclusion that in the case of a degenerate
level one is supposed to diagonalize the perturbation in the subspace of
the degenerate level. For example, look at the second-order correction to
the energy given in Eq. (13.1.25). The formula has been derived for a non-
degenerate energy level; if we have a degenerate level, the problematic
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terms clearly are those with Em = En even though m 6= n. But one could
now argue that if the perturbation had only diagonalmatrix elements be-
tween the degenerate eigenstates – that is, if 〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(0)
m 〉 = 0 whenever

Em = En but m 6= n – then the problematic terms might go away, since
the diagonal term with m = n is explicitly excluded from the sum.

At a first sight it is not particularly clear whether these terms would
indeed vanish if the perturbation only had diagonal matrix elements
between the degenerate states, since this would only make both the de-
nominator and the numerator equal to zero in the problematic terms. But
if you go through the steps of the derivation made in the previous section,
you will see that the matrix element 〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(0)
m 〉 always gets formed

before the division with E(0)
m − E(0)

n happens, and therefore making the
perturbation diagonal in the degenerate subspace is indeed sufficient to
get rid of the problematic terms.

Now, this observation allows us to conclude the following: All the re-
sults derived above for a non-degenerate level are valid for a degenerate
level as well, provided that the states |φ(0)

ni 〉, which diagonalize the pertur-
bation in the subspace of the degenerate level, are used as the unperturbed
eigenstates. In particular, the first-order correction to the energy of the
ni-th state is given by the expected value of the perturbation in the state
|φ(0)

ni 〉. For the first-order correction to the eigenstates and the second-
order correction to the energies, we have

|ψ(1)
ni 〉 = ∑

m 6=n

Nm

∑
k=1

〈φ(0)
nk |V|φ

(0)
ni 〉

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

|φ(0)
mk 〉, (13.2.17)

and

E(2)
ni = ∑

m 6=n

Nm

∑
k=1

|〈φ(0)
ni |V|φ

(0)
mk 〉

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

, (13.2.18)

where Nm is the degeneracy of the m-th level.
Problem 13.2.1. Consider a doubly
degenerate energy level with energy E
and eigenstates |ψ1〉, |ψ2〉. Show that the
first-order correction to the energies is

E(1)
± =

1
2
(
V11 + V22 ± R

)
, (13.2.19)

where

R =
√
(V11 −V22)2 + 4|V12|2

.
Show also that the basis in which the

perturbation is diagonal is given by the
states

|φ+〉 = a+|ψ1〉+ b+|ψ2〉,
|φ−〉 = a−|ψ1〉+ b−|ψ2〉,

where

a± =

√
1
2
± V11 −V22

2R
, b± = ±

√
1
2
∓ V11 −V22

2R
.

(13.2.20)

Two remarks are maybe in order here. Firstly, note that it is enough
to solve the eigenvalue problem of V in the degenerate subspace, and
it is often possible to do this in practice even if the full Hilbert space is
infinite-dimensional, since the degenerate eigenspace might have some
small finite dimension. Secondly, there is no reason why the eigenvalues
αni should all be equal to each other, and indeed they usually are not.
Then the perturbed energy levels are no longer degenerate, and we say
that the perturbation removes the degeneracy, either fully or in part.

Secondly, the degenerate perturbation theory we have developed
in this section is also relevant in the case that some energy levels are
very close to each other, so that the condition (13.1.18) cannot be met
because E(0)

n − E(0)
m is small. In that case, the appropriate procedure is to

diagonalize the perturbation in the subspace of almost degenerate levels.
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13.3 Examples

13.3.1 The two-state system

We begin with a simple consistency check. Consider a two-state system,
which we can solve exactly without any trouble. Let the unperturbed
Hamiltonian and the perturbation be

H0 =

(
E1 0
0 E2

)
, and V =

(
0 v
v∗ 0

)
, (13.3.1)

so that the total Hamiltonian is

H = H0 + λV =

(
E1 λv

λv∗ E2

)
. (13.3.2)

Step-by-step solution

• To find the energy eigenvalues, we need to solve the equation

(E1 − E)(E2 − E)− λ2|v|2 = 0. (13.3.3)

The solution is

E± =
1
2
(E1 + E2)±

1
2

√
(E1 − E2)2 + 4λ2|v|2. (13.3.4)

• Expanding in λ, we find

E+ = E1 +
λ2|v|2

E1 − E2
+O(λ4), E− = E2 +

λ2|v|2
E2 − E1

+O(λ4). (13.3.5)

It is not difficult to check that this agrees with what we would find if we were
to calculate the first- and second-order corrections from perturbation theory,
using the unperturbed eigenstates

|+〉 =
(

1
0

)
, |−〉 =

(
0
1

)
. (13.3.6)

13.3.2 The oscillator

As another relatively simple example, consider the Hamiltonian

H =
P2

2m
+

1
2

mω2X2 − αX, (13.3.7)

which describes a charged particle in a harmonic oscillator potential
acted on by a constant electric field. Let us treat the extra term−αX by
perturbation theory.
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Step-by-step solution

• To first order, the change in energy is

E(1)
n = −α〈n(0)|X|n(0)〉 = 0, (13.3.8)

since acting on the state |n(0)〉 with

X =

√
h̄

2mω
(a + a†) (13.3.9)

gives a linear combination of the states |(n− 1)(0)〉 and |(n + 1)(0)〉, which are
orthogonal to |n(0)〉.

• The second-order correction to the energy is given by

E(2)
n = ∑

m 6=n

|〈m(0)|−αX|n(0)〉|2

E(0)
n − E(0)

m

, (13.3.10)

where E(0)
n = (n + 1

2 (h̄ω). For the matrix element in the sum, we have

〈m(0)|−αX|n(0)〉 = −α

√
h̄

2mω
〈m(0)|a + a†|n(0)〉

= −α

√
h̄

2mω

(√
nδm,n−1 +

√
n + 1δm, n + 1

)
.

(13.3.11)

The sum in Eq. (13.3.10) therefore reduces to two terms, and we find

E(2)
n = α2 h̄

2mω

(
n

h̄ω
+

n + 1
−h̄ω

)
= − α2

2mω2 . (13.3.12)

Note that the correction is independent of the value of n.
• Finally, the first-order correction to the eigenstates is

|n(1)〉 = ∑
m 6=n

〈m(0)|−αX|n(0)〉
E(0)

n − E(0)
m

|m(0)〉

= α

√
1

2mh̄ω3

(√
n + 1|(n + 1)(0)〉 −

√
n|n(0)〉

)
.

(13.3.13)

Incidentally, this example provides another consistency check for
our perturbation theory, since it is a problem that can be solved exactly.
Observe that the Hamiltonian can be written as

H =
P2

2m
+

1
2

mω2
(

X− α

mω2

)2
− α2

2mω2 . (13.3.14)

This is the Hamiltonian of an oscillator, which is displaced from the
origin by α/mω2, and whose energy is shifted by−α2/2mω2. Therefore,
we can immediately write down that the energy eigenvalues are

En = h̄ω
(
n + 1

2
)
− α2

2mω2 . (13.3.15)

Therefore, the second-order correction calculated from perturbation
theory actually gives the exact result.

It is also clear that the eigenstates of this system are related to those of
the unperturbed system by

|n〉 = T(α/mω2)|n(0)〉, (13.3.16)
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where T is the translation operator. To first order in α, we have

T(α/mω2)|n(0)〉 =
(

1− i
h̄

α

mω2 P
)
|n(0)〉. (13.3.17)

Using

P = −i

√
h̄mω

2
(a− a†), (13.3.18)

this comes out as

T(α/mω2)|n(0)〉 = α

√
1

2mh̄ω3

(√
n + 1|(n + 1)(0)〉 −

√
n|n(0)〉

)
,

(13.3.19)
in agreement with our perturbation theory calculation. Calculating
higher order corrections to |n〉 from perturbation theory would be equiv-
alent to expanding the translation operator to higher powers of α.

Problem 13.3.1. Consider V = λx4 as a
perturbation on the harmonic oscillator.
Show that the first-order correction to the
energy is

E(1)
n =

3h̄2λ

4m2ω2

(
2n2 + 2n + 1

)
. (13.3.20)

Deduce that perturbation theory will
become invalid for large enough values of
n, regardless of how small λ is. Can you
explain this physically?

Problem 13.3.2. Perturbation the-
ory can be used to estimate the en-
ergy levels of a potential U(x) of some
suitable form, in the following way.
Take H0 = P2/2m + 1

2 mω2x2 as
the unperturbed Hamiltonian, and
V = U − 1

2 mω2x2 as the perturbation.
Suppose you are interested in the energy
of the n-th eigenstate. You would then cal-
culate the corrections E(1)

n , E(2)
n , . . . to the

unperturbed energy E(0)
n = (n + 1

2 )h̄ω up
to a sufficiently high order in perturbation
theory. The value of ω, which at this point
is an unknown parameter in the calcula-
tion, is determined by the requirement
that the highest one of the corrections you
have calculated should vanish.
Calculating the corrections only to first

order, use this method to estimate
(a) The ground state energy of the

anharmonic potential U(x) = λx4;
(b) The ground state energy of the linear

potential U(x) = α|x|;
(c) The energy of the first excited state

for these two potentials.

13.3.3 The helium atom

Let us next recall the Hamiltonian for the helium atom, which we wrote
down in the previous chapter, but dismissed it as too difficult to solve. It
reads

H =
P2

1
2me

+
P2

2
2me
− 2e2

r1
− 2e2

r2
+

e2

|~r1 −~r2|
. (13.3.21)

If we ignore the last term, which describes the interaction between the
two electrons, then we can solve the problem, because it reduces to two
independent hydrogen atoms with e2 replaced by 2e2. In this ”zeroth”
approximation, the ground state energy is

E0 = −2
me(2e2)2

2h̄2 = −4mee4

h̄2 = −109 eV, (13.3.22)

which compares rather badly with the experimentally measured value of
−78.6 eV.

We will now see howmuch of an improvement we can get by treating
the electron-electron interaction by perturbation theory. The ground
state wave function of the unperturbed system is

ψ0(r1, r2) =
1√
πa3

e−r1/a 1√
πa3

e−r2/a =
1

πa3 e−(r1+r2)/a, (13.3.23)

where a = h̄2/m(2e2) = a0/2. According to the general rule, the first-
order correction to the energy is

E(1)
0 =

∫
d3r1 d3r2 ψ∗0 (r1, r2)

e2

|~r1 −~r2|
ψ0(r1, r2) =

e2

π2a6

∫
d3r1 d3r2

e−2(r1+r2)/a

|~r1 −~r2|
.

(13.3.24)
The integral is somewhat tricky to calculate, and we will outline two ways
in which it can be done. First of all, if we know that 1/|~r1 −~r2| can be
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expanded in terms of the Legendre polynomials as

1
|~r1 −~r2|

=
1

r+

∞

∑
`=0

(
r−
r+

)`

P`(cos α), (13.3.25)

where r+ is the larger and r− the smaller of r1 and r2 and α is the angle
between~r1 and~r2, and that the Legendre polynomials can be written as

P`(cos α) =
4π

2`+ 1

`

∑
m=−`

Ym∗
` (θ1, φ1)Ym

` (θ2, φ2), (13.3.26)

where θ1, φ1 and θ2, φ2 are the angular coordinates of~r1 and~r2, then we
can do the integral by simply calculating it. Alternatively, if we write the
integral in the suggestive form
∫

d3r1 r−2r1/aφ(r1), where φ(r1) =
∫

d3r2
e−2r2/a

|~r1 −~r2|
, (13.3.27)

we may eventually realize that the integral can be interpreted as the
potential energy of the interaction between two similar, spherically sym-
metric charge distributions ρ(r) = e−2r/a. Such a potential energy can
also be calculated as

2
∫

d3r1 e−2r1/a 1
r1

∫ r2=r1

r2=0
d3r2 e−2r2/a, (13.3.28)

since only the charge inside r1 contributes to the potential at r1, and we
have accounted for the symmetric cases r1 > r2 and r2 > r1 by taking
one of the cases andmultiplying by two. This last form of the integral can
be evaluated by elementary integrations1, albeit a lot of them, and the 1 The integral

∫ ∞

0
dx xne−x = n! (13.3.29)

is worth remembering by heart, because it
always appears when one calculates any
expected value using the hydrogen atom
wave functions.

result is 5π2a5/8. Therefore, we have

E(1)
0 =

e2

π2a6
5π2a5

8
=

5e2

8a
=

5
4

mee4

h̄2 , (13.3.30)

and so the corrected ground state energy is

E0 = −4mee4

h̄2 +
5
4

mee4

h̄2 = −74.8 eV. (13.3.31)

This is clearly a significant improvement.
With a simple adjustment, it is possible to generalize this calcula-

tion to helium-like ions, which have two electrons, and Z protons in the
nucleus. In this case, we have Ze2 instead of 2e2 in the two terms in the
Hamiltonian (13.3.21). The only change we need to make in the calcula-
tion is to use for a the value a0/Z. The result is

E(1)
0 = − me2

2h̄2a0
Z2
(

2− 5
4Z

)
. (13.3.32)

The approximation becomes better with increasing Z, as indicated by this
equation and the following table.

Z E0/eV exp./eV Error (%)
He 2 -74.8 -78.6 5
Li+ 3 -194 -197 2
Be++ 4 -367 -370 1

Table 13.1: Ground state energies of
helium-like ions.
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13.3.4 The van der Waals force

We will do one more example, to show what kind of things it is possible to
do with perturbation theory. We will show that there is a weak, attractive
force, the so-called van der Waals force, between two hydrogen atoms2. 2 As an aside, the van der Waals force is

apparently responsible for the impressive
ability of gecko lizards to climb on and
hang from vertical surfaces like glass –
see e.g. K. Autumn et al, Evidence for van
der Waals adhesion in gecko setae, Proc.
Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 99 (12252), 2002, and
http://www.nature.com/news/2002/

020828/full/news020826-2.html.

If we introduce the various position vectors as in Fig. 13.1, then we can
write the Hamiltonian as

H = H1 + H2 + V12, (13.3.33)

where
H1 =

P2
1

2me
− e2

r11
, H2 =

P2
2

2me
− e2

r22
, (13.3.34)

and
V12 =

e2

R
+

e2

r
− e2

r12
− e2

r21
. (13.3.35)

The unperturbed system is described by H1 + H2, and consists simply of
two non-interacting hydrogen atoms. The ground state is just a product
of two hydrogen atom ground states, |100〉|100〉.

Figure 13.1: Position vectors for a system
of two hydrogen atoms.

The perturbation V12 describes the interaction between the two atoms.
We assume that r12 � R and r21 � R, and treat the perturbation using a
Taylor expansion. We find (see Exercise 13.3.3)

V12 =
e2

R3

(
~r11 ·~r22 − 3(R̂ ·~r11)(R̂ ·~r22)

)
. (13.3.36)

We will be satisfied with making a rough estimate on what kind of a cor-
rection there arises to the ground state energy from this perturbation.

Problem 13.3.3. Read off from Fig. 13.1
that

~r12 = −~R+~r11, ~r21 = ~R+~r22, ~r = ~R−~r11 +~r22.
(13.3.37)

Then expand 1/r, 1/r12 and 1/r21 to
second order in r11 and r22. For example,

1
r12

=
(

R2 + r2
11 − 2~R ·~r11

)−1/2
= . . .

=
1
R
+

R̂ ·~r11

R2 − 1
2R3

(
3(R̂ ·~r11)

2 + r2
11

)
.

You should find
1

r21
=

1
R
− R̂ ·~r22

R2 − 1
2R3

(
3(R̂ ·~r22)

2 + r2
22

)
,

(13.3.38)
and

1
r

=
1
R
+

1
R2

(
R̂ ·~r11 − R̂ ·~r22

)

+
1

R3

(
− r2

11
2
− r2

22
2

+~r11 ·~r22

+
3
2
(R̂ ·~r11)

2 +
3
2
(R̂ ·~r22)

2

−3(R̂ ·~r11)(R̂ ·~r22)

)
. (13.3.39)

Verify that Eq. (13.3.36) comes out of
these.

The first-order correction is the expected value of V12 in the state
|100〉|100〉. It is proportional to matrix elements like 〈100|~r|100〉, and so
we find that it vanishes, for the reason that |100〉 is a state of definite par-
ity, and so an integral such as

∫
dx x|ψ100|2 is equal to zero. The second-

order correction is a sum involving the squared matrix elements of V12, so
it will be proportional to 1/R6. Moreover, we know that the second-order
correction to the ground state energy is always negative, and so without
having to make any calculation we can write

E(2)
0 = − C

R6 , (13.3.40)

where C is positive. This shift in energy gives rise to the force

F = − ∂E
∂R
∼ − 1

R7 . (13.3.41)

Thus we have been able to reproduce the general features of the van
der Waals force: it is attractive, it falls off very rapidly with increasing
distance, and it is presumably very small, because it is proportional to the
second power of the small perturbation.

http://www.nature.com/news/2002/020828/full/news020826-2.html
http://www.nature.com/news/2002/020828/full/news020826-2.html
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13.4 The Stark effect

We will nowmove on to discuss various applications of perturbation the-
ory in atomic physics. We will first consider the Stark effect in hydrogen.
The Stark effect is the splitting of spectral lines which comes about when
the atom is placed in a constant electric field. Let the electric field be in
the z-direction; then the Hamiltonian of the atom is

H = H0 + eEz, (13.4.1)

where H0 is the hydrogen atomHamiltonian, and we treat eEz as a per-
turbation. The first-order correction to the ground state is zero by parity
invariance, as in the van der Waals example. Since (by the same argu-
ment)

〈n`′m′|z|n`m〉 = 0, (13.4.2)

it would seem that the first order correction vanishes for any level. How-
ever, this is an incorrect conclusion, because the n > 1 levels are degen-
erate, and so the correction cannot be calculated simply as the expected
value of the perturbation.

Problem 13.4.1. Consider the formula

E(2)
0 = ∑

n 6=0

|〈ψ(0)
n |V|ψ(0)

0 〉|2

E(0)
0 − E(0)

n

(13.4.3)

for the second-order correction to the
ground state energy. If |E(0)

n | � |E(0)
0 | for

all n, this can be approximately written as

E(2)
0 =

1

E(0)
0

∑
n 6=0
|〈ψ(0)

n |V|ψ(0)
0 〉|2.

(13.4.4)
(a) Convince yourself that |E(0)

n | �
|E(0)

0 | is a fair approximation for the
energy levels of hydrogen.

(b) Show that for the perturbation
V12 and the ground state |ψ(0)

0 〉 =
|100〉|100〉, the summation in Eq.
(13.4.4) can be extended to include the
ground state. Hence show that

E(2)
0 =

1
E0
〈ψ(0)

0 |V2
12|ψ

(0)
0 〉. (13.4.5)

(c) Now choose coordinates so that ~R
is in the direction of the z-axis. Using
symmetry arguments, show that

〈ψ(0)
0 |V2

12|ψ
(0)
0 〉 = −

6e4

R6 〈100|z2|100〉2.
(13.4.6)

(d) Calculate 〈100|z2|100〉, and thus
show that the constant C in Eq.
(13.3.41) has the approximate value

C = 6e4a5
0. (13.4.7)

Consider, for example, the n = 2 level. We need to diagonalize the
matrix of the perturbation in the |ψ2`m〉 states. The matrix elements are
given by

〈2`′m′|eEz|2`m〉. (13.4.8)

Note that the diagonal matrix elements vanish by parity. Before rushing
to calculate the off-diagonal elements, it is worth making the following
clever observation, by which we avoid most of the work. From [z, Lz] = 0
it follows that

〈n′`′m′|(zLz − Lzz)|n`m〉 = 0, (13.4.9)

or

h̄(m−m′)〈n′`′m′|z|n`m〉 = 0, (13.4.10)

which shows that the matrix element vanishes unless both states have
the same value of m. Results like this are called ”selection rules” for the
matrix elements.

We therefore need to calculate only one matrix element, namely

〈200|eEz|210〉, (13.4.11)

because all the other elements either are diagonal or do not have the
same value of m on both sides. Using Eqs. (12.2.27) and (12.2.28), we find

Problem 13.4.2. Making use of the
explicit form of the wave functions
ψn`m(~r), provide an alternative derivation
of the above selection rule.
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〈200|eEz|210〉 = eE
∫

d3r ψ∗200(~r) z ψ210(~r)

= eE
∫

d3r
1√

32πa3
0

(
2− r

a0

)
e−r/2a0(r cos θ)

1√
32πa3

0

r
a0

e−r/2a0 cos θ

=
eE

32πa3
0

∫ 2π

0
dφ
∫ π

0
dθ sin θ cos2 θ

∫ ∞

0
dr r3

(
2− r

a0

)
r
a0

e−r/a0

=
eE

32πa3
0
× 2π × 2

3
× (−72a4

0) = −3eEa0. (13.4.12)

Problem 13.4.3. Show that
〈n′`′m′|z|n`m〉 vanishes unless
`′ = ` ± 1. You should first derive the
relations [L2, z] = 2ih̄(xLy − Lxy) and
[L2, [L2, z]] = 2h̄2(L2z + zL2), and then
use the latter relation to show that the
quantity

(`+ `′+ 2)(`+ `′)(`− `′− 1)(`− `′+ 1)〈n′`′m′|z|n`m〉
(13.4.13)

vanishes. Finally, you should explain why
the matrix element vanishes also when
` = `′ = 0.Therefore the matrix of the perturbation is




0 −3eEa0 0 0
−3eEa0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


 . (13.4.14)

From this, we read off that the basis in which the perturbation is diagonal
is provided by the states

1√
2

(
|200〉 ± |210〉

)
, |211〉, |21−1〉. (13.4.15)

The first two states have their energies shifted to E2 ∓ 3eEa0, while the
energies of the last two states are unaffected by the perturbation.

This example shows the typical effect of a perturbation on a degen-
erate energy level: the degeneracy is removed, either completely or only
partly. This is related to the fact that degeneracies are generally caused
by symmetries in the system. If the symmetry of the unperturbed sys-
tem is completely broken by the perturbation, then the degeneracy is
completely lifted, but if the perturbation shares a symmetry of the unper-
turbed system, then some degeneracies reflecting the symmetry of the
perturbed system will remain.

Problem 13.4.4. Estimate the magnitude
of the second-order Stark effect in the
ground state of hydrogen, starting from
the formula

E(2)
0 = ∑

n`m 6=100

e2E2|〈n`m|z|100〉|2

E(0)
0 − E(0)

n

,

(13.4.16)
(a) Argue that we obtain an upper bound

for |E(2)
0 | if we replace E(0)

0 − E(0)
n with

E(0)
0 − E(0)

1 in the denominator, and
thus show that

|E(2)
0 | ≤

8
3

E2a3
0. (13.4.17)

(b) A lower bound can be found by
keeping only the first non-vanishing
term in the sum. From this, show that

|E(2)
0 | ≥ 8

3
E2a0|〈210|z|100〉|2

=
8
3

E2a0 ×
215

310 a2
0 ' 0.55× 8

3
E2a3

0.

Problem 13.4.5. It is actually possible to
carry out the sum in Eq. (13.4.16) exactly,
by the following method
(a) Suppose that we have been able to

construct such an operator K that we
can write

V|100〉 = [K, H0]|100〉. (13.4.18)

Show that we then have

E(2)
0 = ∑

n`m 6=100

|〈n`m|V|100〉|2

E(0)
0 − E(0)

n

= 〈100|VK|100〉 − 〈100|V|100〉〈100|K|100〉.

(b) Consider then V = eEz. By writing
out the equation

eEz|100〉 = [K, H0]|100〉 (13.4.19)

in the position representation, derive
an equation for K, and show that it is
satisfied by

K = −mea0eE
h̄2

( r
2
+ a0

)
r cos θ.

(13.4.20)
Finally, show that the exact correction
to the ground state energy is

E(2)
0 =

9
4

E2a3
0. (13.4.21)

13.5 The fine structure of hydrogen

Recall that when we solved the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen
atom, we remarked that we are making an approximate solution, which
neglects effects arising from relativity and from the electron’s spin. An
important application of perturbation theory is to account approximately
for the corrections to the energy levels of hydrogen caused by these ef-
fects. There are two effects we want to consider. The first is that accord-
ing to relativity, the kinetic energy is something else instead of p2/2m.
The second is that from the electron’s point of view, the proton is going
around on a circular orbit, and so it produces a magnetic field, which
interacts with the electron’s spin and thus modifies the energies.
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13.5.1 Relativistic kinetic energy

Let’s first consider the correction due to relativity. A relativistic electron’s
kinetic energy is

√
m2

e c4 + p2c2 −mec2 =
p2

2me
− p4

8m3
e c2

+ . . . (13.5.1)

On grounds of this, we guess that we can approximately account for
relativity by calculating the correction to the energy levels due to the
perturbation

Hrel = −
P4

8m3
e c2

. (13.5.2)

Note that we can write

Hrel = −
1

2mec2

(
P2

2me

)2

= − 1
2mec2

(
H0 +

e2

r

)2

. (13.5.3)

Since Hrel rotationally invariant, it is diagonal in the basis {|n`m〉} for a
given n, and so we can calculate the first-order correction to the energy
levels simply as the expected value of Hrel in the states |n`m〉. We thus
have for the relativistic correction

E(1)
n`m = − 1

2mec2 〈n`m|
(

H0 +
e2

r

)2

|n`m〉

= − 1
2mec2

[
(E(0)

n )2 + 2E(0)
n e2

〈
1
r

〉

n`m
+ e4

〈
1
r2

〉

n`m

]
.

(13.5.4)

The expected values of 1/r and 1/r2 are maybe the most easily calcu-
lated using the Feynman–Hellmann theorem as we now show in detail:

Step-by-step solution

Recall that the theorem states that if the Hamiltonian depends on a parameter λ,
and |ψλ〉 is an eigenstate of H(λ) with eigenvalue E(λ), then

∂E(λ)
∂λ

= 〈ψλ|
∂H(λ)

∂λ
|ψλ〉. (13.5.5)

• Take first e to be the parameter λ. We have

∂En

∂e
=

∂

∂e

(
−mee4

2h̄2

)
= − 2mee3

h̄2n2
, (13.5.6)

and
∂H0

∂e
=

∂

∂e

(
− e2

r

)
= − 2e

r
. (13.5.7)

Therefore, by the Feynman–Hellmann theorem,

2mee3

h̄2n2
= 〈n`m| 2e

r
|n`m〉 (13.5.8)

from which we find 〈
1
r

〉

n`
=

mee2

h̄2n2
=

1
n2a0

. (13.5.9)
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• Then, differentiating with respect to `,

∂En

∂`
=

∂

∂`

(
− E0

n2

)
=

∂

∂`

(
− E0

(k + `+ 1)2

)
=

2E0

n3 , (13.5.10)

and
∂H0

∂`
=

∂

∂`

(
h̄2`(`+ 1)

2mer2

)
=

h̄2(2`+ 1)
2mer2 . (13.5.11)

It then follows from the theorem that
〈

1
r2

〉

n`
=

m2
e e4

h̄4
1

n3(`+ 1
2 )

=
1

a2
0n3(`+ 1

2 )
. (13.5.12)

Note that we can alternatively write the expected values as
〈

e2

r

〉

n`
=

mee4

h̄2n2
= −2E(0)

n ,
〈

e4

r2

〉

n`
= 4

(
mee4

2h̄2n2

)2 n
`+ 1

2
=

4(E(0)
n )2n

`+ 1
2

.

(13.5.13)
Putting them into Eq. (13.5.4) in this form, we find

E(1)
n`m = − (E(0)

n )2

2mec2

(
1− 4 +

4n
`+ 1

2

)

= −
(

mee4

2h̄2n2

)2 2
mec2

(
n

`+ 1
2
− 3

4

)

=
1
2

mec2α4 1
n4

(
3
4
− n

`+ 1
2

)
, (13.5.14)

where
α =

e2

h̄c
(13.5.15)

is the fine-structure constant.

Problem 13.5.1. The virial theorem.
Consider the Hamiltonian H = P2/2m +
V(~r).
(a) By direct calculation, show that

[H,~r · ~P] = −ih̄
(

P2

m
−~r · ∇V(~r)

)
.

(13.5.16)
(b) If |ψ〉 is an eigenstate of H, show that
〈ψ|[H,~r · ~P]|ψ〉 = 0, and hence

〈ψ| P
2

m
|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|~r · ∇V(~r)|ψ〉.

(13.5.17)
This result is called the virial theorem.

(c) Taking V(~r) = −e2/r and |ψ〉 =
|n`m〉, use the virial theorem to
calculate the expected value 〈1/r〉n`.

Problem 13.5.2.

(a) Interpret 〈λ/r〉n` as a first-order
energy correction caused by a per-
turbation λ/r. Argue that the change
in energy can also be calculated ex-
actly, by replacing e2 with e2 − λ in
the equation for energy. From this,
calculate 〈1/r〉n`.

(b) Use a similar argument to calculate
〈P2/me〉n`, treating 1/me as the
parameter characterizing the size of
the perturbation.

(c) From the results of (a) and (b), check
that the virial theorem holds for the
hydrogen atom.

We can see that this is a manifestly relativistic correction by the follow-
ing argument. First of all, observe that the unperturbed energy levels can
be written as

E(0)
n = − me4

2h̄2n2
= −mec2 e4

2h̄2c2

1
n2 = −mec2α2

2n2 . (13.5.18)

Thus the first-order correction, being proportional to α4, is a correction of
order α2 relative to the unperturbed energy. Then, taking the Bohr radius
a0 as a rough measure of how accurately the electron is localized, the
Heisenberg relation gives ∆p ∼ h̄/a0 for the electron’s momentum, and
therefore for the velocity v ∼ h̄/ma0 = e2/h̄ = αc. We thus have

v
c
∼ α, (13.5.19)

and so the correction indeed is of the order (v/c)2.

Problem 13.5.3. Show that the correction
to the n-th energy level of the harmonic
oscillator due to the first relativistic
correction to the kinetic energy is

E(1)
n = − 3h̄2ω2

32mc2 (2n2 + 2n + 1).
(13.5.20)

13.5.2 Spin-orbit coupling

We will then consider the correction to the energies due to the interaction
between the electron’s spin and the proton’s magnetic field. Let the elec-
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tron’s velocity in the proton’s rest frame be~v, and look at the situation the
electron’s rest frame, where the proton moves around with a velocity−~v.
From electrodynamics, the magnetic field produced by the proton is

~B = − µ0

4π

qe~v×~r
r3 . (13.5.21)

The interaction energy between this field and the electron’s magnetic
moment is

E = −~µ · ~B =
µ0qe

4πr3~µ · (~v×~r) = −
µ0qe

4πmer3~µ ·~l, (13.5.22)

where~l = me~r × ~v is the electron’s angular momentum. Therefore, in
quantummechanics, a reasonable guess is that this so-called spin-orbit
interaction is described in quantummechanics by the Hamiltonian

HSO = − µ0qe

4πmer3

(
− qe

m
~S
)
·~L =

e2

m2
e c2r3

~S ·~L, (13.5.23)

where we translated into the notation we have been using by recalling
that µ0ε0 = 1/c2, and writing q2

e /4πε0 as e2.
We motivated the above form of HSO by making arguments in the

electron’s rest frame, which is not an inertial frame. Therefore it is not too
surprising that the result we found does not completely agree with what
we should find in the inertial center of mass frame. In fact, the correct
Hamiltonian for the spin-orbit interaction is only half of what we found
above:

HSO =
e2

2m2
e c2r3

~L · ~S. (13.5.24)

It is possible to understand the factor of 1/2 by somewhat elaborate
classical arguments that we prefer not to go into3. The correct prefactor 3 See e.g. J. D. Jackson, Classical Electro-

dynamics, 3rd edition (Wiley, 1998), p.
548, or search the internet for ”Thomas
precession”.

also comes out of the Dirac equation when an expansion in powers of α is
performed.

In order to find the correction to the energy levels, we must first find a
basis where HSO is diagonal. Writing J2 = (~L + ~S)2 = L2 + S2 + 2~L · ~S,
we can write HSO as

HSO =
e2

4m2
e c2r3 (J2 − L2 − S2). (13.5.25)

Therefore an appropriate basis is given by the eigenstates of total an-
gular momentum~J, in which J2, Jz, L2 and S2 are diagonal. For a given
value of `, j takes the values `± 1

2 , and we have shown in section 11.6.4
that the eigenstates |n; jm; `; s〉 of~J are related to the uncoupled states
|n`m〉|sms〉 as

|`+ 1
2 , m; `〉 = α+|`, m− 1

2 〉| 12 〉+ β+|`m+ 1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉, (13.5.26)
|`− 1

2 , m; `〉 = α−|`, m− 1
2 〉| 12 〉+ β−|`m+ 1

2 〉|− 1
2 〉, (13.5.27)
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where

α± = ±
√

`±m + 1
2

2`+ 1
, β± = ∓α∓. (13.5.28)

and we have not explicitly written the quantum numbers n and s = 1
2 .

In these states, HSO is diagonal, and we can find the correction to the
energy levels by calculating the expected value

〈n; j′m′; `′|HSO|n; jm; `〉 = h̄2e2

4m2
e c2

〈
1
r3

〉

n`

(
j(j+ 1)− `(`+ 1)− 3

4

)
δjj′δmm′δ``′ .

(13.5.29)
Depending on whether j = `+ 1

2 or j = `− 1
2 , we have

E(1)
n`m =

h̄2e2

4m2
e c2 `

〈
1
r3

〉

n`
for j = `+ 1

2 , (13.5.30)

E(1)
n`m = − h̄2e2

4m2
e c2 (`+ 1)

〈
1
r3

〉

n`
for j = `− 1

2 . (13.5.31)

Unfortunately there is not any particularly simple way to calculate
〈1/r3〉n` that we know of. There is a recursion relation for the expected
values of powers of r – see Exercise 13.7.13 and Eq. (13.7.2) – from which
it is straightforward to express 〈1/r3〉n` in terms of 〈1/r2〉n`, but it takes
considerable effort to prove the relation. Let us consider an alternative
derivation:

Step-by-step solution

• Consider the operator
Pr = −ih̄

(
∂

∂r
+

1
r

)
, (13.5.32)

in terms of which we can write the hydrogen atomHamiltonian as

H0 =
P2

r
2me

+
h̄2

2mer2 L2 − e2

r
. (13.5.33)

• A straightforward calculation then shows that

[Pr , H0] =
h̄2L2

2me
[Pr ,

1
r2 ]− e2[Pr ,

1
r
] = −ih̄

(
e2

r2 −
h̄2

mer3 L2

)
. (13.5.34)

• On the other hand, 〈n`m|[Pr , H0]|n`m〉 = 0, because |n`m〉 is an eigenstate of
H0. Calculating the expected value of the commutator and setting it to zero, we
find

e2
〈

1
r2

〉

n`
− h̄2`(`+ 1)

me

〈
1
r3

〉

n`
= 0, (13.5.35)

or
〈

1
r3

〉

n`
=

1
a0`(`+ 1)

〈
1
r2

〉

n`
=

2
n3a3

0`(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)
. (13.5.36)

Using this result, we find that the spin-orbit correction to the energies
is

E(1)
n`m =

mec2α4

2n3(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)
for j = `+ 1

2 , (13.5.37)

E(1)
n`m = − mec2α4

2n3`(2`+ 1)
for j = `− 1

2 . (13.5.38)
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The spin-orbit correction and the correction due to relativistic kinetic
energy are both of the order α2 relative to the unperturbed energy levels.
The combined correction to the energy levels due to these two effects
actually depends only on the value of j, and can be written as

E(1)
FS =

mec2α4

2n4

(
3
4
− n

j + 1
2

)
, ` 6= 0. (13.5.39)

The condition ` 6= 0 reminds us that our derivation of the spin-orbit
correction does not apply to the ` = 0 case, for the reason that the
operator~L · ~S is then equal to zero.

Problem 13.5.4. For an electron moving
in an arbitrary central potential V(r), it
is possible to show that the spin-orbit
interaction is described by the operator

V =
1

2m2c2
1
r

dV(r)
dr

~S ·~L.

Calculate the correction caused by the
spin-orbit interaction to the energy of an
electron moving in a harmonic potential
V(r) = 1

2 mω2r2, if the electron is in an
eigenstate of~L and~J with eigenvalues `
and j = `± 1

2 .

13.5.3 The Darwin term

Even though Eq. (13.5.37) only applies to the case of ` 6= 0, it gives a
value for E(1)

n`m also when ` = 0. It turns out that the Dirac equation,
which gives an improved description of the hydrogen atom, gives rise to
another correction, in addition to the two we have already considered.
This correction affects only the ` = 0 states, and, by accident, it agrees
with what Eq. (13.5.37) gives if you set ` = 0.

The physical origin for the new correction is related to the fact that
the electron’s Compton wavelength h̄/mec gives an upper limit on how
accurately an electron can be localized4. 4 An electron’s position can be mea-

sured by scattering a photon off of it.
The photon’s wavelength places an
upper limit on the accuracy of such
a measurement. However, the pho-
ton’s energy must not be greater than
2mec2, since otherwise the photon may
decay into an electron-positron pair
instead of scattering off the original
electron. It follows that the wavelength
of the photon cannot be shorter than
λ = h/pmax = 2πh̄/(Emax/c) ∼ h̄/mec

Problem 13.5.5. Consider accounting
for the fact that the electron cannot be
localized more accurately than h̄/mec by
the following simple argument. For an
electron moving in an external potential
V(~r), we say that the potential energy of
the electron at~r is not V(~r), but is given
by

U(~r) =
∫

d3u f (u)V(~r + ~u), (13.5.40)

where f (u) is a spherically symmetric
function that is normalized to 1 and is
nonzero only in a region of size h̄/mec
around ~u = 0. By expanding V(~r + ~u)
about ~u = 0, show that

U(~r) = V(~r) + R2∇2V(~r) +O(R3),
(13.5.41)

where R ∼ h̄/mec.

When one expands the Dirac equation to order α4, a term like this
indeed appears, namely

HD =
h̄2

8m2
e c2∇

2V. (13.5.42)

This is known as the Darwin term. For the Coulomb potential, it becomes

HD = − h̄2e2

8m2
e c2∇

2
(

1
r

)
=

πh̄2e2

2m2
e c2 δ(3)(~r). (13.5.43)

This term only affects the ` = 0 states, since the wave function of a ` 6= 0
state vanishes at the origin. The wave function of the state |n00〉 is

ψn00(r) =
1√

πn3a3
0

e−r/na0 , (13.5.44)

and therefore

〈n00|HD|n00〉 = πh̄2e2

2m2
e c2

1
πn3a3

0
=

mec2α4

2n3 . (13.5.45)

Because this is what comes out of Eq. (13.5.37) by setting ` = 0, we can
extend the result of Eq. (13.5.39) down to ` = 0 without any modification,
and write the total fine-structure correction as

E(1)
FS =

mec2α4

2n4

(
3
4
− n

j + 1
2

)
, for all `. (13.5.46)
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Note that everything we have calculated in this section can be imme-
diately generalizes to a hydrogen-like atom, whose unperturbed Hamilto-
nian is

H0 =
P2

2me
− Ze2

r
. (13.5.47)

The only modification we need to make is to replace e2 with Ze2 every-
where; in particular, this implies that α is to be replaced with Zα.

Problem 13.5.6. The Dirac equation
gives the following expression for the
energy levels of hydrogen:

Enj = mec2


1 +

(
α

n− j− 1
2 +

√
(j + 1

2 )
2 − α2

)2


−1/2

.

(13.5.48)
Expand this in powers of α up to order α4,
and compare with what we have learned
in this chapter and the previous one.

13.5.4 The energy levels of hydrogen

Let us then summarize the results obtained above in the form of an en-
ergy level diagram (Fig. 13.2).

(Picture from R. Fitzpatrick’s lecture notes.)

Figure 13.2: Fine structure corrections for
the first three energy levels of hydrogen.

The relativistic kinetic energy induces a correction leading to the
splitting of the levels with different `. To take into account the electron
spin, we translated into the eigenbasis of the total angular momentum
and then the energy levels are no more longer enumerated by ` and m,
but by the total angular momentum eigenvalue J, its third component M
and `; since the electron spin is fixed to s = 1/2, the dependence on it
is often suppressed. Here one often uses the spectroscopic notation nLJ

where L = S, P, D, . . . corresponding respectively to ` = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
So that for example for n = 2 one has ` = 0, 1 and s = 1/2 so that
the corresponding values of J are 1/2 if ` = 0 and J = 3/2, 1/2 if
` = 1. In this notation the unperturbed energy levels 2S1/2, 2P3/2 and
2P1/2. The total number of states here is eight, and they all have the same
unperturbed energy E2. The spin-orbit coupling gives no correction to
the ` = 0 states (2S1/2), but splits the ` = 1 energy levels so that the
states corresponding to J = `+ 1/2 = 3/2 are shifted up by α2/6 while
the states with J = `− 1/2 = 1/2 are shifted down by α2/3.

When we take both the relativistic kinetic energy correction and the
spin-orbit interaction supplemented with the Darwin term for ` = 0,
the final result is that the fine structure interaction Hamiltonian H =

H1 + H2 + H3 splits the states with different J. This is illustrated in
Fig.13.2

While the agreement between Fig.13.2 and experiment is remarkably
good, it is still not perfect. The so-called Lamb shift, which refers to a
difference of about 4× 10−6 eV between the 2S1/2 and 2P1/2 levels and
which is not explained by the Schrödinger equation nor by the Dirac
equation, holds an important place in the history of physics, since at-
tempts to find a theoretical explanation for the shift lead to significant
developments in quantum electrodynamics in the late 1940’s.

Fig. 13.2 also shows the splitting in levels with different values of m but
the same n and `, when the atom is placed in an external magnetic field.
We will nowmove on to discuss this effect in some detail.
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13.6 The Zeeman effect

Consider a hydrogen atom in a magnetic field ~B = B~ez. The Hamiltonian
is

H = H0 + HFS + Hz, (13.6.1)
where H0 is the standard hydrogen atomHamiltonian, HFS includes the
fine-structure corrections, and

Hz = −~µ · ~B =
qe

2me
(Lz + 2Sz)Bz =

qeBz

2me
(Jz + Sz). (13.6.2)

We will consider two cases in turn. First we will take the case of a weak
field, so that Hz is small relative to HFS, and we can treat Hz as a per-
turbation and H0 + HFS as the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Then we will
consider a strong field, so that HFS can be taken as a perturbation over
H0 + Hz. The case where neither HFS nor Hz is dominant over the other
is somewhat more complicated because of the degeneracy of H0, but it
can nevertheless be handled using the machinery we have developed so
far. It will be left as an exercise for the interested student.

13.6.1 Weak field

If the external field is weak, we consider H0 + HFS as the unperturbed
system, with eigenstates |jmj, `, s〉, and energy levels

Enj = E(0)
n +

mc2α4

2n4

(
3
4
− n

j + 1
2

)
, (13.6.3)

and take Hz as the perturbation.
Step-by-step solution

• The first-order correction due to Hz is

∆E(1)
njmj

= 〈jmj, `, s|Hz|jmj, `, s〉 = qeBz

2me
〈jmj, `, s|Jz + Sz|jmj, `, s〉

=
qeBz

2me

(
h̄mj + 〈jmj, `, s|Sz|jmj, `, s〉

)
(13.6.4)

• The matrix element of Sz is straightforwardly calculated if we recall that Eqs.
(13.5.26) and (13.5.27) express the |jmz, `, s〉 states in terms of the |`m`〉|ms〉
states. For j = `+ 1

2 , we have

= 〈j = `+ 1
2 , mj, `, s|Sz|j = `+ 1

2 , mj, `, s〉

=
(

α+〈 1
2 |〈`, mj− 1

2 |+ β+〈− 1
2 |〈`, mj+

1
2 |
)

Sz
(

α+|`, mj− 1
2 〉| 12 〉+ β+|`, mj+

1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉
)

= α2
+〈 1

2 |〈`, mj− 1
2 |Sz|`, mj− 1

2 〉| 12 〉+ β2
+〈− 1

2 |〈`, mj+
1
2 |Sz|`, mj+

1
2 〉|− 1

2 〉

=
h̄
2
(α2

+ − β2
+) =

h̄mj

2`+ 1
. (13.6.5)

• A similar calculation shows that

〈j = `+ 1
2 , mj, `, s|ms|j = `+ 1

2 , mj, `, s〉 = h̄
2
(α2
− − β2

−) = −
h̄mj

2`+ 1
. (13.6.6)
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Therefore,

∆E(1)
njmj

=
qe h̄Bz

2me
mj

(
1± 1

2`+ 1

)
(j = `± 1

2 ). (13.6.7)

So the perturbation removes all the degeneracy, and makes the levels with
different mj evenly spaced.

Figure 13.3: Fine structure and the Zee-
man effect for the n = 2 level of hydrogen.

13.6.2 Strong field

In the case of a strong field, an appropriate basis is given by the states
|n`m`〉|ms〉, which are eigenstates of H0 + Hz. The effect of Hz is to shift
the energy levels En = −E0/n2 by

EB
n`m`ms

=
qeBz

2me
h̄(m` + 2ms) =

qe h̄Bz

2me
(mj + ms). (13.6.8)

Now the fine structure Hamiltonian is treated as a perturbation.

Step-by-step solution

• The correction due to the relativistic term in HFS is calculated just as before,
and gives

∆E(1)
rel =

mec2α4

2n4

(
3
4
− n

`+ 1
2

)
. (13.6.9)

• To calculate the spin-orbit correction,

∆E(1)
SO =

e2

2m2
e c2 〈ms|〈n`m`|

1
r3
~L · ~S|n`m`〉|ms〉, (13.6.10)

we write
~L · ~S = LzSz +

1
2
(

L+S− + L−S+
)
, (13.6.11)

and note that the matrix element of L+S− + L−S+ vanishes in the state
|n`m`〉|ms〉, because of the S± operators that act only on |ms〉.

• Therefore,

∆E(1)
SO =

e2

2m2
e c2 h̄2m`ms

〈
1
r3

〉

n`m
=

mec2α4

n3
m`ms

`(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)
. (13.6.12)

Problem 13.6.1. Compare the order of
magnitude of the fine-structure correction
with that of the shift in the energy levels
due to the magnetic field. Thus show that
in order for the strong-field approxima-
tion to be applicable, the magnitude of the
field must be at least of the order of 10 T.
What do you think it takes to produce a
field like that in the lab?

So, the total fine-structure correction is

∆E(1)
n`mms

=
mec2α4

2n4

(
3
4
− n

`+ 1
2
+

2nm`ms

`(`+ 1)(2`+ 1)

)
. (13.6.13)

This is shown in Fig. 13.3 for the n = 2 level of hydrogen.
Before we conclude, we offer a not terribly relevant remark: Even

though we have titled this section the Zeeman effect, it appears that when
people talk about the Zeeman effect, they often refer to the weak-field
case only, and the strong-field case is called the Paschen–Back effect.
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13.7 Exercises

Problem 13.7.1. Consider the case of
intermediate B, so that neither Hz nor
HFS can be treated as a perturbation over
the other. You therefore have to treat
HFS + Hz as a perturbation over H0.
Note that the n-th energy level of H0 is
now 2n2 times degenerate, and that the
perturbation is not diagonal in either the
eigenbasis of~J or the eigenbasis of~L and
~S.
(a) Work in the basis |n`m`〉|ms〉. Show

that HFS + Hz has non-vanishing
matrix elements only between states
that both have the same value of
`. Thus argue that for given values
of n and `, you must diagonalize a
2(2`+ 1)× 2(2`+ 1)matrix.

(b) Show that the non-vanishing matrix
elements of the perturbation are

〈ms|〈n`m`|
(

HFS + Hz
)
|n`m`〉|ms〉

= An` + Bn`m`ms +
qe h̄Bz

2me
(m` + 2ms),

and

〈ms ∓ 1|〈n`m`±1|HFS + Hz|n`m`〉|ms〉

=
1
2

Bn`

√
`(`+ 1)−m`(m` ± 1),

where

An` = −
1

8m3
e c2

〈
P4
〉

n`
, Bn` =

e2 h̄2

2m2
e c2

〈
1
r3

〉

n`
.

(13.7.1)
Therefore show that the matrix to be
diagonalized looks like




∗
∗ ∗
∗ ∗

∗ ∗
∗ ∗

. . .




,

where the 2-by-2 blocks have the form
(

An` − 1
2 Bn` (m + 1

2 ) + µB Bz (m− 1
2 ) 1

2 Bn`

√
`(`+ 1)− (m2 − 1

4 )

1
2 Bn`

√
`(`+ 1)− (m2 − 1

4 ) An` +
1
2 Bn` (m− 1

2 ) + µB Bz (m + 1
2 )

)
,

where µB = qe h̄/2me, and m =
m` + ms.

(c) By diagonalizing the 2-by-2 blocks,
show that the corrections to the energy
levels are given by

∆En`m`ms = An` −
1
4

Bn` + mµBBz

±
√
(`+ 1

2 )
2B2

n` + 2mµBBn`Bz + µ2
BB2

z .

Study this result in the limits of weak
and strong field.

Exercise 13.7.1. Let the unperturbed system be described by a Hamilto-
nian such that

H0|1〉 = E0|1〉
H0|2〉 = E0|2〉
H0|3〉 = 2E0|3〉.

In addition to this, the system is subjected to a perturbation λV such that

V|1〉 = −E0|1〉
V|2〉 = E0|3〉
V|3〉 = E0|2〉.

(a) Use perturbation theory to compute the first order corrections to
the energies of the states |1〉 and |2〉. For the state |3〉, compute the
correction to the energy to second order.

(b) Find an exact solution by diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian H =

H0 + λV. Then expand the results with respect to the parameter λ and
show that you recover the results computed in part (a).

Exercise 13.7.2. Let a spin-1/2 particle be in a magnetic field ~B = B0~ez +

δB~ex.

(a) Considering δB as a perturbation, write down the unperturbed
Hamiltonian and the perturbing Hamiltonian.

(b) Using perturbation theory, show that the first-order correction to the
energies vanishes and the second-order correction is±γ(δB)2/2B0.

(c) Find the first-order correction to the eigenstates.

(d) Diagonalize the total Hamiltonian exactly, and expand in powers of
δB in order to compare with the results of parts (b) and (c).

Exercise 13.7.3. Consider a doubly degenerate energy level as in Prob-
lem 13.2.1. Assume that the system is initially in the state |ψ1〉 and that at
t = 0 a perturbation is turned on. By going through the following steps,
find the probability that at a later time t the system is in the state |ψ2〉.
(a) Show that the initial state can be written in terms of the states |φ±〉 as

|ψ1〉 =
b−|φ+〉 − b+|φ−〉

a+b− − a−b+
.

(b) Argue that the state at time t is

|ψ(t)〉 = e−iEt/h̄


 e−iE(1)

+ t/h̄b−|φ+〉 − e−iE(1)
− t/h̄b+|φ−〉

a+b− − a−b+


 .
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(c) From this, show that the probability is

P(t) = |〈ψ2|ψ(t)〉|2 =

∣∣∣∣
b+b−

a+b− − a−b+

∣∣∣∣
2 ∣∣∣∣e−iE(1)

+ t/h̄ − eiE(1)
− t/h̄

∣∣∣∣
2

=
2V2

12
(V11 −V22)2 + 4|V12|2

(
1− cos ωt

)
,

where
ω =

√
(V11 −V22)2 + 4|V12|2

h̄
.

(d) Finally, show that the limit of small t

P(t) ≈ |V12|2t2

h̄2 .

Exercise 13.7.4. Consider an N times degenerate energy level, with
energy E and unperturbed eigenstates |ψi〉, i = 1 . . . N. Show that the
first-order corrections to the energies due to a perturbation V satisfy

N

∑
i=1

E(1)
i =

N

∑
i=1
〈ψi|V|ψi〉.

Exercise 13.7.5. Consider a charged particle in the central potential

V(r) =




− e2

r
, 0 < r < R

− e2

r
e−λ(r−R), r > R

When the parameter λ is small, the difference with respect to the Coulomb
potential can be treated as a perturbation. Compute the first order cor-
rection to the ground state energy of a hydrogen atom.

Exercise 13.7.6. Consider using perturbation theory to account for the
fact that the nucleus of a hydrogen atom is not a point charge. Assume
that the nucleus is a uniformly charged sphere with radius R � a0, so
that the charge density is

ρ =
3qe

4πR3 .

(a) Show that the electrostatic potential VR(r) arising from this charge
distribution is

VR(r) =




−3e2

2R
+

e2r2

2R3 r < R,

− e2

r
r > R.

(b) Treat the difference

∆V(r) = VR(r)−
(
− e2

r

)
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as a perturbation and compute the first order correction to the en-
ergies of the 1s-state (ground state) and the 2s-state. Investigate
whether this is an important effect by estimating the relative mag-
nitude |E(1)

n`m/E(0)
n | of the corrections.

(c) Compute the first order correction to the energy of the 2p-state. What
difference do you observe compared to the s-states? Give a physical
explanation for the difference.

You can freely make use of the result

In(z) =
∫ z

0
dx xne−x = n!

(
1− e−z

n

∑
k=0

zn

k!

)
.

The wave functions that you need are given by

ψ100(r) =
1√
πa3

0

e−r/a0 ,

ψ200(r) =
1√

32πa3
0

(2− r/a0)e−r/(2a0)

ψ210(r, θ) =
1√

32πa3
0

r
a0

e−r/(2a0) cos θ.

Exercise 13.7.7. Calculate the correction to the energy levels of hydrogen
due to the gravitational interaction between the proton and the elec-
tron, assuming this interaction is correctly described by Newton’s law of
gravitation.

Exercise 13.7.8. The flat floor of the infinite potential well

V(x) =





0 −L/2 < x < L/2

∞ elsewhere

is replaced with a slightly bulged floor, whose shape is given by the func-
tion

V(x) = v cos
πx
L

,

where v is small. Calculate the correction to the energy of the n-th eigen-
state in first order of perturbation theory. What is the condition for the
validity of perturbation theory in this case?

Exercise 13.7.9. Use perturbation theory to estimate the energy of the
ground state and the first excited state for the following systems:

(a) The isotropic oscillator with a perturbation:

H =
P2

x + P2
y

2m
+

1
2

mω
(

x2 + y2)+ λxy,

where λ is small.
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(b) The almost isotropic oscillator:

H =
P2

x + P2
y

2m
+

1
2

m
(
ω2

xx2 + ω2
yy2),

where |ω1 −ω2| � ω1, ω2.

Exercise 13.7.10. A particle with mass m moves in the harmonic poten-
tial V = mω2x2/2. Let us introduce the perturbation δV = λ sin κx.
Use perturbation theory to compute the correction to the ground state
wavefunction. Compute the expected value of the position operator in
the first order corrected ground state. (Hints: (1) Write sin κx using eiκx

and e−iκx; (2) Write x using a and a†; (3) Look at the hint of Problem ??.)

Exercise 13.7.11. Consider a system consising of two spin-1/2 particles.
The magnetic moments associated with the spins of the particles are
~µ1 = γ1~S1 and~µ2 = γ2~S2. The total magnetic moment of the system is
then~µ = ~µ1 +~µ2.

Assume that the system has a ground state, whose energy E0 is inde-
pendent of the quantum numbers related to the spins of the particles.
Calculate the corrections to this energy in first order of the perturbation
theory, if the interaction that is causing the perturbation is

(a) A weak magnetic field ~B = B0~ez in the z-direction;

(b) A ”hyperfine” interaction between the spins of the particles, de-
scribed by the operator V = β~S1 · ~S2, where β is a constant.

Exercise 13.7.12. Consider the electron and the proton in the hydrogen
atom. The spin of the electron interacts with the magnetic field arising
from the magnetic moment of the proton in a way that is described by the
Hamiltonian

V =
µ0gpq2

e

8πmemp

3(~Se ·~er)(~Sp ·~er)− ~Se · ~Sp

r3 +
µ0gpq2

e

3memp
δ(3)(~r)~Se · ~Sp,

where gp = 5.586 is the g-factor of the proton. It can be shown that the
expected value of the first term in a spherically symmetric state is zero.
Thus show that the correction to the ground state energy of hydrogen due
to this interaction is given by

∆E =
µ0gpq2

e

3πmempa3
0
〈~Se · ~Sp〉 =

µ0gpq2
e h̄2

3πmempa3
0
×





1/4 (s = 1)

−3/4 (s = 0)

where a0 is the Bohr radius, and S is the total spin of the atom. Calculate a
numerical value for the difference in energy between the S = 1 and S = 0
states. Calculate also the wavelength of the radiation that is emitted when
the atom transitions from a S = 1 state to the S = 0 state.
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Exercise 13.7.13. The Kramers recursion relation. In this exercise you
are invited to derive a useful recursion relation, known as the Kramers
relation, which relates expected values of different powers of r in eigen-
states of hydrogen to each other.

(a) Show that 〈rs〉n` can be written as

〈rs〉n` =
∫

dr rsu2
n`.

(b) Show that the radial equation for un` can be put into the form

d2un`
dr2 =

(
1

n2a2
0
− 2

a0r
+

`(`+ 1)
r2

)
un`.

From this, show that
∫

dr rsuu′′ =
1

n2a2
0
〈rs〉n` −

2
a0
〈rs−1〉n` + `(`+ 1)〈rs−2〉n`.

(c) By a partial integration, show that
∫

dr rsuu′′ = −
∫

dr rsu′u′ − s
∫

dr rs−1uu′.

and ∫
dr rsu′u′ = − 2

s + 1

∫
dr rs+1u′u′′,

∫
dr rs−1uu′ = − s− 1

2
〈rs−2〉.

Use these results and the radial equation to show that
∫

dr rsuu′′ = − 1
n2a2

0
〈rs〉+ 2s

(s + 1)a0
〈rs−1〉+

(
s(s− 1)

2
− `(`+ 1)

s− 1
s + 1

)
〈rs−2〉.

(d) Putting together the results from parts (b) and (c), deduce Kramers’
relation, namely

s + 1
n2 〈r

s〉n` − (2s + 1)a0〈rs−1〉n` +
s
4

(
(2`+ 1)2 − s2

)
a2

0〈rs−2〉n` = 0.
(13.7.2)



14
Other approximation methods

14.1 The variational method

The variational method is a simple method for estimating the ground-
state energy of any system. It is based on the following observation. Let
|ψ〉 be any state, not necessarily normalized, and consider a Hamiltonian
H with eigenstates |n〉. We then have

〈ψ|H|ψ〉 = ∑
n
〈ψ|n〉〈n|H|ψ〉 = ∑

n
En〈ψ|n〉〈n|ψ〉. (14.1.1)

Let E0 be the ground state energy, so that En ≥ E0 for all n. Then

〈ψ|H|ψ〉 ≥ E0 ∑
n
〈ψ|n〉〈n|ψ〉 = E0〈ψ|ψ〉. (14.1.2)

This leads to the upper bound

E0 ≤
〈ψ|H|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 (14.1.3)

for the ground state energy.
The way to use this result in practice is to invent a family of states |ψµ〉,

which depend on a parameter µ, and which have the general properties
one would expect a ground state to have. Then, calculating

E(µ) ≡ 〈ψµ|H|ψµ〉
〈ψµ|ψµ〉

, (14.1.4)

and minimizing with respect to µ, one finds an upper bound for the
ground state energy. The quality of the estimate naturally depends on
the quality of the trial functions |ψµ〉, but in practice E(µ) is not very
sensitive to the choice of the |ψµ〉, and it is often possible to get a good
estimate of E0 using any kind of reasonable functions |ψµ〉.

Let us, as an example, consider the potential V(x) = λx4. The func-
tion

ψµ(x) = e−µx2 (14.1.5)
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seems like a reasonable trial function, since it has many properties the
ground state wave function of V(x) should have: it is centered at x = 0, it
has a definite parity, and it does not have any nodes, which generally lead
to an increase in the energy.

Step-by-step solution

• For this function, we find

〈ψµ|ψµ〉 =
∫

dx e−2µx2
=

√
π

2µ
, (14.1.6)

and

〈ψµ|H|ψµ〉 =
∫

dx e−µx2

(
− h̄2

2m
d2

dx2 + λx4

)
e−µx2

. (14.1.7)

• For the second integral we immediately have
∫

dx λx4e−µx2
= λ

3
4

√
π

(2µ)5 =
3λ

16µ2

√
π

2µ
. (14.1.8)

In the second integral it is convenient to first integrate by parts to get

− h̄2

2m

∫
dx e−µx2 d2

dx2 e−µx2

=
h̄2

2m

∫
dx

d
dx

e−µx2 d
dx

e−µx2

=
h̄2

2m

∫
dx 4µ2x2e−2µx2

=
h̄2

2m
4µ2 1

2

√
π

(2µ)3 =
h̄2µ

2m

√
π

2µ
. (14.1.9)

• We therefore find
E(µ) =

h̄2µ

2m
+

3λ

16µ2 . (14.1.10)

Now you can easily show that the minimum of this E(µ) occurs at

µ =

(
3mλ

4h̄2

)1/3

, (14.1.11)

Putting this value of µ back into Eq. (14.1.10), you will find

E0 ≤
3
8

(
6h̄4λ

m2

)1/3

. (14.1.12)

Integrals like the ones in the example
come up very often in physics. To cal-
culate them, it is useful to remember by
heart that

∫
dx e−αx2

=

√
π

α
. (14.1.13)

All the integrals of the form
∫

dx x2ne−αx2

can be derived from this by repeatedly
differentiating both sides with respect to
α:
∫

dx x2e−αx2
=

1
2

√
π

α3 ,

∫
dx x4e−αx2

=
3
4

√
π

α5 , etc.

Unfortunately there is not any way to immediately tell how good this
estimate is. If we were interested in finding out, we could try to find a
better upper bound by repeating the calculation many times, using dif-
ferent kinds of trial functions ψµ(x), or functions depending onmore
than one parameter. If we kept doing that until we would find that we
cannot significantly improve the bound, then we could be reasonably
confident that the bound is very close to the true ground state energy.
For the problem at hand, numerical calculations show that the ground
state energy is E0 = 0.668 × (h̄4λ/m2)1/3, while Eq. (14.1.12) gives
E0 ≤ 0.681× (h̄4λ/m2)1/3, so we actually happened to get a very good
estimate in this problem.

As a further example, we try to estimate the ground state energy of
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helium by the variational method.
Problem 14.1.1. Use the trial function
ψµ(x) = e−µx2 to estimate the ground
state energy of the harmonic oscillator.

Problem 14.1.2. Do the same
for the delta function potential
V(x) = −αV0δ(x).

Problem 14.1.3. Do the same for the
hydrogen atom, using ψµ(r) = e−µr2 .
Since ψµ does not depend on the angles,
the relevant part of the Hamiltonian is

H = − h̄2

2me

1
r2

d
dr

(
r2 d

dr

)
− e2

r
.

(14.1.14)
You should find E0 ≤ (8/3π) ×
(−mee4/2h̄2).

Step-by-step solution

Actually, let us consider the slightly more general problem of two electrons in the
field of a nucleus with Z protons. The Hamiltonian then is

H =
P2

1
2me

+
P2

2
2me
− Ze2

r1
− Ze2

r2
+

e2

r12
. (14.1.15)

If we ignore the last term, which describes the interaction between the electrons,
the problem can be solved exactly, and the ground state wave function is a product
of two hydrogen-like wave functions,

ψ0(r1, r2) = ψ100(r1)ψ100(r2), where ψ100(r) =

√
Z3

πa3
0

e−Zr/a0 . (14.1.16)

The result of the interaction between the electrons is that the nuclear charge
”seen” by each electron is partially screened by the other electron. This suggests
taking Z as the variational parameter, with the hope that we can account for the
screening by adjusting Z to some value Z∗ smaller than the number of protons in
the nucleus.
• Let us therefore take the trial function

ψZ∗ (r1, r2) =
Z∗3

πa3
0

e−Z∗(r1+r2)/a0 . (14.1.17)

• Now the trial function is already normalized, and so we have

E(Z∗) =
∫

d3r1 d3r2 ψZ∗

[
− h̄2

2me

(
∇2

1 +∇2
2

)
− Ze2

r1
− Ze2

r2
+

e2

r12

]
ψZ∗ .

(14.1.18)
The first four terms of the integral are straightforward to calculate. The integral
that contains the 1/r12 has been calculated in section 13.3.3. As a result, we
find

E(Z∗) = −mee4

h̄2

(
2ZZ∗ − Z∗2 − 5

8
Z∗
)

. (14.1.19)

• This has a minimum at Z∗ = Z− 5/16, and so we have

E0 ≤ −
mee4

h̄2

(
Z− 5

16

)2

. (14.1.20)

For helium, this gives an upper bound of−77.5 eV. Recall that the experimentally
measured value is−78.6 eV and that by using perturbation theory we found the
value−74.8 eV.

In principle, it is possible to use the variational method to estimate
the energy of an excited state as well. To find a lower bound for the n-
th excited state, one has to choose the trial functions so that they are
orthogonal to the ground state and the first n− 1 excited states. If |φµ〉 is
a family of such trial functions, the inequality

En ≤
〈φµ|H|φµ〉
〈φµ|φµ〉

(14.1.21)

then holds.
Now, before moving on, let us expose somemathematical terminology

typically appearing in the context of variational calculations. The object

E(ψ) =
〈ψ|H|ψ〉
〈ψ|ψ〉 (14.1.22)
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is what is called a functional. Just as a function is something that takes
a number and gives out a number, a functional is something that takes
a function and produces a number. Thus, E(ψ) is a functional, because
given a function ψ, it produces the number given by the matrix element
on the right. Another example of a functional is F(ψ) =

∫ 1
0 ψ(x) dx.

Given any functional, like E(ψ), the derivative of the functional is
defined in the following way. You make a small shift δψ in the function,
and calculate the value of the functional, expanding in powers of δψ. The
derivative of the functional is the coefficient of δψ in the result. (Note
that it is also possible to define the derivative of an ordinary function in a
completely similar way.)

We find an interesting thing when we calculate the derivative of the
functional E(ψ) at a state |ψn〉 that is one of the eigenstates of H. To
calculate the derivative, according to the above rule, we must evaluate
E(ψ) using the state

|ψ〉 = |ψn〉+ |δψ〉, (14.1.23)

where |δψ〉 is small. We can also assume that |δψ〉 is orthogonal to |ψ〉,
because if it is not, we can take out the piece that is parallel to |ψ〉, and
absorb it to |ψ〉, and then what is left of |δψ〉 will be orthogonal to |ψ〉.
Calculating E(ψ) with this state, we have

E(ψ) =
(〈ψn|+ 〈δψ|)H(|ψn〉+ |δψ〉)
(|ψn〉+ |δψ〉)(|ψn〉+ |δψ〉)

=
E0 + 〈δψ|H|δψ〉

1 + 〈δψ|δψ〉
= (E0 + 〈δψ|H|δψ〉)(1− 〈δψ|δψ〉) +O(δψ4)

= E0 + 〈δψ|H|δψ〉 − E0〈δψ|δψ〉+O(δψ4). (14.1.24)

The rule for calculating the derivative instructs us to look for the piece
linear in δψ, but we find there is no such piece. So, we have shown that
the derivative of the functional E(ψ) vanishes whenever |ψ〉 is one of the
eigenstates of H. We have therefore found an alternative, rather interest-
ing way to characterize the eigenstates of H – they are the points in the
Hilbert space of states where the derivative of the energy functional E(ψ)
is zero. The eigenstates ofH are in fact the local minima of E(ψ), and the
ground state is the global minimum.

14.2 The WKB approximation

TheWKB approximation, named after Wentzel, Kramers and Brillouin,
who all introduced it to quantummechanics independently of each other
in 1926, is related to the situation where the de Broglie wavelength of a
particle is small compared to the relevant length scale of the problem.
The particle then behaves ”almost classically”. Since quantummechanics
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is expected to reduce to classical mechanics in the limit h̄ → 0, we expect
h̄ to be a suitable expansion parameter in this case.

Let us consider a single particle in one dimension, and write

ψ(x) = eiσ(x)/h̄. (14.2.1)

The Schrödinger equation

− h̄2

2m
d2ψ

dx2 + (V(x)− E)ψ = 0 (14.2.2)

then becomes

−
(

σ′

h̄

)2

+
iσ′′

h̄
+

2m(V(x)− E)
h̄2 = 0. (14.2.3)

We will look for σ(x) using a power series in h̄:

σ = σ0 + h̄σ1 + h̄2σ2 + . . . (14.2.4)

Putting this into the equation for σ, and collecting terms of the same
order in h̄, we have

1
h̄2

(
−(σ′0)2 + p(x)2

)
+

1
h̄

(
iσ′′0 − 2σ′0σ′1

)
+ · · · = 0, (14.2.5)

where
p(x) =

√
2m(V(x)− E). (14.2.6)

In the first approximation, we keep only the first term, and find

dσ0

dx
= ±p(x) so σ0(x) = ±

∫
p(x) dx. (14.2.7)

In this approximation, the wave function is

ψ(x) = ψ(x0) exp
(
± i

h̄

∫ x

x0

p(x) dx
)

. (14.2.8)

In the second approximation, we keep the first two terms, and find from
the second term iσ′′0 − 2σ′0σ′1 = 0, or

σ′1 =
i
2

σ′′0
σ′0

=
i
2
(ln σ′0)

′ (14.2.9)

Therefore,

σ1(x) =
i
2

ln σ′0(x) + c = i ln
√

p(x) + c. (14.2.10)

In this approximation, the wave function is

ψ(x) = ψ(x0)

√
p(x0)

p(x)
exp

(
± i

h̄

∫ x

x0

p(x) dx
)

. (14.2.11)
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The probability density arising from this wave function is proportional to
1/p(x). Therefore, the particle indeed behaves like a classical particle, at
least in this respect, since classically the time a particle spends at a given
region is inversely proportional to the velocity in that region.

Let us then investigate when the approximation we have made is a
reasonable one. In order for the approximation to be consistent, the
terms we neglected in the first approximation must be small compared
to the terms we kept. It follows that the condition for the validity of the
approximation is ∣∣∣∣

σ′′0
h̄

∣∣∣∣�
∣∣∣∣
σ′0
h̄

∣∣∣∣
2

. (14.2.12)

Since σ′′0 /(σ′0)
2 = (1/σ0)

′ and σ0 = p(x), the condition can be written as
∣∣∣∣
d(h̄/p(x))

dx

∣∣∣∣ =
1

2π

∣∣∣∣
dλ(x)

dx

∣∣∣∣� 1. (14.2.13)

Therefore, the appproximation is valid if the de Broglie wavelength λ(x)
is a slowly varying function of x.

The first order approximation to the wave function can also be written
down without calculating anything, by the following argument. If the
potential is constant, the wave function is just ψ(x) ∼ e±iph/h̄, where
p =

√
2m(E−V). If the potential is not constant, but the de Broglie

wavelength of the particle is small enough, then the potential varies only
very slowly, even over a distance of many wavelenghts. Therefore, in a
region which contains many wavelengths but in which the potential is
nearly constant, we expect the wave function to still behave like a plane
wave, but with the value of the wavelength depending on the position as

λ(x) =
h

p(x)
=

2πh̄√
2m(E−V(x))

. (14.2.14)

When we go from x0 to x, the phase of the wave function changes by∫ x
x0
(λ/2π) dx, and therefore we have

ψ(x) = ψ(x0) exp
(
± i

h̄

∫ x

x0

p(x) dx
)

, (14.2.15)

in agreement with Eq. (14.2.8).
Remark 14.2.1. Note that it makes sense
to speak of a wavelength depending on
position only if the wavelength varies with
position so slowly that it is nearly constant
over a distance of many wavelengths. This
is because several periods of the wave
must be observed in order to measure
the wavelength. Thus physical arguments
lead us to the same condition for the
validity of the approximation that we
derived above using mathematics.

One of the practical uses of the WKB approximation is to approx-
imately solve for the bound states of a potential V(x) that cannot be
solved analytically. Consider a particle in a potential V(x), in such a way
that classically the particle would be confined between the points x1 and
x2, but quantummechanically has some amplitude to be elsewhere as
well. On grounds of what we have found above, we would write for the
wave function between the points x1 and x2

ψ(x) ∼ 1√
p(x)

cos
(

1
h̄

∫
p(x) dx

)
. (14.2.16)
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Similarly, outside of the interval from x1 to x2, we would write

ψ(x) ∼ 1√
2m(V(x)− E)

exp
(
−1

h̄

∫ √
2m(V(x)− E) dx

)
. (14.2.17)

However, a problem arises near x1 and x2, since there p(x) → 0, and
consequently λ(x) → ∞, so the WKB approximation is not applica-
ble, because it becomes impossible for V(x) to not change much over a
distance of many wavelengths.

The way around this problem is to use the WKB wave functions only
when we are not too close to x1 or x2. Near x1 or x2, we find the wave
function by solving the Schrödinger equation, approximating V(x) with
a linear function. That is, near x1 we would write V(x) ' V(x1) +

V′(x1)(x − x1), and similarly for x2. We do not go into this analysis in
any more detail, but we will write down the result, because it is somewhat
interesting. It turns out that near x1, the wave function is

ψ(x) =
A√
p(x)

cos
(

1
h̄

∫ x

x1

p(x) dx− π

4

)
, (14.2.18)

while near x2

ψ(x) =
B√
p(x)

cos
(

1
h̄

∫ x

x2

p(x) dx +
π

4

)
. (14.2.19)

These two wave functions must be made to agree with each other in the
region between x1 and x2. We must therefore require that A = B, and
that the difference in the arguments of the cosines be an integer multiple
of π. It follows that

∫ x2

x1

p(x) dx = (n + 1
2 )πh̄. (14.2.20)

This condition states that the energy is quantized, because the integral
on the left is a function of the energy, and an approximation to the energy
levels can be calculated from it.

Problem 14.2.1. Use Eq. (14.2.20) to
approximately calculate the energy
levels of a particle in a linear potential
V(x) = a|x|. (Answer: E = (3πh̄a(n +
1
2 )/4

√
2m)2/3.)

14.2.1 Tunneling problems

TheWKB approximation is also useful in problems related to tunneling.
Consider a particle inside a potential that looks something like the one in
Fig. 14.1.

Figure 14.1: A schematic tunneling
potential.

If a particle is confined inside the well, but has energy E > 0, there
is some probability that the particle will escape from the well. By the
WKB approximation, the wave function ψ(xT) at the point of tunneling
is related to the wave function ψ(x0) at the wall of the potential well
approximately by

ψ(xT) = ψ(x0) exp
(
−1

h̄

∫ xT

x0

dx
√

2m(V(x)− E)
)
≡ ψ(x0)e−T .

(14.2.21)
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Now, consider the following rough argument, from which we find the
average time it takes the particle to tunnel out of the well. Inside the well,
the particle has the velocity v = p/m =

√
2E/m. The width of the well

is x0, and so the particle collides against the outer wall v/2x0 times per
second. On each collision, there is a probability e−2T for tunneling, and
therefore

P =
v

2x0
e−2T =

1
x0

√
E

2m
e−2T (14.2.22)

is the probability of tunneling per unit time. The average escape time is
often called the lifetime of the bound state, and it is defined as

τ ≡ 1
P
= x0

√
2m
E

e2T . (14.2.23)

Consider now a practical application. If we put a piece of metal in a
strong electric field, electrons will begin to come out of the metal. Let us
assume, in good agreement with reality, that it takes a constant energy
W to remove an electron from the surface of the metal. So, without the
electric field, we can think of the electrons as being within a potential well
of depth W. When the electric field is turned on, the potential is changed
to V(x) = W − qe|~E|x, assuming the surface of the metal is at x = 0. The
tunneling point is at x = W/qe|~E|, and so the ”tunneling coefficient” is

T =
1
h̄

∫ W/qe |~E|

0
dx
√

2m(W − qe|~E|x) =
2
√

2mW3/2

3h̄qe|~E|
. (14.2.24)

The number of emitted electrons is then proportional to

exp
(
−4
√

2mW3/2

3h̄qe|~E|

)
. (14.2.25)

It increases very strongly with increasing strength of the electric field.

14.2.2 Alpha decay

Let us then do another, perhaps more impressive example. Many nuclei
can decay by themselves to lighter nuclei by emitting an alpha particle
(i.e. a helium nucleus). The half-lives of nuclei that undergo alpha decay
vary dramatically, from less than 10−7 seconds to more than to 109 years,
and we would like to show that we can understand this, or at least that we
can make it come out of our equations.

Consider the following simple (but very succesful) model for alpha de-
cay that was invented by Gamow in 1928. In Gamow’s model, no potential
acts on the alpha particle inside the nucleus, and outside of the nucleus
the potential is just the Coulomb potential of the nucleus. An alpha parti-
cle of energy E > 0 has some probability of tunneling out of the nucleus,
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and when it does, the nucleus has alpha decayed. To find the tunneling
probability, we must calculate the ”tunneling factor”

T =
1
h̄

∫ RT

R0

√
2m(V(r)− E) dr, (14.2.26)

where
V(r) =

2Ze2

r
, (14.2.27)

Z is the number of protons in the nucleus after the decay, and the tun-
neling radius RT is related to the energy by E = V(RT) = 2Ze2/RT . We
then have

T =
1
h̄

√
4mZe2

RT

∫ RT

R0

√
RT
r
− 1 dr

=

√
4mZe2RT

h̄

(
cos−1

√
R0

RT
−
√

R0

RT
− R2

0
R2

T

)
. (14.2.28)

Now note that R0/RT = E/E0, where E0 is the energy the alpha particle
would need to escape the nucleus without tunneling. If we assume that
E� E0, we have R0/RT � 1, and

cos−1

√
R0

RT
' π

2
−
√

R0

RT
. (14.2.29)

So the tunneling factor finally becomes

T =

√
4mZe2RT

h̄

(
π

2
− 2

√
R0

RT

)
=

√
4mZe2R0

h̄

(
π

2

√
E0

E
− 2

)
.

(14.2.30)
Eq. (14.2.23) then gives the lifetime of the nucleus as

τ = R0

√
2m
E

e2T . (14.2.31)

The half-life of the nucleus is related to the lifetime by

T1/2 = τ ln 2. (14.2.32)

(The number of nucleons depends on time as N(t) = N0e−t/τ , and it is
easy to see that the solution to N(t) = N0/2 is t = τ ln 2.)

In order to compare with experiment, we will now calculate some
numerical values. For some reason, nuclear physicists seem to work with
the logarithm of the half-life, so let us do the same. Taking the logarithm
of Eq. (14.2.32), we find

log
(

T1/2

yr

)
= log

(
R0
√

2m/E
yr

)
+ log e2T + log(ln 2)

= log

(
R0
√

2m/E
yr

)
+ log e× 2

√
4mZe2R0

h̄

(
π

2

√
E0

E
− 2

)
+ log(ln 2),(14.2.33)
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where log stands for the base 10 logarithm.
Now, the most important dependence on the energy and the proton

number Z is in the middle term. The first term varies with E and Z only
logarithmically, and we will therefore approximate it with a constant.
Using the empirical formula1 1 I find this from the ”standard” empirical

formula R0 = A1/3 × 1.25 fm by setting
A = 2.5Z, since most of the nuclei
that undergo alpha decay seem to have
roughly 1.5 times as many neutrons as
protons.

R0 = Z1/3 × 1.7 fm (14.2.34)

for the radius of a nucleus, and using some typical values like Z = 80,
E = 5 MeV, we find

R0

√
2m
E

= 9.5× 10−22 sec = 3.0× 10−29 yr, (14.2.35)

and so

log

(
R0
√

2m/E
yr

)
= −28.5. (14.2.36)

To evaluate the middle term, we calculate
√

4mZe2R0

h̄
= 0.97Z2/3, and E0 =

2Ze2

R0
= 1.70Z2/3 MeV.

(14.2.37)
Putting this into Eq. (14.2.33), we find

log10

(
T1/2

yr

)
= −

(
28.7 + 1.69Z2/3)+ 1.72

Z√
E/MeV

. (14.2.38)

In fact, our simple calculation seems to be in very good agreement with
experiment, since a fit to experimental data gives the relationship

log10

(
T1/2

yr

)
= −

(
28.9 + 1.60Z2/3)+ 1.61

Z√
E/MeV

(14.2.39)

for the half-life. However, the agreement is really not that good – the log-
arithmmakes it seemmuch better than it actually is. In most cases, the
formula that came from our simple calculation cannot even correctly
predict the order of magnitude of the half-life. On the other hand, I’m not
sure whether we have any right to expect a better result from a simple
calculation like this. At least the result is qualitatively correct in predicting
that there are enormous differences between the half-lives of the nuclei
that undergo alpha decay, and even this is by no means a trivial achieve-
ment.

14.3 Exercises

Exercise 14.3.1. Use the variational method to estimate the ground state
energy of the one-dimensional particle in a box (i.e. an infinitely deep
potential well) with walls at x = ±L. Use the following trial functions and
compare with the exact result E0 = π2h̄2/8mL2 in each case.
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(a) The function
ψ(x) = (x− L)(x + L).

(There is no variational parameter in this function – you will just find
some value for the upper bound.)

(b) Any function you can invent that is twice differentiable, vanishes at
x = ±L, and contains some variational parameter.

(c) If you feel like doing a tedious calculation, try the function

ψa(x) = (L2 − x2)(1 + ax2).

You should find that the upper bound differs from the exact result by
less than 0.002 %.

Exercise 14.3.2. Inventing your own trial function, make a variational
calculation to estimate the ground state energy of the Yukawa potential

V(r) = − e2

r
e−µr.





15
Epilogue: Quantum philosophy

We are now done with telling you how quantummechanics is used to
make calculations and derive predictions about physical phenomena.
The picture we have been trying to paint is one of an extremely successful
and powerful physical theory, which is able to correctly and accurately
describe a great number of different physical situations. The derivation
of the energy levels of hydrogen is one of its early triumphs, and since
then its predictions have been borne out in nearly uncountable numbers
of experiments. To this day no experiment has ever been performed
whose result would have been in conflict with the prediction of quantum
mechanics.

On the other hand, we have deliberately dismissed questions related to
what the postulates mean, or what do they really tell us about the phys-
ical reality of the world. To give a satisfactory answer to such questions
has turned out to be horrifyingly difficult, and in fact no universally ac-
cepted answers exist, in spite of the great amount of thought put by many
people into these so-called interpretational or foundational questions.
For this reason we have chosen not to pay any attention to them so far.
Nevertheless, we feel that it would be inappropriate to conclude our
course while leaving these questions completely untouched, and so this
final chapter is devoted to a brief discussion of some of these matters.

We would like to point out that despite of the things which we are
going to say in this chapter – which will serve to show that the conceptual
foundations of quantummechanics are not as solid as many people
would probably prefer them to be – the picture of quantummechanics as
a spectacularly succesful physical theory still stands. In other words, for a
practical physicist, who is using quantummechanics to calculate nuclear
decay rates or other such things, it is a perfectly reasonable point of view
that the interpretational questions are completely irrelevant, and to give
any serious thought to them would be an unnecessary waste of mental
energy. Therefore, if you find yourself not entertained by the discussions
contained in this chapter, you can at least find consolation from the fact
that there is a large number of physicists who agree with you.
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15.1 The measurement

The postulates of quantummechanics – at least in any one of their stan-
dard formulations, like the one we have given in Chapter 3 – have the
remarkable feature that they contain two contradictory statements. Pos-
tulate 4 specifies that the state vector of a system changes with time in
a deterministic way according to the Schrödinger equation. Postulate 3,
on the other hand, states that when a measurement is performed on the
system, the state vector changes completely abruptly and unpredictably
from whatever it was before the measurement to the eigenstate corre-
sponding to the result found in the measurement.

The process of measurement therefore seems to occupy a position
of fundamental importance in quantummechanics. After all, a mea-
surement event is so powerful that it is able to override one of the other
fundamental postulates, namely deterministic time evolution given by
the Schrödinger equation. Most of the questions related to the concep-
tual foundations of quantummechanics are in fact connected to the idea
of a measurement in some way. For example,

• What constitutes a measurement? In other words, who should and
who should not be considered as an ”observer” capable of performing
”measurements”?

• What exactly is the collapse of the state vector? How does it happen –
or does it happen at all?

• Whenmeasurements are made on a quantum system, there is an in-
herent randomness in the results. Is this randomness a fundamental
property of Nature, or merely a reflection of our incomplete under-
standing of the situation?

• etc.

15.1.1 The collapse of the state vector

Even though the measurement has such a great importance in quantum
mechanics, the formalism of quantummechanics has surprisingly little
to say about questions such as what a measurement is, or who has the
power of making a measurement. The idea of a measurement is not con-
tained in the formalism, at least not in any obvious way, and it appears
that the only way to tell whether a measurement is being made in a given
situation is by an accurate intuition developed through experience from
working with quantummechanics.

A single particle is apparently not a powerful enough ”observer” that
would be capable of making measurements, since the proton in the
hydrogen atom does not seem to have the ability to collapse the state
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vector of the electron. But is a very complicated molecule an observer
that could performmeasurements? Is a bacterium an observer? Is a
cat an observer? – a question once famously raised by Schrödinger. Is
a particle detector built out of electronic components an observer? Is a
physicist an observer?

The picture which emerges from asking such questions is not a partic-
ularly satisfying one. It appears that there are in the world two different
kinds of objects – quantum systems, which obey the laws of quantum
mechanics, and macroscopic ”measuring devices”, which operate accord-
ing to the laws of classical physics. When a quantum system interacts
with a measuring device, the result is that the measuring device collapses
the state vector of the quantum system, forcing it into an eigenstate of the
observable that is being measured.

But from a picture like this a number of questions immediately arise.
Where exactly is the boundary between quantum-mechanical systems
and classical measuring devices located? (See Fig. 15.1.) In light of what
has been said above, the answer seems to be far from trivial, and within
the standard framework of quantummechanics, there is not any immedi-
ately obvious way of answering this question. An interaction between an
electron and a proton does not appear to constitute a measurement, but
an interaction between an electron and an appropriately designed par-
ticle detector – which is nothing but an enormous collection of protons,
neutrons and electrons – does. But if this is so, then why should the de-
tector be considered a classical object and not a quantum system, since
it just consists of a great number of particles, each of which individually
should definitely be described with quantummechanics?

(Picture from Zurek’s Physics Today article.)

Figure 15.1: The border between the
classical world and the quantum world.

15.1.2 An experiment

Considerations along these lines have lead some people to propose that
the collapse of the state vector is not a fundamental phenomenon of
Nature, but only a convenient simplification that is useful in practical
calculations. In other words, they are saying that even a macroscopic
measuring device is a quantum-mechanical system, which should be
described with a state vector, and also in other ways obeys the rules of
quantummechanics. The hope is that the collapse of the state vector
– which supposedly happens when the measuring device and the ob-
served system interact – could be derived as a consequence of the way in
which the combined state vector of the system and the measuring device
evolves in time according to the Schrödinger equation.

Let us illustrate this idea with an example. In Fig. 15.2 there is shown
a so-called Stern–Gerlach apparatus. A beam of electrons comes in from
the left, and in the middle there are magnets which cause a magnetic field
in the vertical direction. The electron interacts with the magnetic field
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through its spin, and the interaction energy is proportional to−~S · ~B.
Hence, if the magnetic field is pointing up, a spin-up electron feels a force
in the upwards direction, and a spin-down electron feels a force in the
downwards direction. If the magnetic field is pointing down, the forces
naturally are reversed.

(Picture from Zurek’s Physics Today article.)

Figure 15.2: A Stern–Gerlach experiment.

With the magnets arranged as in Fig. 15.2, the first magnet will split
the beam of electrons into two beams. All electrons in the upper beam
have spin up in the z-direction, and all the electrons in the lower beam
have spin down in the z-direction. The secondmagnet, with a reversed
magnetic field, deflects the two beams in the opposite directions, and the
final magnet combines them back together into a single beam. The net
result is that from the right there emerges a beam which is completely
identical to the beam that went in from the left. If only a single electron
is put through the device, then the spin state of the electron as it exits the
device will be the same as the spin state of the electron as it went in.

We would now like to consider a modified version of the experiment,
in which a measuring device is placed inside the Stern–Gerlach machine,
between the middle magnet and the right magnet. A single electron is put
in at a time, and the measuring device is able to measure the spin of the
electron in the z-direction.

Let us think about what we would expect to happen in various special
cases, reasoning from the standard ideas of quantummechanics. Sup-
pose first that we put in an electron which has spin up along the z-axis.
The electron will go along the upper path, the measuring device will reg-
ister the result ”up” – without changing the state of the electron, since the
electron is in an eigenstate to begin with – and the electron comes out
from the right having spin up.

Assume then that we send in an electron which has spin up along the
x-axis. The state vector of the electron will then be

|→〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑〉+ |↓〉

)
. (15.1.1)

If we had nomeasuring device inside the Stern–Gerlach apparatus, the
electron’s state vector would be |→〉 also after it has exited the apparatus,
and a measurement of the spin in the x-direction would give the result
”up” with certainty. But the measuring device measures the z-component
of the electron’s spin, thereby forcing the electron into an eigenstate of
spin in the z-direction. A measurement of spin in the x-direction after the
electron has emerged from the apparatus could then give either of the
results ”up” or ”down”, with a probability of 1/2 for each.

Problem 15.1.1. Check Eq. (15.1.1),
recalling that the relevant spin matrices
are given by

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
, σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
.

(15.1.2)

Our goal now is to see whether it is possible to reproduce the above re-
sults by treating the measuring device as a quantum-mechanical system,
describable with a state vector, and merely allowing the combined state
vector of the electron-plus-measuring-device system to evolve in time
according to the Schrödinger equation.
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Let us first be completely general, and assume that the electron’s state
as it goes into the apparatus is

|e〉 = α|↑〉+ β|↓〉, (15.1.3)

with |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The measuring device is initially in some state |M0〉.
This state can be expanded in the energy eigenstates of the device as

|M0〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn|En〉, (15.1.4)

where in the state |En〉 the device has a definite energy En, and the coef-
ficients satisfy ∑n |cn|2 = 1. Since the measuring device is a contraption
of macroscopic size, we would expect its Hilbert space of states to be
an enormously large space, and consequently the N above to be an ex-
tremely large number.

With the choices made above, the initial state of the electron-and-
measuring-device system is described by the state vector

|Ψ0〉 = |e〉 ⊗ |M0〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn

(
α|↑ En〉+ β|↓ En〉

)
. (15.1.5)

From general principles we then know that the state vector of the system
at time t is

|Ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|Ψ0〉 = e−iHt/h̄|Ψ0〉, (15.1.6)

where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system. This Hamiltonian is a
sum of three terms – the Hamiltonian of the electron by itself, the Hamil-
tonian of the measuring device by itself, and the Hamiltonian describing
the interaction between the two. For the purposes of the present argu-
ment we may ignore the first two pieces and concentrate on the interac-
tion Hamiltonian. We assume it to have the form

H =
N

∑
n=1

E(+)
n |En ↑〉〈En ↑|+ E(−)

n |En ↓〉〈En ↓|. (15.1.7)

Note that this is very general – we are only saying that the states |En ↑〉
and 〈En ↓| are eigenstates of H with some eigenvalues E(+)

n and E(−)
n :

H|↑ En〉 = E(+)
n |↑ En〉, H|↓ En〉 = E(−)

n |↓ En〉. (15.1.8)

The choice that the H is diagonal in the states |↑ En〉 and |↓ En〉, instead
of, say, |→ En〉 and |← En〉, is dictated by the requirement that the ob-
servable which is being measured (Sz) should be a constant of motion of
the interaction Hamiltonian. This is equivalent to requiring that H and
Sz commute. This requirement guarantees that if we put in an electron
which is already in an eigenstate of Sz – say, spin up – then the interaction
with the measuring device cannot put the electron into the spin-down
state.
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From Eqs. (15.1.5), (15.1.6) and (15.1.8), we now find that the state
vector at time t is

|Ψ(t)〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cn

(
αe−iE(+)

n |↑ En〉+ βe−iE(−)
n |↓ En〉

)
. (15.1.9)

We can now see what this general result will give for the two special cases
considered above, in which we already convinced ourselves with standard
quantum-mechanical reasoning as to what is going to happen. In the first
case, the initial state of the electron is

|e〉 = |↑〉, (15.1.10)

corresponding to α = 1 and β = 0. The state vector of the complete
system at time t then is

|Ψ(t)〉 =
N

∑
n=1

cne−iE(+)
n |↑ En〉. (15.1.11)

Wemay now ask for the probability that the electron is found spin up
along the z-axis at time t. This is equivalent to asking for the probability
that the electron is found spin up while the measuring device is found in
some energy eigenstate. In this way we can calculate the probability as

p(↑) =
N

∑
n=1

p(↑, En) =
N

∑
n=1
|〈↑ En|Ψ(t)〉|2 =

N

∑
n=1
|cn|2 = 1. (15.1.12)

Therefore, at least in this case, our new picture, in which also the mea-
suring device is treated quantum-mechanically, has reproduced what we
believe to be the correct result.

In the other case the electron is initially in the state

|e〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑〉+ |↓〉

)
. (15.1.13)

Hence at time t the whole system is in the state

|Ψ(t)〉 = 1√
2

N

∑
n=1

cn

(
e−iE(+)

n |↑ En〉+ e−iE(−)
n |↓ En〉

)
. (15.1.14)

The probability that the electron is observed spin up along the x-axis,
after it has interacted with the measuring device and emerged from the
Stern–Gerlach apparatus, is given by

p(→) =
N

∑
n=1

p(→, En) =
N

∑
n=1
|〈→ En|Ψ(t)〉|2. (15.1.15)

Noting that
〈→|↑〉 = 1√

2
, 〈→|↓〉 = 1√

2
, (15.1.16)
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we find

p(→) =
N

∑
n=1

∣∣∣∣
1
2

cn

(
e−iE(+)

n + e−iE(−)
n
)∣∣∣∣

2
, (15.1.17)

which simplifies to

p(→) =
N

∑
n=1
|cn|2 cos2

(
E(+)

n − E(−)
n
)
t

2h̄
. (15.1.18)

So it seems that we have failed, since the answer does not look anything
like 1/2.

However, it is possible to save our calculation, in the following way.
Consider what happens if we wait for a very long time before we check
whether the final electron has spin up or spin down along the x-axis.
Then the cosines in Eq. (15.1.18) can be treated as just a collection of
random numbers (having values between 0 and 1). They are not really
random – in principle they are calculable, but this would require com-
plete knowledge of the energy levels of the measuring device – but for all
practical purposes they behave like random numbers, since the deriva-
tion of the measuring device’s energy spectrum is clearly an impossible
task in practice. In this way we can convince ourselves that after a long
enough time, we can replace each of the cos2’s in Eq. (15.1.18) with its
average value of 1/2. We thus find

p(→)→ 1
2

N

∑
n=1
|cn|2 =

1
2

, (15.1.19)

which again is what we think the answer should be.
Now, the essential point in an analysis like this – though we cannot

prove it here in any way – is that the ”long enough time”, which was made
use of in the above argument, turns out to be not really a long time at all.
With a more sophisticated analysis it is possible to estimate the so-called
decoherence time – the time after which it is permissible to replace the
cosines with their average values. For a measuring device of macroscopic
size at room temperature, the decoherence time is an incredibly short
time, something like 10−25 sec, possibly even less. So in most practical
situations at least, an analysis such as the one wemade above, where the
measurement is described in quantum-mechanical terms as an interac-
tion between the measuring device and the observed system, seems to
reproduce the same results that would be obtained from amore conven-
tional application of the postulates.

Problem 15.1.2. One can also check
whether the above analysis gives the
correct answer for the case where the
measuring device is turned off, and
consequently no measurement is made
on the electron. In this case the measuring
device and the electron do not interact,
and so the interaction Hamiltonian is
zero. Convince yourself that in this case
we find p(→) = 1 for an electron that is
initially in the state |→〉.

15.1.3 There is no collapse of the state vector?

It should be noted that the analysis we have made above does not com-
pletely solve the ”problem of the collapse of the state vector”. We were
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consistently able to describe the measurement made on the electron in-
side the Stern–Gerlach machine as a quantum-mechanical interaction
between the electron and the measuring device, but in the end we had
to calculate the probability that the electron is found with spin in some
direction by applying the standard rule – sometimes called the Born rule
– that if a system in the state |ψ〉, then the probability of finding it in the
state |χ〉 when an appropriate measurement is made is |〈χ|ψ〉|2.

Presumably a more complicated series of measurements could also be
described in a similar way. The combined state vector of the system plus
all the measuring devices evolves from a given initial state into a final
state in a way determined by the Schrödinger equation. Knowing the final
state, we could then calculate probabilities for various outcomes using
the Born rule. It is as if after an experiment has been completed, a Great
Experimentalist will come in and read off the results, and it is at this point
that the collapse of the state vector happens.

We would like to finish this section with a speculative suggestion, dis-
cussed by Coleman in the lecture cited in the references, that there is no
such thing as the collapse of the state vector, and all that ever happens
is deterministic time evolution according to the Schrödinger equation.
In other words, it is not necessary to imagine that a Great Experimen-
talist must collapse the state vector after an experiment has been done.
Instead, the experimentalist, too, should be considered merely as one
extremely large quantum-mechanical measuring device, describable
with a state vector, and also otherwise operating according to the laws of
quantummechanics.

There is one major question that needs to be answered before this
proposition can be considered as a satisfactory resolution of the ”mea-
surement problem”. We will now work our way towards this question by
considering howmeasurements would be described in this new scheme.

Consider a very simple measurement, where we have an electron,
and a measuring device, which measures the electron’s spin in, say, the
z-direction. The measuring device has three states: a neutral state |M0〉,
a state |M+〉 where it indicates a result of ”spin up”, and a state |M−〉,
where it indicates a result of ”spin down”. (You can imagine that when
the device is in the state |M+〉 it flashes a green light, in the state |M−〉 it
flashes a red light, and in the state |M0〉 no light is flashing.)

Suppose we give the measuring device an electron in the state |↑〉. The
device is initially in the neutral state |M0〉, the electron interacts with
the device, the device registers the result ”up”, and the state of the whole
system evolves from |↑〉|M0〉 to |↑〉|M+〉. That is,

|Ψ0〉 = |↑〉|M0〉 → |Ψ(t)〉 = |↑〉|M↑〉. (15.1.20)

If we put in an electron in the state |↓〉, we have in a completely similar
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way
|Ψ0〉 = |↓〉|M0〉 → |Ψ(t)〉 = |↓〉|M↓〉. (15.1.21)

Let us then conside the case where the electron’s initial state is the super-
position

1√
2

(
|↑〉+ |↓〉

)
. (15.1.22)

This problem is not any more difficult, since the Schrödinger equation,
which we are assuming to govern the time evolution of the electron-and-
measuring-device system, is a linear equation for the state vector. On
grounds of Eqs. (15.1.20) and (15.1.21), we therefore find that

|Ψ0〉 =
1√
2

(
|↑〉|M0〉+ |↓〉|M0〉

)
→ |Ψ(t)〉 = 1√

2

(
|↑〉|M↑〉+ |↓〉|M↓〉

)
.

(15.1.23)
According to the conventional reading of quantummechanics, the Great
Experimentalist would now enter, and by seeing which light of the mea-
suring device is flashing, collapses the state vector either into |↑〉|M↑〉 or
|↓〉|M↓〉, each with a probability of 1/2.

But we would like to consider the consequences of saying that this
is not so, that the Great Experimentalist does not come in and collapse
the state vector; instead, the experimentalist should also be treated
quantum-mechanically, in the same way as we are treating the mea-
suring device above. Thus, if a spin-up electron is put into the measuring
device, the state vector of the electron-and-device-and-experimentalist
system evolves as

|↑〉|M0〉|E0〉 → |↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉. (15.1.24)

The only difference compared to the case considered above is that the
state vector of the experimentalist has been included, and it evolves
from some indeterminate initial state |E0〉 to a state |E↑〉, in which the
experimentalist has observed the result ”up”. Similarly, if a spin-down
electron is given to the device, we have

|↓〉|M0〉|E0〉 → |↑〉|M↓〉|E↓〉. (15.1.25)

And in the case where the initial state of the electron is the superposition
(15.1.22), the linearity of the Schrödinger equation immediately implies
that

1√
2

(
|↑〉|M0〉|E0〉+ |↓〉|M0〉|E0〉

)
→ 1√

2

(
|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉+ |↓〉|M↓〉|E↓〉

)
.

(15.1.26)
At this point any reasonable person would probably raise the question

of what does the state vector in the right of Eq. (15.1.26) mean. Appar-
ently in the state

1√
2

(
|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉+ |↓〉|M↓〉|E↓〉

)
(15.1.27)
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the experimentalist is not in any single state like |E↑〉 or |E↓〉, but is in
some kind of a superposition or an entangled combination of the states
|E↑〉 and |E↓〉. But is it possible that a living person could be in a superpo-
sition of states? After all, it is a matter of experience that when a physicist
makes an experiment and reads off the result, he will always feel that he
has observed only a single, definite outcome. So the question is, how – if
at all – can the state (15.1.27) be consistent with our everyday experience?

To this question we offer the answer given by Coleman in his lecture.
Suppose we introduce a ”definiteness operator” D, which operates in
the Hilbert space of the experimentalist, and which we define as follows.
Operating on a state where the experimentalist feels that he has observed
a definite outcome, D just gives back the state, and operating on a state
where the experimentalist does not feel that he has observed a definite
outcome, D gives zero. In other words, states where the experimentalist
feels that he has or has not observed a definite outcome are eigenstates of
D with eigenvalues+1 and 0, respectively.

In the measurement described by Eq. (15.1.20), we would expect that
the experimentalist has observed a definite outcome (”up”) in the final
state; thus,

D|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉 = |↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉. (15.1.28)

Similarly, in the measurement of Eq. (15.1.21), the experimentalist pre-
sumably has observed the definite result ”down” in the final state, and
hence

D|↑〉|M↓〉|E↓〉 = |↑〉|M↓〉|E↓〉. (15.1.29)

But using these two results, we have for the state (15.1.27)

D
1√
2

(
|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉+ |↓〉|M↓〉|E↓〉

)

=
1√
2

(
D|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉+ D|↓〉|M↓〉|E↓〉

)

=
1√
2

(
|↑〉|M↑〉|E↑〉+ |↓〉|M↓〉|E↓〉

)
. (15.1.30)

Thus, the superposition state (15.1.27) is an eigenstate of D with eigen-
value+1. In other words, the superposition is also a state in which the
experimentalist feels that he has observed a definite outcome!

In the lecture Coleman told a story about the great philosopher Ludwig
Wittgenstein. Wittgenstein was pondering the question of why in the old
times people were so certain that the Sun is going around the Earth. His
partner in conversation answered, ”Well, clearly because it looks as if the
Sun is going aroung the Earth.” On this Wittgenstein thought for a while,
and then said, ”But what would it have looked like if it was the other way
around?”

Therefore, Coleman asked the audience of his lecture to consider, and
I am now asking you to consider, what it would look like if it ”were the
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other way around” – that is, what it would look like if there were no col-
lapse of the state vector, and everything that happened is deterministic
time evolution by the Schrödinger equation. At least Coleman seemed to
be very convinced that it would look exactly the same.

15.2 Non-locality and hidden variables

15.2.1 The EPR ”paradox”

The picture given by quantummechanics of the physical world can be
rather disturbing, particularly for a person who is highly educated in the
ideas of classical physics. One of the earliest people to emphasize this
were Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen, who in 1935 presented a thought
experiment with the intention of showing that quantummechanics
is incomplete as a physical theory. The original argument of Einstein,
Podolsky and Rosen was rather complicated, and we will consider a
simplified version invented later by Bohm.

We want to imagine an experiment where two spin-1/2 particles in a
state of zero total angular momentum, and fly off into opposite directions
with equal speeds. (In principle, a suitable process would be provided by
a decay of the neutral pion, π0 → e− + e+. The pion has zero spin, and
so if it decays from rest, the electron and the positron will be produced in
a state of zero angular momentum.) In the directions where the particles
are going, there are stationed two experimentalists – call them Alice and
Bob – whomay measure the component of their particle’s spin along any
direction of their choice; see Fig. 15.3.

(Picture fromWikipedia.)

Figure 15.3: Bohm’s version of the EPR
experiment.

Suppose now that both Alice and Bob choose to measure the spin
component along a common z-axis. When the experiment is repeated
many times, Alice and Bob both observe a sequence of seemingly random
results of either+h̄/2 or−h̄/2. However, when they get together to
compare their results after the measurements are made, they find that
every time when Alice has observed+h̄/2, Bob has observed−h̄/2, and
vice versa.

According to the conventional reading of quantummechanics, the
interpretation of these results is completely straightforward. From the
theory of angular momentumwe know that the spin state of a pair of
spin-1/2 particles with total spin zero is described by the state vector

|Ψ〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑〉|↓〉 − |↓〉|↑〉

)
. (15.2.1)

Then, whichever one of Alice and Bobmakes the measurement first and
observes a result, collapses the state vector by doing so, and thereafter the
result for the other experimentalist is also determined. Say Alice makes
her measurement before Bob. Alice can find either the result+h̄/2 or
−h̄/2, each with probability 1/2, but after she has observed some result
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– say+h̄/2 – then the state vector has collapsed from |Ψ〉 to |↑〉|↓〉, and
when Bobmeasures the z-component of the spin of his particle from this
state, he will find−h̄/2 with certainty.

It is also possible to deduce this result in another way, where no refer-
ence to the collapse of the state vector is made. We simply observe that
the state |Ψ〉 is an eigenstate of the operator S(A)

z ⊗ S(B)
z with eigenvalue

−h̄2/4,

S(A)
z ⊗ S(B)

z |Ψ〉 = −
h̄2

4
|Ψ〉. (15.2.2)

Therefore, when Alice measures S(A)
z and Bobmeasures S(B)

z , the product
of their results must always be−h̄2/4, and thus one must get+h̄/2 and
the other must get−h̄/2.

On the other hand, from the point of view of physics, this result seems
rather strange, particularly since it does not depend at all on how far away
from each other Alice and Bob are. In principle the two experimentalist
can be separated by a distance of many light years, and yet it seems that
whenever the first one of themmakes a measurement, information about
the result is somehow instantly propagated into the other experimental-
ist’s location.

15.2.2 Hidden variables?

Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen argued that a situation like this can be
resolved in one of two ways:

• Information about what is happening at one experimentalist’s location
is mysteriously and instantaneously transmitted to the other experi-
mentalist’s location; or

• Quantummechanics is an incomplete theory – that is, it does not give
a complete description of what is going on in the experiment.

Not surprisingly, Einstein – the father of the theory of relativity – thought
that the first alternative is absurd. Thus, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen
concluded that quantummechanics is incomplete, though they did not
say anything about how it should be completed.

What Einstein et al. are suggesting with their conclusion is that there
would be additional degrees of freedom in Nature that quantummechan-
ics is unaware of. Nowadays such degrees of freedom are typically called
hidden variables. The hope is that in a more complete theory, which
would account for the hidden variables, the results of Alice and Bob’s spin
measurements would be determined by the hidden variables. That is,
the results observed by Alice and Bob are functions of the hidden vari-
ables; e.g. s(A)

z (λ) and s(B)z (λ), where the hidden variables are denoted
collectively by λ. The hidden variables would presumably have an equa-
tion of motion, and given some initial condition, this equation would
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determine their values at later times. Thus the results of Alice and Bob’s
measurements would be specified in a deterministic way by the theory.

In a hidden variables theory, a physical system has definite values for
its observables all the time. These values are determined by the hidden
variables, and they may change with time in a way which follows from the
time evolution of the hidden variables. The apparent randomness that we
observe in the results of a measurement is only a reflection of the fact that
we do not know about the hidden variables.

Thus, Einstein et al. are proposing to explain the result of Alice and
Bob’s experiment by saying that the particles emerging from the middle
have definite (and oppositely oriented) z-components of spin all along1. 1 Einstein is said to once have asked

Pascual Jordan, a strong supporter of the
”orthodox” interpretation of quantum
mechanics – according to which the
particle has no definite value for the
z-component of its spin until the act of
measurement forces it to take some value
– whether Jordan believes the Moon exists
only when he looks at it.

The reason why Alice and Bob think that they observe a sequence of
random results is because the description given to them by quantum
mechanics about the experiment is incomplete. A more complete theory
would be able to predict with certainty what results Alice and Bob are
going to observe in any given run of the experiment. From this point of
view, there does not seem to be anything mysterious about the results
found in the experiment, as emphasized by Bell in his book:

The philosopher in the street, who has not suffered a course on quantum
mechanics, is quite unimpressed by the Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen correla-
tions. He can point to many examples of similar correlations in everyday
life. The case of Bertlmann’s socks is often cited. Dr. Bertlmann likes to
wear two socks of different colours. Which colour he will have on a given
foot on a given day is quite unpredictable. But when you see that the first
sock is pink you can already be sure that the second sock will not be pink.
Observation of the first, and experience on Bertlmann, gives immediate
information about the second. There is no accounting for tastes, but apart
from that there is no mystery here. And is not the EPR business just the
same?

Anyone who is sufficiently educated at quantummechanics will prob-
ably immediately dislike the idea that a system has definite values for all
of its observables at all times, and that a measurement merely reveals
the already existing value of the observable, for this seems to be in con-
flict with the fact that it is impossible to simultaneously determine the
values of certain pairs of observables, such as position andmomentum.
On the other hand, from a logical point of view it is hardly a satisfactory
refutation of the idea of hidden variables that it does not appeal to most
physicists’ sense of what is ”appropriate”. As Mermin puts it, a hidden
variables theory should better ”be ruled out by hard-headed quantum-
mechanical calculation, rather than merely be rejected because it is in
bad taste.”

Precisely this kind of a refutation was given by Bell, who in a 1964
article demonstrated a famous and powerful ”no-hidden-variables” the-
orem. Bell’s theorem says that any theory in which a system has definite
values for all observables at all times is either unable to reproduce the
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predictions of quantummechanics, at least for some experiments, or
else it must contain undesirable ”non-local” features, like the instanta-
neous propagation of information between distant locations in the EPR
example. Bell’s theorem therefore places very strong restrictions on the
possibility of interpreting quantummechanics in terms of an underlying
hidden variables theory.

15.2.3 Bell’s inequality

In the experiment described above, we have allowed Alice and Bob to
measure the spin component of their particle in any direction they wish.
For example, they could perform an experiment where they randomly
choose to measure the spin either along the z-axis, or along the x-axis.
If this experiment is done many times, and if Alice and Bob afterwards
get together and compare their results, they will find that in all the cases
where they have both chosen to measure the spin along the same axis,
their results are completely anticorrelated (that is, whenever one has got
the result+h̄/2, the other has got−h̄/2), but when they have measured
the spins along different axes, their results are not correlated in any way
at all. More generally, whenever Alice and Bob would choose to measure
the spin along any common direction, they would find that they have
always observed opposite results. In a hidden variables theory which
would account for the results of Alice and Bob’s experiment, the particles
would therefore need to simultaneously have definite (and opposite)
values of spin along any direction.

Problem 15.2.1. Show that the state
(15.2.1) can also be written as

|Ψ〉 = 1√
2

(
|→〉|←〉 − |←〉|→〉

)
,

(15.2.3)
and that it is rotationally invariant.
Explain how the claims made above follow
from these results.

We will now derive a version of Bell’s theorem which is simpler than
the one originally proven by Bell. Our goal is to show that any theory of
spin-1/2 particles in which the particles have definite values of spin along
all directions, and which does not have any non-local properties, will give
predictions that differ from those given by quantummechanics, for some
spin measurements that Alice and Bob can perform.

We want to consider a setup where Alice and Bobmeasure the spins
of their particles along directions given by the unit vectors â and b̂, re-
spectively. Suppose that a series of N measurements is made. Denote
by An(â) and Bn(b̂) the values that Alice and Bob’s particles have for the
spin component along â and b̂ in the n-th measurement, normalized
with a factor of 2/h̄ so that they take on the values±1. Consequently,
the results observed by Alice and Bob in the n-th experiment will be
(h̄/2)An(â) and (h̄/2)Bn(b̂).

A ”correlation function” for directions â and b̂ can be defined by

C(â, b̂) = lim
N→∞

N

∑
n=1

An(â)Bn(b̂). (15.2.4)

It is a sensible measure of the correlations between Alice and Bob’s re-
sults, since if (with some choice of â and b̂) they always measure the same
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result, then C(â, b̂) = +1, and if they always measure opposite results,
then C(â, b̂) = −1. Furthermore, if the results are not related to each
other in any way, then C(â, b̂) = 0.

Imagine now that Alice and Bob have each specified two different
directions, â1, â2 and b̂1, b̂2, along which they may choose to measure the
spin of their particle. Consider the quantity

gn = An(â1)Bn(b̂1) + An(â1)Bn(b̂2) + An(â2)Bn(b̂1)− An(â2)Bn(b̂2).
(15.2.5)

Since each An and Bn has either the value+1 or−1, the same is true
for every term on the right. Also, since A2

n = 1 and B2
n = 1, the last

term on the right is the product of the first three. By going through all
the possibilities you can then convince yourself that gn can only have
the values±2. This implies in particular that the average value of gn

over all the measurements must be at least−2 but no more than+2.
Consequently,
∣∣∣∣

1
N

N

∑
n=1

gn

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣
1
N

N

∑
n=1

An(â1)Bn(b̂1) +
1
N

N

∑
n=1

An(â1)Bn(b̂2)

+
1
N

N

∑
n=1

An(â2)Bn(b̂1)−
1
N

N

∑
n=1

An(â2)Bn(b̂2)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2,(15.2.6)

and letting N → ∞, we find
∣∣C(â1, b̂1) + C(â1, b̂2) + C(â2, b̂1)− C(â2, b̂2)

∣∣ ≤ 2. (15.2.7)

Note that the only assumptions which have been used in deriving this re-
sult are that the particles have definite values of spin along all directions,
and that the values observed by Alice and Bob do not depend on which
measurement the other one chooses to perform; the latter assumption
implies that (for example) An(â1) has the same value in both the first
term and the second term on the right of Eq. (15.2.5).

According to quantummechanics, the correlation function (15.2.4) is
given by

C(â, b̂) = − cos α, (15.2.8)

where α is the angle between â and b̂.
Problem 15.2.2. Derive Eq. (15.2.8)
by calculating the expected value of
the operator â ·~σ ⊗ b̂ ·~σ in the state
(15.2.1). (You can simplify the calculation
somewhat by making use of the rotational
invariance of the state |Ψ〉.)

Consider now the special case where â1 = b̂1, the angle between â1 and
â2 is α, and the angle between â1 and b̂2 is α in the other direction. The
inequality (15.2.7) is now satisfied, if

|1 + 2 cos α− cos 2α| ≤ 2. (15.2.9)

However, from Fig. 15.4 we see that the inequality is violated over a wide
range of values for α. In other words, quantummechanics is not com-
patible with the inequality (15.2.7). It is not possible, even in principle,
to ”explain” quantummechanics by appealing to an underlying hidden
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variables theory, unless one is satisfied with allowing the theory to have
strange non-local properties, e.g. that the results observed by one exper-
imentalist will depend on what another experimentalist is doing at the
same time at a distant location.

Figure 15.4: The function f (α) = |1 +
2 cos α− cos 2α|.

Problem 15.2.3. The choice of vectors
â1, â2, b̂1 and b̂2 that leads to Eq. (15.2.9)
violates the inequality by a factor of 5/4,
in the sense that the maximum value
of the function on the left is 5/2. Try to
construct another set of vectors which
violates the inequality by a larger factor.
(The largest possible violation that can be
achieved is by a factor of

√
2.)

One of the reasons why Bell’s theorem is remarkable is that it gives a
definite, quantitative inequality, which can be tested against experiment.
In other words, we have here a situation where quantummechanics
gives some prediction for the result of a certain spin experiment, and any
hidden variables theory which is free of non-local features will necessarily
give a different prediction – this is the content of Bell’s theorem. We can
let Nature act as a judge in this matter, by performing the appropriate
experiment, and seeing whether the results are consistent with quantum
mechanics, or with a ”local” hidden variables theory. There is even some
room to allow for experimental uncertainties and imperfections, since
quantummechanics violates the inequality (15.2.7) by factors as large as√

2.
Note, by the way, that together with the contribution from Bell, the

argument started by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen proves something very
muchmore dramatic than these people probably originally had imag-
ined. Bell’s theorem implies that if Nature is to be described in terms of
a hidden variables theory, as E., P. and R. argued it would, then quantum
mechanics is not only incomplete – which was the conclusion of Einstein
et al. – but it is simplywrong as a physical theory.

There is therefore a very good reason to test Bell’s inequality with an
experiment that is sufficiently sensitive to be able to detect a difference
between the predictions of quantummechanics and those of a hidden
variables theory. Several experiments of this kind were attempted start-
ing in the 1970’s, culminating in the three experiments of Aspect and
collaborators in the early 1980’s2. 2 A. Aspect, P. Grangier and G. Roger,

Experimental Tests of Realistic Local
Theories via Bell’s Theorem, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 47, 460 (1981); A. Aspect, P. Grangier
and G. Roger, Experimental Realiza-
tion of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm
Gedankenexperiment: A New Violation of
Bell’s Inequalities, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 91
(1982); A. Aspect, J. Dalibard, G. Roger,
Experimental Test of Bell’s Inequalities
Using Time-Varying Analyzers, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 49, 1804 (1982).

Most of these experiments, including those of Aspect et al., used pho-
tons instead of spin-1/2 particles, the two polarization states of the pho-
ton playing a role analogous to the two spin states of a spin-1/2 particle.
For their third experiment Aspect et al. had designed ingenious methods
by which the settings of the detectors – which specify the direction along
which the polarization of the photon is measured – are chosen only after
the photons have emerged from the source. In particular, this eliminates
any possibility that the state in which the photons are produced could
somehow be affected by the settings of the detectors.

The results found by Aspect et al. are in convincing agreement with the
predictions of quantummechanics. In the article on their third measure-
ment, they report that ”the results are in good agreement with quantum
mechanical predictions but violate Bell’s inequalities by 5 standard de-
viations”; see also Fig. 15.5. Since then a number of further experiments
have been made, with improved accuracy or under stricter experimental
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conditions. In particular, in 2008 Salart et al. performed an experiment
where the detectors were separated by a distance of 18 kilometers3. The 3 D. Salart et al., Space-like Separation in a

Bell Test assuming Gravitationally Induced
Collapses, arXiv:0803.2425 [quant-ph].

purpose of this large distance was to ensure that the process of measure-
ment at each detector could be completed before information could have
been propagated from one detector to the other.

Figure 15.5: Results from Aspect et al.’s
third experiment.

In all these experiments it has been found that Bell’s inequality is vio-
lated and the predictions of quantummechanics are confirmed. There-
fore one is either forced to accept that quantummechanics seems to
operate in a counterintuitive non-local way, or else one has to take some
kind of an ”agnostic” position, in which one thinks of quantummechan-
ics only as a powerful and successful tool for predicting the outcomes of
various experiments, and forbids the asking of any questions about the
”meaning” of the quantum-mechanical formalism.

15.2.4 The GHZ experiment

In some sense, now would be the right time to put this chapter to an end.
We have brought our story to a definite conclusion – the predictions of
quantummechanics have been vindicated by Nature, and the idea of an
underlying hidden variables theory has therefore been refuted and can
be put to rest4. Even so, for the sake of completeness we should still say a 4 Actually, we should emphasize that

Bell’s theorem and the subsequent
experiments made to test it refute only
the possibility of a local hidden variables
theory underlying quantummechanics.
There exists a particular hidden variables
theory – the so-called de Broglie–Bohm
pilot wave theory – in which systems have
definite values for all their observables
at all times, and all of whose predictions
agree with those of quantummechanics.
However, the theory is substantially
non-local. For example, in the pilot wave
analysis of the double slit experiment,
the force which the particle feels will
change instantaneously when one of the
slits is opened or closed. I believe not
many people take the pilot wave theory
seriously as a physical theory, but at least
it serves the purpose of showing that
a categorical refutation of the idea of
hidden variables is not possible.

couple of things before we stop, even though they do not really fit into our
story as a natural continuation. This is because other people have come
after Bell and invented more powerful and transparent versions of his
”no-hidden-variables” theorem, and it would be questionable to not say
anything about these arguments, which are, in a way, clearly better than
Bell’s original one.

A particularly clear and striking demonstration of the result that quan-
tummechanics is inconsistent with any theory which does not violate
locality and in which systems possess definite values for all of their ob-
servables has been invented by Greenberger, Horne and Zeilinger5. Both

5 See e.g. D. Greenberger, M. Horne, A.
Shimony and A. Zeilinger, Bell’s theorem
without inequalities, Am. J. Phys. 58 (12),
1990.

Coleman andMermin have strongly argued that the GHZ argument is
significantly superior over Bell’s original analysis of the EPR experiment.

We will give you a version of the GHZ argument that is presented
by Mermin in his Physics Today article. The setup of the experiment
is shown in Fig. 15.6. In the middle a set of three spin-1/2 particles is
somehow produced in the state

|Ψ〉 = 1√
2

(
|↑↑↑〉 − |↓↓↓〉

)
. (15.2.10)

The particles are sent to three experimentalists, each of whom canmea-
sure the spin of his particle along either the x-axis or the y-axis. If the
experiment is repeated a lot of times, each experimentalist on his own
appears to observe a completely random sequence of results, regardless
of the direction in which he chooses to measure the spin. However, when

arXiv:0803.2425
[quant-ph]
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these people later get together and compare the results, they will find out
two things6: 6 We are assuming that our experimental-

ists measure angular momentum in units
of h̄/2.• When any two of the people have measured the spin along the y-axis,

and the third one along the x-axis, the product of their results will be
+1. (That is, either all three have got the result+1, or one has got+1
and two have got−1.)

• When all three people have measured the spin along the x-axis, the
product of their results will be−1. (That is, either all three have got the
result−1, or one has got−1 and two have got+1.)

(Picture fromMermin’s American Journal of Physics article.)

Figure 15.6: The GHZ experiment. Each
detector receives a spin-1/2 particle from
the source in the center, and measures
the spin of the particle either in the
x-direction or in the y-direction.

That quantummechanics predicts these results follows straightfor-
wardly from the explicit form of the state (15.2.10). Using that the Pauli
matrices act on the states |↑〉 and |↓〉 as

σx|↑〉 = |↓〉, σx|↓〉 = |↑〉, σy|↑〉 = i|↓〉, σy|↓〉 = −i|↑〉,(15.2.11)

you can easily show that

σ
(1)
x σ

(2)
y σ

(3)
y |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉, (15.2.12)

σ
(1)
y σ

(2)
x σ

(3)
y |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉, (15.2.13)

σ
(1)
y σ

(2)
y σ

(3)
x |Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉, (15.2.14)

and
σ
(1)
x σ

(2)
x σ

(3)
x |Ψ〉 = −|Ψ〉. (15.2.15)

Let us then ask whether these results are consistent with the idea that
the particles simultaneously have definite values for their spin compo-
nents along all directions. Suppose the i-th particle has the values s(i)x and
s(i)y for its spin along the x- and y-axes. Then the results from the mea-
surements in which two people measure the spin in the y-direction and
one in the x-direction indicate that the spin values must satisfy

s(1)x s(2)y s(3)y = +1, s(1)y s(2)x s(3)y = +1, s(1)y s(2)y s(3)x = +1.
(15.2.16)

Since each s(i)k takes on the values±1, it follows from these equations
that

s(1)x s(2)x s(3)x =
(
s(1)x s(2)y s(3)y

)(
s(1)y s(2)x s(3)y

)(
s(1)y s(2)y s(3)x

)
= +1. (15.2.17)

On the other hand, the results which are obtained in the actual experi-
ment when all three people measure the spin along the x-axis imply that

s(1)x s(2)x s(3)x = −1. (15.2.18)

We thus find that, for this experiment, the result predicted by quantum
mechanics is in complete andmaximal disagreement with that predicted
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by a hidden variables theory. This is a muchmore direct demonstration
than the original analysis of Bell that quantummechanics is incompati-
ble with the idea of hidden variables. Bell’s argument only shows that the
values given by quantummechanics for certain correlation functions are
too large to be explained by hidden variables. To test the inequality exper-
imentally, it is necessary to make a large number of measurements, and
observe that certain results come out more often than would be possible
according to a hidden variables theory. On the other hand, in the argu-
ment presented here, once sufficiently many measurements have been
made to establish Eq. (15.2.16), then a single run of the experiment, with
all three experimentalist measuring their particles’ spins along the x-axis,
is enough to produce a result which is in conflict with the prediction of a
hidden variables theory.

Note that the GHZ argument also depends on the requirement of
locality, even though this requirement enters the above analysis in a
not particularly transparent way. The way in which it enters is that in
Eq. (15.2.17) we are implicitly assuming that the result of, say, the spin
values of the third experimentalist’s particle do not depend on what the
other two experimentalists are measuring. This assumption implies
that both appearances of s(3)y in Eq. (15.2.17) have the same value. If this
assumption were not true, the hidden variables theory could presumably
reproduce the quantum-mechanical result, but we would then be back in
the undesirable situation where the spin values of the third particle would
depend on what measurements the first two experimentalists choose to
make, even if they are arbitrarily far away from the third particle.

15.2.5 The Kochen–Specker theorem

Youmay have noticed that both Bell’s and GHZ’s ”no-hidden-variables”
proofs depend on the properties of a particular state – the state (15.2.1)
for Bell, and the state (15.2.10) for GHZ. A true perfectionist would prob-
ably find this unsatisfying, and would like to have a more general argu-
ment, which does not make use of any special state. Such an argument is
given by the Kochen–Specker theorem. The theorem was first proven by
Bell, and afterwards independently rediscovered by Kochen and Specker,
who according to Mermin got their name attached to it because their
proof was more appealing to philosophers of science than Bell’s original
proof.

The Kochen–Specker theorem is concerned with the existence of
something that could be called a ”value function”. The value function is
a way of formulating the idea that in a hidden variables theory systems
have definite values for their observables. Thus, in a hidden variables
theory, a given state |ψ〉 has a value function v, such that v(A) gives the
value of the observable A in the state |ψ〉.
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From the quantum-mechanical properties of observables there follow
certain restrictions for the value function v. Firstly, since the measure-
ment of A must give an eigenvalue as a result, the only possible values of
the function v(A) are the eigenvalues of A. Secondly, if A, B, C, . . . are
a set of commuting observables, then according to quantummechanics
all of them can be simultaneously measured, and the possible results
are a set of simultaneous eigenvalues. This places further restrictions on
the values v(A), v(B), v(C), . . . of the value function. In particular, if the
operators satisfy a relation of the form

f (A, B, C, . . . ) = 0, (15.2.19)

then the same relation must be satisfied by the values of the value func-
tion

f (v(A), v(B), v(C), . . . ) = 0; (15.2.20)

this follows simply because a measurement of the observable f of Eq.
(15.2.19) is guaranteed to give the result zero.

We will now prove that a value function having these properties can-
not exist, if the dimension of the Hilbert space is at least four. The result
originally proven by Bell, and by Kochen and Specker, was that such a
value function does not exist if dimH ≥ 3. However, the proof of this
result involves a fairly complicated geometrical construction, which we
prefer to not bother ourselves with, since I would imagine there are very
few practical situations where it would be important to know that a value
function cannot exist in a precisely three-dimensional Hilbert space. (In a
two-dimensional Hilbert space it is possible to construct a value function.
An explicit construction is given by Bell in his book.)

To prove this theorem, we will produce a counterexample. That is, we
will write down a special set of observables A, B, C, . . . , and show that it
is not possible to assign values v(A), v(B), v(C), . . . to the observables
in such a way that Eq. (15.2.19) satisfied by a mutually commuting set of
observables would imply that the values of these observables satisfy Eq.
(15.2.20). Our set of observables is the following:

σ
(1)
x σ

(2)
x σ

(1)
x σ

(2)
y

σ
(2)
y σ

(1)
y σ

(1)
y σ

(2)
y

σ
(1)
x σ

(2)
y σ

(1)
y σ

(2)
x σ

(1)
z σ

(2)
z

(15.2.21)

We have here two independent sets of Pauli matrices, and σ
(1)
x is a short-

hand notation for σ
(1)
x ⊗ 1(2), etc. The product operators clearly operate

on a four-dimensional Hilbert space (in fact, on the tensor product of two
spin-1/2 Hilbert spaces). We can also consider them as operating on a
four-dimensional subspace of a larger Hilbert space, and so our argument
will also be valid for a Hilbert space of any dimension larger than four.

The observables (15.2.21) have the following properties:
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• The observables in all three rows and all three columns of the above
table commute with each other.

• The product of the observables in all three rows and in the first two
columns is+1. The product of the observables in the third column is
−1.

Problem 15.2.4. Check these claims.
(Recall that the Pauli matrices satisfy
σ2

i = 1 and σiσj = −σjσi if i 6= j, and that
matrices operating on different spaces
commute.)

Consequently, the values assigned to the observables in each row should
have the product+1. Similarly, the values assigned to the observables
in the first two columns should have the product+1, while the values
assigned to the observables in the third column should have−1 as their
product. But the theorem is now proven, because such an assignment is
clearly impossible – the assignments for the rows imply that the product
of all nine values is+1, while the assignments for the rows imply that this
product is−1.

In the words of Mermin, whomwe have been following with our pre-
sentation, ”This is as simple a version of the Bell–Kochen–Specker the-
orem as one is ever likely to find, and it belongs in elementary texts on
quantummechanics as a direct demonstration, straight from the for-
malism, without any appeal to decrees by the Founders, that one cannot
realize the naive ensemble interpretation7 of the theory on which the 7 The ensemble interpretation is that a

state vector |ψ〉 does not describe a single
system, but rather a large collection, or
an ”ensemble”, of identically prepared
systems, and each member of the ensem-
ble has definite values for its observables.
The apparent randomness that we ob-
serve when wemake measurements on
quantum-mechanical systems is claimed
to be merely a reflection of our imperfect
ability to prepare ensembles whose all
members would have the same values for
their observables.

attempt to assign values is based.”

15.3 Additional references for further reading

There are several resources in literature on which this chapter is based.
One of the great people in the field of ”quantum philosophy” was John
Bell,

Speakable and unspeakable in quantummechanics (Cambridge University
Press, 1987).

In particular, the book includes the article

J. S. Bell,On the Einstein Podolsky Rosen paradox, Physics 1, 195 (1964),

in which Bell proves the original version of his famous inequality.
The book by Isham cited in the beginning of these notes also contains

a relatively lengthy discussion of the conceptual issues in quantumme-
chanics, albeit in a rather mathematical style. The book by Le Bellac also
has some discussions on these matters.

David Mermin is another person who has produced a number of
very readable articles on the subject of quantummechanics and hidden
variables. Mermin’s version of the GHZ experiment is presented in the
article

Quantummysteries revisited, Am. J. Phys. 58 (8), August 1990.
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A nice unified overview of several ”no-hidden-variables” theorems, in-
cluding an early failed attempt by von Neumann, is given in

Hidden variables and the two theorems of John Bell, Rev. Mod. Phys. 65 (3),
July 1993.

An entertaining and highly recommendable general introduction
to the subject of this chapter is given by a lecture by Sidney Coleman,
titledQuantumMechanics in Your Face. It is available for viewing at
http://www.physics.harvard.edu/about/video.html. Our proposed
solution to the ”measurement problem” has been borrowed from Cole-
man’s lecture. In the lecture Coleman goes into this in somemore detail,
and explains also how the apparent randomness that we perceive in the
results of quantummeasurements comes about in a scheme where the
state vector never collapses.

As an aside, it seems that the resolution of the measurement problem
that we have presented is somehow similar to the famous ”many worlds”
interpretation of Everett and DeWitt, but stripped from all the fantastic
talk about the universe splitting into multiple parallel universes every
time a measurement is made. The many worlds interpretation was pro-
posed by Everett in his doctoral thesis in 1957, and was developed further
by DeWitt. His writings on the subject include the article

Quantummechanics and reality, Physics Today, 23 (9), September 1970.

(All articles cited in this list of references can be easily found with Google.)
One of the experts on the quantum-mechanical theory of measure-

ment seems to be the Polish physicist Zurek. A very nice introduction to
the idea of decoherence is given in his article

Decoherence and the transition from quantum to classical, Physics Today, 44
(10), October 1991.

A revised version of the article is available at http://arxiv.org/abs/
quant-ph/0306072. However, in the article Zurek makes use of the for-
malism of density matrices, which we have preferred to avoid. Our ex-
ample of the experiment involving the Stern–Gerlach device has been
borrowed from a class paper by Dan Stahlke, http://www.stahlke.org/
dan/phys-papers/qm652-project.pdf.

http://www.physics.harvard.edu/about/video.html
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0306072
http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0306072
http://www.stahlke.org/dan/phys-papers/qm652-project.pdf
http://www.stahlke.org/dan/phys-papers/qm652-project.pdf
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